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PREFACE 

We are happy to present the proceedings of the International CLASS Workshop on Natural, Intelligent 
and Effective Interaction in Multimodal Dialogue Systems, that was held in Copenhagen, Denmark, 
28-29 June 2002. The workshop was sponsored by the European CLASS project (http://www.class-
tech.org). CLASS was initiated on the request of the European Commission with the purpose of 
supporting and stimulating collaboration within and among Human Language Technology (HLT) 
projects, as well as between HLT projects and relevant projects outside Europe.  

The workshop was given a special format with the main purpose of bringing into focus both 
theoretically and practically oriented research that has given rise to innovative and challenging 
approaches on natural, intelligent and effective interaction in multimodal dialogue systems. In order to 
reach this goal we planned the workshop to contain a relatively high number of invited contributions 
in addition to papers solicited via an open Call for Papers. We invited a group of 9 internationally 
leading researchers with a balanced composition of expertise on the topics of the workshop. We were 
especially interested in the following topics: 

• Multimodal Signal Processing 
Models for multimodal signal recognition and synthesis, including combinations of speech 
(emotional speech and meaningful intonation for speech), text, graphics, music, gesture, face and 
facial expression, and (embodied) animated or anthropomorphic conversational agents. 

• Multimodal Communication Management 
  Dialogue management models for mixed initiative conversational and user-adaptive natural and 

multimodal interaction, including models for collaboration and multi-party conversation. 
• Multimodal Miscommunication Management 

Multimodal strategies for handling or preventing miscommunication, in particular multimodal 
repair and correction strategies, clarification strategies for ambiguous or conflicting multimodal 
information, and multimodal grounding and feedback strategies. 

• Multimodal Interpretation and Response Planning 
Interpretation and response planning on the basis of multimodal dialogue context, including 
(context-semantic) models for the common representation of multimodal content, as well as 
innovative concepts/technologies on the relation between multimodal interpretation and generation. 

• Reasoning in Intelligent Multimodal Dialogue Systems 
Non-monotonic reasoning techniques required for intelligent interaction in various types of 
multimodal dialogue systems, including techniques needed for multimodal input interpretation, for 
reasoning about the user(s), and for the coordination and integration of multimodal input and 
output. 

• Choice and Coordination of Media and Modalities 
Diagnostic tools and technologies for choosing the appropriate media and input and output 
modalities for the application and task under consideration, as well as theories and technologies for 
natural and effective multimodal response presentation. 

• Multimodal Corpora, Tools and Schemes 
Training corpora, test-suites and benchmarks for multimodal dialogue systems, including corpus 
tools and schemes for multilevel and multimodal coding and annotation. 

• Architectures for Multimodal Dialogue Systems 
New architectures for multimodal interpretation and response planning, including issues of 
reusability and portability, as well as architectures for the next generation of multi-party 
conversational interfaces to distributed information. 

• Evaluation of Multimodal Dialogue Systems 
Current practice and problematic issues in the standardisation of subjective and objective 
multimodal evaluation metrics, including evaluation models allowing for adequate task fulfilment 
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measurements, comparative judgements across different domain tasks, as well as models showing 
how evaluation translates into targeted, component-wise improvements of systems and aspects.  

The proceedings contain 21 contributions. An online version of the proceedings can be found on the 
workshop web page (http://www.class-tech.org/events/NMI_workshop2). In addition to 7 invited 
contributions (2 invited contributions were cancelled) we received 21 paper submissions of which 14 
were selected for presentation at the workshop. 

Together with invited contributions, a selected number of extended and updated versions of papers 
contained in these proceedings will appear in a book to be published by Kluwer Academic Publishers. 

We are in particular grateful for the work done by the members of the Program Committee which are 
leading and outstanding researchers in the field. The authors of papers submitted to the workshop 
clearly have benefited from their expertise and efforts. The names of the members of the Program 
Committee are presented on the next page. 

Further, we would like to thank Tim Bickmore, Phil Cohen, Ronald Cole, Björn Granström, Dominic 
Massaro, Candy Sidner, Oliviero Stock, Wolfgang Wahlster and Yorick Wilks for accepting our 
invitation to serve as invited speaker. Unfortunately, both Wolfgang Wahlster and Yorick Wilks had to 
cancel their participation to the workshop. We are convinced that the presence of our invited guests 
will add greatly to the quality and importance of the workshop. 

Finally, we want to acknowledge the assistance work done by the NISLab team at University of 
Southern Denmark, in particular the clerical support provided by Merete Bertelsen and the valuable 
and direct internet support given by Torben Kruchov Madsen. 

We hope you will benefit greatly from these proceedings and your participation in the workshop. 

 
 
Jan van Kuppevelt (IMS, University of Stuttgart),  
Laila Dybkjær (NISLab, University of Southern Denmark) and  
Niels Ole Bernsen (NISLab, University of Southern Denmark). 
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Abstract 

This paper presents the EURESCOM1 
project MUST, (MUltimodal, multilingual 
information Services for small mobile 
Terminals). The project started in Febru-
ary 2001 and will last till the end of 2002. 
Based on existing technologies and plat-
forms a multimodal demonstrator (the 
MUST tourist guide to Paris) has been 
implemented. This demonstrator uses 
speech and pen (pointing) for input, and 
speech, text, and graphics for output. In 
addition a multilingual Question/ Answer-
ing system has been integrated to handle 
out of domain requests. The paper focuses 
on the implementation of the demonstra-
tor. The real-time demonstrator was used 
for evaluations performed by usability ex-
perts. The results of this evaluation are 
also discussed.   

 

Introduction 

For Telecom Operators and Service Providers it 
is essential to stimulate the widest possible use 
of the future UMTS networks. Wide usage pre-
supposes that services fulfil at least two re-
quirements: customers must have the feeling that 
the service offers more or better functionality 
than existing alternatives, and the service must 
have a easy and natural interface. Especially the 
latter requirement is difficult to fulfil with the 
interaction capabilities of the small lightweight 
mobile handsets. Terminals that combine speech 

and pen at the input side, and text, graphics, and 
audio at the output side in a small form factor, 
promise to offer a platform for the design of 
multimodal interfaces that should overcome the 
usability problems. However, the combination of 
multiple input and output modes in a single ses-
sion appears to pose new technological and hu-
man factors problems of its own. The research 
departments of three Telecom Operators col-
laborate with two academic institutes in the 
EURESCOM project MUST (Boves & den Os, 
2002)1. The main aims of MUST are: 
1. Getting hands-on experience by integrating 

existing speech and language technologies 
into an experimental multimodal interface to 
a realistic real-time demonstrator in order to 
get a better understanding of the issues that 
will be important for future multimodal and 
multilingual services in the mobile networks 
accessed from small terminals. 

2. Use this demonstrator to conduct human fac-
tor experiments with naive non-professional 
users to evaluate the multimodal interaction.  

Multimodal interaction has been studied for sev-
eral years, see e.g. (Oviatt, 1999 and Oviatt et al, 
2000). Most papers on user studies report ex-
periments that were carried out with Wizard-of-
Oz systems and professional users who manipu-
lated objects on large terminal screens (Kehler et 
al., 1998, Martin et al., 1998, and Wahlster et al., 
2001). For the Telecom Operators these studies 

                                                      
1 Updated information from the MUST-project can be 
found at  
http://www.eurescom.de/public/projects/P1100-
series/p1104/default.asp 
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are of interest in so far that they indicate some of 
the general principles of multimodal interaction. 
However, Telcos can only start to consider de-
veloping multimodal services if these can be 
built on standard architectures and off-the-shelf 
components, that work in real-time and that can 
be accessed from small mobile terminals by non-
professional users. Therefore, the MUST project 
is focused on a user study with a real-time dem-
onstrator of what could become a real service. 
In addition, a large part of the existing literature 
is based on experiments that address issues such 
as the preference for specific modes for error re-
pair and comparisons of several combinations of 
modes (including unimodal interaction). In 
MUST we concentrate on gathering knowledge 
about behaviour of untrained users interacting 
with one –carefully designed- multimodal sys-
tem that is virtually impossible to use without 
combining speech and pen for input. 
In this paper we first present the functionality of 
the demonstrator service that served as the back-
bone of the MUST project. Then we describe the 
architecture, and the user interface. Finally, we 
present the results of an expert evaluation of the 
first operational version of the demonstrator.  

1 The functionality of the demonstrator 

Multimodal interaction comes in several forms 
that imply different functionalities for the user. 
In MUST we decided to investigate the most 
powerful approach, i.e. simultaneous coordi-
nated multimodal interaction2. We want to pro-
vide Telecom Operators with information on 
what this type of interaction implies in terms of 
implementation effort and on how users will ap-
preciate this new way of interaction.   
Only some of the services that one might want to 
develop for the mobile Internet networks lend it-
self naturally to the use of simultaneous coordi-
nated interaction combining speech and text in-
put. A necessary requirement for such a service 
is the need to talk about objects that can be iden-
tified by pointing at them on the screen. One 
family of services where pointing and speaking 
can be complementary is when a user is required 

                                                      
2 Simultaneous coordinated multimodal interaction is 
the term used by W3C http://www.w3.org for the 
most complicated multimodal interaction, where all 
available input devices are active simultaneously, and 
their actions are interpreted in context. 

to talk about objects on a map. This probably 
explains why multimodal map services have 
been so popular in the research community 
(Oviatt, et al, 2000; Martin et al., 1998). Tourist 
guides that are organised around detailed maps 
of small sections of a city are an example of this 
family of services. Therefore, we decided to 
model the MUST demonstrator service after this 
metaphor. Paris was selected as the object city.  
Thus, the MUST Guide to Paris is organized in 
the form of small sections of the town around 
“Points of Interests” (POI’s), such as the Eiffel 
tower, the Arc de Triumph, etc. These POI’s are 
the major entry point for navigation. The maps 
show not only the street plan, but also pictorial 
representations of major buildings, monuments, 
etc. When the user selects one of the POI’s, a 
detailed map of the surroundings of that object is 
displayed on the screen of the terminal (cf. Fig. 
2). Many map sections will contain additional 
objects that might be of interest to the visitor. By 
pointing at these objects on the screen they be-
come the topic of the conversation, and the user 
can ask questions about these objects, for exam-
ple “What is this building?”, and “What are the 
opening hours?”. The user can also ask more 
general questions about the section of the city 
that is displayed, such as “What restaurants are 
in this neighbourhood?’ The latter question will 
add icons for restaurants to the display, that can 
be turned into the topic of conversation by point-
ing and asking questions, for example about the 
type of food that is offered, the price range, and 
opening hours. The information returned by the 
system is rendered in the form of text, graphics 
(maps, and pictures of hotels and restaurants), 
and text-to-speech synthesis. 
For mobile network operators a substantial part 
of access to services comes from roaming cus-
tomers. It is well-known that most people prefer 
to use their native language, especially when us-
ing speech recognisers, that are known to de-
grade in performance for non-native speech. 
Therefore, information services offered in the 
mobile networks must be multilingual, so as to 
allow every customer to use the preferred lan-
guage. The MUST demonstrator is developed 
for Norwegian, Portuguese, French and English.  
 
Users will be allowed to ask questions about 
POI’s for which the answers are not in the data-
base of the service, perhaps because only a small 
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proportion of the users is expected to be inter-
ested in this information (e.g., ‘Who is the archi-
tect of this building?’ and ‘What other buildings 
has he designed in Paris?’). For the answers to 
these questions access will be provided to a mul-
tilingual Question/Answering (Q/A) system, de-
veloped by France Télécom R&D, that will try 
to find the answers on the Internet (Boualem and 
Filoche, n.y.).   

2 The architecture of the demonstrator 

The overall architecture of the MUST demon-
strator is shown in Figure 1. The server side of 
the architecture combines a number of special-
ised modules, that exchange information among 
each other. The server is accessed by the user 
through a thin client that runs on the mobile ter-
minal. The application server is based on the 
Portugal Telecom Inovação (Azevedo and 
Beires, 2001) and Telenor R&D (Knudsen et al., 
2000) voice servers, which were originally de-
signed for voice-only services, i.e. there are two 
versions of the demonstrator that only differ in 
the voice platforms used. The voice servers pro-
vide an interface to ISDN and PSTN telephony 
and advanced voice resources such as Automatic 
Speech Recognition (ASR) and Text-to-Speech 
Synthesis (TTS). The ASR applied is Philips 
SpeechPearl2000, that supports all the lan-
guages in the project (English, French, Portu-
guese and Norwegian). ASR-features such as 
confidence scores and N-best lists are supported. 
The TTS engine is used to generate real-time 
speech output. Different TTS-engines are used 
for the different languages in MUST. Telenor 
and France Télécom use home-built TTS en-
gines, while Portugal Telecom uses RealSpeak 
from L&H.  
The multilingual question-answering (Q/A) sys-
tem uses a combination of syntactic/semantic 
parsing and statistical natural Language Process-
ing techniques to search the Web for potentially 
relevant documents. The search is based on a 
question expressed in natural language, and the 
system subsequently tries to extract a short an-
swer from the documents. The size (in terms of 
number of characters) of the answer cannot be 
predicted in advance, but it is expected that most 
answers are short enough to fit into the text box 
that is used for presenting information that is al-
ready available in the database. If an answer is 
too long, it will be provided by Text to Speech.  

The GALAXY Communicator Software Infra-
structure, a public domain reference version of 
DARPA Communicator maintained by MITRE 
(http://fofoca.mitre.org), has been chosen as the 
underlying inter-module communication frame-
work of the system. It also provides the HUB in 
Figure 1, through which nearly all the inter-
module messages are passed. The main features 
of this framework are modularity, distributed na-
ture, seamless integration of the modules, and 
flexibility in terms of inter-module data ex-
change (synchronous and asynchronous com-
munication through HUB and directly between 
modules).  GALAXY allows to ‘glue’ existing 
components (e.g., ASR, TTS, etc.) together in 
different ways by providing extensive facilities 
for passing messages between the components 
through the central HUB. A component can eas-
ily invoke a functionality that is being provided 
by other components without knowing which 
component provides it or where it is running. 
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Figure 1. Schematic architecture of the MUST 
tourist guide to Paris 

 
The processing in the HUB can be controlled us-
ing a script or it can act as a facilitator in an 
agent based system. In MUST the HUB messag-
ing control is script based. The modules are writ-
ten in Java and C/C++ under Linux and Win-
dows NT. 
In order to keep the format of the messages ex-
changed between the modules simple and flexi-
ble, it has been decided to use an XML based 
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mark-up language named MxML - MUST XML 
Mark up Language. MxML is used to represent 
most of the multimodal content that is ex-
changed between the modules. Parameters re-
quired for set-up, synchronization, and discon-
nection of modules use key pair (name - value) 
attributes in Galaxy messages. 
The client part of the demonstrator is imple-
mented on a COMPAQ iPAQ Pocket PC run-
ning Microsoft CE with WLAN connection. The 
speech part is handled by a mobile phone. The 
user will not notice this “two part” solution, 
since the phone will be hidden and the interface 
will be transparent. Only the headset (micro-
phone and earphones) with a wireless connec-
tion will be visible for the user.  
The spoken utterances are forwarded to the 
speech recogniser by the telephony module. The 
text and pen inputs are transferred from the GUI 
Client via the TCP/IP connection to the GUI 
Server. The inputs from the speech recogniser 
and the GUI Server are integrated in the Multi-
modal Server (late fusion) and passed to the Dia-
logue/Context Manager (DM). The DM inter-
prets the result and acts accordingly, for exam-
ple by contacting the Map Server and fetching 
the information to be presented for the user. The 
information is then sent to the GUI Server and 
Voice Server via the Multimodal Server that per-
forms the fission. Fission consists of the extrac-
tion of data addressed to the output modalities 
(speech and graphics in this case).  
MUST set out to investigate implementation is-
sues related to coordinated simultaneous multi-
modal input, i.e. all parallel inputs must be in-
terpreted in combination, depending on the fu-
sion of the information from all channels. In our 
implementation we opted for the “late fusion” 
approach, where recogniser outputs are com-
bined at a semantic interpretation level. The 
temporal relationship between different input 
channels is obtained by considering all input 
contents within a reasonable time window. The 
length of this time window has a default value of 
1 second and is a variable parameter that can be 
adjusted dynamically according to the dialog 
context. 

3 The user interface of the demonstrator 

One important feature for the user interface is 
the “Tap While Talk” functionality. When the 
pen is used shortly before, during or shortly after 

speech, the two input actions are integrated into 
one combined action. An example is the utter-
ance “Show hotels here”, while tapping at Notre 
Dame. When the time between tapping and 
speech is longer than a pre-set threshold, the ac-
tions are considered as sequential and independ-
ent.  

The overall interaction strategy is user con-
trolled, in accordance with what is usual in 
graphical user interfaces. This implies that the 
speech recogniser must always be open to cap-
ture input. Obviously, this complicates signal 
processing and speech recognition. However, it 
is difficult to imagine an alternative for a con-
tinuously active ASR without changing the in-
teraction strategy. Users can revert to sequential 
operation by leaving enough time between 
speech and pen actions.  
The output information is mainly presented in 
the form of text (e.g. ”the entrance fee is 3 
euro”) and graphics (maps and pictures of hotels 
and restaurants). The text output appears in a 
text box on the screen.  

To help the user keep track of the system 
status, the system will always respond to an in-
put. In most cases the response is graphical. For 
example, when a Point of Interest (POI) has 
been selected, the system will respond by show-
ing the corresponding map. If the system detects 
an ambiguity (e.g. if audio input was detected, 
but ASR was not able to recognise the input with 
sufficiently high confidence), it provides a 
prompt saying that it did not understand the ut-
terance. 
The graphical part of the user interface consists 
of two types of maps: an overview map showing 
all POIs, and detailed maps with a POI in the 
centre. The Dialogue/Context Manager is de-
signed such that the interaction starts without a 
focus for the dialogue. Thus, the first action that 
a user must take is to select a POI. The selected 
object automatically becomes the focus of the 
dialogue: all deictic pronouns, requests etc. now 
refer to the selected object. Selection can be ac-
complished in three ways: by speaking, by 
pointing, or by both simultaneously. Irrespective 
of the selection mode, the application responds 
by showing the section map that contains the 
POI. A selected object is marked by a red frame 
surrounding it, as a graphical response to the se-
lection action. All additional selectable objects 
on a map are indicated by green frames. When 
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the user has selected a POI, several facilities 
such as hotels and restaurants can be shown as 
objects on the maps. This can be accomplished 
by means of speech (by asking a question such 
as ‘What hotels are there in this neighbour-
hood?’), or by tapping on one of the ‘facility’ 
buttons that appear at the bottom of the screen, 
just below each section map.  
 

 
 
 

Figure 2. Screen Layout of the MUST tourist 
guide 

 
Fig. 2 shows the buttons that were present in the 
toolbar of the first version of the GUI.  Two but-
tons are related to the functionality of the service 
(hotels and restaurants), and three buttons are re-
lated to navigation: a help button, a home but-
ton, and a back button. The back button will 
make the application go back to the previous 
state of the dialogue as a kind of error recovery 
mechanism to deal with recognition failures. 
‘Help’ was context independent in the first ver-
sion of the demonstrator; the only help that was 
provided was a short statement saying that 
speech and pen can be one by one or combined 
to interact with the application.   

Speech input allows what we call shortcuts. For 
example, at the top navigation level (where the 
overview map with POIs is on the screen) the 
user can ask questions such as ‘What hotels are 
there near the Notre Dame?’. That request will 
result in the detailed map of the Notre Dame, 
with the locations of hotels indicated as select-
able objects. However, until one of the hotels is 
selected, the Notre Dame will be considered as 
the topic of the dialogue.  

4 Expert review 

The MUST application was investigated by 
Norwegian and Portuguese experts in human-
machine interaction. Since only twelve experts 
participated in this evaluation, results should be 
interpreted with due caution. There were great 
similarities between the remarks and observa-
tions of the Portuguese and Norwegian experts. 
The most noteworthy observations will be dis-
cussed here. 
During the exploratory phase of the evaluation, 
most experts started to use the two input modali-
ties one by one, and some of them never tried to 
use them simultaneously. After a while five of 
the twelve experts started to use pen and speech 
simultaneously. 
Timing between speech and pointing has been 
studied in other experiments (Martin et al. 1998; 
Kehler et al., 1998). In the expert evaluation we 
observed that the experts typically tapped at the 
end or shortly after the utterance. This was espe-
cially the case when the utterances ended with 
deictic expressions like ‘here’ or ‘there’. If no 
deictic expressions were present, tapping often 
occurred somewhat earlier.  Timing relations be-
tween speech and pointing will be investigated 
in more detail in the user evaluation experiment 
that is now being designed. 
The results from the exploratory phase indicate 
that frequent PC and PDA users are so accus-
tomed to use a single modality (pen or mouse) to 
select objects or navigate through menus to nar-
row down the search space, that even if they are 
told that it is possible to use speech and pen si-
multaneously, they will have to go through a 
learning process to get accustomed to the new 
simultaneous coordinated multimodal interaction 
style. But once they have discovered and experi-
enced it, the learning curve appears to be quite 
steep. 
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It was not intuitive and obvious that the interface 
was multimodal, and in particular that the two 
modalities could be used simultaneously. This 
indicates that for the naïve user evaluation we 
should pay much attention to the introduction 
phase where we explain the service and the in-
terface to the user. 
 
During the expert evaluation many usability is-
sues were revealed. They can be divided into in-
teraction style issues and issues that are specific 
for the MUST tourist guide. The MUST guide 
specific issues were mainly related to buttons, 
feedback, prompts, the way selected objects 
were highlighted, and the location of the POIs 
on the screen. Most of the problems can be 
solved rather easily. The comments from the ex-
perts gave helpful advice to improve the graphi-
cal interface and button-design for the second 
version of the demonstrator that will be used for 
the user evaluation experiments.        
Almost all experts agreed that without some ini-
tial training and instruction, the users would 
probably not use a simultaneous multimodal in-
teraction style. They also believed that the users 
will probably be able to use such an interaction 
style with small cognitive effort, once they are 
aware of the systems capabilities. This is also 
supported by our observations of the experts be-
haviour during the explorative phase 
With the present lack of multimodal applications 
for the general public, there is a need to intro-
duce the capabilities of simultaneous coordi-
nated interaction explicitly before customers 
start using the new products. According to the 
experts a short video or animation would be 
suitable for this purpose. This issue will be stud-
ied during the user experiments that will be car-
ried out in September. The introduction that is 
given to the users before they start to use the 
tourist guide will be the main parameter in this 
experiment. Then we will also gain more infor-
mation on how naïve users benefit from adding 
the simultaneous coordinated actions in a mul-
timodal tourist guide. In our demonstrator it is 
not necessary for the user to input several mo-
dalities simultaneously. The choice of sequen-
tial/simultaneous mode is controlled by the user. 
Another issue pointed out by the experts is the 
importance of a well-designed help mechanism 
in speech-centric user initiative information ser-
vices. In these services it is difficult for the sys-

tem to convey information about its capabilities 
and limitations (Walker and Passonneau, 2001).  

5 Conclusion and further work 

The aim of MUST is to provide Telecom Opera-
tors with useful information on multimodal ser-
vices. We have built a stable, real-time multi-
modal demonstrator using standard components 
without too much effort.  
The first version was evaluated by human-factor 
experts. One of the main conclusions was that 
naïve users will need instructions before being 
able to benefit from a simultaneous coordinated 
multimodal interaction. Once aware of the sys-
tems capabilities they should be able to use the 
system with small cognitive effort. This will be 
studied more in forthcoming user experiments. 
Another issue we will study in this experiment is 
the timing of the input, especially when deictic 
expressions are used.  
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¸ºÁ�´cµo±�Â¼´cµºÃW´¼· ¸º³§¾-·7³g³§µ$´c¹ Ë ±.µºµo´c¹À¹7³§Ä6±U»�³§¹ ¸Ç· ¸ºÂc±
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¹ ¸º¿W±�±���±.Áz· ¹ Ë ¸ºµ«µXÓ�±�»W½ ±.¹7±.¾i·7±.¿6¸º¾Æ¹7±.Áz· ¸Ç³§¾ �gÕ2¯$°¢±
»*´¼»�±�½2Ø*¾W¸«¹ °¢±.¹ Ë ¸Ç· °6´|¹�°¢³c½ ·�¹ ÃWÄÊÄÀ´¼½ É&´c¾W¿6³§Ã¢·¬Ñ
µº¸º¾W±.¹o³§Ã¢½�¶�ÃW· Ã¢½ ± Ë ³c½ é�Õ
� p���Rç]��ð_�V§ach-O�� ��V§O	��R*Mga
Ö ¾ · °W± êPÄÊ´¼½ · ë|³§Ä »W½ ³�Ô7±.Áz·�æe´c¾B¸«¾X·7±.µºµ«¸Ç²c±.¾X·
Áz³§Ä6»*ÃW·7±�½7ÑZÃW¹7±�½ ¸º¾i·7±�½ ¶�´cÁz±�¸º¹qÓ�±.¸º¾¢²e¿¢±�Âc±.µÇ³c»�±.¿
Ë °W¸«Á�°�¿W±.´cµº¹ Ë ¸Ç· °)Â¼´¼½�¸Ç³§ÃW¹@ég¸«¾W¿W¹
³c¶¢³c½�´cµi³c½m»*°iÉg¹¬Ñ
¸ºÁ�´cµ>¸º¾¢»*Ã¢·�Õ ÷�³c·7±.¾i· ¸º´cµ"Ó�±.¾W±�ØW· ¹À³c¶Æê¢ÄÀ´¼½ · ë|³§Ä
¸º¾WÁ�µ«ÃW¿¢±Ï· °¢± ±.´c¹7± ³c¶�ÃW¹7± ´c¾W¿ç· °W±I¾W´¼· Ã¢½8´cµº¾¢±.¹ ¹
³c¶/· °W±¤ÄÀ´c¾PÑZÄÀ´cÁ8°W¸º¾¢±Ï¸º¾i·7±�½�´cÁz· ¸Ç³§¾Ü¿WÃW±Ì·7³ÎÄÆÃWµßÑ
· ¸ºÄ6³P¿W´cµ�¸º¾¢»*ÃW·�´c¾W¿q³§Ã¢·7»*Ã¢·�Õ �>³ Ë ±�Âc±�½.æo´IÂc±�½�É
Áz½�¸Ç· ¸«Á�´cµW³cÓ*¹7· ´cÁ�µº±>·7³Æ»W½ ³c²c½ ±.¹�¹�¸º¾Ê· °W¸º¹�´¼½ ±.´=¸«¹�· °¢±
µº´cÁ�éI³c¶o´U²c±.¾¢±�½�´cµ�ÄÀ±�· °¢³g¿W³§µÇ³c²cÉ;¶�³c½)±�Â¼´cµºÃW´¼· ¸º¾¢²
´c¾W¿ÎÁz³§ÄÀ»*´¼½�¸º¾¢²U· °¢±Ê»�±�½�¶x³c½�ÄÊ´c¾WÁz±6³c¶�· °W±À· °¢½ ±�±
»�³§¹ ¹ ¸ÇÓ�µÇ±"¹�Áz±.¾W´¼½�¸Ç³§¹�»*½ ³�ÂP¸º¿¢±.¿UÓgÉÏê¢ÄÀ´¼½ · ë|³§Ä �


 ê¢ÄÀ´¼½ · ë|³§Ä �/³§ÄÀ±�� �� Áz±�·7³ñÁz³§ÄÀÄ=Ã*¾W¸ºÁ�´¼·7±
´c¾*¿�³c»�±�½�´¼·7±|ÄÀ´cÁ8°W¸º¾¢±.¹o´¼·�°¢³§Ä6±ÀÚ�±cÕ ²¢Õ�¯��=æ
Ë ³c½ éP¹7· ´¼· ¸Ç³§¾
æ*½�´c¿W¸Ç³iÞ8æ


 ê¢ÄÀ´¼½ · ë|³§Ä ÷�Ã¢Ó�µº¸ºÁm·7³ñ°W´.Âc±�´>»*Ã¢Ó*µº¸«Á2´cÁ�Áz±.¹ ¹
·7³Ê»*Ã¢Ó*µº¸«Á>¹7±�½�Âg¸ºÁz±.¹.æW´c¾W¿


 ê¢ÄÀ´¼½ · ë|³§Ä ä ³cÓ*¸ºµÇ±|´c¹�´6Ä6³cÓ�¸ºµÇ±ñ´c¹ ¹ ¸º¹7· ´c¾i·�Õ

¯$°W±=¹7ÉP¹7·7±.ÄÝÃW¾W¿¢±�½�¹ · ´c¾W¿W¹$¸º¾W»*Ã¢·$¸º¾;· °¢±=¶�³c½�Ä
³c¶=¾*´¼· Ã¢½�´cµñ¹7»�±�±.Á�° ´c¹ Ë ±.µºµñ´c¹¤¸º¾C· °¢±�¶x³c½8Äó³c¶
²c±.¹7· Ã¢½�±.¹�Õ Ö ¾I³c½�¿¢±�½ñ·7³��¼½ ±.´cÁz·��U»W½ ³c»�±�½�µÇÉU·7³U· °¢±
¸º¾i·7±.¾X· ¸º³§¾W¹Ê³c¶=· °¢±�ÃW¹7±�½.æ$· °W±I±.Ä6³c· ¸º³§¾W´cµñ¹7· ´¼· ÃW¹
¸º¹)´c¾*´cµÇÉ ��±.¿ÎÂg¸º´U· °W±À¶�´cÁ�¸«´cµ2±��g»*½ ±.¹ ¹ ¸Ç³§¾f´c¾W¿×· °¢±
»W½ ³§¹ ³g¿¢É|³c¶�¹7»�±�±.Á�°
Õ � ¾¢±�³c¶W· °¢±�½ ±.ÒgÃW¸Ç½ ±.Ä6±.¾i· ¹î³c¶
· °¢±&»W½ ³�Ô7±.Áz·|¸º¹>·7³¤¿¢±�Âc±.µÇ³c»×¾¢± Ë Ä6³P¿W´cµº¸Ç· ¸Ç±.¹"´c¾W¿
¾¢± Ë ·7±.Á8°W¾W¸ºÒgÃ¢±.¹�Õ
� � R*Y�RWV§_
Q��;k2a§QZLNY�R-O��|a���R

����� � í ]"!$#2VX_%�ðR¢âUO0V§l
÷�ù � ä;Ö êPû Ú������*Áz±.¿*Ã¢½ ± ¶�³c½ � ÃWµÇ· ¸«Ä6³g¿*´cµ
	�¾i·7±�½�´cÁz· ¸ÇÂc± ��Ég¹7·7±.Ä >Â¼´cµºÃW´¼· ¸º³§¾�Þ ¸«¹ ´c¾ ±��gÑ
·7±.¾W¿¢±.¿�±�Â¼´cµºÃW´¼· ¸º³§¾I¶�½�´cÄ6± Ë ³c½ é ¶x³c½)ÄÆÃWµÇ· ¸«Ä6³g¿*´cµ
¿W¸º´cµº³c²§Ã¢±Ù¹7ÉP¹7·7±.ÄÀ¹ Ú�ô�±�½�¸«¾¢²c±�½ò±�·ò´cµSÕÇæfõ¼öcö§õ¼´XÞ8æ
Ë °¢±�½�± Ë ± ´c¸ºÄÀ±.¿�·7³J¹7³§µÇÂc± · °W± »W½ ³cÓ*µÇ±.ÄÊ¹�³c¶
¹ Áz³c½�¸«¾¢² ÄÆÃWµÇ· ¸«Ä6³g¿*´cµ�¸º¾¢»�Ã¢· ¹ ´c¾*¿ ³§ÃW·7»*Ã¢· ¹�æ
Ë ±.¸Ç²§°X· ¸«¾¢²�· °¢±ñ¿W¸���±�½ ±.¾i·�½�±.Áz³c²§¾W¸Ç· ¸Ç³§¾ÌÄ6³P¿W´cµº¸Ç· ¸Ç±.¹
´c¾W¿B°¢³ Ë ·7³ ¿¢±.´cµ Ë ¸Ç· °B¾¢³§¾PÑZ¿W¸º½ ±.Áz·7±.¿È· ´c¹7é
¿¢±�Ø*¾*¸Ç· ¸Ç³§¾W¹ ´c¾W¿ · °W± ½ ±.¹ ÃWµÇ· ¸«¾¢²¢æ�»�³c·7±.¾X· ¸º´cµ«µÇÉ
ÃW¾WÁz³§ÄÀ»*µÇ±�·7±.¿U· ´c¹7éP¹$ÓgÉ�· °W±�ÃW¹7±�½�¹.Õ

ø"¿¢Â¼´c¾X· ´¼²c±.¹o³c¶
±.¹7· ´¼Ó�µº¸º¹ °¢±.¿ÊÄ6±�· °¢³P¿W¹�µº¸ºéc±>´¼Ó¢Ñ
¹7·7½�´cÁz· ¸«¾¢²�¶x½ ³§Ä#¹ Ég¹7·7±.ÄÊ¹�æ>¹ Áz±.¾*´¼½�¸Ç³§¹Ï´c¾W¿ò· ´c¹7éP¹

´¼½ ±À¸«¾WÁ�µºÃW¿¢±.¿ ¸º¾×÷�ù � ä¤Ö êPû ´c¹ Ë ±.µºµ2´c¹)ÄÀ³g¿W´cµÇÑ
¸Ç·NÉq¹ »�±.Á�¸ºØ*Á�ÄÀ±.´c¹ Ã¢½ ±.¹�Õ�¯$°¢±Ïµº´¼·7·7±�½�æ�³c¶ñÁz³§Ã¢½�¹7±cæ
¸º¹�· °¢± Ó*´c¹ ¸º¹�³c¶�´q¾iÃ*Ä�Ó�±�½Ê³c¶�»W½ ³cÓ*µÇ±.ÄÊ¹�ÕÙ¯$°W±
Ä6³§¹ ·oÁ8°W´cµºµÇ±.¾W²§¸º¾¢²=¸«¹�¿¢±.¹�Áz½�¸ÇÓ�±.¿Ê¸º¾Ê· °¢±ñ¶x³§µ«µÇ³ Ë ¸«¾¢²
¹ ÃWÓ*¹7±.Áz· ¸Ç³§¾
Õ
&�')( �%* � �,+.-0/21430576�+)1 �980:;5<+)-�=>3�6@?A:;-08

�	3�6@=>3�6@?
Ö ¾EÁz³§¾i·7½�´c¹7·�·7³ü¸º¾i·7±�½�´cÁz· ¸ÇÂc±òÄ6³§¾¢³§Ä6³P¿W´cµÌ¹7»�³¼Ñ
éc±.¾�¿W¸º´cµÇ³c²§ÃW±ç¹7ÉP¹7·7±.ÄÀ¹�æÌÄ=ÃWµº· ¸ºÄ6³P¿W´cµ6¿W¸º´cµÇ³c²§ÃW±
¹7ÉP¹7·7±.ÄÀ¹CÁz³§¾W¹ ¸º¹ ·Ü³c¶�¹ ±�Âc±�½�´cµ¤±.ÒgÃW¸ÇÂ¼´cµÇ±.¾i·Ü·7±.Á�°PÑ
¾¢³§µº³c²§¸Ç±.¹ Ë °*¸ºÁ�°9´¼½�±J¶�ÃW¾WÁz· ¸Ç³§¾W´cµ«µÇÉÝ¹�¸ºÄÀ¸ºµº´¼½ò·7³
±.´cÁ8°f³c· °¢±�½�Õ Ö ¾�³c· °¢±�½ Ë ³c½8¿W¹�æ@ÄÆÃWµÇ· ¸ºÄÀ³g¿W´cµm¿W¸«´�Ñ
µÇ³c²§ÃW±�¹7ÉP¹7·7±.ÄÀ¹/´¼½�±)Ó*´c¹7±.¿;³§¾;ÄÀ´c¾iÉÏÁz³§Ä6»�³§¾¢±.¾X·
·7±.Á8°W¾¢³§µÇ³c²§¸Ç±.¹Uµº¸ºéc±;¹7»�±�±.Á�°C½ ±.Áz³c²§¾W¸Ç· ¸º³§¾
æ�²c±.¹7· Ã¢½ ±
½ ±.Áz³c²§¾*¸Ç· ¸Ç³§¾
æ�½ ±.Áz³c²§¾*¸Ç· ¸Ç³§¾C³c¶|±.Ä6³c· ¸Ç³§¾W´cµ"¹7· ´¼·7±.¹�æ
·7±��P·¬ÑS·7³¼ÑZ¹7»�±�±.Á�°
æ0¾*´¼· Ã¢½�´cµ@µ«´c¾¢²§ÃW´¼²c±=Ã*¾W¿¢±�½�¹7· ´c¾*¿PÑ
¸º¾W²¢æm¾*´¼· Ã¢½�´cµ�µº´c¾¢²§ÃW´¼²c±Ì²c±.¾¢±�½�´¼· ¸Ç³§¾0æ2²c±.¾¢±�½�´¼· ¸Ç³§¾
³c¶o²c½�´¼»*°*¸ºÁ�´cµ2»W½ ±.¹ ±.¾X· ´¼· ¸Ç³§¾0æ�¹7ÉP¾WÁ8°¢½ ³§¾W¸��.´¼· ¸º³§¾×³c¶
¹7»�±�±.Á8°I´c¾W¿¤²c½�´¼»*°W¸ºÁ�¹>´c¾W¿;¿*´¼· ´¼Ó*´c¹7±=ÒgÃ¢±�½ ÉÏµº´c¾¢Ñ
²§ÃW´¼²c±.¹.Õ ¯î´¼éP¸º¾¢²-· °¢±¤±��¢´cÄ6»*µÇ±I³c¶"½�±.Áz³c²§¾W¸Ç· ¸Ç³§¾
æ
· °¢±)¿*¸���±�½�±.¾X·�Ä6³P¿W´cµº¸Ç· ¸º±.¹�Á�´c¾¤´c¾*¿ Ë ¸ºµºµ�¸º¾X·7±�½�¶x±�½ ±
Ë ¸º· °U±.´cÁ�°I³c· °¢±�½.Õ

¯î³À±�Â¼´cµºÃW´¼·7±Æ¸º¾X·7±�½�¶x±�½�¸«¾¢²6¶�Ã*¾WÁz· ¸Ç³§¾W´cµº¸º· ¸Ç±.¹oÄ=ÃWµÇÑ
· ¸ºÄÀ³g¿W´cµî¸º¾¢»*ÃW· ¹/°W´�Âc±=·7³UÓ�±=¸º¿W±.¾X· ¸ÇØ*±.¿¤´c¾W¿I¶�Ã¢½ Ñ
· °¢±�½Æ»W½ ³PÁz±.¹ ¹7±.¿f³§¾f´cÁ�Áz³c½�¿*¸º¾¢²;·7³I· °¢±CB¬·7³c· ´cµ�³c½
¾¢³c· °*¸º¾¢²��&»W½�¸«¾WÁ�¸Ç»*µÇ±,D8Õ

ø"¾¢³c· °¢±�½�»W½ ³cÓ�µÇ±.ÄJ¸º¾�¹ Áz³c½�¸º¾W²=ÄÆÃWµÇ· ¸ºÄ6³P¿W´cµ¢¸º¾¢Ñ
»*ÃW·o¸«¹�°¢³ Ë ·7³Ê±.¹7· ¸ºÄÀ´¼·7±)· °W±)´cÁ�Á�Ã¢½�´cÁzÉU³c¶�¿*¸���±�½ Ñ
±.¾i·ñ½ ±.Áz³c²§¾W¸���±�½�¹.Õ Ö Õ ±cÕÇæî¸º¾;· ´cµºég¸º¾W²Ì´¼Ó�³§Ã¢·ñ¹7»�±�±.Á�°
½ ±.Áz³c²§¾*¸Ç· ¸Ç³§¾
æ Ë ± °W´�Âc±ü·7³�¿¢±.´cµ Ë ¸º· °�´EÂc±�½ É
Áz³§Ä6»�µº¸ºÁ�´¼·7±.¿q»*´¼·7·7±�½�¾ÜÄÀ´¼· Á8°
æ Ë °W±�½ ±.´c¹&²c±.¹7· Ã¢½ ±
½ ±.Áz³c²§¾*¸Ç· ¸Ç³§¾ç°*´c¹Ê´Îµº¸«ÄÀ¸Ç·7±.¿Ü¹7±�·�³c¶"½�±.Áz³c²§¾W¸��.¸ÇÓ*µº±
²c±.¹7· ÃW½ ±.¹ Ë °W¸ºÁ8°;Á�´c¾ Ó�±�¶�³§ÃW¾W¿;¸«¾;´�²§¸ÇÂc±.¾�Áz³i³c½7Ñ
¿W¸«¾W´¼·7±|»*µº´c¾¢±cÕ
&�'FE GIH :	5.+)-0/KJ�+76�LM-��	-�NO8"+ � H *P6 H 8Q6@:R?TS

8 HVU -0+76�+ �	-0?
ø>»*´¼½ ·=¶x½ ³§Ä1· °¢±Ê¹ Áz³c½8¸º¾¢²¤»W½�³cÓ*µÇ±.ÄÀ¹)÷�ù � ä¤Ö êPû
´cµº¹ ³$³ ��±�½8¹0´$¹7³§µºÃW· ¸Ç³§¾ñ¶x³c½î°W´c¾W¿Wµº¸«¾¢²�¾W³§¾PÑZ¿W¸Ç½ ±.Áz·7±.¿
· ´c¹7éÎ¿W±�Ø*¾W¸Ç· ¸Ç³§¾*¹�Õ Ö ¾ÎÁz³§¾i·7½�´c¹7·=·7³;· ´c¹7é�½ ±.ÒgÃW¸Ç½�±zÑ
Ä6±.¾i· ¹�æ Ë °¢±�½�±I· °¢±ÎÃ*¹7±�½¤°W´c¹U·7³ Á�°W±.Á é ¹7±�Âc±�½�´cµ
¶�ÃW¾WÁz· ¸Ç³§¾*¹ ³c¶f´�¹7ÉP¹7·7±.Ä ¸º¾�´�¿¢±�Ø*¾¢±.¿�³c½�¿¢±�½.æ
êPÄÊ´¼½ · ë|³§Ä�³ ��±�½8¹Æ´ Â¼´¼½�¸Ç±�·NÉf³c¶/¿W¸���±�½ ±.¾i·Æ¶�ÃW¾*ÁwÑ
· ¸Ç³§¾*¹ Ë °*¸ºÁ�°IÁ�´c¾;Ó�±=Áz³§Ä=Ó*¸º¾W±.¿;¸º¾I´c¾XÉ¤³c½8¿¢±�½/·7³
²c±�·î· °¢± Ë ´c¾X·7±.¿Æ¸º¾¢¶�³c½�ÄÀ´¼· ¸Ç³§¾0Õ@¯$°¢±�½ ±�¶�³c½ ± Ë ±�°W´c¿
·7³ñ¿¢±�Ø*¾¢±�Ä6³c½ ±�¿WÉg¾W´cÄÊ¸ºÁWB¬éc±�ÉP¹��ÆÚ�´"÷�ø>ù>ø>ú Ö êPû
XZY"[�\^]�_a`�bdcfe	ghbdikjml^[meon�l^[mp�q�_acVrdes_RtOghghehcfcu_ab�_a`me	ehvdtO\xw

q,t�_alybz[�{�`ml^gZ`|tO}ae�[�bz_�tOi<jml^rzqmbdq�c�ly[~_a`mehlx}�ghbz[T_aes[T_o�
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·7±�½�Ä�Þ/·7³Ï±��P·7½�´cÁz·)¿W¸���±�½ ±.¾i·"¹�Ã¢»�±�½ ³c½�¿W¸º¾*´¼·7±�Áz³§¾PÑ
Áz±�»W· ¹>¿¢±�»�±.¾W¿W¸º¾¢²=³§¾¤· °¢±|· ´c¹ éU´¼·>°W´c¾W¿U½ ±�¶�±�½ ½ ±.¿
·7³UÓ�±.µÇ³ Ë ´c¹�B7¸º¾¢¶�³c½�ÄÀ´¼· ¸Ç³§¾�Á8°iÃW¾Wég¹���³c½ B¬Ó*¸Ç· ¹O�;Õ
¯$°¢±.¹ ± B7¸º¾W¶x³c½�ÄÊ´¼· ¸Ç³§¾�Á�°gÃW¾¢éP¹���´¼½�±&Á�´¼½�±�¶�ÃWµ«µÇÉ;¹7±zÑ
µÇ±.Áz·7±.¿
æWÁ�´¼·7±�²c³c½8¸���±.¿;´c¾W¿ Ë ±.¸Ç²§°i·7±.¿ÏÓgÉÌ°W´c¾*¿�Ó�±zÑ
¶�³c½ ±o· °¢±�·7±.¹7· ¹�¹7· ´¼½�·2·7³ñÁz³§ÄÀ»*Ã¢·7±cæX¾¢³c½8ÄÀ´cµº¸���±�´c¾W¿
Áz³§Ä6»*´¼½�±�´cÁz½ ³§¹ ¹>¿W¸���±�½ ±.¾X·�· ´c¹ ég¹$´c¾*¿¤¹ Áz±.¾W´¼½�¸º³§¹�Õ

¯$°W±�¾iÃ*Ä�Ó�±�½0³c¶W¸º¾W¶x³c½�ÄÊ´¼· ¸Ç³§¾|Á�°gÃW¾¢éP¹@Á�´c¾=Â�´¼½�É
Ë ¸Ç· °*¸º¾&³§¾¢±/Áz³§Ä6»�µÇ±�·7±.¿À· ´c¹7é�ægÓ*Ã¢·�¸Ç·�Ä=ÃW¹ ·�¿¢±�Ø*¾¢±
´&· ´c¹7éUÃW¾W´cÄ=Ó*¸Ç²§Ã¢³§Ã*¹ µÇÉÀ¸º¾Ì³c½�¿¢±�½�·7³�Áz³§Ä6»*µÇ±�·7±)¸Ç·
¹ ÃWÁ�Áz±.¹�¹7¶�Ã*µºµÇÉcÕ
&�'�� ��� ? 6 �m:R*P6m+ � -�� � � 1 ?	��? 6 H 1 ?�


?T* H -�: �,+ �;?�:;-�8Q6@:R?@S9?
¯$°¢±o½ ±.ÒgÃW¸Ç½�±.Ä6±.¾X·m³c¶�´¼Ó*¹7·7½�´cÁz· ¸«¾¢²|¶x½�³§Ä ¹7ÉP¹7·7±.ÄÀ¹�æ
¹ Áz±.¾W´¼½8¸Ç³§¹@´c¾W¿)· ´c¹7ég¹�¸º¹0´c¹�¹ ÃWÄ6±.¿|·7³>Ó�±�¾¢±.Áz±.¹ ¹ ´¼½�É
¾¢³c·�³§¾WµÇÉ�¶x³c½×¹7»�³céc±.¾ü¿W¸º´cµÇ³c²§ÃW±q¹7ÉP¹7·7±.ÄÀ¹�±�Â¼´cµßÑ
ÃW´¼· ¸Ç³§¾CÓ*Ã¢·�´cµº¹7³q¶x³c½Ì· °¢±;±�Â¼´cµºÃW´¼· ¸º³§¾ç³c¶)ÄÆÃWµÇ· ¸ßÑ
Ä6³P¿W´cµW¿W¸«´cµÇ³c²§Ã¢±$¹7ÉP¹7·7±.ÄÀ¹�Õ�¯/°W¸º¹2Á�´c¾�Ó�±$¿W³§¾¢±$ÓgÉ
Ë ±.¸Ç²§°X· ¸«¾¢²Ü¹ ÃWÁ�Áz±.¹ ¹7¶�ÃWµºµºÉ�Áz³§ÄÀ»*µÇ±�·7±.¿ò· ´c¹7éP¹ Ë ¸Ç· °
Áz³c½ ½ ±.µ«´¼· ¸Ç³§¾�Áz³g±  Á�¸Ç±.¾i·I³c¶&· °¢±q÷�±.´¼½�¹7³§¾ Áz³c½ ½ ±zÑ
µº´¼· ¸Ç³§¾ Ó�±�· Ë ±�±.¾ ÃW¹ ±�½Î¹ ´¼· ¸º¹7¶�´cÁz· ¸Ç³§¾üÂ¼´cµºÃ¢±.¹×´c¾W¿
· ´c¹7é�Áz³§Ä6»*µÇ±�· ¸º³§¾
ÕqúñÃ¢±Ï·7³f· °¢±ÏÄ6³c½ ±¤¿¢ÉP¾W´cÄÀ¸ºÁ
· ´c¹7éf¿W±�Ø*¾W¸Ç· ¸Ç³§¾-¸º¾qê¢ÄÀ´¼½ · ë|³§ÄÏæ�÷�ù � ä¤Ö êPûü´cµßÑ
µÇ³ Ë ¹�³§¾WµÇÉ�· Ë ³ÊÂ¼´cµºÃ¢±.¹�¶�³c½$· ´c¹7éÏ¹ Ã*Á�Áz±.¹ ¹��
������ ý ��· ´c¹7éÏ¹ ÃWÁ�Áz±.¹�¹��
������ ý ��· ´c¹7éU¶�´c¸ºµºÃ¢½ ±��
Ë °¢±�½�±�Ô0¸«¹
· °¢±�¸º¾*¿¢±��"³c¶P· °¢±�Áz³c½ ½ ±.¹7»�³§¾W¿W¸«¾¢²o·7±.¹7· ¹�Õ

¯î³>´¼Ó*¹ ·7½�´cÁz·î¶�½ ³§ÄÙ¿W¸º´cµÇ³c²§Ã¢±.¹.æ�÷�ù � ä¤Ö êPû�ÃW¹7±.¹
· °¢±�ÄÀ±.´c¾ÏÂ�´cµ«Ã¢±��� Õ

¯î³eÁz³§Ä6»*Ã¢·7±ò· °¢±ò¹7ÉP¹7·7±.Ä »�±�½ ¶x³c½8ÄÀ´c¾WÁz± Ë ±
°W´�Âc±=·7³Ì¾¢³c½�ÄÀ´cµº¸���±|³�Âc±�½ñ· °¢±�Áz³§¹7·"¶�ÃW¾WÁz· ¸Ç³§¾W¹oÂP¸º´
´��zÑZ¹�Áz³c½ ±.¿ò¾¢³c½�ÄÀ´cµº¸��.´¼· ¸Ç³§¾Ü¶�ÃW¾WÁz· ¸Ç³§¾ ���üÚ����ZÞ �
� ��!#"�$�%'& �

æ Ë °¢±�½�±(�)��¸ßÑS· °¤Áz³§¹7·�æ+* � � Â�´¼½�¸«´c¾WÁz±)³c¶,�)�Næ���)�
· °¢±�ÄÀ±.´c¾Ï³c¶-��� Õ

. p���Rç]��ð_�V§ach-O�� � V§_%�k��LZMP_
Q
!0/�_
QZk�_�a§LZO@YÙp"OmO@Q

1%'f( 2�H43 30+ � H 1 H - 6@?
5 ³c½-· °¢±çêPÄÀ´¼½ · ë|³§Ä ±�Â�´cµºÃ*´¼· ¸Ç³§¾ Ë ± ¿W±.¹ ¸Ç²§¾¢±.¿
´Ü²c½�´¼»�°W¸ºÁ�´cµñ±�Â¼´cµºÃW´¼· ¸Ç³§¾ ·7³g³§µ Ë °W¸ºÁ�°ò²§¸ºÂc±.¹¤· °¢±
»�³§¹ ¹ ¸ÇÓ�¸ºµº¸Ç·NÉq·7³ÜÁz³§Ä6»�´¼½ ±ÎÃW¹7±�½Ï¹ ´¼· ¸º¹ ¶�´cÁz· ¸Ç³§¾òÂ¼´cµßÑ
Ã¢±.¹ Ú�³§Ã¢·Ê³c¶|´ÎÃW¹�´¼Ó*¸ºµº¸Ç·NÉ-ÒgÃ¢±.¹7· ¸Ç³§¾*¾W´c¸Ç½ ±bÞÆ´¼Ó�³§Ã¢·
´Ï²§¸ÇÂc±.¾f¶�Ã*¾WÁz· ¸Ç³§¾W´cµº¸º·ZÉ Ë ¸Ç· °×· °¢±ÊÁz³c½�½ ±.¹7»�³§¾W¿W¸º¾W²
ÒgÃW´cµº¸Ç·NÉ ´c¾W¿�ÒiÃW´c¾i· ¸Ç·NÉJÄ6±.´c¹ Ã¢½�±.¹ðÚ�³cÓPÔ7±.Áz· ¸ÇÂc±.µÇÉ
Ä6±.´c¹ ÃW½�´¼Ó*µÇ±�·7±.Á�°*¾W¸ºÁ�´cµ&±�Â¼´cµºÃW´¼· ¸Ç³§¾�Þ;³c¶Ì· °¢±Ü½ ±zÑ
¹7»�±.Áz· ¸ÇÂc±�¿*¸º´cµÇ³c²§Ã¢±cÕ�ø °gÃWÄÀ´c¾¤±�Â�´cµºÃ*´¼·7³c½"Á8°¢±.Á éP¹
Ó�³c· °ç»�´¼½ · ¹U´c¾W¿C¿W±.Á�¸º¿¢±.¹ Ë °W¸ºÁ8°ç³c¶)· °W±I· Ë ³Ü¸º¹

Ä6³c½�±Ìµº¸ºéc±.µÇÉ×³c½6¸Ç¶$Ó�³c· °-´¼½�±Ì±.ÒgÃW´cµºµºÉÎµº¸Çéc±.µÇÉcÕ�¯@³
²c±�·ñ´ÀÓ�±�·7·7±�½ñ¸º¿¢±.´6³c¶2· °¢±Æ¿W¸º´cµÇ³c²§ÃW±�Ú�¹8Þ °¢±Æ°W´c¹$·7³
±�Â¼´cµºÃW´¼·7±cæî· °¢±6Âg¸«¿¢±�³Ï³c½)»*´¼½ · ¹ñ³c¶o¸Ç·)Á�´c¾×Ó�±6¿W¸º¹7Ñ
»*µ«´.Éc±.¿q´c¹ Ë ±.µºµ2Ñ"±.¸Ç· °¢±�½=ÓiÉÎÁ8°¢³i³§¹�¸º¾¢²;· °W±�¹7· ´¼½ ·
´c¾W¿-±.¾W¿¢»�³§¸º¾i·)ÓgÉf°W´c¾W¿f³c½&ÓiÉÎÁ�µº¸«Á éP¸º¾¢²;³ ��±�½ ±.¿
· ¸ºÄÀ±.¹7· ´cÄ6»*¹)Ú�¹7±�±=¹7±.Áz· ¸Ç³§¾ �gÕ �ÀÓ�±.µÇ³ Ë Þ8Õ 5 ³c½>±�Â�´cµßÑ
ÃW´¼·7³c½8¹�Í§Áz³§ÄÀÄ6±.¾i· ¹ Ë ±$Ä=Ã*¹7·�´cµº¹7³ñ»W½ ³bÂg¸«¿¢±�´ñ·7±��g·
ØW±.µ«¿
Õî¯$°W±�ÒgÃW´c¹ ¸i³cÓPÔ7±.Áz· ¸ÇÂc±$¹ Áz³c½�¸º¾W²"¸º¹ Ë ½�¸º·7·7±.¾Æ¸«¾
´c¾Üê7698C¿W´¼· ´¼Ó*´c¹7±U¿¢±.¹ Áz½�¸ºÓ�±.¿ÎÓ�±.µº³ Ë ¸«¾Î¹7±.Áz· ¸Ç³§¾
�gÕ �gÕ

¯�´¼Ó*µÇ± ýÊ²§¸ºÂc±.¹Æ´c¾q³bÂc±�½ Âg¸º± Ë ³c¶�· °W±ÌÁz³§¹7·6´c¾W¿
ÃW¹�´¼Ó*¸ºµº¸Ç·NÉÀ»*´c¸Ç½8¹ Ë ±�¿W±�Ø*¾¢±.¿U¶�³c½"êPÄÀ´¼½ · ë)³§ÄÏÕ

¯/°¢±6·7³i³§µ�³ ��±�½8¹�´¤¿¢±�Ø�¾¢±.¿×Áz³§Ã¢½�¹7±Ê³c¶�±�Â¼´cµºÃW´�Ñ
· ¸Ç³§¾-½ ±.¹ Ã*µÇ· ¹�ÕÏ¯$°W¸º¹)Ó*´cµº´c¾WÁz±.¹Æ¸º¾W¿W¸ºÂg¸º¿*ÃW´cµî¿*¸���±�½ Ñ
±.¾WÁz±.¹oÓ�³c· °Ì³c¶@· °W±"±�Â¼´cµºÃW´¼·7³c½8¹�´c¾*¿�³c¶î· °¢±|ÃW¹7±�½�¹.Õ
ä ´¼ég¸«¾¢²�· °¢±�¿W´¼· ´/´.Â¼´c¸ºµº´¼Ó*µÇ±2·7³>´�¾iÃWÄ=Ó�±�½
³c¶P±�Â�´cµßÑ
ÃW´¼·7³c½8¹0ÓgÉ"³ ��±�½�¸º¾W²/´�»*µº´¼·7¶�³c½�Ä ¸«¾W¿¢±�»�±.¾W¿¢±.¾i·�·7³i³§µ
· °¢±�±�Â¼´cµºÃW´¼· ¸º³§¾ÀÁ�´c¾6Ó�±$¿¢³§¾¢±�°W¸Ç²§°*µÇÉ)³cÓPÔ7±.Áz· ¸ÇÂc±.µÇÉcÕ
19'FE : +78 H � 8>+7?@="5.:;�
5 ³c½/· °¢±)µº¸º¾gÃ �ÀÂc±�½�¹ ¸º³§¾U³c¶î³§Ã¢½�<ñ½�´¼»*°W¸ºÁ�´cµ�û�Â�´cµºÃ¢Ñ
´¼· ¸Ç³§¾q¯î³i³§µ Ë ±Ì°W´c¿f·7³I»W½ ³bÂg¸º¿W±Ê´¤ÂP¸º¿¢±�³¤»�µº´.Éc±�½
Ë °*¸ºÁ�°À´cµ«µÇ³ Ë ¹�¹7· ´¼½ · ¸º¾¢²¢æg¹7·7³c»W»*¸«¾¢²)´c¾W¿6½ ±�»�±.´¼· ¸º¾W²
»*´¼½�· ¹�³c¶@· °¢±>Ø�µºÄ6±.¿Ê¿*¸º´cµÇ³c²§Ã¢±.¹�Õ>�ñ¸º¿¢±�³Æ»*µº´�ÉiÓ*´cÁ�é
¸º¹Ì¸ºÄ6»�µÇ±.Ä6±.¾i·7±.¿CÃW¹�¸º¾¢²-´�¹7»�±.Á�¸º´cµ«µÇÉÜ°W´cÁ éc±.¿ Ã¢»
Áz³c»gÉÜ³c¶>="ø"¾W¸ºÄ@?bÕA=ñø>¾*¸ºÄÈ¸º¹Ê±.Ä�Ó�±.¿W¿¢±.¿ç¸º¾X·7³
· °¢±=¸º¾X·7±�½�¶�´cÁz±)ÓgÉUÄ6±.´c¾W¹�³c¶m· Ë ³ Ë ½8´¼»W»�±�½�¹��
±.Ä=Ó�±.¿W¿¢±.¿ �P´c¾W¸«Äe´c¾W¿B="ø"¾W¸ºÄÊù$±.Ä6³c·7±DC�³§¾i·7½ ³§µèÕ
19'FE9'f( � �98>+ U :R*P6m+ � -�?�6 �FE � -0+)1

=ñø"¾W¸ºÄ °W´c¿&·7³ñÓ�±oÄ6³P¿W¸ÇØW±.¿�·7³)´cµºµÇ³ Ë ÂP¸Ç± Ë ¸«¾¢²
³c¶�¹ ¸º¾W²§µÇ±6»*´¼½ · ¹�³c¶$´ÏÂg¸«¿¢±�³;´c¾W¿×·7³ ´cµºµÇ³ Ë ½�´¼»*¸«¿
¹7·7³c»*»*¸º¾¢²-³c¶)½ ±�»*µº´�ÉcÕ Ö ·U¾¢³ Ë ¹7»�³c½ · ¹�¶x³§ÃW½Ì¾¢± Ë
Áz³§ÄÀÄÊ´c¾W¿ µº¸º¾¢±I³c»W· ¸Ç³§¾W¹.æ/·7³ ¹7»�±.Á�¸Ç¶�É ¹7· ´¼½ ·¤´c¾W¿
±.¾W¿¤· ¸ºÄ6±.¹$¸º¾U¶�½�´cÄ6±.¹$³c½/ÄÀ¸ºµºµ«¸º¹7±.Áz³§¾W¿W¹.Õ
19'FE9' E H 1 � H 808 H 8 G�:;-"+)1

±.Ä=Ó�±.¿W¿¢±.¿ �P´c¾*¸ºÄJ¸º¹�´c¾U¸º¾i·7±�½�´cÁz· ¸ÇÂc±|¸º¾i·7±�½ ¶�´cÁz±
¶�³c½H=ñø>¾W¸«Ä Ë ½�¸Ç·7·7±.¾¤¸«¾IC"Õ
Ö ·Ê¿W¸º¹ »*µº´.ÉP¹&´ Ë ¸º¾*¿¢³ Ë�Ë ¸Ç· °�· °W±;¹7»�±.Á�¸ÇØW±.¿�¹ ¸���±
´¼·|· °¢±À¹ »�±.Á�¸ºØW±.¿;»�³§¹ ¸º· ¸Ç³§¾
Õ Ö ·|· °¢±.¾�²c³g±.¹)¸º¾i·7³U´
µÇ³g³c»Ï½ ±.´c¿W¸«¾¢²Æµ«¸º¾¢±.¹�¶x½�³§Ä�¹7· ´c¾W¿W´¼½�¿U¸º¾W»*Ã¢· Ë °W¸ºÁ�°
´¼½ ±�¸º¾i·7±�½ »W½ ±�·7±.¿=´c¹J=ñø"¾W¸ºÄ Áz³§ÄÀÄÊ´c¾W¿=µ«¸º¾¢±�´¼½ ²§ÃPÑ
Ä6±.¾i· ¹|´c¾W¿ ´c¾ ³c»W· ¸Ç³§¾W´cµ Ë ¸º¾*¿¢³ Ë · ¸Ç· µÇ±cÕK="ø"¾W¸ºÄ
¸º¹�½�ÃW¾ Ë ¸Ç· °Ê· °¢±.¹7±ñ´¼½ ²§ÃWÄ6±.¾i· ¹�æP· °iÃ*¹�»*µ«´.ÉP¸º¾¢²)· °¢±
¿¢±.¹�¸Ç½ ±.¿UÂP¸º¿¢±�³¢Õ 5 Ã¢½�· °¢±�½�Ä6³c½ ±cæ¢· °W±|Âg¸º¿W±�³ÀÁ�´c¾ÏÓ�±
¹7·7³c»*»�±.¿;´¼·>´c¾iÉÌ»�³§¸º¾i·$¿WÃ¢½8¸º¾¢²&½ ±�»*µº´�ÉÏÃW¹ ¸º¾¢²&· °¢±
L ¹7·7³c»@Í*Áz³§ÄÀÄÀ´c¾W¿0Õ

MONQP0[ml^iSR � T)U@�WV�XPcfehe
` _f_ap;Y Z)Z\[mtO[ml^i � vdtT� pmqmj�[ml][�� ghbdi^Z�`mbdi ez� ` _ai \
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6|ÃW´cµº¸Ç·NÉÌ´c¾W¿ÏÒgÃW´c¾i· ¸Ç·ZÉÏÄ6±.´c¹�Ã¢½ ±.¹ ÃW¹ ´¼Ó*¸ºµ«¸Ç·ZÉÊÒgÃ¢±.¹7· ¸º³§¾
¯î½�´c¾W¹�´cÁz· ¸Ç³§¾;¹ Ã*Á�Áz±.¹ ¹ ¯$°¢±|· ´c¹7é Ë ´c¹$±.´c¹7ÉU·7³Ê¹7³§µºÂc±
¯�´c¹7éÏÁz³§Ä6»*µº±��P¸Ç·NÉ
ä ¸º¹ Ã*¾W¿¢±�½�¹7· ´c¾*¿W¸º¾¢²Æ³c¶�¸«¾¢»*Ã¢· êPÄÀ´¼½ · ë|³§Ä�°W´c¹$ÃW¾W¿W±�½�¹7·7³g³g¿ÏÄ=ÉÌ¸«¾¢»*Ã¢·
� ��· ´cµÇé
ä ¸º¹ Ã*¾W¿¢±�½�¹7· ´c¾*¿W¸º¾¢²Æ³c¶î³§ÃW·7»*Ã¢· êPÄÀ´¼½ · ë|³§Ä�Á�´c¾¤±.´c¹ ¸ºµºÉÊÓ�±)ÃW¾W¿¢±�½8¹7·7³i³P¿
êP±.ÄÀ´c¾X· ¸«Á�´cµèæ*¹7ÉP¾X· ´cÁz· ¸«Á�´cµ@Áz³c½ ½ ±.Áz· ¾W±.¹ ¹ êPÄÀ´¼½ · ë|³§Ä�°W´c¹$´c¾W¹ Ë ±�½ ±.¿Ï»*½ ³c»�±�½�µÇÉÊ¸º¾ÏÄÀ³§¹7·
Ö ¾WÁz½ ±.ÄÀ±.¾X· ´cµîÁz³§Ä6»*´¼· ¸ÇÓ*¸«µº¸Ç·ZÉ Á�´c¹7±.¹
ä ±.´c¾;¹ Ég¹7·7±.Ä�½ ±.¹7»�³§¾W¹7±ñ· ¸ºÄÀ± ¯$°¢±)¹7»�±�±.¿U³c¶m· °¢±�¹7ÉP¹7·7±.Ä Ë ´c¹/´cÁ�Áz±�»*· ´¼Ó*µÇ±
ä ±.´c¾;Ã*¹7±�½$½ ±.¹7»�³§¾W¹ ±"· ¸«Ä6± ¶x³c½$±.´cÁ8°I¹�¸Ç· ÃW´¼· ¸Ç³§¾
¯/¸ºÄ6±�³§Ã¢· Ö ´cµ Ë ´.ÉP¹$éP¾¢± Ë Ë °W´¼·�·7³Ê¹ ´�É
ø"Á�Á¼Õ�²c±.¹ · Ã¢½ ±)½ ±.Áz³c²§¾*¸Ç· ¸Ç³§¾ ¯$°¢±|²c±.¹7· Ã¢½8´cµ0¸º¾¢»*ÃW· Ë ´c¹$¹ Ã*Á�Áz±.¹ ¹7¶�ÃWµ
ø"Á�Á¼Õ�ø|êPù ¯$°¢±)¹7»�±�±.Á�°;¸º¾¢»*Ã¢· Ë ´c¹/¹ Ã*Á�Áz±.¹ ¹7¶�ÃWµ
úñ¸º´cµº³c²§Ã¢±�Áz³§Ä6»*µº±��P¸Ç·NÉ êPÄÀ´¼½ · ë|³§Ä Ë ³c½ éc±.¿I´c¹$´c¹ ¹ Ã*Ä6±.¿

êPÄÀ´¼½ · ë|³§Ä ½ ±.´cÁz·7±.¿;ÒgÃW¸ºÁ�égµÇÉÌ·7³ÊÄ=ÉÌ¸«¾¢»*Ã¢·
êPÄÀ´¼½ · ë|³§Ä�¸º¹o±.´c¹7ÉU·7³�°W´c¾*¿WµÇ±

÷�±�½�Áz±.¾i· ´¼²c±Æ³c¶m´¼»*»W½ ³c»W½�¸«´¼·7±���¸º¾W´¼»W»W½�³c»W½�¸º´¼·7± êPÄÀ´¼½ · ë|³§Ä ³ ��±�½ ±.¿I´c¾¤´c¿¢±.ÒgÃW´¼·7±�´cÄ6³§Ã*¾X·
¹ Ég¹7·7±.Ä3¿W¸Ç½ ±.Áz· ¸ºÂc±)¿W¸º´¼²§¾¢³§¹7· ¸«Á|Ã¢·7·7±�½�´c¾WÁz±.¹ ³c¶m°*¸Ç²§°ÏÒiÃ*´cµº¸Ç·ZÉÌ¸º¾¢¶�³c½�ÄÀ´¼· ¸Ç³§¾
÷�±�½�Áz±.¾i· ´¼²c±Æ³c¶�±��P»*µº¸«Á�¸Ç·o½ ±.Áz³�Âc±�½ É¤´c¾*¹ Ë ±�½8¹ êPÄÀ´¼½ · ë|³§Ä�¸º¹o±.´c¹7ÉU·7³�°W´c¾*¿WµÇ±
½�±�»�±�· ¸º· ¸Ç³§¾W¹
� ³¢Õ�³c¶m´cÄ=Ó*¸Ç²§ÃW¸Ç· ¸º±.¹
úñ¸º´¼²§¾W³§¹7· ¸ºÁ|±�½ ½�³c½/Ä6±.¹ ¹ ´¼²c±.¹ êPÄÀ´¼½ · ë|³§Ä�¾¢±�±.¿W¹$¸º¾W»*Ã¢·�³§¾WµÇÉÌ³§¾WÁz±)·7³
ù/± Ô¬±.Áz· ¸º³§¾W¹ ¹ ÃWÁ�Áz±.¹ ¹7¶�ÃWµºµºÉÊÁz³§Ä6»*µÇ±�·7±=´6· ´c¹7é
¯/¸ºÄ6±�³§Ã¢·
�>±.µÇ»¢ÑZ´c¾*´cµÇÉ ��±�½ êPÄÀ´¼½ · ë|³§Ä ³ ��±�½�¹>´c¿¢±.ÒgÃW´¼·7±�°¢±.µÇ»
� Ã¢·7»*Ã¢·$Áz³§Ä6»�µÇ±��P¸º·ZÉ×Ú�¿W¸º¹7»*µ«´.ÉWÞ ¯$°¢±)¿W¸º¹ »*µº´.ÉÌ¸º¹�Á�µÇ±.´¼½�µºÉÌ¿¢±.¹�¸Ç²§¾¢±.¿
ä ±.´c¾¤±.µ«´¼»*¹7±.¿Ï· ¸ºÄÀ± êPÄÀ´¼½ · ë|³§Ä ½ ±.´cÁz·7±.¿¤¶�´c¹7·$·7³
¯�´c¹7éÏÁz³§Ä6»*µº±�· ¸Ç³§¾Ï· ¸ºÄ6± Ä�ÉÏ¸º¾¢»�Ã¢·
úñ¸º´cµº³c²§Ã¢±)±.µº´¼»*¹ ±.¿Ï· ¸ºÄ6±
úñÃ¢½8´¼· ¸Ç³§¾Ï³c¶2¹7»�±�±.Á�°¤¸«¾¢»*Ã¢· êPÄÀ´¼½ · ë|³§Ä ½ ±.´cÁz·7±.¿¤¶�´c¹7·$·7³
úñÃ¢½8´¼· ¸Ç³§¾Ï³c¶2øñê¢ù ¹7»�±�±.Á�°¤¸º¾W»*Ã¢·
úñÃ¢½8´¼· ¸Ç³§¾Ï³c¶m²c±.¹7· Ã¢½�´cµ@¸º¾¢»*Ã¢· êPÄÀ´¼½ · ë|³§Ä ½ ±.´cÁz·7±.¿¤¶�´c¹7·$·7³
úñÃ¢½8´¼· ¸Ç³§¾Ï³c¶m²c±.¹7· Ã¢½ ±�½ ±.Áz³c²§¾W¸Ç· ¸Ç³§¾ ²c±.¹7· Ã¢½�´cµ0¸«¾¢»*Ã¢·
ôo´¼½ ²c± Ö ¾ êPÄÀ´¼½ · ë|³§Ä�´cµºµÇ³ Ë ¹$¸º¾i·7±�½ ½�Ã¢»W· ¹
C�´c¾WÁz±.µ
úñ¸º´cµº³c²§Ã¢±�Áz³§Ä6»*µº±��P¸Ç·NÉ ï ´c¹/· °¢±|· ´c¹ éU¿*¸  Á�ÃWµÇ·��
<ñ±.¹7· Ã¢½ ±)· ÃW½�¾W¹ ¸º¾¢»*Ã¢·oÂP¸º´Æ²c½�´¼»*°W¸«Á�´cµ0¿W¸º¹7»�µº´.É
ï ´�Ég¹>³c¶2¸º¾i·7±�½�´cÁz· ¸Ç³§¾
úñ¸º¹ »*µº´.ÉÌ· Ã¢½�¾*¹ ³§Ã¢·7»*Ã¢·�ÂP¸º´&²c½�´¼»*°*¸ºÁ�´cµ
¿W¸º¹7»�µº´.É
êP»�±�±.Á8°¤¸º¾¢»�Ã¢· ¹7»�±�±.Á�°¤¸º¾W»*Ã¢·
êP»�±�±.Á8°¤¹7ÉP¾X· °W±.¹ ¸º¹�Ú�¹7ÉP¾WÁ8°¢½ ³§¾W¸ºÁ�¸º·ZÉWÞ ¹7»�±�±.Á�°Ï³§Ã¢·7»�Ã¢·
� Ñ Ë ´.É¤Áz³§ÄÀÄÆÃW¾W¸ºÁ�´¼· ¸º³§¾ ÷î³§¹�¹ ¸ÇÓ*¸ºµ«¸Ç·ZÉÀ·7³�¸º¾X·7±�½8´cÁz·/¸º¾¤´6ÒgÃW´c¹ ¸ßÑZ°gÃWÄÀ´c¾
ï ´�Ég¹>³c¶2¸º¾i·7±�½�´cÁz· ¸Ç³§¾ Ë ´�É Ë ¸Ç· °;êPÄÀ´¼½ · ë)³§Ä
û�½ ½ ³c½$½8´¼·7±)³c¶�ÒgÃ¢±.¹7· ¸º³§¾W¹
Ö ¾¢»*ÃW·oÁz³§ÄÀ»*µÇ±��¢¸Ç·ZÉ
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6|ÃW´cµº¸Ç·NÉ�´c¾W¿¤ÒgÃW´c¾i· ¸Ç·ZÉÏÄ6±.´c¹�Ã¢½ ±.¹ ÃW¹ ´¼Ó*¸ºµ«¸Ç·ZÉÌÒiÃ¢±.¹ · ¸Ç³§¾
ù/±.Áz³c²§¾W¸Ç· ¸Ç³§¾ ��¿WÃ¢½�´¼· ¸Ç³§¾U³c¶m¶�´cÁ�¸º´cµ
±��P»W½ ±.¹ ¹�¸Ç³§¾ êPÄÀ´¼½ · ë|³§Ä ½ ±.´cÁz·7±.¿;·7³ Ë ´¼½8¿W¹/Ä=É
÷�½ ³§¹7³P¿W¸ºÁ"¶�±.´¼· Ã¢½ ±.¹ ±.Ä6³c· ¸Ç³§¾W´cµî¹7· ´¼·7±
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3KRQH�YV��)DFH�WR�)DFH

�ZLWK�9LUWXDO�3HUVRQV

7LPRWK\�%LFNPRUH
0,7�0HGLD�/DE

���$PHV�6W���5RRP�(������
&DPEULGJH��0$������

���������������
ELFNPRUH#PHGLD�PLW�HGX

-XVWLQH�&DVVHOO
0,7�0HGLD�/DE

���$PHV�6W���5RRP�(������
&DPEULGJH��0$������

���������������
MXVWLQH#PHGLD�PLW�HGX

$EVWUDFW

This study compares people’s interactions with
Embodied Conversational Agents to similar
interactions over the phone, and investigates the
impact these media have on a wide range of
behavioral, task and subjective measures. While
the behavioral measures were consistent with
previous studies, the subjective measures
indicated that the fit of an ECA's persona to the
task and style of interaction can overwhelm the
effects of media on subjects' assessment of the
ECA and the interaction.

,QWURGXFWLRQ

6RFLDO� SV\FKRORJLVWV� KDYH� FRPSDUHG� IDFH�WR�IDFH
FRQYHUVDWLRQ� ZLWK� SKRQH� FRQYHUVDWLRQ�� YLGHR�
PHGLDWHG� FRPPXQLFDWLRQ� DQG� RWKHU� PHGLDWHG
PRGDOLWLHV��VKRZLQJ�WKH�HIIHFW�YDULRXV�PHGLD�KDYH�RQ
SV\FKRVRFLDO�YDULDEOHV�VXFK�DV� LQWHUSHUVRQDO�YV�� WDVN�
RULHQWDWLRQ�� FRRSHUDWLRQ�� WUXVW��PHWDFRJQLWLRQ�� SHUVRQ
SHUFHSWLRQ��YHUDFLW\�DQG�WDVN�RXWFRPHV�LQ�QHJRWLDWLRQ
DQG� FROODERUDWLYH� SUREOHP�VROYLQJ� �5XWWHU�� ������
6WXGLHV�FRPSDULQJ�KXPDQ�KXPDQ�WR�KXPDQ�FRPSXWHU
LQWHUDFWLRQ� KDYH� GHPRQVWUDWHG� HIIHFWV� RQ� VSHHFK
GLVIOXHQF\�� WXUQ� OHQJWK� DQG� IUHTXHQF\�� XWWHUDQFH
OHQJWK� DQG� LQWHUUXSWLRQV� �H�J��� 2YLDWW�� ������� )HZ
VWXGLHV� WR� GDWH�� KRZHYHU�� KDYH� LQYHVWLJDWHG� KRZ
LQWHUDFWLRQ� ZLWK� HPERGLHG� FRQYHUVDWLRQDO� DJHQWV
�(&$V�� FRPSDUHV� ZLWK� WKHVH� RWKHU� ZHOO�XQGHUVWRRG
PRGDOLWLHV�

,Q� WKLV� SDSHU� ZH� SUHVHQW� WKH� UHVXOWV� RI� D� VWXG\
FRPSDULQJ� LQWHUDFWLRQ� ZLWK� DQ� HPERGLHG
FRQYHUVDWLRQDO�DJHQW�WR�LQWHUDFWLRQ�ZLWK�D�SKRQH�EDVHG
GLDORJXH� V\VWHP�� 7KLV� VWXG\� H[WHQGV� SUHYLRXV� ZRUN
LQYHVWLJDWLQJ� WKH� HIIHFWV� RI� VRFLDO� GLDORJXH� ��VPDOO
WDON��� LQ� D� UHDO� HVWDWH� VDOHV� GRPDLQ�� ZKLFK
GHPRQVWUDWHG� WKDW� VRFLDO� GLDORJXH� FDQ� KDYH� D
VLJQLILFDQW� LPSDFW� RQ� D� XVHU
V� WUXVW� RI� D� FRPSXWHU
DJHQW� �%LFNPRUH� DQG� &DVVHOO�� ������� ,Q� DGGLWLRQ� WR
YDU\LQJ�PHGLXP� �SKRQH� YV�� HPERGLHG�� DQG� GLDORJXH
VW\OH� �VRFLDO�GLDORJXH�YV�� WDVN�RQO\��ZH�DOVR�DVVHVVHG
WKH� XVHU
V� SHUVRQDOLW\� DORQJ� WKH
LQWURYHUVLRQ�H[WURYHUVLRQ� GLPHQVLRQ�� VLQFH
H[WURYHUVLRQ� LV� RQH� LQGLFDWRU� RI� D� SHUVRQ
V� FRPIRUW
OHYHO�ZLWK�IDFH�WR�IDFH�LQWHUDFWLRQ�

� 5HODWHG�:RUN

:RUN�RQ�WKH�GHYHORSPHQW�RI�(&$V��DV�D�GLVWLQFW�ILHOG
RI� GHYHORSPHQW�� LV� EHVW� VXPPDUL]HG� LQ� �&DVVHOO�
6XOOLYDQ� HW� DO��� ������� 7KH� FXUUHQW� VWXG\� LV� EDVHG� RQ
WKH�5($�(&$��VHH�)LJXUH����� D� VLPXODWHG� UHDO�HVWDWH
DJHQW�� ZKR� XVHV� YLVLRQ�EDVHG� JHVWXUH� UHFRJQLWLRQ�
VSHHFK� UHFRJQLWLRQ�� GLVFRXUVH� SODQQLQJ�� VHQWHQFH� DQG
JHVWXUH�SODQQLQJ��VSHHFK�V\QWKHVLV�DQG�DQLPDWLRQ�RI�D
�'�ERG\��&DVVHOO��%LFNPRUH�HW�DO����������6RPH�RI�WKH
RWKHU� PDMRU� V\VWHPV� GHYHORSHG� WR� GDWH� DUH� 6WHYH
�5LFNHO� DQG� -RKQVRQ�� ������� WKH� ').,� 3HUVRQD
�$QGUH�� 0XOOHU� HW� DO��� ������� 2OJD� �%HVNRZ� DQG
0F*ODVKDQ���������DQG�SHGDJRJLFDO�DJHQWV�GHYHORSHG
E\� /HVWHU�� HW� DO�� �/HVWHU�� 6WRQH� HW� DO��� ������� 7KHVH
V\VWHPV� YDU\� LQ� WKHLU� OLQJXLVWLF� JHQHUDWLYLW\�� LQSXW
PRGDOLWLHV�� DQG� WDVN� GRPDLQV�� EXW� DOO� DLP� WR� HQJDJH
WKH�XVHU�LQ�QDWXUDO��HPERGLHG�FRQYHUVDWLRQ�
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����8VHU�6WXGLHV�RQ�(PERGLHG�&RQYHUVDWLRQDO
$JHQWV

.RGD�DQG�0DHV��.RGD�DQG�0DHV��������DQG�7DNHXFKL
DQG� 1DLWR� �7DNHXFKL� DQG� 1DLWR�� ������ VWXGLHG
LQWHUIDFHV� ZLWK� VWDWLF� RU� DQLPDWHG� IDFHV�� DQG� IRXQG
WKDW� XVHUV� UDWHG� WKHP� WR� EH� PRUH� HQJDJLQJ� DQG
HQWHUWDLQLQJ� WKDQ� IXQFWLRQDOO\� HTXLYDOHQW� LQWHUIDFHV
ZLWKRXW� D� IDFH�� .LHVOHU� DQG� 6SURXOO� �.LHVOHU� DQG
6SURXOO�������� � IRXQG� WKDW� XVHUV�ZHUH�PRUH� OLNHO\� WR
EH�FRRSHUDWLYH�ZLWK�DQ� LQWHUIDFH�DJHQW�ZKHQ� LW�KDG�D
KXPDQ�IDFH��YV��D�GRJ�RU�FDUWRRQ�GRJ��
$QGUH�� 5LVW� DQG� 0XOOHU� IRXQG� WKDW� XVHUV� UDWHG� WKHLU
DQLPDWHG�SUHVHQWDWLRQ�DJHQW���333�3HUVRQD���DV�PRUH
HQWHUWDLQLQJ� DQG� KHOSIXO� WKDQ� DQ� HTXLYDOHQW� LQWHUIDFH
ZLWKRXW�WKH�DJHQW��$QGUH��5LVW�HW�DO����������+RZHYHU�
WKHUH� ZDV� QR� GLIIHUHQFH� LQ� DFWXDO� SHUIRUPDQFH
�FRPSUHKHQVLRQ� DQG� UHFDOO� RI� SUHVHQWHG� PDWHULDO�� LQ
LQWHUIDFHV�ZLWK�WKH�DJHQW�YV��LQWHUIDFHV�ZLWKRXW�LW�
,Q� D� XVHU� VWXG\� RI� WKH� *DQGDOI� V\VWHP� �&DVVHOO� DQG
7KRULVVRQ�� ������� XVHUV� UDWHG� WKH� VPRRWKQHVV� RI� WKH
LQWHUDFWLRQ� DQG� WKH� DJHQW
V� ODQJXDJH� VNLOOV
VLJQLILFDQWO\� KLJKHU� XQGHU� WHVW� FRQGLWLRQV� LQ� ZKLFK
*DQGDOI� XWLOL]HG� OLPLWHG� FRQYHUVDWLRQDO� EHKDYLRU
�JD]H�� WXUQ�WDNLQJ� DQG� EHDW� JHVWXUH�� WKDQ�ZKHQ� WKHVH
EHKDYLRUV�ZHUH�GLVDEOHG�
6SURXOO� HW� DO�� �6SURXOO�� 6XEUDPDQL� HW� DO��� �����
VKRZHG� WKDW� VXEMHFWV� UDWHG� D� IHPDOH� HPERGLHG
LQWHUIDFH�VLJQLILFDQWO\�ORZHU�LQ�VRFLDELOLW\�DQG�JDYH�LW
D� VLJQLILFDQWO\� PRUH� QHJDWLYH� VRFLDO� HYDOXDWLRQ
FRPSDUHG� WR� D� WH[W�RQO\� LQWHUIDFH�� 6XEMHFWV� DOVR
UHSRUWHG�WKHPVHOYHV� WR�EH�PRUH�DURXVHG��OHVV�UHOD[HG
DQG� DVVXUHG�� ZKHQ� LQWHUDFWLQJ� ZLWK� WKH� HPERGLHG
LQWHUIDFH�WKDQ�ZKHQ�LQWHUDFWLQJ�ZLWK�WKH�WH[W�LQWHUIDFH�
7KH\� DOVR� SUHVHQWHG� WKHPVHOYHV� LQ� D� PRUH� SRVLWLYH
OLJKW� �JDYH� WKHPVHOYHV� VLJQLILFDQWO\� KLJKHU� VFRUHV� RQ
VRFLDO� GHVLUDELOLW\� VFDOHV�� DQG� GLVFORVHG� OHVV� �ZURWH

VLJQLILFDQWO\� OHVV� DQG� VNLSSHG� PRUH� TXHVWLRQV� LQ
UHVSRQVH�WR�TXHULHV�E\�WKH�LQWHUIDFH��ZKHQ�LQWHUDFWLQJ
ZLWK� DQ� HPERGLHG� LQWHUIDFH� YV�� D� WH[W�RQO\� LQWHUIDFH�
0HQ� ZHUH� IRXQG� WR� GLVFORVH� PRUH� LQ� WKH� HPERGLHG
FRQGLWLRQ�DQG�ZRPHQ�GLVFORVHG�PRUH�LQ�WKH�WH[W�RQO\
FRQGLWLRQ�
0RVW� RI� WKHVH� HYDOXDWLRQV� KDYH� WULHG� WR� DGGUHVV
ZKHWKHU� HPERGLPHQW� RI� D� V\VWHP� LV� XVHIXO� DW� DOO�� E\
LQFOXGLQJ� RU� QRW� LQFOXGLQJ� DQ� DQLPDWHG� ILJXUH�� � ,Q
WKHLU�VXUYH\�RI�XVHU�VWXGLHV�RQ�HPERGLHG�DJHQWV��'HKQ
DQG� YDQ� 0XONHQ� FRQFOXGH� WKDW� WKHUH� LV� QR� �SHUVRQD
HIIHFW��� WKDW� LV� D� JHQHUDO� DGYDQWDJH� RI� DQ� LQWHUIDFH
ZLWK�DQ�DQLPDWHG�DJHQW�RYHU�RQH�ZLWKRXW�DQ�DQLPDWHG
DJHQW� �'HKQ� DQG� 0XONHQ�� ������� +RZHYHU�� WKH\
EHOLHYH� WKDW� ODFN� RI� HYLGHQFH� DQG� LQFRQVLVWHQFLHV� LQ
WKH� VWXGLHV� SHUIRUPHG� WR� GDWH�PD\� EH� DWWULEXWDEOH� WR
PHWKRGRORJLFDO� VKRUWFRPLQJV� DQG� YDULDWLRQV� LQ� WKH
NLQGV� RI� DQLPDWLRQV� XVHG�� WKH� NLQGV� RI� FRPSDULVRQV
PDGH��FRQWURO�FRQGLWLRQV���WKH�VSHFLILF�PHDVXUHV�XVHG
IRU� WKH�GHSHQGHQW�YDULDEOHV��DQG� WKH� WDVN�DQG�FRQWH[W
RI�WKH�LQWHUDFWLRQ�

���� 8VHU� 6WXGLHV� RQ� +XPDQ�+XPDQ� YV�
+XPDQ�&RPSXWHU�&RPPXQLFDWLRQ

6HYHUDO� VWXGLHV� KDYH� VKRZQ� WKDW� SHRSOH� VSHDN
GLIIHUHQWO\� WR� D� FRPSXWHU� WKDQ� DQRWKHU� SHUVRQ�� HYHQ
WKRXJK� WKHUH� DUH� W\SLFDOO\� QR� GLIIHUHQFHV� LQ� WDVN
RXWFRPHV� LQ� WKHVH� HYDOXDWLRQV�� +DXSWPDQQ� DQG
5XGQLFN\� �+DXSWPDQQ� DQG� 5XGQLFN\�� �����
SHUIRUPHG�RQH�RI� WKH� ILUVW� VWXGLHV� LQ� WKLV�DUHD�� �7KH\
DVNHG� VXEMHFWV� WR� FDUU\� RXW� D� VLPSOH� LQIRUPDWLRQ�
JDWKHULQJ�WDVN�WKURXJK�D��VLPXODWHG��QDWXUDO�ODQJXDJH
VSHHFK� LQWHUIDFH��DQG�FRPSDUHG� WKLV�ZLWK�VSHHFK� WR�D
FR�SUHVHQW�KXPDQ�LQ�WKH�VDPH�WDVN����7KH\�IRXQG�WKDW
VSHHFK� WR� WKH� VLPXODWHG� FRPSXWHU� V\VWHP� ZDV
WHOHJUDSKLF� DQG� IRUPDO�� DSSUR[LPDWLQJ� D� FRPPDQG
ODQJXDJH�� � ,Q�SDUWLFXODU��ZKHQ�VSHDNLQJ� WR�ZKDW� WKH\
EHOLHYHG�WR�EH�D�FRPSXWHU��VXEMHFW¶V�XWWHUDQFHV�XVHG�D
VPDOO� YRFDEXODU\�� RIWHQ� VRXQGLQJ� OLNH� V\VWHP
FRPPDQGV�� ZLWK� YHU\� IHZ� WDVN�XQUHODWHG� XWWHUDQFHV�
DQG�IHZHU�ILOOHG�SDXVHV�DQG�RWKHU�GLVIOXHQFLHV�
7KHVH�UHVXOWV�ZHUH�H[WHQGHG�LQ�UHVHDUFK�FRQGXFWHG�E\
2YLDWW� �2YLDWW�� ������ 2YLDWW�� /HYRZ� HW� DO��� �����
2YLDWW� DQG� &RKHQ�� ������� LQ� ZKLFK� VKH� IRXQG� WKDW
VSHHFK� WR� D� FRPSXWHU� V\VWHP�ZDV� FKDUDFWHUL]HG�E\� D
ORZ� UDWH� RI� GLVIOXHQFLHV� UHODWLYH� WR� VSHHFK� WR� D� FR�
SUHVHQW� KXPDQ�� � 6KH� DOVR� QRWHG� WKDW� YLVXDO� IHHGEDFN
KDV� DQ� HIIHFW� RQ� GLVIOXHQF\�� WHOHSKRQH� FDOOV� KDYH� D
KLJKHU� UDWH� RI� GLVIOXHQF\� WKDQ� FR�SUHVHQW� GLDORJXH�
)URP� WKHVH� UHVXOWV�� LW� VHHPV� WKDW� SHRSOH� VSHDN�PRUH
FDUHIXOO\� DQG� OHVV� QDWXUDOO\� ZKHQ� LQWHUDFWLQJ� ZLWK� D
FRPSXWHU�

)LJXUH����5($
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%R\OH� DQG� $QGHUVRQ� �%R\OH�� $QGHUVRQ� HW� DO��� �����
FRPSDUHG� SDLUV� RI� VXEMHFWV�ZRUNLQJ� RQ� D�PDS�EDVHG
WDVN� ZKR� ZHUH� YLVLEOH� WR� HDFK� RWKHU� ZLWK� SDLUV� RI
VXEMHFWV�ZKR�ZHUH�FR�SUHVHQW�EXW� FRXOG�QRW� VHH�HDFK
RWKHU��$OWKRXJK�QR�SHUIRUPDQFH�GLIIHUHQFH�ZDV�IRXQG
EHWZHHQ� WKH� WZR�FRQGLWLRQV��ZKHQ�VXEMHFWV�FRXOG�QRW
VHH� RQH� DQRWKHU�� WKH\� FRPSHQVDWHG� E\� JLYLQJ� PRUH
YHUEDO� IHHGEDFN� DQG� XVLQJ� ORQJHU� XWWHUDQFHV�� � 7KHLU
FRQYHUVDWLRQ� ZDV� IRXQG� WR� EH� OHVV� VPRRWK� WKDQ� WKDW
EHWZHHQ�PXWXDOO\�YLVLEOH�SDUWQHUV�� LQGLFDWHG�E\�PRUH
LQWHUUXSWLRQV�� DQG� OHVV� HIILFLHQW�� DV� PRUH� WXUQV� ZHUH
UHTXLUHG� WR� FRPSOHWH� WKH� WDVN�� � 7KH� UHVHDUFKHUV
FRQFOXGHG� WKDW� YLVXDO� IHHGEDFN� LPSURYHV� WKH
VPRRWKQHVV�DQG�HIILFLHQF\�RI�WKH�LQWHUDFWLRQ��EXW�WKDW
ZH� KDYH� GHYLFHV� WR� FRPSHQVDWH� IRU� WKLV� ZKHQ
YLVLELOLW\�LV�UHVWULFWHG�
'DO\�-RQHV�� HW� DO�� �'DO\�-RQHV�� 0RQN� HW� DO��� ������
DOVR� IDLOHG� WR� ILQG� DQ\� GLIIHUHQFH� LQ� SHUIRUPDQFH
EHWZHHQ� YLGHR�PHGLDWHG� DQG� DXGLR�PHGLDWHG
FRQYHUVDWLRQV�� DOWKRXJK� WKH\� GLG� ILQG� GLIIHUHQFHV� LQ
WKH� TXDOLW\� RI� WKH� LQWHUDFWLRQV� �H�J��� PRUH� H[SOLFLW
TXHVWLRQV�LQ�DXGLR�RQO\�FRQGLWLRQ��
:KLWWDNHU� DQG� 2
&RQDLOO� �:KLWWDNHU� DQG� 2
&RQDLOO�
������ VXUYH\� WKH� UHVXOWV� RI� VHYHUDO� VWXGLHV� ZKLFK
FRPSDUHG�YLGHR�PHGLDWHG�FRPPXQLFDWLRQ�ZLWK�DXGLR�
RQO\� FRPPXQLFDWLRQ� DQG� FRQFOXGHG� WKDW� WKH� YLVXDO
FKDQQHO� GRHV� QRW� VLJQLILFDQWO\� LPSDFW� SHUIRUPDQFH
RXWFRPHV� LQ� WDVN�RULHQWHG� FROODERUDWLRQV�� DOWKRXJK� LW
GRHV� DIIHFW� VRFLDO� DQG� DIIHFWLYH� GLPHQVLRQV� RI
FRPPXQLFDWLRQ�� &RPSDULQJ� YLGHR�PHGLDWHG
FRPPXQLFDWLRQ� WR� IDFH�WR�IDFH� DQG� DXGLR�RQO\
FRQYHUVDWLRQV�� WKH\� DOVR� IRXQG� WKDW� VSHDNHUV� XVHG
PRUH� IRUPDO� WXUQ�WDNLQJ� WHFKQLTXHV� LQ� WKH� YLGHR
FRQGLWLRQ� HYHQ� WKRXJK� XVHUV� UHSRUWHG� WKDW� WKH\
SHUFHLYHG� PDQ\� EHQHILWV� WR� YLGHR� FRQIHUHQFLQJ
UHODWLYH�WR�WKH�DXGLR�RQO\�PRGH�

����7UDLW�EDVHG�9DULDWLRQ�LQ�8VHU�5HVSRQVHV

6HYHUDO�VWXGLHV�KDYH�VKRZQ�WKDW�XVHUV�UHDFW�GLIIHUHQWO\
WR� VRFLDO� DJHQWV� EDVHG� RQ� WKHLU� RZQ� SHUVRQDOLW\� DQG
RWKHU� GLVSRVLWLRQDO� WUDLWV�� )RU� H[DPSOH�� 5HHYHV� DQG
1DVV� KDYH� VKRZQ� WKDW� XVHUV� OLNH� DJHQWV� WKDW� PDWFK
WKHLU� RZQ� SHUVRQDOLW\� �RQ� WKH� LQWURYHUVLRQ�
H[WUDYHUVLRQ� GLPHQVLRQ�� PRUH� WKDQ� WKRVH� ZKLFK� GR
QRW��UHJDUGOHVV�RI�ZKHWKHU�WKH�SHUVRQDOLW\�LV�SRUWUD\HG
WKURXJK�WH[W�RU�VSHHFK��5HHYHV�DQG�1DVV��������1DVV
DQG�/HH����������5HVQLFN�DQG�/DPPHUV�VKRZHG�WKDW�LQ
RUGHU� WR� FKDQJH� XVHU� EHKDYLRU� YLD� FRUUHFWLYH� HUURU
PHVVDJHV��WKH�PHVVDJHV�VKRXOG�KDYH�GLIIHUHQW�GHJUHHV
RI� �KXPDQQHVV�� GHSHQGLQJ� RQ� ZKHWKHU� WKH� XVHU� KDV
KLJK� RU� ORZ� VHOI�HVWHHP� ��FRPSXWHU�HVH�� PHVVDJHV
VKRXOG� EH� XVHG� ZLWK� ORZ� VHOI�HVWHHP� XVHUV�� ZKLOH

�KXPDQ�OLNH�� PHVVDJHV� VKRXOG� EH� XVHG� ZLWK� KLJK�
HVWHHP� XVHUV�� �5HVQLFN� DQG� /DPPHUV�� ������
5LFNHQEHUJ�DQG�5HHYHV�VKRZHG�WKDW�GLIIHUHQW�W\SHV�RI
DQLPDWHG� DJHQWV� DIIHFWHG� WKH� DQ[LHW\� OHYHO� RI� XVHUV
GLIIHUHQWLDOO\� DV� D� IXQFWLRQ� RI� ZKHWKHU� XVHUV� WHQGHG
WRZDUGV�LQWHUQDO�RU�H[WHUQDO�ORFXV�RI�FRQWURO�>��@�

���([SHULPHQWDO�0HWKRGV

7KLV� ZDV� D� PXOWLYDULDWH�� PXOWLSOH�IDFWRU�� EHWZHHQ�
VXEMHFWV� H[SHULPHQWDO� GHVLJQ�� LQYROYLQJ� ��� VXEMHFWV
�����PDOH�DQG�����IHPDOH��

����$SSDUDWXV

2QH� ZDOO� RI� WKH� H[SHULPHQW� URRP� ZDV� D� UHDU�
SURMHFWLRQ� VFUHHQ�� ,Q� WKH�(0%2',('� FRQGLWLRQ�5HD
DSSHDUHG� OLIH�VL]HG� RQ� WKH� VFUHHQ�� LQ� IURQW� RI� WKH� �'
YLUWXDO� DSDUWPHQWV� VKH� VKRZHG�� DQG� KHU� V\QWKHWLF
YRLFH�ZDV�SOD\HG�WKURXJK�WZR�VSHDNHUV�RQ�WKH�IORRU�LQ
IURQW�RI�WKH�VFUHHQ���,Q�WKH�3+21(�FRQGLWLRQ�RQO\�WKH
�'� YLUWXDO� DSDUWPHQWV� ZHUH� GLVSOD\HG� DQG� VXEMHFWV
LQWHUDFWHG�ZLWK�5HD�RYHU�DQ�RUGLQDU\�WHOHSKRQH�SODFHG
RQ�D�WDEOH�LQ�IURQW�RI�WKH�VFUHHQ�
)RU� WKH� SXUSRVH� RI� WKLV� H[SHULPHQW�� 5HD� ZDV
FRQWUROOHG� YLD� D� ZL]DUG�RI�R]� VHWXS� RQ� DQRWKHU
FRPSXWHU�SRVLWLRQHG�EHKLQG�WKH�SURMHFWLRQ�VFUHHQ��7KH
LQWHUDFWLRQ� VFULSW� LQFOXGHG� YHUEDO� DQG� QRQYHUEDO
EHKDYLRU�VSHFLILFDWLRQV�IRU�5HD��H�J���JHVWXUH�DQG�JD]H
FRPPDQGV� DV� ZHOO� DV� VSHHFK��� DQG� HPEHGGHG
FRPPDQGV� GHVFULELQJ� ZKHQ� GLIIHUHQW� URRPV� LQ� WKH
YLUWXDO� DSDUWPHQWV� VKRXOG� EH� VKRZQ��7KUHH� SLHFHV� RI
LQIRUPDWLRQ� REWDLQHG� IURP� WKH� XVHU� GXULQJ� WKH
LQWHUYLHZ�ZHUH�HQWHUHG�LQWR�WKH�FRQWURO�V\VWHP�E\�WKH
ZL]DUG�� WKH� FLW\� WKH� VXEMHFW� ZDQWHG� WR� OLYH� LQ�� WKH
QXPEHU�RI�EHGURRPV�V�KH�ZDQWHG��DQG�KRZ�PXFK�V�KH
ZDV�ZLOOLQJ�WR�VSHQG��7KH�ILUVW�DSDUWPHQW�VKRZQ�ZDV
LQ�WKH�VSHFLILHG�FLW\��EXW�KDG�WZLFH�DV�PDQ\�EHGURRPV
DV� WKH� VXEMHFW� UHTXHVWHG� DQG� FRVW� WZLFH� DV� PXFK� DV
V�KH� FRXOG� DIIRUG� �WKH\�ZHUH� DOVR� WROG� WKH� SULFH�ZDV
�ILUP���� 7KH� VHFRQG� DSDUWPHQW� VKRZQ� ZDV� LQ� WKH
VSHFLILHG� FLW\�� KDG� WKH� H[DFW� QXPEHU� RI� EHGURRPV
UHTXHVWHG��EXW� FRVW�����PRUH� WKDQ� WKH� VXEMHFW� FRXOG
DIIRUG� �EXW� WKLV� WLPH�� WKH� VXEMHFW� ZDV� WROG� WKDW� WKH
SULFH� ZDV� �QHJRWLDEOH���� � 7KH� VFULSWV� IRU� WKH� 7$6.
DQG� 62&,$/� FRQGLWLRQV� ZHUH� LGHQWLFDO�� H[FHSW� WKDW
WKH� 62&,$/� VFULSW� KDG� DGGLWLRQDO� VPDOO� WDON
XWWHUDQFHV�DGGHG�WR�LW��DV�GHVFULEHG�LQ��%LFNPRUH�DQG
&DVVHOO�� ������� 7KH� SDUW� RI� WKH� VFULSW� JRYHUQLQJ� WKH
GLDORJXH� IURP� WKH� VKRZLQJ� RI� WKH� VHFRQG� DSDUWPHQW
WKURXJK� WKH� HQG� RI� WKH� LQWHUDFWLRQ� ZDV� LGHQWLFDO� LQ
ERWK�FRQGLWLRQV�
3URFHGXUH�� 6XEMHFWV� ZHUH� WROG� WKDW� WKH\� ZRXOG� EH
LQWHUDFWLQJ� ZLWK� 5HD�� ZKR� SOD\HG� WKH� UROH� RI� D� UHDO
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HVWDWH�DJHQW�DQG�FRXOG�VKRZ�WKHP�DSDUWPHQWV�VKH�KDG
IRU�UHQW��7KH\�ZHUH�WROG�WKDW�WKH\�ZHUH�WR�SOD\�WKH�UROH
RI� VRPHRQH� ORRNLQJ� IRU� DQ� DSDUWPHQW� LQ� WKH� %RVWRQ
DUHD�� ,Q� ERWK� FRQGLWLRQV� VXEMHFWV�ZHUH� WROG� WKDW� WKH\
FRXOG� WDON� WR� 5HD� �MXVW� OLNH� \RX� ZRXOG� WR� DQRWKHU
SHUVRQ��

����0HDVXUHV

6XEMHFWLYH� HYDOXDWLRQV� RI� 5HD� ��� LQFOXGLQJ� KRZ
IULHQGO\��FUHGLEOH��OLIHOLNH��ZDUP��FRPSHWHQW��UHOLDEOH�
HIILFLHQW��LQIRUPHG��NQRZOHGJHDEOH�DQG�LQWHOOLJHQW�VKH
ZDV� ���ZHUH�PHDVXUHG� E\� VLQJOH� LWHPV� RQ� QLQH�SRLQW
/LNHUW�VFDOHV��(YDOXDWLRQV�RI�WKH�LQWHUDFWLRQ��LQFOXGLQJ
KRZ�WHGLRXV��LQYROYLQJ��HQMR\DEOH��QDWXUDO��VDWLVI\LQJ�
IXQ�� HQJDJLQJ�� FRPIRUWDEOH� DQG� VXFFHVVIXO� LW� ZDV��
ZHUH� DOVR� PHDVXUHG� RQ� QLQH�SRLQW� /LNHUW� VFDOHV�
(YDOXDWLRQ�RI�KRZ�ZHOO� VXEMHFWV� IHOW� WKH\�NQHZ�5HD�
KRZ� ZHOO� VKH� NQHZ� DQG� XQGHUVWRRG� WKHP� DQG� KRZ
FORVH� WKH\� IHOW� WR� KHU� ZHUH� PHDVXUHG� LQ� WKH� VDPH
PDQQHU�
/LNLQJ�RI�5($�ZDV�DQ�LQGH[�FRPSRVHG�RI�WKUHH�LWHPV�
�KRZ� OLNHDEOH� DQG� SOHDVDQW� 5HD� ZDV� DQG� KRZ�PXFK
VXEMHFWV� OLNHG� KHU��PHDVXUHG� LWHPV� RQ� QLQH�SRLQW
/LNHUW�VFDOHV��&URQEDFK
V�DOSKD� ������
$PRXQW� :LOOLQJ� WR� 3D\� ZDV� FRPSXWHG� DV� IROORZV�
'XULQJ� WKH� LQWHUYLHZ��5HD� DVNHG� VXEMHFWV� KRZ�PXFK
WKH\� ZHUH� DEOH� WR� SD\� IRU� DQ� DSDUWPHQW�� VXEMHFWV¶
UHVSRQVHV� ZHUH� HQWHUHG� DV� �;� SHU� PRQWK�� 5HD� WKHQ
RIIHUHG� WKH� VHFRQG�DSDUWPHQW� IRU��<��ZKHUH�<� ����
;��� DQG�PHQWLRQHG� WKDW� WKH�SULFH�ZDV�QHJRWLDEOH��2Q
WKH�TXHVWLRQQDLUH��VXEMHFWV�ZHUH�DVNHG�KRZ�PXFK�WKH\
ZRXOG�EH�ZLOOLQJ�WR�SD\�IRU�WKH�VHFRQG�DSDUWPHQW��DQG
WKLV�ZDV�HQFRGHG�DV�=��7KH�WDVN�PHDVXUH�XVHG�ZDV��=
��;�� �� �<���;���ZKLFK�YDULHV� IURP����LI� WKH�XVHU�GLG
QRW�EXGJH�IURP�WKHLU�RULJLQDO�UHTXHVWHG�SULFH��WR�����
LI�WKH\�RIIHUHG�WKH�IXOO�DVNLQJ�SULFH�
7UXVW� ZDV� PHDVXUHG� E\� D� VWDQGDUGL]HG� WUXVW� VFDOH
�:KHHOHVV�DQG�*URW]���������DOSKD� ������
*LYHQ� OLWHUDWXUH� RQ� WKH� UHODWLRQVKLS� EHWZHHQ� XVHU
SHUVRQDOLW\�DQG�SUHIHUHQFH�IRU�FRPSXWHU�EHKDYLRU��ZH
ZHUH� FRQFHUQHG� WKDW� VXEMHFWV� PLJKW� UHVSRQG
GLIIHUHQWLDOO\� EDVHG� RQ� SUHGLVSRVLWLRQ�� 7KXV��ZH� DOVR
LQFOXGHG� FRPSRVLWH� PHDVXUHV� IRU� LQWURYHUVLRQ� DQG
H[WURYHUVLRQ�RQ�WKH�TXHVWLRQQDLUH�
([WURYHUWHGQHVV� ZDV� DQ� LQGH[� FRPSRVHG� RI� VHYHQ
:LJJLQV� �:LJJLQV�� ������ H[WURYHUW� DGMHFWLYH� LWHPV�
&KHHUIXO��(QWKXVLDVWLF��([WURYHUWHG��-RYLDO��2XWJRLQJ�
DQG�3HUN\��,W�ZDV�XVHG�IRU�DVVHVVPHQW�RI�WKH�VXEMHFW¶V
SHUVRQDOLW\��DOSKD� ������
,QWURYHUWHGQHVV� ZDV� DQ� LQGH[� FRPSRVHG� RI� VHYHQ
:LJJLQV� �:LJJLQV�� ������ LQWURYHUW� DGMHFWLYH� LWHPV�
%DVKIXO�� ,QWURYHUWHG�� ,QZDUG�� 6K\�� 8QGHPRQVWUDWLYH�

8QUHYHDOLQJ�� DQG� 8QVSDUNOLQJ�� ,W� ZDV� XVHG� IRU
DVVHVVPHQW�RI�WKH�VXEMHFW¶V�SHUVRQDOLW\��DOSKD� ������
%HKDYLRUDO�0HDVXUHV
5DWHV� RI� VSHHFK� GLVIOXHQF\� �DV� GHILQHG� LQ� 2YLDWW�
������DQG�XWWHUDQFH�OHQJWK�ZHUH�FRGHG�IURP�WKH�YLGHR
GDWD�
2EVHUYDWLRQ�RI�WKH�YLGHRWDSHG�GDWD�PDGH�LW�FOHDU�WKDW
VRPH�VXEMHFWV� WRRN� WKH� LQLWLDWLYH� LQ� WKH� FRQYHUVDWLRQ�
ZKLOH�RWKHUV�DOORZHG�5HD�WR�OHDG��8QIRUWXQDWHO\��5HD
LV�QRW�\HW�DEOH� WR�GHDO�ZLWK�XVHU�LQLWLDWHG�WDON��DQG�VR
XVHU� LQLWLDWLYH� RIWHQ� OHG� WR� 5HD� LQWHUUXSWLQJ� WKH
VSHDNHU��7R�DVVHVV�WKH�HIIHFW�RI�WKLV�SKHQRPHQRQ��ZH
WKHUHIRUH� GLYLGHG� VXEMHFWV� LQWR�3$66,9(� � �EHORZ� WKH
PHDQ� RQ� QXPEHU� RI� XVHU�LQLWLDWHG� XWWHUDQFHV�� DQG
$&7,9(��DERYH�WKH�PHDQ�RQ�QXPEHU�RI�XVHU�LQLWLDWHG
XWWHUDQFHV��� 7R� RXU� VXUSULVH�� WKHVH� PHDVXUHV� WXUQHG
RXW� WR� EH� LQGHSHQGHQW� RI� LQWURYHUVLRQ�H[WURYHUVLRQ
�3HDUVRQ� U �������� DQG� WR� QRW� EH� SUHGLFWHG� E\� WKHVH
ODWWHU�YDULDEOHV�

���5HVXOWV

)XOO�IDFWRULDO�VLQJOH�PHDVXUH�$129$V�ZHUH�UXQ��ZLWK
62&,$/,7<� �7DVN� YV�� 6RFLDO��� 3(5621$/,7<�2)
68%-(&7��,QWURYHUW�YV��([WURYHUW���0(',80��3KRQH
YV��(PERGLHG��DQG�,1,7,$7,21��$FWLYH�YV��3DVVLYH�
DV�LQGHSHQGHQW�YDULDEOHV�

�����6XEMHFWLYH�$VVHVVPHQWV�RI�5HD

,Q� ORRNLQJ� DW� WKH� TXHVWLRQQDLUH� GDWD� ZH� ILQG� WKDW
VXEMHFWV� VHHPHG� WR� IHHO�PRUH� FRPIRUWDEOH� LQWHUDFWLQJ
ZLWK� 5HD� RYHU� WKH� SKRQH� WKDQ� IDFH�WR�IDFH�� � 7KXV�
VXEMHFWV� LQ� WKH� SKRQH� FRQGLWLRQ� IHOW� WKDW� WKH\� NQHZ
5HD� EHWWHU� �) ������ S������� OLNHG� KHU�PRUH� �) �����
S�������IHOW�FORVHU�WR�KHU��) �������S��������IHOW�PRUH
FRPIRUWDEOH�ZLWK�WKH�LQWHUDFWLRQ��) ������S�������DQG
WKRXJKW� 5HD� ZDV� PRUH� IULHQGO\� �) �����S� �������
ZDUP��) ������S�������LQIRUPHG��) ������S�������DQG
NQRZOHGJHDEOH� �) ������ S������ WKDQ� WKRVH� LQ� WKH
HPERGLHG�FRQGLWLRQ�

+RZHYHU�� LQ� WKH� UHPDLQGHU� RI� WKH� UHVXOWV� VHFWLRQ�� DV
ZH� ORRN� PRUH� FORVHO\� DW� GLIIHUHQW� XVHUV�� GLIIHUHQW
NLQGV�RI�GLDORJXH�VW\OHV��DQG�XVHUV¶�DFWXDO�EHKDYLRXU�
D� PRUH� FRPSOLFDWHG� SLFWXUH� HPHUJHV�� � 6XEMHFWV� IHOW
WKDW�5HD�NQHZ� WKHP� �) ������S������ DQG�XQGHUVWRRG
WKHP��) ������S������EHWWHU�ZKHQ�VKH�XVHG�WDVN�RQO\
GLDORJXH� IDFH�WR�IDFH�� WKHVH� WUHQGV�ZHUH� UHYHUVHG� IRU
SKRQH�EDVHG� LQWHUDFWLRQV�� � 7DVN�RQO\� GLDORJXH� ZDV
PRUH� IXQ� �) ������ S������ DQG� OHVV� WHGLRXV� �) �����
S������� VHH� )LJXUH� ��� ZKHQ� HPERGLHG�� ZKLOH� VRFLDO
GLDORJXH�ZDV�PRUH�IXQ�DQG�OHVV�WHGLRXV�RQ�WKH�SKRQH�
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7KDW� LV�� LQ� WKH� IDFH�WR�IDFH� FRQGLWLRQ�� VXEMHFWV
SUHIHUUHG�5HD�WR�VLPSO\�³JHW�GRZQ�WR�EXVLQHVV�´

7KHVH� UHVXOWV�PD\� EH� WHOOLQJ� XV� WKDW�5HD
V� QRQYHUEDO
EHKDYLRU� LQDGYHUWHQWO\� SURMHFWHG� DQ� XQIULHQGO\�
LQWURYHUWHG� SHUVRQDOLW\� WKDW� ZDV� HVSHFLDOO\
LQDSSURSULDWH� IRU� VRFLDO� GLDORJXH�� 5HD
V� VPLOHV� DUH
OLPLWHG�WR�WKRVH�UHODWHG�WR�WKH�HQGV�RI�WXUQV��DQG�DW�WKH
WLPH�RI� WKLV�H[SHULPHQW��VKH�GLG�QRW�KDYH�D�PRGHO�RI
LPPHGLDF\� RU� RWKHU� QRQYHUEDO� FXHV� IRU� OLNLQJ� DQG
ZDUPWK� W\SLFDO� RI� VRFLDO� LQWHUDFWLRQ� �$UJ\OH�� ������
$FFRUGLQJ�WR�:KLWWDNHU�DQG�2
&RQQDLO��:KLWWDNHU�DQG
2
&RQDLOO���������QRQYHUEDO� LQIRUPDWLRQ� LV�HVSHFLDOO\
FUXFLDO� LQ� LQWHUDFWLRQV� LQYROYLQJ� DIIHFWLYH� FXHV�� VXFK
DV� QHJRWLDWLRQ� RU� UHODWLRQDO� GLDORJXH�� DQG� OHVV
LPSRUWDQW� LQ� SXUHO\� SUREOHP�VROYLQJ� WDVNV�� 7KLV
LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ�RI�WKH�UHVXOWV�LV�EDFNHG�XS�E\�FRPPHQWV
VXFK� DV� WKLV� UHVSRQVH� IURP� D� VXEMHFW� LQ� WKH� IDFH�WR�
IDFH�VRFLDO�FRQGLWLRQ�

7KH� RQO\� SUREOHP� ZDV� KRZ� VKH� ZRXOG
UHVSRQG�� 6KH� ZRXOG� SDXVH� WKHQ� MXVW� VD\
�2.��� RU� �<HV��� $OVR� ZKHQ� VKH� ORRNHG� WR
WKH� VLGH� DQG� WKHQ� EDFN� EHIRUH� VD\LQJ
VRPHWKLQJ�ZDV�D�OLWWOH�ELW�XQQDWXUDO�

7KLV� PD\� H[SODLQ� ZK\� VXEMHFWV� SUHIHUUHG� WDVN
LQWHUDFWLRQV� IDFH�WR�IDFH�� ZKLOH� RQ� WKH� SKRQH� 5HD
V
VRFLDO� GLDORJXH� KDG� LWV� LQWHQGHG� HIIHFW� RI� PDNLQJ
VXEMHFWV� IHHO� WKDW� WKH\� NQHZ� 5($� EHWWHU�� WKDW� VKH
XQGHUVWRRG� WKHP� EHWWHU�� DQG� WKDW� WKH� H[SHULHQFH�ZDV
PRUH�IXQ�DQG�OHVV�WHGLRXV�

,Q� RXU� HDUOLHU� VWXG\�� ORRNLQJ� RQO\� DW� DQ� HPERGLHG
LQWHUIDFH�� ZH� UHSRUWHG� WKDW� H[WURYHUWV� WUXVWHG� WKH
V\VWHP� PRUH� ZKHQ� LW� HQJDJHG� LQ� VPDOO� WDON�� ZKLOH
LQWURYHUWV�ZHUH� QRW� DIIHFWHG� E\� WKH� XVH� RI� VPDOO� WDON

�%LFNPRUH� DQG�&DVVHOO�� ������� � ,Q� WKH� FXUUHQW� VWXG\�
WKHVH� UHVXOWV� ZHUH� UH�FRQILUPHG�� EXW� RQO\� LQ� WKH
HPERGLHG� LQWHUDFWLRQ�� WKDW� LV�� D� WKUHH�ZD\� LQWHUDFWLRQ
EHWZHHQ� 62&,$/,7<�� 3(5621$/,7<� DQG
0(',80� �) ������ S������ LQGLFDWHG� WKDW� H[WURYHUWV
WUXVWHG� 5HD� PRUH� ZKHQ� VKH� XVHG� VRFLDO� GLDORJXH� LQ
HPERGLHG� LQWHUDFWLRQV�� EXW� WKHUH� ZDV� HVVHQWLDOO\� QR
HIIHFW� RI� XVHU¶V� SHUVRQDOLW\� DQG� VRFLDO� GLDORJXH� RQ
WUXVW�LQ�SKRQH�LQWHUDFWLRQV��)XUWKHU�DQDO\VLV�RI�WKH�GDWD
LQGLFDWHG� WKDW� WKLV� UHVXOW�GHULYHG� IURP� WKH� VXEVWDQWLDO
GLIIHUHQFH� EHWZHHQ� LQWURYHUWV� DQG� H[WURYHUWV� LQ� WKH
IDFH�WR�IDFH� WDVN�RQO\� FRQGLWLRQ�� � ,QWURYHUWV� WUXVWHG
KHU� VLJQLILFDQWO\� PRUH� LQ� WKH� IDFH�WR�IDFH� WDVN�RQO\
FRQGLWLRQ� WKDQ� LQ� WKH� RWKHU� FRQGLWLRQV� �S�������ZKLOH
H[WURYHUWV� WUXVWHG� KHU� VLJQLILFDQWO\� OHVV� LQ� WKLV
FRQGLWLRQ�WKDQ�LQ�WKH�RWKHU�FRQGLWLRQV��S������

,Q� OLJKW�RI� WKHVH�QHZ�REVHUYDWLRQV��RXU�HDUOLHU� UHVXOWV
LQGLFDWLQJ�WKDW�VRFLDO�GLDORJXH�OHDGV�WR�LQFUHDVHG�WUXVW
�IRU� H[WURYHUWV� DW� OHDVW�� QHHGV� WR� EH� UHYLVHG�� 7KLV
IXUWKHU�DQDO\VLV�LQGLFDWHV�WKDW�WKH�HIIHFWV�ZH�REVHUYHG
PD\�EH�GXH�WR�WKH�DWWUDFWLRQ�RI�D�FRPSXWHU�GLVSOD\LQJ
VLPLODU� SHUVRQDOLW\� FKDUDFWHULVWLFV�� UDWKHU� WKDQ� WKH
SURFHVV�RI�WUXVW�EXLOGLQJ��,Q�WKH�IDFH�WR�IDFH��WDVN�RQO\
FRQGLWLRQ� ERWK� YHUEDO� DQG� QRQYHUEDO� FKDQQHOV� ZHUH
FOHDUO\� LQGLFDWLQJ� WKDW� 5HD� ZDV� DQ� LQWURYHUW� �DOVR
VXSSRUWHG� E\� WKH� FRPPHQWV� WKDW� 5($
V� JD]H�DZD\
EHKDYLRU� ZDV� WRR� IUHTXHQW�� DQ� LQGLFDWLRQ� RI
LQWURYHUVLRQ��:LOVRQ����������DQG�LQ�WKLV�FRQGLWLRQ�ZH
ILQG� WKH� LQWURYHUWV� WUXVWLQJ� PRUH�� DQG� H[WURYHUWV
WUXVWLQJ� OHVV�� � ,Q� DOO� RWKHU� FRQGLWLRQV�� WKH� SHUVRQDOLW\
FXHV� DUH� HLWKHU� FRQIOLFWLQJ� �D� PLVPDWFK� EHWZHHQ
YHUEDO�DQG�QRQYHUEDO�EHKDYLRU�KDV�EHHQ�GHPRQVWUDWHG
WR� EH� GLVFRQFHUWLQJ� WR� XVHUV� �1DVV�� ,VELVWHU� HW� DO��
�������RU�RQO\�RQH�FKDQQHO�RI�FXHV�LV�DYDLODEOH��L�H��RQ
WKH�SKRQH���\LHOGLQJ�WUXVW�UDWLQJV�WKDW�DUH�FORVH�WR�WKH
RYHUDOO�PHDQ�

7KHUH� ZDV�� QHYHUWKHOHVV�� D� SUHIHUHQFH� E\� H[WURYHUWV
IRU� VRFLDO� GLDORJXH� DV� GHPRQVWUDWHG� E\� WKH� IDFW� WKDW�
RYHUDOO�� H[WURYHUWV� OLNHG� 5HD� PRUH� ZKHQ� VKH� XVHG
VRFLDO�GLDORJXH��ZKLOH�LQWURYHUWV�OLNHG�KHU�PRUH�ZKHQ
VKH�RQO\�WDONHG�DERXW�WKH�WDVN��) ������S������

3DVVLYH� VXEMHFWV� IHOW� PRUH� FRPIRUWDEOH� LQWHUDFWLQJ
ZLWK� 5HD� WKDQ� DFWLYH� VXEMHFWV� GLG�� UHJDUGOHVV� RI
ZKHWKHU� WKH� LQWHUDFWLRQ� ZDV� IDFH�WR�IDFH� RU� RQ� WKH
SKRQH�� RU� ZKHWKHU� 5HD� XVHG� VRFLDO� GLDORJXH� RU� QRW�
3DVVLYH�VXEMHFWV�VDLG�WKDW�WKH\�HQMR\HG�WKH�LQWHUDFWLRQ
PRUH� �) ������ S������� IHOW� LW� ZDV� PRUH� VXFFHVVIXO
�) ������S������DQG�OLNHG�5HD�PRUH��) ������S������
DQG� WKDW� 5HD� ZDV� PRUH� LQWHOOLJHQW� �) ������ S������

+RZ�7(',286�WKH�LQWHUDFWLRQ�ZDV

62&,$/,7< 7$6.62&,$/
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DQG� NQHZ� WKHP� EHWWHU� �) ������ S������ WKDQ� DFWLYH
VXEMHFWV�� �7KHVH�GLIIHUHQFHV�PD\�EH�H[SODLQHG�E\� WKH
IL[HG�LQLWLDWLYH� GLDORJXH� PRGHO� XVHG� LQ� WKH� :2=
VFULSW�� 5HD
V� LQWHUDFWLRQ� ZDV� GHVLJQHG� IRU� SDVVLYH
XVHUV��WKHUH� ZDV� YHU\� OLWWOH� FDSDELOLW\� LQ� WKH
LQWHUDFWLRQ� VFULSW� WR� UHVSRQG� WR� XQDQWLFLSDWHG� XVHU
TXHVWLRQV� RU� VWDWHPHQWV��DQG� XVHU� LQLWLDWLRQ� DWWHPSWV
ZHUH� W\SLFDOO\� PHW� ZLWK� XQFRRSHUDWLYH� V\VWHP
UHVSRQVHV� RU� LQWHUUXSWLRQV�� %XW�� JLYHQ� WKH� FKRLFH
EHWZHHQ� SKRQH� DQG� IDFH�WR�IDFH�� SDVVLYH� XVHUV
SUHIHUUHG�WR�LQWHUDFW�ZLWK�5HD�IDFH�WR�IDFH��WKH\�UDWHG
KHU� DV� PRUH� IULHQGO\� �) ������ S������ DQG� LQIRUPHG
�) ������S������ LQ� WKLV�FRQGLWLRQ�� �3DVVLYH�XVHUV�DOVR
IRXQG� WKH� SKRQH� WR� EH� PRUH� WHGLRXV�� ZKLOH� DFWLYH
XVHUV�DOVR�IRXQG�WKH�SKRQH�WR�EH�OHVV�WHGLRXV��) �����
S��������$FWLYH�XVHUV�PD\�KDYH�IRXQG�WKH�IDFH�WR�IDFH
FRQGLWLRQ� SDUWLFXODUO\� IUXVWUDWLQJ� VLQFH� SURFHVVLQJ
GHOD\V�PD\� KDYH� OHG� WR� WKH� SHUFHSWLRQ� WKDW� WKH� IORRU
ZDV�RSHQ��LQYLWLQJ�DQ�LQLWLDWLRQ�DWWHPSW���ZKHQ�LQ�IDFW
WKH�ZL]DUG�KDG�DOUHDG\�LQVWUXFWHG�5HD�WR�SURGXFH�KHU
QH[W�XWWHUDQFH�
+RZHYHU��ZKHQ�LQWHUDFWLQJ�RQ�WKH�SKRQH��DFWLYH�XVHUV
GLIIHUHG�IURP�SDVVLYH�XVHUV�LQ�WKDW�DFWLYH�XVHUV�IHOW�VKH
ZDV� PRUH� UHOLDEOH� ZKHQ� XVLQJ� VRFLDO� GLDORJXH� DQG
SDVVLYH� XVHUV� IHOW� VKH�ZDV�PRUH� UHOLDEOH�ZKHQ� XVLQJ
WDVN�RQO\� GLDORJXH�� :KHQ� LQWHUDFWLQJ� IDFH�WR�IDFH
ZLWK� 5HD�� WKHUH� ZDV� QR� VXFK� GLVWLQFWLRQ� EHWZHHQ
DFWLYH�DQG�SDVVLYH�XVHUV��) ������S������

�����(IIHFWV�RQ�7DVN�0HDVXUH

2QH� RI� WKH� PRVW� WDQWDOL]LQJ� UHVXOWV� REWDLQHG� LV� WKDW
H[WURYHUWV� ZHUH� ZLOOLQJ� WR� SD\� PRUH� IRU� WKH� VDPH
DSDUWPHQW�LQ�WKH�HPERGLHG�FRQGLWLRQ��ZKLOH�LQWURYHUWV
ZHUH� ZLOOLQJ� WR� SD\� PRUH� RYHU� WKH� SKRQH� �) �����
S�������DV�VKRZQ�LQ�)LJXUH���

:KLOH� SRWHQWLDOO\� YHU\� VLJQLILFDQW�� WKLV� ILQGLQJ� LV� D
OLWWOH�GLIILFXOW�WR�H[SODLQ��HVSHFLDOO\�JLYHQ�WKDW�WUXVW�GLG
QRW� VHHP� WR� SOD\� D� UROH� LQ� WKH� HYDOXDWLRQ�� 3HUKDSV�
VLQFH�ZH�DVNHG�RXU�VXEMHFWV�WR�VLPSO\�SOD\�WKH�UROH�RI
VRPHRQH�ORRNLQJ�IRU�DQ�DSDUWPHQW��DQG�JLYHQ�WKDW�WKH
DSDUWPHQWV� GLVSOD\HG� ZHUH� FDUWRRQ� UHQGLWLRQV�� WKH
VXEMHFWV�PD\�QRW�KDYH� IHOW�SHUVRQDOO\� LQYHVWHG� LQ� WKH
RXWFRPH�� DQG� WKXV�PD\� KDYH� EHHQ�PRUH� OLNHO\� WR� EH
SHUVXDGHG� E\� DVVRFLDWLYH� IDFWRUV� OLNH� WKH� SHUFHLYHG
OLNLQJ�DQG�FUHGLELOLW\�RI�5HD�� � ,Q� IDFW�� WUXVW� KDV� EHHQ
VKRZQ� WR� QRW� SOD\� D� UROH� LQ� SHUVXDVLRQ� ZKHQ
�SHULSKHUDO� URXWH�� GHFLVLRQV� DUH� PDGH�� ZKLFK� LV� WKH
FDVH�ZKHQ�WKH�RXWFRPH�LV�QRW�RI�SHUVRQDO�VLJQLILFDQFH
�3HWW\�DQG�:HJHQHU���������)XUWKHU��H[WURYHUWV�DUH�QRW
RQO\� PRUH� VRFLDEOH�� EXW� PRUH� LPSXOVLYH� WKDQ
LQWURYHUWV� �:LOVRQ�� ������� DQG� LPSXOVH� EX\LQJ� LV

JRYHUQHG� SULPDULO\� E\� QRYHOW\� �2QNYLVLW� DQG� 6KDZ�
������� ([WURYHUWV� GLG� UDWH� IDFH�WR�IDFH� LQWHUDFWLRQ� DV
PRUH� HQJDJLQJ� WKDQ� SKRQH�EDVHG� LQWHUDFWLRQ� �WKRXJK
QRW� DW� D� OHYHO� RI� VWDWLVWLFDO� VLJQLILFDQFH��� ZKLOH
LQWURYHUWV� UDWHG� SKRQH�EDVHG� LQWHUDFWLRQV� DV� PRUH
HQJDJLQJ�� SURYLGLQJ� VRPH� VXSSRUW� IRU� WKLV
H[SODQDWLRQ���,W�LV�DOVR�SRVVLEOH�WKDW�WKLV�PHDVXUH�WHOOV
XV�PRUH�DERXW�VXEMHFWV¶�DVVHVVPHQW�RI�WKH�KRXVH�WKDQ
RI�WKH�UHDOWRU���,Q�IXWXUH�H[SHULPHQWV�ZH�PD\�DVN�PRUH
GLUHFWO\� ZKHWKHU� WKH� VXEMHFW� IHOW� WKDW� WKH� UHDOWRU� ZDV
DVNLQJ�D�IDLU�SULFH�

�����*HQGHU�(IIHFWV

:RPHQ� IHOW� WKDW� 5HD� ZDV� PRUH� HIILFLHQW� �) �����
S������ DQG� UHOLDEOH� �) ������ S������ LQ� WKH� HPERGLHG
FRQGLWLRQ� WKDQ� ZKHQ� LQWHUDFWLQJ� ZLWK� KHU� RYHU� WKH
SKRQH��ZKLOH�PHQ�IHOW�WKDW�VKH�ZDV�PRUH�HIILFLHQW�DQG
UHOLDEOH�E\�SKRQH���2I�FRXUVH��5HD�KDV�D�IHPDOH�ERG\
DQG�D� IHPDOH�YRLFH�DQG� VR� LQ�RUGHU� WR�KDYH�D�FOHDUHU
SLFWXUH�RI�WKH�PHDQLQJ�RI�WKHVH�UHVXOWV��D�VLPLODU�VWXG\
ZRXOG�QHHG�WR�EH�FDUULHG�RXW�ZLWK�D�PDOH�UHDOWRU�

�����(IIHFWV�RQ�%HKDYLRUDO�0HDVXUHV

$OWKRXJK� VXEMHFWV¶� EHOLHIV� DERXW� 5HD� DQG� DERXW� WKH
LQWHUDFWLRQ� DUH� LPSRUWDQW�� LW� LV� DW� OHDVW� HTXDOO\
LPSRUWDQW�WR�ORRN�DW�KRZ�VXEMHFWV�DFW��LQGHSHQGHQW�RI
WKHLU�FRQVFLRXV�EHOLHIV�
,Q� WKLV� FRQWH[W� ZH� H[DPLQHG� VXEMHFWV¶� GLVIOXHQFLHV
ZKHQ�VSHDNLQJ�ZLWK�5HD�� �5HPHPEHU� WKDW�GLVIOXHQF\
FDQ� EH� D� PHDVXUH� RI� QDWXUDOQHVV� ±� KXPDQ�KXPDQ
FRQYHUVDWLRQ�GHPRQVWUDWHV�PRUH�GLVIOXHQF\�WKDQ�GRHV
KXPDQ�FRPSXWHU�FRPPXQLFDWLRQ���7KH�UDWHV�RI�VSHHFK
GLVIOXHQFLHV� �SHU� ���� ZRUGV�� DUH� VKRZQ� LQ� 7DEOH� ��
&RPSDULQJ�WKHVH�WR�UHVXOWV�IURP�SUHYLRXV�VWXGLHV��VHH

��,QFUHDVH�IURP�2ULJLQDOO\�2IIHUHG
3 L
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7DEOH� ��� LQGLFDWHV� WKDW� LQWHUDFWLRQV� ZLWK� 5($� ZHUH
PRUH� VLPLODU� WR� KXPDQ�KXPDQ� FRQYHUVDWLRQ� WKDQ� WR
KXPDQ�FRPSXWHU� LQWHUDFWLRQ�� �:KHQ� DVNHG� LI� KH�ZDV
LQWHUDFWLQJ�ZLWK� D� FRPSXWHU� RU� D� SHUVRQ�� RQH� VXEMHFW
UHSOLHG�³$�FRPSXWHU�SHUVRQ�,�JXHVV��,W�ZDV�D�ORW�OLNH�D
KXPDQ�´

(PERGLHG 3KRQH 2YHUDOO
'LVIOXHQFLHV ���� ���� ����

7DEOH����6SHHFK�'LVIOXHQFLHV�SHU�����:RUGV

+XPDQ�KXPDQ�VSHHFK
7ZR�SHUVRQ�WHOHSKRQH�FDOO ����
7ZR�SHUVRQ�IDFH�WR�IDFH�GLDORJXH ���
+XPDQ�FRPSXWHU�VSHHFK
8QFRQVWUDLQHG�FRPSXWHU�LQWHUDFWLRQ ����
6WUXFWXUHG�FRPSXWHU�LQWHUDFWLRQ ����
7DEOH����6SHHFK�'LVIOXHQFLHV�SHU�����:RUGV�IRU

'LIIHUHQW�7\SHV�RI�+XPDQ�+XPDQ�DQG�6LPXODWHG
+XPDQ�&RPSXWHU�,QWHUDFWLRQV��DGDSWHG�IURP

�2YLDWW��������

7KHUH� ZHUH� QR� VLJQLILFDQW� GLIIHUHQFHV� LQ� XWWHUDQFH
OHQJWK��0/8��DFURVV�DQ\�RI�WKH�FRQGLWLRQV�
7KH�EHKDYLRUDO�PHDVXUHV�LQGLFDWH�WKDW��ZLWK�UHVSHFW�WR
VSHHFK�GLVIOXHQF\� UDWHV�� WDONLQJ� WR�5($� LV�PRUH� OLNH
WDONLQJ�WR�D�SHUVRQ�WKDQ�WDONLQJ�WR�D�FRPSXWHU�

2QFH�DJDLQ��WKHUH�ZHUH�VLJQLILFDQW�HIIHFWV�RI�0(',$�
62&,$/,7<�DQG�3(5621$/,7<�RQ�GLVIOXHQF\�UDWH
�) ������ S������� VXFK� WKDW� GLVIOXHQF\� UDWHV� ZHUH
KLJKHU� LQ� 7$6.� WKDQ� 62&,$/�� KLJKHU� RYHUDOO� IRU
,17529(57V� WKDQ� (;7529(57V�� KLJKHU� IRU
(;7529(57V� RQ� WKH� 3+21(�� DQG� KLJKHU� IRU
,17529(57V� LQ� (0%2',('� FRQGLWLRQ�� � 7KHVH
HIIHFWV� RQ� GLVIOXHQF\� UDWHV� DUH� FRQVLVWHQW� ZLWK� WKH
VHFRQGDU\� K\SRWKHVLV� WKDW� WKH� SULPDU\� GULYHU� RQ
GLVIOXHQF\� LV� FRJQLWLYH� ORDG�� RQFH� WKH� OHQJWK� RI� WKH
XWWHUDQFH� LV� FRQWUROOHG� IRU� �2YLDWW�� ������� *LYHQ� RXU
UHVXOWV�� WKLV� K\SRWKHVLV� ZRXOG� LQGLFDWH� WKDW� VRFLDO
GLDORJXH� UHTXLUHV� ORZHU� FRJQLWLYH� ORDG� WKDQ� WDVN�
RULHQWHG�GLDORJXH��WKDW�FRQYHUVDWLRQ�UHTXLUHV�D�KLJKHU
FRJQLWLYH� ORDG� RQ� LQWURYHUWV� WKDQ� H[WUDYHUWV�� WKDW
WDONLQJ�RQ�WKH�SKRQH�LV�PRUH�GHPDQGLQJ�WKDQ�WDONLQJ
IDFH�WR�IDFH� IRU� H[WUDYHUWV�� DQG� WKDW� WDONLQJ� IDFH�WR�
IDFH�LV�PRUH�GHPDQGLQJ�WKDQ�WDONLQJ�RQ�WKH�SKRQH�IRU
LQWURYHUWV��DOO�RI�ZKLFK�VHHP�UHDVRQDEOH�

����&RQFOXVLRQ
7KH�FRPSOH[�UHVXOWV�RI�WKLV�VWXG\�JLYH�XV�KRSH�IRU�WKH
IXWXUH� RI� HPERGLHG� FRQYHUVDWLRQDO� DJHQWV�� EXW� DOVR� D

FOHDU� URDGPDS� IRU� IXWXUH� UHVHDUFK�� � ,Q� WHUPV� RI� WKHLU
EHKDYLRXU�ZLWK�5HD��XVHUV�GHPRQVWUDWHG�WKDW�WKH\�WUHDW
FRQYHUVDWLRQ� ZLWK� KHU� PRUH� OLNH� KXPDQ�KXPDQ
FRQYHUVDWLRQ�WKDQ�OLNH�KXPDQ�FRPSXWHU�FRQYHUVDWLRQ�
7KHLU� YHUEDO� GLVIOXHQFLHV� DUH� WKH� PDUN� RI� XQSODQQHG
VSHHFK��RI�D�FRQYHUVDWLRQDO�VW\OH�� �+RZHYHU�� LQ� WHUPV
RI�WKHLU�DVVHVVPHQW�RI�KHU�DELOLWLHV�� WKLV�GLG�QRW�PHDQ
WKDW� XVHUV� VDZ� 5HD� WKURXJK� URVH�FRORUHG� JODVVHV�
7KH\� ZHUH� FOHDU� DERXW� WKH� QHFHVVLW\� QRW� RQO\� WR
HPERG\�WKH�LQWHUDFWLRQ��EXW�WR�GHVLJQ�HYHU\�DVSHFW�RI
WKH�HPERGLPHQW�LQ�WKH�VHUYLFH�RI�WKH�VDPH�LQWHUDFWLRQ�
7KDW� LV�� IDFH�WR�IDFH� FRQYHUVDWLRQV� ZLWK� (&$V� PXVW
GHPRQVWUDWH� WKH� VDPH� TXLFN� WLPLQJ� RI� QRQYHUEDO
EHKDYLRUV�DV�KXPDQV��QRW�DQ�HDV\�WDVN��JLYHQ�WKH�VWDWH
RI� WKH� WHFKQRORJLHV� ZH� HPSOR\��� � ,Q� DGGLWLRQ�� WKH
SHUVRQD� DQG� QRQYHUEDO� EHKDYLRU� RI� DQ�(&$�PXVW� EH
FDUHIXOO\�GHVLJQHG�WR�PDWFK�WKH�WDVN��D�FRQYHUVDWLRQDO
VW\OH�� DQG� XVHU� H[SHFWDWLRQV�� � $QG� ILQDOO\�� DV
FRPSXWHUV�EHJLQ�WR�UHVHPEOH�KXPDQV��WKH�EDU�RI�XVHU
H[SHFWDWLRQV� LV� UDLVHG�� SHRSOH� H[SHFW� WKDW� 5HD� ZLOO
KROG�XS�KHU�HQG�RI�WKH�FRQYHUVDWLRQ��LQFOXGLQJ�GHDOLQJ
ZLWK�LQWHUUXSWLRQV�E\�DFWLYH�XVHUV�
:H� KDYH� EHJXQ� WR� GHPRQVWUDWH� WKH� IHDVLELOLW\� RI
HPERGLHG�LQWHUIDFHV�� �1RZ�LW� LV� WLPH�WR�GHVLJQ�(&$V
WKDW�SHRSOH�ZLVK�WR�VSHQG�WLPH�ZLWK��DQG�WKDW�DUH�DEOH
WR�XVH�WKHLU�ERGLHV�IRU�FRQYHUVDWLRQDO�WDVNV�IRU�ZKLFK
KXPDQ�IDFH�WR�IDFH�LQWHUDFWLRQ�LV�XQSDUDOOHOHG��VXFK�DV
VRFLDO� GLDORJXH�� LQLWLDO� EXVLQHVV� PHHWLQJV�� DQG
QHJRWLDWLRQ�

$FNQRZOHGJHPHQWV

7KDQNV� WR� ,DQ� *RXOGVWRQH�� -HQQLIHU� 6PLWK� DQG
(OLVDEHWK� 6\OYDQ� IRU� KHOS� LQ� FRQGXFWLQJ� WKH
H[SHULPHQW�DQG�DQDO\]LQJ�GDWD��DQG� WR� WKH�UHVW�RI� WKH
*HVWXUH�DQG�1DUUDWLYH�/DQJXDJH�*URXS�IRU�WKHLU�KHOS
DQG�VXSSRUW�
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Abstract 
Robots typically execute only pre-
programmed, limited instructions.  For hu-
mans to command teams of semi-
autonomous robots in non-trivial, mobile,
and dynamically changing tasks, the human-
robot interface will need to include several
aspects of human-human communication.
These aspects include cooperatively detect-
ing and resolving problems, making using of
context, and maintaining contexts across
multiple conversations.  In this paper, we
describe the architecture we are developing
to support this dialogue system, based on the
TRINDIKit framework.

Introduction
Robotics research has recently experienced a
surge of interest due to a growing awareness that
robots can work collaboratively with humans to
perform tasks in situations unsafe for humans.
The 1997 Mars Sojourner rover was tasked to
act as a "mobile remote geologist" and con-
ducted soil experiments in several different ter-
rains (NASA 1997). Teleoperated robots as-
sisted at the site of the World Trade Center in
New York City after the September 11 attack.
Robots were able to penetrate into areas of rub-
ble debris in cavities too narrow and dangerous
for humans and dogs (Kahney 2001).  Finally,
the US Government’s Defense Advanced Re-
search Projects Agency (DARPA) has invested
substantial funding toward a vision in which
robots will support future combat systems.

Despite this increased activity in robotics, rela-
tively few advances have been made in the area
of human-robot interaction. In a recent Robocup
Rescue event, the best contenders in the compe-
tition relied upon teleoperation (joystick-style
control) by human controllers (Eyler-Walker,

p.c.). Though ultimately supervisory control of
teams of semi-autonomous robots is a very
promising avenue for future research in robot
search and rescue, this technological approach
does not yet reach the level of competence of
teleoperation. Recently, NASA has been con-
cerned with human-machine interaction are
commanded by high-level commands rather than
sequences of low level commands.  A grape-
fruit-sized Personal Satellite Assistant (PSA) is
being developed to operate aboard the Space
Shuttle's flight deck. It will navigate using its
own navigation sensors, wireless network con-
nections, and propulsion components. Rayner et
al. (2000a, 2000b) describe an architecture for a
spoken interface with the PSA. 

An alternative approach to human-robot interac-
tion by Fong et al (2001) bridges teleoperation
with "collaborative control". In this model, hu-
mans and robots act as peers exchanging infor-
mation in dialogue to achieve goals. Instead of
controlling the vehicular robot solely by direct
(manual) control, the human specifies a set of
waypoints that the robot can achieve on its own.
One problem observed with waypoint driving is
that robots may encounter obstacles for which its
vision system is inadequate to assess. In such a
circumstance, the robot can query the human
about the nature of the obstacle and receive as-
sistance. 

In this paper we describe a dialogue architecture
we are developing for a Personal Digital Assis-
tant (PDA)-based dialogue interface to a robot,
which we plan to extend toward a team-based
search and rescue task.  Currently, the PDA sup-
ports single user, single robot dialogue in a lim-
ited navigation and question-answer scenario for
visitors to a technology trade show.  Using touch
gestures and speech, users may ask the robot to
guide them to a particular booth, show images
from remotely located robots, and answer ques-
tions about exhibits at the trade show.
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Our primary research interest is the development
of a dialogue system architecture robust enough
to tolerate continuous operational use, flexible
enough for porting to different domains and
tasks, and able to support multiple, simultaneous
conversations involving one or more humans
and one or more cooperative robot entities. The
dialogue management architecture we are devel-
oping is based on the TRINDIKit (Task oRi-
ented Instructional Dialogue Toolkit) (TRINDI
2002) framework, although we have introduced
a number of implementational changes in the re-
engineering of a TRINDIKit architecture.

1 Original Architecture
Our architecture was first assembled for devel-
opment of a demonstration system called Mia,
the MITRE Information Assistant. Mia is an in-
formation kiosk equipped with a touch screen
and a microphone, and stocked with information
about MITRE’s internal research projects for use
as a visitors’ guide to a MITRE trade show. 

Mia was built as a set of independent modules
that communicated using SRI's Open Agent Ar-
chitecture (OAA). The Graphical User Interface
(GUI) was written in Tcl/Tk.  The GUI handled
push-to-talk for the speech recognizer, main-
tained a text menu of possible user utterances,
showed a map of the overall trade show layout
with the ability to zoom in on specific rooms,
and displayed prerecorded output videos of the
animated agent speaking and gesturing. Dia-
logue management was done with the TRIN-
DIKit system.

TRINDIKit itself provides the basic infrastruc-
ture of a dialogue manager. It provides struc-
tured data types and the means to define an In-
formation State (IS) from those types, a lan-
guage for defining the modules of a Dialogue
Move Engine (DME), and a language for con-
trolling the application of individual modules to
the job of dialogue management. With all
TRINDIKit provides, it does not implement a
theory of dialogue. For that we used the GoDiS
(Gothenburg Dialogue System) (Larsson et al
2000) system, which implements the Questions
Under Discussion model in TRINDIKit. We
were able to adapt existing GoDiS dialogues to
our kiosk domain in a very short time.

In order to integrate TRINDIKit into the kiosk
using the OAA, we used TRINDIKit’s concur-
rent mode, which incorporates support for use of
the OAA. While this seemed to be a natural
choice, and allowed more natural definition of
module interactions, it also raised several prob-
lems, as discussed below.

1.1 Speed
TRINDIKit in concurrent mode ran very slowly,
on a 750 MHz Pentium2 with 384 MB RAM
running WindowsNT and no other processes.
We believe using the OAA for data transport
caused the delays, as a large number of mes-
sages were exchanged.  Lewin et al (2000:45)
report that running GoDiS with TRINDIKit on
the OAA yielded a 2-second user utterance to
system utterance time, compared to a 0.5 second
time when using TRINDIKit’s internal agent
environment (which is not available for use with
non-prolog components).   Although modules
run independently in concurrent mode, updates
to IS were still transmitted to each module indi-
vidually. Updates were sent whether they were
used by that module or not, and all other proc-
essing waited until that module finished its
work. 

1.2 Data Consistency
TRINDIKit does not exercise good controls over
asynchronous modifications to IS. At one point
we had to build artificial delays into our system
to work around these limitations. The dialogue
manager we built for Mia was based on GoDiS,
which requires very structured turn-taking. In
several cases, however, the interactions with the
user flowed better if these responses were auto-
matic. Processing was sufficiently slow that our
GUI’s automatic acknowledgement often arrived
and was processed before TRINDIKit was fin-
ished cleaning up from the previous utterance.
As a result, it was possible to change the IS
twice before the DME could respond to one
change, and the system lost track of the dialogue
state. Consistency of data needs to be assured
throughout the design of the system.

1.3 Inconsistent Semantics
We encountered situations where constructs of
the GoDiS plan language were interpreted dif-
ferently depending on the depth of the plan.
With the proliferation of small languages im
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plemented by different sets of macros, it was
difficult to track down bugs in the rules and
conversation scripts. This was made more diffi-
cult by the nature of Prolog. Clauses that fail do
not normally generate any error messages, be-
cause failure is a normal aspect of program exe-
cution. Unfortunately, database bugs and mis-
spelled names often caused unexpected failures,
causing the system to generate either no re-
sponse or a response that looked reasonable but
was in fact incorrect. We feel it’s necessary to
provide explicit notification of certain kinds of
failure, such as failure to find a named variable,
failure to find a matching value in a table, and so
on.

1.4 Lack of Multimodal Support
Neither TRINDIKit nor GoDiS provides any
direct support for multimodal processing. The
primary interface driving the development of
these systems was language; there is no separa-
tion of events by source, no temporal tagging of
input events, and no provision for assessing
temporal relationships between different inputs.

2 Revised Architecture
We are moving ahead with the design for a dia-
logue manager for robot control. From our expe-
rience with the dialogue manager in Mia, we’re
convinced of the advantages of a kit-based ap-
proach. We feel that TRINDIKit was a good first
cut at it, and hope that our efforts will lead to a
second, somewhat better iteration. 

2.1 Distributed Information State
We’ve chosen to model all of our module inter-
actions as if they were asynchronous. This pro-
vides the cleanest separation of modules, and the
cleanest conceptual integration with the asyn-
chronous requirements of robot control. Our ap-
proach to solving this problem is to define an
explicit interface definition language, which will
be used to define every module’s interface with
the outside world. We explicitly include the in-
formation state structure in this interface defini-
tion, perhaps as a module in itself. Since TRIN-
DIKit does not include a separate language for
specifying module interfaces, we are designing
our own. This language is analogous to CORBA
Interface Definition Language, but with less
concern for the physical implementation. 

There are a large number of protocols and infra-
structures that have been developed to support
communications between agents, each with
characteristics optimized for particular tasks or
emphasizing desired functionality.  We intend to
support small standard set of operations that
have wide applicability across programming
languages and communication protocols.

2.2 Controlled Extensibility
Our interface specifications will need to be
translated into specific computer languages be-
fore they can be executed. The translation will
vary depending on the underlying protocol used
to communicate between modules. While we
want to support the widest possible audience, we
don’t want to get bogged down in the construc-
tion of translators for every possible set of im-
plementation language and protocol. Our ap-
proach is to exploit an existing standard set of
translation software, namely XML and XSLT
processors such as Xalan. We are specifying a
dialect of XML for modules interface defini-
tions, and a small set of templates for realizing
interfaces with specific combinations of pro-
gramming language and protocol. Additional
templates can be written as necessary to extend
the kit to other languages and protocols without
requiring modification of the kit itself.

The same approach extends to the specifications
of DME rules, module synchronization and con-
trol, and the definition of new “languages” for
the kit. We have defined what well-formed for-
mulas look like in our kit’s scripting language:
what names look like, the types of expressions
that are possible, how expressions and state-
ments are aggregated to form programs. What is
left unspecified is the exact sequences of expres-
sions that form statements in any particular
script language. Those are specified using tem-
plates analogous to XML DTDs, which gives us
the flexibility to define new constructs as
needed.

2.3 Rule Engine
The DME rules in TRINDIKit have strong
similarities to rules in expert systems. We plan
to implement these rules in both a sequential
form, equivalent to the current TRINDIKit, and
in an expert system form which may be more
efficient. We expect that there will be differ-
ences in operating characteristics between those
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two styles, and we want to identify and quantify
those differences.

One issue we must address in our design is uni-
fication. While logic variables are natural for
modeling discourse given the history of the
field, most languages typically used to imple-
ment robot software do not support it directly.
Our kit must ensure that sound unification pro-
cedures are provided for every language it sup-
ports, so that semantics are common across all
realizations of a script. We must also provide for
backtracking or iteration through the set of alter-
natives in a straightforward way.

2.4 Control and Synchronization
Our primary focus is multimodal communica-
tion, potentially multiparty as well. We are ex-
tending TRINDIKit’s triggers to include support
for consideration of temporal relationships be-
tween events, both within and across modes.

2.5 Integrated Environment
An ideal toolkit would have an integrated set of
tools for designing, testing, and debugging dia-
logues. We would like to support static and dy-
namic analysis of dialogues, recording and play-
back of dialogues, graphical dialogue design
tools, a “validation suite” of tests to support ex-
tension of the toolkit to new programming lan-
guages and agent protocols, and above all, the
ability to plug-in as-yet-undefined capabilities.

3 Future Work
Significant effort has been devoted to defining
our mutable language capability. This capability
provides both a reasonable transition path from
TRINDIKit scripts and a means for specifying
module interfaces and information state structure
using a common XML representation.

Our intent is to provide support for several dif-
ferent transport mechanisms to explore the
limitations of our approach. To date, we have
completed an initial interface definition specifi-
cation and have developed templates to realize
those interfaces with the OAA.  DARPA's Gal-
axy Communicator is the second transport
mechanism we will be considering. Time and
resources permitting, we will examine some ad-
ditional transports with differing characteristics,
such as CORBA, Java Remote Method Invoca-
tion (RMI), or Linda.

 

We have devoted considerable time to up-front
consideration of scripting languages, portable
code generation, and module communications,
and are now beginning the task of implementing
our versions of the TRINDIKit scripting lan-
guages. Our target realization for these scripts is
a combination of Java code and expert systems
that can be executed within a Java program.

We plan to port and formally evaluate our dia-
logue toolkit within three domains (question-
answering, automated tutoring, and multimodal
robot control).  Our dialogue toolkit will be
openly available, as well as sample implementa-
tions for each of these domains.

Conclusion
We have described our evolving architecture
(based on the TRINDIKit framework) for a
flexible dialogue system capable of robust, mul-
timodal, multiparty control of robots.
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Abstract  

A preliminary experimental study is presented, 
which aims at eliciting the contribution of oral 
messages to facilitating visual search tasks in 
crowded visual displays. 
Results of quantitative and qualitative analyses 
suggest that appropriate verbal messages can 
improve both target selection time and accuracy. 
In particular, multimodal messages including a 
visual presentation of the isolated target together 
with absolute spatial oral information on its 
location in the displayed scene are most 
effective. 

1 Context and motivation 
1.1 Multimodality: state of the ar t 

Numerous forms of speech-based input 
multimodality have been proposed, implemented 
and tested. Combinations of speech with gestural 
modalities have been studied extensively, 
especially combinations of speech with 
modalities exploiting new input media, such as 
touch screens, pens, data gloves, haptic devices. 
Both usability and implementation issues have 
been considered; see, among others, Oviatt "$#&%('*)  
(1997) 1, Robbe +-,!.(/10  (2000) 2, for the first 
category of issues; Nigay and Coutaz (1993), for 
the second category. 

Contrastingly, speech combined with text and 
graphics has motivated few studies. As an output 
modality, speech is mostly used either as a 
substitute for standard visual presentation modes 
( 243(5  phone services) or for supplementing 
deficiencies in visual exchange channels. Recent 
research efforts have been focusing on two main 
application domains: providing blind or partially 
sighted users with easy computer access, and 

                                                      
1 on speech and pen. 
2 on speech and finger gestures on a touch screen. 

implementing appropriate interaction facilities in 
situations where only small displays are 
available ( 6$7 8�7 , PDAs and wearable computers), 
or where the gaze is involved in other activities 
( 9$: ;�: , while driving a car); see, for instance, 
Baber (2001) concerning the first application 
domain, and De Vries and Johnson (1997) 
concerning the second one.  
However, there is not yet, at least to our 
knowledge, a substantial amount of scientific 
work on the integration of speech into the 
system output modalities, with a view to 
enriching standard graphical human-computer 
interaction 3; that is interaction intended for 
standard categories of users using standard 
application software in standard environments 
and contexts of use.  
Published research on output types of 
multimodality including speech amounts to 
usability studies of the role of speech in 
multimedia presentations, such as Faraday and 
Sutcliffe (1997), and contributions to the 
automatic generation of multimedia 
presentations ( <4=(>  André and Rist, 1993; 
Maybury, 2001). 
In fact, multimedia and multimodality refer to 
two different concepts, although these terms are 
often used as synonyms, especially when applied 
to system outputs. Precise definitions are 
presented in the next paragraph. 

1.2 Definitions: multimodality vs multimedia 

Coutaz and Caelen (1991), Maybury (1993; 
2001) and Bernsen (1994), among others, define 
‘media’  and ‘modalities’  contrastingly. 
They use the first term for referring to the 
hardware and software channels through which 
information is conveyed, and the second one for 
designating the coupling of a medium with the 

                                                      
3 cf. direct manipulation, the present prevailing 
interaction paradigm (Shneiderman, 1983). 
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interpretation processes required for 
transforming physical representations of 
information into meaningful symbols or 
messages. In other words, and focusing on 
output media and modalities: 
 ‘… by ?A@CB�D1E  we mean the carrier of 

information such as text, graphics, audio, or 
video. Broadly, we include any necessary 
physical interactive device ( F$G HIG , keyboard, 
mouse, microphone, speaker, screen). In 
contrast, by JAKMLIN  or OAPMQ�RTS1U1V W  we refer to the 
human senses (more generally agent senses) 
employed to process incoming information, X$Y Z�Y , vision, audition, and haptics.’   

 (Maybury, 2001) 

To characterize the various possible 
combinations of modalities, taxonomies have 
been proposed. In Coutaz and Caelen (1991), 
multimodality is characterized in terms of 
temporal and semantic coordination strategies 
for controlling the use of modalities.  
In addition, Coutaz [$\�]T^1_  (1995) defines four 
properties which prove useful for comparing 
modalities in terms of their expressive power 
( `*acb$a , complementarity versus equivalence), and 
their usage in multimodal contexts ( d1egf$e , 
redundancy versus complementarity).  
As for Bernsen's taxonomy ( hjiTk  Bernsen, 1994), 
it is a thorough inventory of the output 
modalities available to user interface designers. 

1.3 Motivation and objectives 

The frequent confusion between multimedia and 
multimodality may explain why the generation 
of system multimodal responses has raised but 
little interest in the user interface research 
community, especially from an ergonomic angle, 
save for studies focused on specific categories of 
users or specific contexts of use. 
However, if standard users are offered speech 
facilities together with other input modalities, it 
is mandatory that the system responses are not 
limited to visual messages. Communication 
situations where one interlocutor can speak and 
the other cannot, are rather unusual. Research is 
then needed on the usability and software issues 
concerning the generation of appropriate 
multimodal system responses in standard 
human-computer interaction environments, and 
for standard user categories, including the 
general public. 

The main objective of the early experimental 
study presented here is to contribute to scientific 
advances in this research area, as it addresses 
one of the major usability issues relating to the 
generation of effective oral system messages, 
namely: 
 How to design oral messages which facilitate 

the visual exploration of crowded displays?  
 In particular, how to design messages which 

effectively help users to locate specific 
graphical objects in such displays? 

Resorting to deictics and visual enhancements of 
graphical targets is a solution which seems 
“natural” . However, it is no more effective than 
the sole visual enhancement of the target. 
Another approach is to implement a human-like 
embodiment of the system and to endow it with 
a pointing device; see, for instance the PPP 4 
persona with a pointing stick in André (1997). 
However, the contribution of personae to the 
usability and effectiveness of human-computer 
interaction seems questionable ( ljm(n  Mulken o$pq(r1s , 1999). Further testing is required in order to 
determine the usefulness of animated human-
like system embodiments in this context. 

These reasons explain why we chose to focus 
first on assessing whether oral messages 
including spatial information actually facilitate 
the visual exploration of complex displays, 
especially the localization of graphical targets in 
the context of standard computer environments 
for standard categories of users. 

We selected visual search as the experimental 
task for the following reasons. It is one of the 
few human visual activities, besides reading, 
which have motivated a significant amount of 
psychological research ( t4u(v  Henderson and 
Hollingworht, 1998; Findlay and Gilchrist, 
1998). And mostly, the design of numerous 
computer applications may benefit from a better 
knowledge of this activity, especially 
applications for the general public such as: 
• Online help to current interactive application 

software. For instance, novice users 
interacting with present graphical interfaces 
are often confused by the increasing number 
of toolbars and icons displayed concurrently. 

                                                      
4 PPP means ‘Personalized Plan Based Presenter’ . 
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• Map reading environments ( wjxTy  geographical 
applications), and navigation systems in 
vehicles. 

• Data mining through exploring visualizations 
of very large data sets ( zj{(| , for instance, the 
hyperbolic graph visualizations proposed by 
Lamping }-~��T�1� , 1995).  

The methodology and experimental set-up are 
described in the next section, together with the 
underlying working hypotheses.  
Quantitative and qualitative results are presented 
and discussed in section 3.  
Future research directions stemming from these 
results are included in the conclusion. 

2 Methodology and exper imental set-up 
2.1 Overall exper imental protocol 

To assess the potential contribution of oral 
spatial information to facilitating visual search, 
we designed a first experimental study with: 
• target presentation mode as independent 

variable,  
• target search+selection time, and accuracy of 

target selection, as dependent variables. 
Eighteen subjects were to locate and select 
visual targets in thirty six complex displayed 
scenes, using the mouse. They were requested to 
carry out target localization and selection as fast 
as they could. Colour displays only were used. 

Each scene display was preceded by one out of 
three available presentations of the target: 
• Display of the isolated target at the centre of 

the screen during three seconds (VP); 
• Oral characterization of the target ( �1�g�$� , name 

of the relevant graphical object), plus spatial 
information on its position in the scene (OP); 

• Simultaneous display of the visual and oral 
presentations of the target ( �1�g�$� , multimodal 
presentation, MP). 

These three sets of thirty six dual stimuli ( �1�g�$� , 
pairs of stimuli 5) determined three experimental 
situations, namely the VP, OP and MP 
situations. The visual and oral presentations of 
the targets used in the MP situation were 
identical to those used in the VP and OP 
situations. 

                                                      
5 each pair consisting of a scene and a presentation 
mode. 

Subjects were randomly split up into three 
groups (of six), so that each subject processed 
twelve pairs of stimuli in each set, and each pair 
of stimuli was processed by six subjects. 
In order to avoid task learning effects, the 
processing order was balanced inside each 
group: three subjects processed pairs in the VP 
set first, while the other three subjects processed 
pairs in the OP set first. All subjects processed 
pairs in the MP set last. 

Experimental design choices were motivated by 
the intent to assess the soundness of the three 
following working hypotheses, using the VP 
situation as the reference task context: 
A. Multimodal presentations of targets will 

reduce selection times and error rates in 
comparison with visual presentations. 

B. Oral presentations of targets will also 
improve selection times and accuracy, 
compared to visual presentations. 

C. The type of spatial information included in 
the oral presentations of targets will influence 
selection times and error rates. In particular: 
 absolute or relative spatial information 

will prove more effective than references 
to �������1�M���  knowledge ( �j�(�  subsection 2.3). 

In the remainder of the section, further 
information is given on: 
− the criteria used for selecting visual scenes 

and targets (subsection 2.2); 
− the structure and information content of oral 

messages (subsection 2.3); 
− subjects’  profiles (subsection 2.4); 
− the experimental set-up (subsection 2.5); 
− the methodology adopted for analysing and 

interpreting subjects’  results (subsection 2.6). 

2.2 Scene selection cr iter ia 

Most visual scenes were taken from currently 
available Web pages in order to provide subjects 
with realistic task environments.  

They were classified according to criteria 
stemming from Bernsen’s taxonomy of output 
modalities ( �j�T�  Bernsen, 1994), our aim being to 
investigate the possible influence of the type of 
visual information displayed, on target selection 
times and accuracy.  
Actually, our classification was derived from the 
graphical categories in Bernsen’s taxonomy as 
follows. We focused on static graphical displays 
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exclusively 6, on the ground that the localization 
and selection of moving targets in animated 
visual presentations is a much more complex 
activity than the selection of still targets in static 
visual presentations. Issues relating to the 
exploration of visual animated scenes will be 
addressed at a later stage in our research. 

We established two main classes of static 
presentations: 
• Class 1 comprises representations of 

structured or unstructured collections of 
symbolic or arbitrary graphical objects, such 
as maps, flags, graphs, geometrical forms ( �j�T�  
classes 9, 11, 21, 25 in Bernsen’s taxonomy); 

• Class 2 includes representations of realistic 
objects or scenes, namely photographs or 
naturalistic drawings figuring complex real 
objects ( �$� ��� , monuments) or everyday life 
environments, such as views of rooms, town 
or country landscapes, … (  j¡(¢  class 10 in 
Bernsen’s taxonomy). 

Half of the thirty six visual scenes belonged to 
class 1, and the other half to class 2. Class 1 and 
class 2 scenes in each of the three scene subsets 
described in subsection 2.1 were randomly 
ordered. See the overall task set-up in table 1. 
 £¥¤§¦-¨T© ª¬« ®« ¯°« £¥¤§¦�¨(© ®« ª¬« ¯°«

G1 P1 P2 P3 G4 P2 P1 P3 

G2 P3 P1 P2 G5 P1 P3 P2 

G3 P2 P3 P1 G6 P3 P2 P1 

Table 1: Overall task set-up. 
Gi: group of 3 subjects (3 x 6 = 18 subjects) 
Pi: set of 12 visual scenes (3 x 12 = 36 scenes) 

Targets were objects or component parts of 
complex objects ( ±j²(³  the complex real objects in 
class 2). 
They were chosen according to the following 
criteria. An acceptable target was a unique 
autonomous 7 graphical object which could be 
designated unequivocally by a short simple 
verbal phrase. Although all targets were unique, 
some of them could be easily confused with 
other objects in the scene, such confusions being 
impossible for the other ones. 

                                                      
6 cf. the five types of static graphical presentations in 
Bernsen’s taxonomy, namely classes 9, 10, 11, 21, 25. 
7 cf. constituent parts of complex real objects. 

In order to avoid task learning effects, target 
size 8 and position were varied from one scene to 
another. 

2.3 Message structures and contents 

All messages included a noun phrase meant to 
designate the target unequivocally. For instance, 
“ the pear”  refers to the target unequivocally in 
the realistic scene reproduced in figure 1. 

Figure 1: Basket with fruit (class 2) 
“On the left of the apple, the pear.”  

Three types of spatial information on target 
locations were experimented: 
• Absolute spatial information (ASI), such as 

“on the left/right” , “at the top/bottom”; 
• Relative spatial information (RSI), for 

instance “on the left of the apple”  ( ´jµ(¶  figure 
1); 

• Implicit spatial information (ISI), that is 
spatial information that can be easily inferred 
from common ·¹¸Iº�»1¼Mº�»  knowledge and the 
visual context; for instance, it is easy to 
locate the Mexican flag among twenty other 
national flags, from the simple message “The 
Mexican flag.” , if each flag representation is 
placed on a planisphere inside the matching 
country ( ½j¾T¿  figure 2). 

Messages included one or two spatial phrases of 
the same type (ASI, RSI or ISI), or two spatial 
phrases of different types (namely, ASI + RSI or 
ASI + ISI), according to the scene complexity. 

In order to make the assessment of hypothesis C 
possible, all messages had the same syntactical 
structure so that information content was the 
only variable in messages which might influence 
localization times and selection errors. The 
following structure, which emphasizes spatial 
                                                      
8 within the limits of the fixed size presentation box.  
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information, was adopted for most messages, 
some ISI messages including no spatial phrase: 
 [Spatial phrase] + Noun phrase (designation) 

N.B. Target choices were also influenced by 
message design requirements: some targets were 
rejected because they could not be designated 
verbally in a simple unequivocal way. 

 
Figure 2.: National flags (class 1) 

“The Mexican flag.”  

2.4 Subjects’  profiles 

As this study involved a restricted number of 
subjects (18) and was a first attempt at 
validating hypotheses A, B and C, we defined 
constraints on subjects’  profiles in order to 
reduce inter-individual diversity so that the 
selected group would be likely to carry out the 
prescribed tasks successfully. 

To achieve homogeneity, we selected 18 
undergraduate or graduate students in computer 
science with normal eyesight 9, and ages ranging 
from 22 to 29. 
Then, all participants were expert mouse users 
with alike quick motor reactions, familiar with 
visual search tasks, and capable of performing 
the experimental tasks accurately and rapidly. 

2.5 Exper imental set-up 

First, the experimenter presented the overall 
experimental set-up. Then, after a short training 
(6 target selections in the VP situation), each 
subject processed 12 scenes per situation, in the 
order VP+OP+MP or OP+VP+MP. Before each 
change in target presentation, the experimenter 
explained the new specific set-up to the subject. 

For each visual scene: 

                                                      
9 save for one subject who was slightly colour-blind. 

• The target was presented first, during three 
seconds: 
− either visually in a fixed-size box in the 

centre of the screen,  
− or orally (together with a blank screen),  
− or orally and visually, simultaneously. 

• Then, a button appeared in the centre of the 
screen together with a written message 
requesting the subject to click on the button 
to launch the display of the scene. Therefore, 
at the beginning of each target selection step, 
the mouse was positioned in the centre of the 
screen, making it possible to compare 
subjects’  selection times. 

• The next target was presented as soon as the 
subject had clicked on any object in the 
displayed scene. 

At the end of the session, subjects had to fill in a 
questionnaire requesting them to rate the 
difficulty of each task using a six degree scale 
(ranging from “very easy”  to “very difficult” ). 
The session ended up in a debriefing interview. 

2.6 Analysis methodology 

Quantitative results comprise:  
− average { localization + selection}  times,  
− and error ( À1ÁgÂ$Á Ã  wrong target selections) 

counts or percentages, 
computed over all subjects and scenes, as well as 
per scene category and per type of oral message. 
We made no attempt at determining the 
statistical significance of these results, by reason 
of the small amount of available data. 

Qualitative analyses of subjects’  results, 
especially comparisons between target selection 
errors in the VP, OP and MP situations, 
provided useful information for defining further 
research directions.  
In order to elicit the possible factors at the origin 
of selection errors, scenes and targets were 
characterized using the following features: 
• Scene characterisation: 

− complexity (according to the number of 
displayed objects); 

− and, for class 1 scenes only, visual 
structure ( Ä$Å Æ�Å , random layout of objects; 
tree, crown or matrix structures; …). 

• Target characterization: 
− position on the screen (centre, left, …); 
− visual salience; 
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− familiarity versus unfamiliarity/oddness; 
− unicity versus ambiguity;  
− in the case of unicity, possible confusions. 

Quantitative and qualitative results are presented 
and discussed in the next section. 

3. Results: presentation and discussion 
3.1 Exper imental data checking 

In the first place, we checked whether 
experimental design choices might have biased 
subjects’  error rates and selection times. 

No effect of task order (VP−OP versus OP−VP) 
could be detected on the basis of comparisons 
between average selection times, respectively 
error rates, in the following group pairs: G1 
versus G4, G2 versus G5, and G3 versus G6 ( ÇjÈTÉ  
the groups in table 1). 

In addition, subjects achieved similar results in 
each of the three situations (VP, OP and MP), 
whatever subset of scenes (P1, P2 or P3) they 
processed. Comparisons between the G1+G4, 
G2+G5 and G3+G6 groups showed no evidence 
of scene group influence on subjects’  results. 

Finally, two scenes (both in class 1) had to be 
excluded from the analysis of subjects’  results, 
due to technical incidents. 

3.2 Quantitative results 

3.2.1 Global analysis 
As regards selection accuracy, oral messages 
proved much more effective than visual target 
presentations, as shown by comparisons between 
the VP and OP situations. However, selection 
was slower in the absence of prior visualizations 
of isolated targets ( ÊjË(Ì  table 2). The total number 
of errors in the OP situation decreased by 55%, 
while average selection time increased by 28%. 
Slower average selection time in the OP 
situation, together with a much higher standard 
deviation, may be explained by the fact that 
subjects were unfamiliar with the visual search 
tasks in the OP situation; this situation being 
rather unusual compared to the VP and MP 
situations which occur frequently in everyday 
life. Therefore, the higher variability of selection 
times in the OP situation may be assumed to 
reflect the high inter-individual diversity of 
cognitive abilities and processes. 

In keeping with these results, table 2 also shows 
that multimodal presentations of targets reduced 
both selection times and error rates, in 
comparison with visual presentations.  
 ÍÏÎ-Ð�Ñ-Ò§Ó
Ô Ð§Ò§ÕÖÒ§×(ÓØÎ-ÓØÙgÚ-×Û Ú-ÜTÒ  

Ý¬Þ(ß�àTá§âã-äá§â�â ã â�å  
æ¬ç-è�é§ê-ë�èì è�ícè�î§ïØðcñ�òïóðgô�èöõ ì è§î�÷jø

ùMïØê-ò(úTê-é§úúTè§ç-ðgê-ïØðgñ-òõ ì è§î�÷jø
VP 31 2.83 1.70 

OP 14 3.92 3.50 

MP 8 2.70 1.93 

Table 2: Results per target presentation mode. 

This finding is compatible with perception 
models which postulate the existence of higher 
level multimodal processes resulting from 
interferences or collaborations between lower 
level visual and auditory unimodal processes 
( ûjü(ý , for instance, Engelkamp, 1992). 

To conclude, as no task learning effect was 
observed ( þjÿ��  subsection 3.1), these results 
contribute to validating hypothesis A, while they 
confirm hypothesis B partly. However, if our 
interpretation of the longer selection times in the 
OP situation is correct, hypothesis B may be 
held to be true for users familiar with visual 
target selection tasks in OP contexts.  

These quantitative global results also suggest 
useful recommendations for improving user 
interface design. 
In order to facilitate and improve the 
effectiveness of visual search tasks in crowded 
displays, two forms of user support may prove 
useful: 
a. if �������������
	  only is sought for, an oral 

message comprising an unambiguous verbal 
designation of the graphical target and spatial 
information on its location in the display will 
prove sufficient. 

b. if both �����������
�  and ������� ����� � are sought for, 
a multimodal message will be more 
appropriate, that is a message comprising a 
context-free visual presentation of the target 
together with an oral message including the 
same information as the message in a. 

However, further experimental research is 
needed to confirm these recommendations 
beyond doubt, in-as-much as they have been 
inferred from a relatively small sample of 
experimental data and measurements. 
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In addition, oral and multimodal messages 
should be compared, in terms of effectiveness 
and comfort, with other forms of user support, 
such as target visual enhancement through 
colour, animation, zooming, etc. Until a 
sufficient amount of experimental data has been 
collected, recommendations a. and b. should be 
considered as tentative. 

Analyses of results per class of scenes and type 
of message (i.e., type of spatial oral information) 
are presented next. These analyses make it 
possible to refine the above recommendations. 

3.2.2 Detailed analysis  ���! �"�#�$  &%��!')(*#�+� , .-�/� �(��!0&�1 
Subjects’  results, grouped per scene class and 
target presentation mode, are presented in table 
3. Error percentages have been computed over 
96 samples for class 1 ( 243�5 , in subsection 3.1, the 
exclusion of two class 1 scenes), and 108 
samples for class 2. 

Multimodal messages proved most effective, 
especially for scenes representing symbolic or 
arbitrary objects, in comparison with the VP and 
OP situations. For scenes in class 1, errors were 
reduced by 86% and 73%, respectively, while 
average selection times were decreased by 7% 
and 30%. 
As for realistic scenes, the average selection 
time in the MP situation is similar to the VP one 
and markedly inferior (by 33%) to the OP one, 
while the number of errors is similar to the OP 
one, and inferior (by 35%) to the VP one. 

These results suggest that subjects in the MP 
situation took advantage of all the information 
available in the VP and OP situations. They used 
successfully visual information to solve 
ambiguous verbal designations of targets, and 
oral information or both types of information, to 
solve visual ambiguities between the target and 
other graphical objects in the scene. In addition, 
verbal spatial information helped them to locate 
targets more rapidly, or so it seems.  

Finally, the fact that average selection times 
were consistently longer for class 1 scenes than 
for class 2 scenes can be explained as follows.  
If the target is a familiar object (such as a pan) in 
a familiar realistic scene (a kitchen, for 
instance), visual exploration of the scene is 
facilitated by 687&9�:�;<9�:  knowledge of the standard 
structure of the scene and the likely locations of 

the target therein. Such knowledge is not 
available in the case of unrealistic scenes such as 
class 1 scenes; the structure of the scene and the 
possible locations of the target cannot be 
foreseen using =?>&@�A�B�@�A  knowledge, so that a 
more careful search, or even an exhaustive 
exploration, of the scene is necessary for 
locating the target object. 
 CED*FHG*IKJ
L FKIKM�IKN�JOD*JOPRQ*NS Q*TI  

UWVKXHYKVKZ[
\�]*V^*_VKXHX ^ XH`  
acb*dHeKf�g*dh dKiRdKjKkOlRm*nk
lRopdrq h dKjHs4t

u�kOf*n�vf*eKvvdKb*lRf*kOlRm*nq h dKjHs4t
VP-C1 14.6 3.27 1.94 

VP-C2 15.7 2.43 1.39 

OP-C1 7.3 4.30 4.09 

OP-C2 6.5 3.58 2.87 

MP-C1 2 3.03 2.36 

MP-C2 5.5 2.40 1.36 

Table 3: Results per target presentation mode 
and class of scene 

This hypothesis may also explains why 
multimodal target presentations proved most 
effective for scenes belonging to class 1: both 
oral and visual information contributed to 
compensate for the lack of wEx�y�z�{�y�z  knowledge. 
|�}1~������ ~&��}1�.�.}1~,~����&}�� ����}
Five categories of verbal messages were 
experimented ( �4��  subsection 2.3). Messages 
were classified according to the type of spatial 
information they comprised: absolute (ASI), 
relative (RSI), implicit (ISI), plus absolute-
relative (ASI+RSI) and absolute-implicit 
(ASI+ISI). Subjects' results, grouped according 
to these messages categories, are presented in 
table 4. As the number of scenes varied from 
one message class to the other, error percentages 
have been computed over 48 samples (ASI), 72 
samples (RSI), 24 samples (ISI), 36 samples 
(ASI+RSI) and 12 samples (ASI+ISI) 10. 

For each category of messages, comparisons 
between results achieved by subjects in the VP, 
OP and MP situations suggest that absolute 
and/or relative spatial information improved 
selection accuracy markedly ( �4���  the ASI, RSI 
and ASI+RSI types of messages). 

                                                      
10 that is 192 samples instead of 6 x 36 = 204 samples 
(���,�  the two scenes which were excluded). 
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However, the usefulness of ISI messages seems 
questionable, at least in the OP situation. Their 
effectiveness in the MP situation denotes the 
complexity of the interpretation processes at 
work in the interpretation of multimodal stimuli.  

Average RSI and ISI selection times were much 
longer in the OP situation (4.03, 6.12) than in 
the other situations ( ������� , 2.86 and 1.84 for VP, 
3.12 and 2.1 for MP).  
For RSI messages, this effect may be due to the 
complexity of the visual search strategy induced 
by relative spatial information. This strategy 
probably includes two steps: first, localization of 
the reference graphical object, then exploration 
of its vicinity in search of the target.  
As for ISI messages, their interpretation involves 
cognitive processes which may slow down 
selection. 
 �c� �����O�����
�R�* 

��¡H¢K �¢H£
¤¦¥¨§K©�ª�«¨¬cª�«¨¥c«¨®O®°¯H¤H«&±³²Hª�«  

´WµH¶K·HµK¸�¹Oº*»�µ¼*½µH¶K¶ ¼ ¶K¾  
¿cÀ�ÁKÂHÃ*Ä*ÁÅ ÁKÆRÁKÇHÈ
ÉRÊ*ËÈOÉ�ÌÍÁ8Î Å ÁHÇKÏ4Ð

Ñ<È
Ã�Ë�Ò�Ã*ÂHÒÒ�ÁKÀ�É�Ã�È
ÉRÊ*ËÎ Å ÁHÇKÏ4Ð
ASI 10.4 2.87 1.19 

RSI 26.4 2.86 2.14 

ISI 4.17 1.84 0.57 

ASI+RSI 13.89 3.57 1.99 

ASI+ISI 8.33 3.54 0.98  Ó�Ô Õ�Ö�×OØ�Ù�×
ÖRÚ*Û
ASI 0 2.91 3.41 

RSI 8.33 4.03 5.94 

ISI 16.67 6.12 3.78 

ASI+RSI 5.56 3.82 3.78 

ASI+ISI 16.67 5.19 3.37  ÜÞÝ ß�à�áOâ�ã�á
àRä*å
ASI 4.17 2.42 1.41 

RSI 8.33 3.12 2.43 

ISI 0 2.1 1.06 

ASI+RSI 0 2.82 1.84 

ASI+ISI 0 2.98 2.53 

Table 4: Results per target presentation mode 
and type of verbal message 

This interpretation may also explain why RSI 
messages did not affect selection times in the 
MP situation noticeably. The target being in the 

vicinity of the reference object and having been 
viewed previously, it can be recognized through 
peripheral vision, so that one eye fixation only is 
required for locating both the reference object 
and the target ( æ4ç�è  van Diepen é�êìë�í�î , 1998).  
However, it is also possible that, in the MP 
situation, subjects tended to adopt a simpler 
search strategy based exclusively on the 
available visual information, hence comprising a 
single visual search step, whenever the oral 
message induced a complex slow selection 
strategy. This second interpretation has the 
advantage to explain why both RSI and ISI 
messages exerted no perceptible influence, in the 
MP situation, on selection times. 

To sum up, while the inclusion of any category 
of verbal spatial information in multimodal 
target presentations seems worthwhile, absolute 
spatial information should be preferred over 
other information types in the design of oral 
target presentations, in order to improve both 
selection times and accuracy. This conclusion 
partly confirms hypothesis C. 

3.3 Qualitative analyses 

Qualitative analyses were focused on the 
subjects’  errors exclusively, with a view to: 
− getting a better understanding of the 

contribution of verbal messages to assisting 
users in visual search tasks,  

− and obtaining useful knowledge for 
improving message design. 

These analyses involve the detailed 
characterisations of scenes and messages listed 
in subsection 2.6, as well as the subjects’  
subjective ratings of the difficulty of the 36 
experimental visual tasks ( ï4ð�ñ  the post-session 
questionnaires mentioned in subsection 2.5).  
Scenes were filtered so that, in each situation, 
only the scenes which had occasioned more than 
one error were considered, on the basis of the 
following assumption:  

for a given scene in a given situation, the 
reasons for the failure of one single subject 
are more likely to be related to the subject’  
capabilities than to the scene characteristics 
or the message information content. 

3.3.1 Visual situation 
The main plausible factors at the origin of the 
selection errors observed in the visual situation 
are presented next. Percentages represent: 
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− the number of errors which a given 
characteristic of the scene may explain, by 
itself or in conjunction with other factors; 

− computed over the total number of filtered 
errors ( ò�óRô�ó , 26). 

Factors are listed in decreasing order of the 
percentages of errors they contribute to explain: 
• Concerning targets: 

lack of salience (85%), eccentric position in 
the scene (69%), possible confusions with 
other objects (69%), unfamiliarity (50%). 

• Concerning scenes: 
crowded (69%), unstructured (46%), 
representing geometric forms (42%). 

This analysis of subjects’  errors in the VP 
situation will be used as a reference in the next 
subsection which is focused on errors in the OP 
and MP situations. 

3.3.2 Oral and multimodal situations 
Five scenes in the OP situation and only two in 
the MP situation occasioned more than one 
error, against eight in the VP situation.  
In addition, 23 errors in the VP situation were 
“corrected”  in the OP situation, so that six out of 
the eight scenes occasioning more than one error 
in the VP situation yielded error-free results in 
the OP situation.  
These comparisons bring out the usefulness of 
oral messages for improving target selection 
accuracy. 

However, four scenes yielding error-free results 
in the VP and MP situations occasioned ten out 
of the twelve filtered errors observed in the OP 
situation 11. Therefore, it is likely that the main 
factor at the origin of these errors is the poor 
quality of the information content of the 
corresponding oral messages.  
The analysis of the four corresponding 
messages, together with the information 
provided by questionnaires and debriefings, 
support this conclusion. Four errors were 
motivated by an ISI message which referred to 
knowledge unfamiliar to the majority of 
subjects. A too complex ASI+ISI message 
(structure and length) referring to knowledge 
some subjects were unfamiliar with may account 
for two other errors. As for the two other pairs of 
                                                      
11 Error patterns for these images were as follows: 4, 
2, 2, 2. 

errors, they may be reliably ascribed to the use, 
in the two verbal target designations, of 
technical substantives the exact meanings of 
which were unfamiliar to some subjects. 

The fact that none of these errors occurred in the 
MP situation, together with the fact that two 
scenes only occasioned the four filtered errors 
observed in this situation, illustrates the 
advantages of combining visual and verbal 
information in target presentations. 
Two errors occurred, in this situation, on a 
“difficult”  scene which occasioned six errors in 
the VP situation (crowded scene, and non 
salient, unfamiliar target, easy to confuse with 
other objects), and two errors in the OP situation 
(use of technical vocabulary). The other two 
errors were occasioned by a scene which was 
processed successfully by all subjects in the OP 
situation, but occasioned three errors in the VP 
situation. This may hint that the processing of 
multimodal incoming information is guided or 
controlled by visual perception strategies rather 
than by cognitive processes. 

The qualitative analysis of errors confirms the 
usefulness of oral messages for improving the 
accuracy of visual target identification, provided 
that:  
− messages are short, their syntactical structure 

straightforward, the vocabulary used familiar 
to users, 

− and mostly, provided that their information 
content is appropriate. 

4. Conclusion 

A preliminary experimental study has been 
presented, which aims at eliciting the 
contribution of oral messages to facilitating 
visual search tasks in crowded visual displays. 
Results of quantitative and qualitative analyses 
suggest that appropriate verbal messages can 
improve both target selection time and accuracy. 
In particular, multimodal messages including a 
visual presentation of the isolated target, and 
absolute spatial oral information on its location 
in the visual scene, are most effective. 
However, these results are tentative by reason of 
the small number of subjects involved in the 
experiment (18), the limited number of scenes 
they had to process, and the coarseness of 
measurements based on target selection using 
the mouse. Nevertheless, these results are 
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encouraging, especially the qualitative ones, in-
as-much as they suggest that the research 
directions we have initiated are worth pursuing.  
In the short term, we intend to conduct an 
experimental study along the same lines as the 
study presented here. The protocol and set-up 
will be roughly similar, save for the following 
features: 
− it will involve a greater number of subjects so 

that the statistical significance of quantitative 
results can be assessed; 

− an eye-tracker will be used for measuring 
target localization time and accuracy more 
precisely; the analysis of ocular movements 
will also enable us to gain an insight into 
subjects’  visual search strategies according to 
the scene characteristics; the present 
classification of scenes will be refined 
accordingly. 

In the medium term, we shall attempt to 
compare oral assistance to visual search with 
target visual enhancement techniques, in terms 
of effectiveness and user comfort. 
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Abstract
To facilitate a full-fledged multimodal human-
machine conversation, we are developing an
intelligent infrastructure called Responsive
Information Architect (RIA). As a part of this
effort, we are building a semantics-based multi-
modal interpretation framework called MIND
(Multimodal Interpretation for Natural Dialog).
MIND addresses both multimodal input under-
standing and discourse interpretation in a con-
versation setting. In particular, MIND has two
unique features. First, MIND characterizes
intention and attention of user inputs and the
entire conversation from multiple dimensions.
This fine grained semantic model provides a
computational basis for multimodal interpreta-
tion. Second, MIND uses rich contexts such as
conversation discourse, domain knowledge,
visual context, user and environment models to
facilitate multimodal understanding. This
approach allows MIND to improve understand-
ing of user inputs, including those abbreviated
or imprecise ones.

Keywords: multimodal user interfaces, multimodal
input interpretation, multimodal conversation

1. Introduction
To aid users in their information-seeking process,
we are building an intelligent infrastructure, called
Responsive Information Architect (RIA), which can
engage users in a full-fledged multimodal conversa-
tion. Currently, RIA is embodied in a testbed, called
Real HunterTM, a real-estate application for helping
users find residential properties.

Figure 1 shows RIA’s main components. A user
can interact with RIA using multiple input channels,
such as speech and gesture. To understand a user
input, the multimodal interpreter exploits various
contexts (e.g., conversation history) to produce an
interpretation frame that captures the meanings of
the input. Based on the interpretation frame, the con-
versation facilitator decides how RIA should act by
generating a set of conversation acts (e.g., Describe
information to the user). Upon receiving the conver-
sation acts, the presentation broker sketches a pre-

sentation draft that expresses the outline of a
multimedia presentation. Based on this draft, the
language and visual designers work together to
author a multimedia blueprint that contains fully
coordinated and detailed multimedia presentation.
The blueprint is then sent to the producer to be real-
ized. To support all components described above, an
information server supplies various contextual infor-
mation, including domain data (e.g., houses and cit-
ies for a real-estate application), a conversation
history (e.g., detailed conversation exchanges
between RIA and a user), a user model (e.g., user
profiles), and an environment model (e.g., device
capabilities).

Our focus in this paper is on the interpretation of
multimodal user inputs. Specifically, we are devel-
oping a semantics-based multimodal interpretation
framework called MIND (Multimodal Interpretation
for Natural Dialog). MIND is inspired by the earlier
works on input interpretation from both multimodal
interaction systems (e.g.,[Bolt 1980, Burger and
Marshall 1993, Cohen et al 1996, Zancanaro et al
1997, Wahlster 1998, Johnston and Bangalore
2000]) and spoken dialog systems [Allen et al 2001,
Wahlster 2000]. In particular, MIND provides a
unique framework that addresses both multimodal
input interpretation (capture the meanings of a mul-
timodal input at a particular conversation turn) and
discourse interpretation (identify the impact of indi-
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vidual inputs on the overall progress of a conversa-
tion). Specifically, MIND presents two features. The
first is a fine-grained semantic model that character-
izes the meanings of user inputs and the overall con-
versation. The second is an integrated interpretation
approach that identifies the semantics of user inputs
and the overall conversation using a wide variety of
contexts (e.g., conversation history and domain
knowledge). These two features enable MIND to
improve understanding of user inputs, including
those ambiguous and incomplete inputs.

Before presenting MIND in details, we begin with
an overview and an example scenario to help explain
our work.

2. MIND Overview
MIND supports two major processes (Figure 2): turn
interpretation and discourse interpretation. Turn
interpretation identifies the semantics of user multi-
modal inputs at a particular turn of a conversation.
Turn interpretation is a two-step process. First, an
array of recognizers (e.g., a speech recognizer) con-
vert input signals (e.g., speech signals) to modality-
specific outputs (e.g., text). These outputs are then
processed by modality-specific interpreters (e.g., a
natural language interpreter). As a result, the mean-
ings of each unimodal input are captured by a unimo-
dal interpretation frame. Based on these meanings, a
multimodal integrator uses proper contextual infor-
mation to infer and create an integrated interpretation
frame. This frame captures the overall meanings of
the multimodal inputs at this conversation turn.

In addition to understanding user inputs at each
conversation turn, MIND also captures the overall
progress of a conversation. In particular, MIND uti-
lizes a discourse interpreter to capture how a particu-
lar user input is related to the conversation as a
whole. Based on a discourse structure that models
the conversation history, MIND decides whether the
current input contributes to an existing conversation
topic or it initiates a new one.

3. Example Scenario
Table 1 logs a conversation fragment between a user
Joe and RIA. Joe initiates the conversation by asking
for houses in Irvington (U1), and RIA replies by
showing a group of desired houses (R1). Based on the
generated visual display, Joe points to the screen (a
position between two houses) and asks for the price
(U2). In this case, it is not clear which object Joe is
pointing at. There are three candidates: two houses
nearby and the town of Irvington†. Using our domain
knowledge, MIND can rule out the town of Irving-
ton, since Joe is asking for a price. At this point,
MIND still can not determine which of the two house
candidates is the desired one. To clarify this ambigu-
ity, RIA highlights both houses and asks Joe to pin-
point the house of interest (R2).

Again, Joe’s reply (U3) alone would be ambiguous,
since there are multiple red objects on the screen.
However, using the conversation history (R2) and the
visual properties (Figure 3), MIND is able to infer
that Joe is referring to the highlighted red house. Joe
continues on to ask for the size (U4). This request by
itself is incomplete, since Joe did not explicitly spec-
ify the object of interest (house). Nevertheless,
MIND understands that Joe is asking for the size of
the same red house based on the conversation history
(U2–3).

Joe moves on to inquire about another house (U5).
This input by itself does not indicate exactly what Joe
wants. Again, using the conversation history (U4),
MIND recognizes that Joe is most likely asking for
the size of another house. Next Joe switches to asking
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† The generated display has multiple layers, where the house icons are
on top of the Irvington town map. Thus this deictic gesture could either
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Joe: Speech: Show me houses in Irvington. (U1)

RIA: Speech: Here are the houses you requested.
Graphics: Show a collection of houses on the map (R1)

Joe: Speech: What’s the cost?
Gesture: Point to the screen (U2)

RIA: Speech: Which house are you interested in?
Graphics: Highlight two candidate houses (R2)

Joe: Speech: The red one (U3)

RIA: Speech: The asking price of this red house is 350,000 dollars.
Graphics: Highlight the red house and show the price (R3)

Joe: Speech: And the size? (U4)

RIA: Speech: The size of this house is 2000 square feet (R4)

Joe: Speech: This one?
Gesture: Put a question mark on top of a house icon (U5)

RIA: Speech: The size of this house is 2200 square feet. (R5)
Graphics: Highlight the house icon

Joe: Speech: By the way, where is the train station? (U6)

RIA: Speech: Here is the train station in Irvington.
Graphics: Indicate the train station on the map (R6)

Joe: Speech: OK.Then...how many bedrooms does it have? (U7)

RIA: Speech: This house has four bedrooms.(R7)

Table 1. A conversation fragment.
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for the location of a train station (U6). According to
our domain knowledge, train stations are always
related to towns. Although Joe did not specify the
town at this turn, MIND is able to conclude that the
relevant town is Irvington using the conversation his-
tory (U1). Finally Joe asks about the number of bed-
rooms (U7). Based on the current visual context (one
house still being highlighted from U5), MIND infers
that Joe now returns to the previously explored
house.

4. Semantics-based User Input Modeling
To enable a thorough understanding of user multimo-
dal inputs, we use a set of semantic features to model
user-computer conversations. As described below,
our model not only captures fine-grained semantic
aspects of user inputs at each turn of a conversation,
but also characterize the overall progress of the con-
versation.

4.1 Turn-level Modeling
In support of a full-fledged multimodal conversation,
MIND has two goals. First, MIND must understand
the meanings of user inputs precisely so that the con-
versation facilitator (Figure 1) can decide how the
system should act. Second, MIND attempts to cap-
ture the user input styles (e.g., using a particular ver-
bal expression or gesturing in a particular way) or
user communicative preferences (e.g., preferring a
verbal vs. a visual presentation). The captured infor-
mation helps the multimedia generation components
(visual or language designers in Figure 1) create
more effective and tailored system responses. To
accomplish both goals, MIND characterizes five
aspects of a user input: intention, attention, interpre-
tation status, presentation preference, and modality
decomposition.

Intention. Intention describes the purpose of a user
input [Grosz and Sidner 1986]. We characterize three
aspects of intention: Motivator, Act, and Type. Motivator
captures the purpose of an interaction. Since we
focus on information-seeking applications, MIND
currently distinguishes three top-level purposes:
DataPresentation, DataAnalysis (e.g., comparison), and
ExceptionHandling (e.g., disambiguation).

Act indicates one of the three user actions: request,
reply, and inform. Request specifies that a user is mak-
ing an information request (e.g., asking for a collec-
tion of houses in U1 Table 1). Reply indicates that the
user is responding to a previous RIA request (e.g.,
confirming the house of interest in U3). Unlike
Request or Reply, Inform states that a user is simply
providing RIA with specific information, such as per-
sonal profiles or interests. For example, during a
house exploration, a user may tell RIA that she has
school-age children.

Type further refines an user action. For example,
MIND may distinguish two different types of
Request. One user may request RIA to Describe the
desired information, such as the price of a house,
while the other may request RIA simply to Identify the
desired information (e.g., show a train station on the
screen).

In some cases, Motivator, Act and Type can be
directly captured from individual inputs (e.g. U1).
However, in other situations, they can only be
inferred from the conversation discourse. For exam-
ple, from U3 itself, MIND only understands that the
user is referring to a red house (i.e., Type: Refer). It is
not clear whether this is a reply or inform. Moreover,
the overall purpose of this input is also unknown.
Nevertheless, based on the conversation context,
MIND understands that this input is a reply to a pre-
vious RIA question (Act: Reply), and contributes to the
overall purpose of ExceptionHandling (Motivator: Excep-
tionHandling).

In addition to the purpose of each user input, Moti-
vator also captures discourse purposes (described
later). Therefore, Motivator can be also viewed as
characterizing subdialogues discussed in previous lit-
eratures [Lambert and Carberry 1992, Litman and
Allen 1987]. For example, ExceptionHandling (with
Type: correct) corresponds to Correction subdialogue.
The difference from earlier works is that our Motivator
is used to model intentions at both input and dis-
course levels. Finally, we model intention not only to
support conversation, but also to facilitate multime-
dia generation. Specifically, Motivator and Type
together direct RIA in its response generation. For
example, RIA would consider Describe and Identify
two different data presentation directives [Zhou and
Pan 2001].

Figure 4(a) shows the Intention that MIND has iden-
tified from the user input U2 (Table 1). It says that the
user is asking RIA to present him with some informa-
tion. The information to be presented is captured in
Attention (described next).

Attention. While Intention indicates the purpose of a
user input, Attention captures the content of a user
input with six parameters. Base specifies the semantic
category of the content (e.g., all houses in our appli-

Figure 3. A snapshot of graphics output
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cation belong to the House category). Topic indicates
whether the user is concerned with a concept, a rela-
tion, an instance, or a collection of instances. For
example, in U1 (Table 1) the user is interested in a
collection of House, while in U2 he is interested in a
specific instance.

Focus further narrows down the scope of the con-
tent to distinguish whether the user is interested in a
topic as a whole or just specific aspects of the topic.
For example, in U2 the user focuses only on one spe-
cific aspect (price) of a house instance. Aspect enu-
merates the actual topical features that the user is
interested in (e.g., the price in U2). Constraint holds
the user constraints or preferences placed on the
topic. For example, in U1 the user is only interested
in the houses (Topic) located in Irvington (Constraint).
The last parameter Content points to the actual data in
our database.

Figure 4(b) records the Attention identified by
MIND for the user input U2. It states that the user is
interested in the price of a house instance,
MLS0187652 or MLS0889234 (house ids from the Mul-
tiple Listing Service). As discussed later, our fine-
grained modeling of Attention provides MIND the
ability to discern subtle changes in user interaction
(e.g., a user may focus on one topic but explore dif-

ferent aspects of the topic). This in turn helps MIND
assess the overall progress of a conversation.

Interpretation Status. InterpretationStatus provides an
overall assessment on how well MIND understands
an input. This information is particularly helpful in
guiding RIA’s next move. Currently, it includes two
features. SyntacticCompleteness assesses whether there
is any unknown or ambiguous information in the
interpretation result. SemanticCompleteness indicates
whether the interpretation result makes sense. Using
the status, MIND can inform other RIA components
whether a certain exception has risen. For example,
the value AttentionalContentAmbiguity in SyntacticCom-
pleteness (Figure 4c) indicates that there is an ambi-
guity concerning Content in Attention, since MIND
cannot determine whether the user is interested in
MLS0187652 or MLS0889234. Based on this status,
RIA would ask a clarification question to disambigu-
ate the two houses (e.g., R2 in Table 1).

Presentation Preference. During a human-computer
interaction, a user may indicate what type of
responses she prefers. Currently, MIND captures user
preferences along four dimensions. Directive specifies
the high-level presentation goal (e.g., preferring a
summary to details). Media indicates the preferred
presentation medium (e.g., verbal vs. visual). Style
describes what general formats should be used (e.g.,
using a chart vs. a diagram to illustrate information).
Device states what devices would be used in the pre-
sentation (e.g., phone or PDA). Using the captured
presentation preferences, RIA can generate multime-
dia presentations that are tailored to individual users
and their goals. For example, Figure 4(e) records the
user preferences from U2. Since the user did not
explicitly specify any preferences, MIND uses the
default values to represent those preferences. Presen-
tation preferences can either directly derived from
user inputs or inferred based on user and environ-
ment contexts.

Modality Decomposition. ModalityDecomposition
(Figure 4d) maintains a reference to the interpreta-
tion result for each unimodal input, such as the ges-
ture input in Figure 5(a–d) and the speech input in
Figure 5(e–f). In addition to the meanings of each
unimodal input (Intention and Attention), MIND also
captures modality-specific characteristics from the

(a) Intention
Act: Request
Motivator: DataPresentation
Type: Describe

(d) Modality Decomposition
Modality: ^SpeechInput
Modality: ^GestureInput

(b) Attention
Base: House
Topic: Instance
Focus: SpecificAspect (^Topic)
Aspect: Price
Constraint: < >
Content: [MLS0187652 |
MLS0889234]

(e) Presentation Preference
Directive: <Summary>
Media: <Multimedia>
Device: <Desktop>
Style: < >

(c) Interpretation Status
SyntacticComplete: Attentional-
ContentAmbiguity
SemanticComplete: TRUE

Figure 4. The interpretation of a multimodal input U21.

1. Symbol ^ indicates a pointer and < > labels a default value. A defau
value indicates that a pre-defined vlaue is given to a parameter since
information concerning this parameter has been identified from the u
input. A default value can be overwritten when information is identifi
from other sources (e.g., context).

Gesture Input
(a)

(b) (c) (d) Speech Input (e) (f)

Intention
Act: < >
Motivator: < >
Type: Refer
SurfaceAct: Point

Attention (A1)
Base: House
Topic: Instance
Focus: < >
Aspect: < >
Constraint: < >
Content:
[MLS0187652]

(A2)
Base: House
Topic: Instance
Focus:< >
Aspect: < >
Constraint: < >
Content:
[MLS0889234]

(A3)
Base: City
Topic: Instance
Focus: < >
Aspect: < >
Constraint: < >
Content: [Irvington]

Intention
Act: Request
Motivator: DataPresen-
tation
Type: Describe
SurfaceAct: Inquire

Attention
Base: < >
Topic: Instance
Focus: SpecificAspect(^Topic)
Aspect: Price {

<SynCat: Noun>
<Realization: “cost”>}

Constraint: [ReferredBy THIS]
Content: < >

Figure 5. Separate interpretation of two unimodal inputs in U2.
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inputs. In particular, MIND uses SurfaceAct to distin-
guish different types of gesture/speech acts. For
example, there is an Inquire speech act (Figure 5e)
and a Point gesture act (Figure 5a). Furthermore,
MIND captures the syntactic form of a speech input,
including the syntactic category (SynCat) and the
actual language realization (Realization) of important
concepts (e.g., Topic and Aspect). For example, Aspect
price is realized using a noun cost (Figure 5f). Using
such information, RIA can learn to adapt itself to
user input styles (e.g., using similar vocabulary).

4.2 Discourse-level Modeling.
In addition to modeling the meanings of user inputs
at each conversation turn, we also model the entire
progress of a conversation. Based on Grosz and Syn-
der’s conversation theory [Grosz and Sidner 1986],
we establish a refined discourse structure that char-
acterizes the conversation history for supporting a
full-fledge multimodal conversation. This is different
from other multimodal systems that maintain the
conversation history by using a global focus space
[Neal et al 1998], segmenting focus space based on
intention [Burger and Marshall 1993], or establishing
a single dialogue stack to keep track of open dis-
course segments [Stent et al 1999].

Conversation Unit and Segment. Our discourse struc-
ture has two main elements: conversation units and
conversation segments. A conversation unit records
user or RIA actions at a single turn of a conversation.
These units can be grouped together to form a seg-
ment (e.g., based on their intentional similarities).
Moreover, different segments can be organized into a
hierarchy (e.g., based on intentions and sub-inten-
tions). Figure 6 depicts the discourse structure that
outlines the first eight turns of the conversation in
Table 1. This structure contains eight units (rectan-
gles U1–4 for the user, R1–4 for RIA) and three seg-
ments (ovals DS1–3).

Specifically, a user conversation unit contains the

interpretation result of a user input discussed in the
last section. A RIA unit contains the automatically
generated multimedia response, including the seman-
tic and syntactic structures of a multimedia presenta-
tion [Zhou and Pan 2001]. A segment has five
features: Intention, Attention, Initiator, Addressee, and
State. The Intention and Attention are similar to those
modeled in the turns (see DS1, U1 and R1 in Figure 6).
Our uniform modeling of intention and attention for
both units and segments allows MIND to derive the
content of a segment from multiple units (see Section
5.2) during discourse interpretation. In addition, Initi-
ator indicates the conversation initiating participant
(e.g., Initiator is User in DS1). Addressee indicates the
recipient of the conversation (e.g., Addressee is RIA in
DS1). Currently, we are focused on one-to-one con-
versation. However, MIND can be extended to multi-
party conversations where the Addressee could be a
group of agents. Finally, State reflects the current
state of a segment: active, accomplished or suspended.
For example, after U3 DS1 is still active, but DS3 is
already accomplished since its purpose of disambigu-
ating the content has been fulfilled.

Discourse Relations. To model the progress in a con-
versation, MIND captures three types of relations in
the discourse: conversation structural relations, con-
versation transitional relations and data transitional
relations.

Conversation structural relations reveal the inten-
tional structure between the purposes of conversation
segments. Following Grosz and Sidner’s early work,
there are currently two types: dominance and satis-
faction-precedence. For example, in Figure 6, DS1
dominates DS2, since exploring all available houses in
Irvington (DS1) comprises the exploration of a spe-
cific house in this collection (DS2).

Conversation transitional relations specify transi-
tions between conversation segments and between
conversation units as the conversation unfolds. Cur-
rently, two types of relations are identified between
segments: intention switch and attention switch. The
intention switch relates a segment which has a differ-
ent intention from the current segment. Interruption
is a subtype of an intention switch. The attention
switch relates a segment that has the same intention
but different attention from the current segment. For
instance, in Figure 6, there is an intention switch from
DS2 to DS3, since DS3 starts a new intention (Excep-
tionHandling). Furthermore, U5 starts a new segment
which is related to DS2 through attention switch. In
addition to segment relations, there is also temporal-
precedence relation between conversation units that
preserves the sequence of conversation.

Data transitional relations further categorize differ-
ent types of attention switches. In particular, we dis-
tinguish eight types of attention switch includingFigure 6. Fragment of a discourse structure
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Collection-to-Instance and Instance-to-Aspect. For exam-
ple, the attention is switched from a collection of
houses in DS1 to a specific house in DS2 (Figure 6).
Data transitional relations allow MIND to capture
user data exploration patterns. Such patterns in turn
can help RIA decide potential data navigation paths
and provide users with an efficient information-seek-
ing environment.

Our studies showed that, in an information-seeking
environment, the conversation flow usually centers
around the data transitional relations. This is differ-
ent from task oriented applications where dominance
and satisfaction precedence are greatly observed. In
an information seeking application, the communica-
tion is more focused on the type and the actual con-
tent of information which by itself does not impose
any dominance or precedence relations.

5. Context-based Multimodal Interpretation
Based on the semantic model described above,
MIND uses a wide variety of contexts to interpret the
rich semantics of user inputs and conversation dis-
course.

5.1 Turn Interpretation
To capture the overall meaning of a multimodal input
at a particular turn, MIND first interprets the mean-
ings of individual unimodal inputs (e.g., understand-
ing a speech utterance). It then combines all different
inputs using contextual information to obtain a cohe-
sive interpretation. The first step is known as unimo-
dal understanding, and the latter, multimodal
understanding.

Unimodal Understanding. Currently, we support three
input modalities: speech, text, and gesture. Specifi-
cally, we use IBM ViaVoice to perform speech recog-
nition, and a statistics-based natural language
understanding component [Jelinek et al 1994] to pro-
cess the natural language sentences. For gestures, we
have developed a simple geometry-based gesture
recognition and understanding component. Since
understanding unimodal inputs is out of the scope of
this paper, next we explain how to achieve an overall
understanding of multimodal inputs.

Multimodal Understanding. Traditional multimodal
understanding that focuses on multimodal integration
is often inadequate to achieve a full understanding of
user inputs in a conversation, since users often give

partial information at a particular turn. For example,
in U5 (Table 1) it is not clear what exactly the user
wants by just merging the two inputs together. To
address these inadequacies, MIND adds context-
based inference. Our approach allows MIND to use
rich contextual information to infer the unspecified
information (e.g., the exact intention in U5) and
resolve ambiguities rising in the user input (e.g., the
gestural ambiguities in U2). In particular, MIND
applies two operations: fusion and inference to
achieve multimodal understanding.

Fusion. Fusion creates an integrated representation
by combining multiple unimodal inputs. In this pro-
cess, MIND first merges intention structures using a
set of rules. Here is one of our rules for merging
intentions from two unimodal inputs:

It asserts that when combining two intentions
together, if one is only for referral purpose (e.g., the
gesture of U2 in Figure 5a, where the Act and Motivator
carry the default values), then the other (e.g., the
speech of U2 in Figure 5e) serves as the combined
intention (e.g., the integrated Intention of U2 in
Figure 4a). The rational behind this rule is that a
referral action without any overall purpose most
likely complements another action that carries a main
communicative intention. Thus, this communicative
intention is the intention after fusion. Once intentions
are merged, MIND unifies the corresponding atten-
tion structures. Two attentions can be unified if and
only if parameter values in one structure subsume or
are subsumed by the corresponding parameter values
in the other structure†. The unified value is the sub-
sumed value (e.g., the more specific or the shared
value). For example, in U2 MIND produces two com-
bined attention structures by unifying the Attention
from the speech (Figure 5f) with each Attention from
the gesture (Figure 5b-d). The result of fusion is
shown in Figure 7. In this combined representation,
there is an ambiguity about which of the two atten-

† Value V1 subsumes value V2 if V1 is more general than V2 or is the
same as V2. A special case is that a default value subsumes any other
non-default values.

IF I1 is the intention from unimodal input 1 &
I2 is the intention from unimodal input 2 &
(I1 has non-default values) &
(I2.Type == Refer) & (I2.Motivator == DEFAULT) &
(I2.Act == DEFAULT)

THEN Select I1 as the fused intention

(a) (b) (c)

Intention
Motivator: DataPresentation
Act: Request
Type: Describe

Attention
Base: House
Topic: Instance
Focus: SpecificAspect(^Topic)
Aspect: Price
Constraint: [ReferredBy
THIS]
Content: [MLS0187652 |
MLS0889234]

Attention
Base: City
Topic: Instance
Focus: SpecificAspect(^Topic)
Aspect: Price
Constraint: [ReferredBy THIS]
Content: [Irvington]

Figure 7. Combined interpretation as a result of multimodal fusion in U2.
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tion structures is the true interpretation (Figure 7b,
c). Furthermore, within the attention structure for
House, there is an additional ambiguity on the exact
object (Content in Figure 7b). This example shows
that integration resulting from unification based mul-
timodal fusion is not adequate to resolve ambiguities.
We will show later that some ambiguities can be
resolved based on rich contexts.

For simple user inputs, attention fusion is straight-
forward. However, it may become complicated when
multiple attentions from one input need to be unified
with multiple attentions from another input. Suppose
that the user says “tell me more about the red house, this
house, the blue house,” and at the same time she points
to two positions on the screen sequentially. To fuse
these inputs, MIND first applies temporal constraints
to align the attentions identified from each modality.
This alignment can be easily performed when there is
an overlapping or a clear temporal binding between a
gesture and a particular phrase in the speech. How-
ever, in a situation where a gesture is followed (pre-
ceded) by a phrase without an obvious temporal
association as in “tell me more about the red house (deic-
tic gesture 1) this house (deictic gesture 2) the blue house,”
MIND uses contexts to determine which two of the
three objects (the red house, this house, and the blue
house) mentioned in the speech should be unified
with the attentions from the gesture.

Modality integration in most existing multimodal
systems is speech driven and relies on the assumption
that speech always carries the main act, and others
are complementary [Bolt 1980, Burger and Marshall
1993, Zancanaro et al 1997]. Our modality integra-
tion is based on the semantic contents of inputs rather
than their forms of modalities. Thus MIND supports
all modalities equally as in Quickset [Johnston
1998]. For example, the gesture input in U5 is the
main act, while the speech input is the complemen-
tary act for reference.

Inference. Inference identifies user unspecified
information and resolves input ambiguities using
contexts. In a conversation, users often supply abbre-
viated or imprecise inputs at a particular turn, e.g.,
abbreviated inputs given in U3, U4, U5, and the
imprecise gesture input in U2 (Table 1). Moreover,
the abbreviated inputs often foster ambiguities in
interpretation. To derive a thorough understanding
from the partial user inputs and resolve ambiguities,
MIND exploits various contexts.

The domain context is particularly useful in resolv-
ing input ambiguities, since it provides semantic and
meta information about the data content. For exam-
ple, fusion inputs in U2 which has imprecise gesture
results in ambiguities (Figure 7). To resolve the
ambiguity whether the attention is a city object or a
house object, MIND uses the domain context. In this

case, MIND eliminates the city candidate, since cities
cannot have an attribute of price. As a result, MIND
understands that the user is asking about the House.

In addition to the domain context, the conversation
context also provides MIND with a useful context to
derive the information not specified in the user
inputs. In an information seeking environment, users
tend to only explicitly or implicitly specify the new
or changed aspects of their information of interest
without repeating those that have been mentioned
earlier in the conversation. Therefore, some required
but unspecified information in a particular user input
can be inferred from the conversation context. For
example, the user did not explicitly specify the object
of interest in U4 since he has provided such informa-
tion in U3. However, MIND uses the conversation
context and infers that the missing object in U4 is the
house mentioned in U3. In another example U5, the
user specified another house but did not mention the
interested aspect of this new house. Again, based on
the conversation context, MIND recognizes that the
user is interested in the size aspect of the new house.

RIA’s conversation history is inherently a complex
structure with fine-grained information (e.g.,
Figure 6). However, with our hierarchical structure
of conversation units and segments, MIND is able to
traverse the conversation history efficiently. In our
example scenario, the conversation between U1 and
R5 contributes to one segment (DS1 in Figure 6),
whose purpose is to explore houses in Irvington. U6
starts a new segment, in which the user asked for the
location of a train station, but did not specify the rele-
vant town name. However, MIND is able to infer that
the relevant town is Irvington directly from DS1,
since DS1 captures the town name Irvington. Without
the segment structure, MIND would have to traverse
all previous 10 turns to reach U1 to resolve the town
reference.

As RIA provides a rich visual environment for
users to interact with, users may refer to objects on
the screen by their spatial (e.g., the house at the left
corner) or perceptual attributes (e.g., the red house).
To resolve these spatial/perceptual references, MIND
exploits the visual context, which logs the detailed
semantic and syntactic structures of visual objects
and their relations. More specifically, visual encod-
ing automatically generated for each object is main-
tained as a part of the system conversation unit in the
conversation history. During reference resolution,
MIND would identify potential candidates by map-
ping the referring expressions with the internal visual
representation. For example, the object which is
highlighted on the screen (R5) has an internal repre-
sentation that associates the visual property Highlight
with the object identifier. This allows MIND to cor-
rectly resolve referents for it in U7. In this reference
resolution process, based on the Centering Theory
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[Grosz et al 1995], MIND first identifies the referent
most likely to be the train station since it is the pre-
ferred center in the previous utterance. However,
according to the domain knowledge, such a referent
is ruled out since the train station does not have the
attribute of bedrooms. Nevertheless, based on the
visual context, MIND recognizes a highlighted house
on the screen. An earlier study indicates that objects
in the visual focus are often referred by pronouns,
rather than by full noun phrases or deictic gestures
[Kehler 2000]. Therefore, MIND considers the object
in the visual focus (i.e., the highlighted house) as a
potential referent. In this case, since the highlighted
house is the only candidate that satisfies the domain
constraint, MIND resolves the pronoun it in U7 to be
that house. Without the visual context, the referent in
U7 would not be resolved.

Furthermore, the user context provides MIND with
user profiles. A user profile is established through
two means: explicit specification and automated
learning. Using a registration process, information
about user preferences can be gathered such as
whether the school district is important. In addition,
MIND can also learn user vocabularies and prefer-
ences based on real sessions between a user and RIA.
Currently, we are investigating the use of user con-
text for interpretation. One attempt is to use this con-
text to map fuzzy terms in an input to precise query
constraints. For example, the interpretation of the
term expensive or big varies from one user to another.
Based on different user profiles, MIND can interpret
these fuzzy terms as different query constraints.
Finally, the environment context provides device pro-
files that facilitate response generation. For example,
if a user uses a PDA to interact with RIA, MIND
would present information in a summary rather than
an elaborated textual format because of the limited
display capability.

5.2 Discourse Interpretation
While turn interpretation derives the meanings of
user inputs at a particular turn, discourse interpreta-
tion identifies the contribution of user inputs toward
the overall goal of a conversation. In particular, dur-
ing discourse interpretation MIND decides whether
the input at the current turn contributes to an existing
segment or starts a new one. In the latter case, MIND
also decides where to add the new segment and how
this segment relates to existing segments in a conver-
sation history. To make these decisions, MIND first
calculates the semantic distances between the current
turn and existing segments. Based on the distances,
MIND then interprets how the turn is related to the
overall conversation.

Some previous works on discourse interpretation
are based on the shared plan model [Lochbaum 1998,
Rich and Sidner 1998] where specific plans and reci-
pes are defined for the applications. In an informa-

tion seeking application, since users can freely
browse or navigate information space, it would be
difficult, if not impossible, to come up with a generic
navigation plan. Therefore, our approach is centered
around user information needs such as the desired
operations on information, the type of information
and the finer aspects of information. Specifically, our
discourse interpretation is based on intention and
attention that captures user information needs, and
the discourse structure reflects the overall exchanged
information at each point in the conversation. This
discourse structure provides MIND an overall picture
about what information has been conveyed, and thus
guide MIND in more efficient information naviga-
tion (e.g., decide on what information needs to be
delivered). At the core of this approach, is the seman-
tic distance measurement.

Measuring Semantic Distance. Semantic distance
measures the closeness of user information needs
captured in a pair of intention/attention. For example,
a user first requests for the information about the size
of a house, and after a few interactions, he asks about
the price of the same house. In this case, although
there are a few interactions between these two
requests, the second request is closely related to the
first request since they both asking specific aspects
about the same house object. Therefore, the semantic
distance between intention/attention representing
those two requests is small. For another example,
suppose the user asks about the price of a house, and
then in the next turn, he asks RIA to compare this
house with a different house. Although these two
requests are adjacent in the conversation, they are
quite different since the first requests for data presen-
tation and the second asks for data comparison. So
the semantic distance between those two requests is
larger than that in the first example.

Furthermore, since MIND consistently represents
intention and attention in both conversation units and
conversation segments, the semantic distance can be
extended to measure the information needs repre-
sented in a new conversation unit and those repre-
sented in existing conversation segments. This
measurement allows MIND to identify the closeness
between a new information need (from an incoming
user input) with other information exchanges in the
prior conversation. By relating similar information
needs together using the semantic distance measure-
ment, MIND is able to construct a space of commu-
nicated information and its inter-relations.

Specifically, to measure the semantic distance
between a user conversation unit and a segment,
MIND compares their corresponding Intention and
Attention. As in the following formula, the distance
between two intentions (Iu and Is) or attentions (Au
and As) is a weighted sum of distances between their
corresponding parameters as the following, where wi
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(wj) is the weight and di (dj) is the parametric distance
for each parameter i in Intention (or j in Attention).

Different weights help promote/demote the signifi-
cance of different parameters in the distance measur-
ing. For example, MIND assigns the highest weight
to Motivator in Intention, since it manifests the main
purpose of an input. Likewise, Aspect in Attention is
given a least weight since it captures a very specific
dimension of the content. To compare two parame-
ters, MIND currently performs a binary comparison.
That is, if two parameter values are equal or one
value subsumes the other, the parametric distance is
0, otherwise 1. Once the semantic distance between a
conversation unit and a conversation segment is
computed, MIND determines the relationship
between them using interpretation rules. Note that
currently, our weights are manually assigned. In the
future, those weights can be trained over a labeled
corpus.

Applying Interpretation Rules. To determine how the
current user input is related to the existing conversa-
tion, MIND first calculates the semantic distance
between the conversation unit representing the cur-
rent user input and every existing segment. Based on
these distances, MIND will then choose the segment
that is the closest and apply a set of rules to decide
how the current unit relates to this segment. Specifi-
cally, these rules use a set of thresholds to help deter-
mine whether this unit belongs to the existing
segment or starts a new segment. For example, when
U2 is encountered, MIND first calculates the seman-
tic distance between U2 and DS1 (the only existing
segment at this point). Since the distance measure-
ment satisfies the conditions in Ruleset 2(a)
(Figure 8), a new segment DS2 is generated. Further-
more, Ruleset 2(b) helps MIND identify that DS2 is
dominated by DS1, since the content of DS2
(MLS0187652 or MLS0889234, which is copied from
the current turn) is a part of DS1 (a collection that

includes both MLS0187652, MLS0889234). This struc-
ture indicates that, up to this point in the conversa-
tion, the overall purpose is presenting a collection of
houses in Irvington, and this overall purpose contains
a sub-purpose which is presenting a particular house
in this collection. Similarly, for U4 MIND calculates
the distance between U4 and three existing segments
(DS1, DS2 and DS3). In this case, since DS2 is the
closest, MIND attaches U4 to DS2 (Figure 6) accord-
ing to Ruleset 1(a).

Our current approach to discourse interpretation
relies on our fine-grained model of Intention and Atten-
tion. Different applications may require understand-
ing the conversation at different levels of granularity
(the granularity of segments). To accommodate dif-
ferent interpretation needs, MIND can vary the
weights in the distance measurement and adjust the
thresholds in the interpretation rules.

6. Evaluation
We have developed MIND as a research prototype.
The modeling scheme and interpretation approach
are implemented in Java. The prototype is currently
running on Linux.

Our initial semantic models and interpretation
algorithms were driven by a user study we con-
ducted. In this study, one of our colleagues acted as
RIA and interacted with users to help them find real
estate in Westchester county. The analysis of the con-
tent and the flow of the interaction indicates that our
semantic models and interpretation approaches are
adequate to support these interactions.

After MIND was implemented, we conducted a
series of testing on multimodal fusion and context-
based inference (focusing on domain and conversa-
tion contexts). The testing consisted of a number of
trials, where each trial was made up by a sequence of
user inputs. Half of these inputs were specifically
designed to be ambiguous and abbreviated. Since the
focus of the testing was not on our language model,
we designed the speech inputs so that they could be
parsed successfully by our language understanding
components. The testing showed that once the user
speech input was correctly recognized and parsed, in
about 90% of those trials, the overall meanings of
user inputs were correctly identified. However,
speech recognition is a bottleneck in MIND. To
improve the robustness of MIND, we need to
enhance the accuracy of speech recognition and
improve the coverage of the language model. We
plan to do more vigorous evaluations in the future.

7. Conclusions and Future Work
To support a full-fledged multimodal conversation,
we have built MIND, which unifies multimodal input
understanding and discourse interpretation. In partic-
ular, MIND has two unique features. The first is a

Distance Iu Is,( ) wi di⋅
i
∑=Intention:

Distance Au As,( ) wj dj⋅
j
∑=Attention:

Figure 8. Examples of interpretation rules

Ruleset 1:
(a) IF Unit U with Intention Iu and Attention Au

& Segment S with Intention Is and Attention As
& Distance(Iu , Is) < t1 & Distance(Au , As) < t2

THEN Add Unit U to Segment S & Update S

Ruleset 2:
(a) IF Unit U with Intention Iu and Attention Au

& Segment S1 with Intention Is1 and Attention As1
& Distance(Iu , Is1) < t1 & t2 < Distance(Au , As1) < t3

THEN Create a new segment S2
& Copy Iu and Au to Is2 and As2 & Add unit U to S2

(b) IF IS2.content is a part of IS1.content
THEN S1 dominates S2
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fine-grained semantic model that characterizes the
meanings of user inputs and the overall conversation
from multiple dimensions. The second is an integrated
interpretation approach that identifies the semantics of
user inputs and the overall conversation using a wide
variety of contexts. These features enable MIND to
achieve a deep understanding of user inputs.

Currently, multimodal fusion (for intention) and dis-
course interpretation rules are constructed based on
typical interactions observed from our user study.
These rules are modality independent. They can be
applied to different information seeking applications
such as searching for computers or cars. Our future
work includes exploring learning techniques to auto-
matically construct interpretation rules and incorporat-
ing confidence factors to further enhance input
interpretation.
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Perceptive Animated Interfaces: 
The Next Generation of Interactive Learning Tools 

 
Ron Cole 

Center for Spoken Language Research 
University of Colorado, Boulder 

 
 
 
We envision a new generation of human computer interfaces that engage users in natural face-to-face 
conversational interaction with intelligent animated characters.   In specific learning domains, these 
perceptive animated interfaces will process auditory and visual signals presented by the user (e.g., 
speech sounds, lip movements, facial expressions, hand and body gestures) to interpret the user’s 
spoken utterances and infer the user’s intentions and cognitive state (e.g., focused, excited, 
frustrated).  In addition, the system will use this information to build user models relevant to the 
learning task— e.g., if the system is helping the student learn about space science, it will analyze the 
student’s responses to discover the student’s preconceptions within that domain. Based on this 
information, the animated agent will orient to the user, provide real time feedback when the user 
speaks, and respond to the user much like a sensitive and effective teacher—through speech, facial 
expressions and hand and body gestures.  
 
Research on perceptive animated interfaces at CSLR builds on advanced spoken dialogue systems 
research supported by DARPA and NSF.  This research uses CU Communicator, an environment for 
researching and developing spoken dialogue systems that enable completely natural, unconstrained, 
mixed-initiative spoken dialogues in specific task domains.  Communicator uses the public domain 
Galaxy hub-server architecture developed by the MIT speech group and maintained by MITRE under 
DARPA support.  Spoken dialogue interaction in Communicator occurs via communication between 
users and various technology servers (all developed at CSLR) that pass messages through the Galaxy 
hub—audio server, speech recognizer, semantic parser, language generator, speech synthesizer, 
dialogue manager, and back-end servers that communicate with Web sites. By adding computer 
vision and computer animation servers, we have transformed Communicator into a platform for 
research and development of perceptive animated interfaces.  
 
Our research on perceptive animated interfaces occurs in the context of Interactive Books: powerful 
learning tools that reside on client machines, and communicate with servers running Communicator. 
Interactive Books employ full-bodied 3D animated characters that integrate auditory and visual 
processing so the animated character can orient to the user, interpret the user’s auditory and visual 
behaviors, and respond to these behaviors using speech, facial expressions and gestures. By studying 
the behaviors of master teachers working with individual students, and by working with these 
teachers to incorporate their best practices into our learning tools, we hope to invent animated agents 
that interact with students much like sensitive and effective teachers.   
 
Our presentation will demonstrate the capabilities of Interactive Books, discuss the major research 
challenges involved, and describe ongoing work applying these learning tools to a number of learning 
domains, including foundational speech and reading skills, comprehension training and science 
education.   
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Abstract 
 

This paper reports on a study whose goal was to 
investigate how people make use of gestures and spoken 
utterances while playing a videogame without the 
support of standard input devices. 

We deploy a Wizard of Oz technique to collect audio- 
video- and body movement-related data on people’s free 
use of gesture and speech input. Data was collected 
from eleven subjects for up to 60 minutes of game 
interaction each. We provide information on 
preferential mode use, as well as the predictability of 
gesture based on the objects in the scene.   

The long-term goal of this on-going study is to 
collect natural and reliable data from different input 
modalities, which could provide training data for the 
design and development of a robust multimodal 
recognizer. 
 

1. Introduction 
 
Human-computer interaction in virtual environments has 
long been based on gesture, with the user’s hand(s) 
being tracked acoustically, magnetically, or via 
computer vision.  In order to execute operations in 
virtual environments, users often are equipped with 
datagloves, whose handshapes are captured digitally, or 
a tracked device that is equipped with multiple buttons.    
For a number of reasons, these systems have frequently 
been difficult to use.  First, although the user’s hand/arm 
motions are commonly called “gesture,” the movements 
to be recognized are typically chosen by the developer.  
Thus, rather than recognize people’s naturally occurring 
movements, such systems require users to learn how to 
move “properly.”  Secondly, gestural devices have many 
buttons and modes, making it difficult for a naïve 
subject to remember precisely which button in a given 
mode accomplishes which function.   Third, the 3D 
interaction paradigm usually derives from the 2D-based 
direct manipulation style, in which one selects an object 
and then operates upon it.  Some systems have modeled 
the virtual environment interface even more strongly 

upon the WIMP (windows, icons, menus, pointing 
device) graphical user interface, providing users with 
menus that need  to be manipulated in the 3D world.   
Unfortunately, it turns out to be very difficult to select 
objects and menu entries in 3D environments. 
 
 Various researchers have attempted to overcome these 
awkward interfaces in different ways. For example, 
Hinckley [1] gave users real-world models to 
manipulate, causing analogous actions to take place in 
the virtual environment.    Stoakley et al [2] provided a 
miniature copy of the virtual world in the user’s virtual 
hand, thereby allowing smaller movements in hand to 
have analogous results on the world itself.   Fisher et al. 
[3] developed an early multimodal 3D interface for 
simulated Space Station operations, incorporating 
limited  speech recognition, as well as hand gestures 
using a VPL dataglove.  Weimer and Ganapathy 
developed a prototype virtual environment interface [4] 
that incorporated a VPL dataglove, and a simple speech 
recognizer.    Although only three gestures, all by the 
user’s thumb, were recognized, and the speech system 
offered just a 40 word vocabulary, the authors remarked 
upon the apparent improvement in the interface once 
voice was added.   
    
Based in part on this prior research, we hypothesize that 
multimodal interaction in virtual environments can ease 
the users’ burden by distributing the communicative 
tasks to the most appropriate modalities. By employing 
speech for its strengths, such as asking questions, 
invoking actions, etc., while using gesture to point at 
locations and objects, trace paths, and manipulate 
objects, users can more easily engage in virtual 
environment interaction.    In order to build such 
multimodal systems, we need to understand how, if at 
all, people would speak and/or gesture in virtual 
environments if given the choice.  What would users do 
on their own, without being limited to the researchers’ 
preferred gestures and language?  Would gestures and 
language be predictable, and if so from what? Can the 
recognition of gesture and/or speech in virtual 
environments be improved by recognizing or 
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understanding the input in another modality, as we find 
in 2D map-systems [5, 6].   
 
Regarding predictability of speech and gesture, we 
hypothesize that without instruction, people will 
manipulate manufactured objects in VE in the ways they 
were designed to be manipulated – using their 
affordances [7], [8].   Given data indicating a user’s 
viewpoint on the object, and the degrees of freedom 
afforded by the object, a system should be able to 
predict how the user’s hand/arm will move.   If the user 
can also speak, will they employ the same gestures 
during multimodal interaction as they employ using 
gesture alone?  
In order to answer these questions, and to provide a first 
set of data for training recognizers and statistically-basd 
multimodal integration systems, we conducted a 
Wizard-of-Oz study of multimodal interaction with a 
simple, though realistically rendered, computer game. 
 

2. Study 
 

Eleven volunteer subjects (ten adults, one 12 year-old 
child), interacted with the MystTM III game played on a 
2GHz Dell computer with Nvidia GeForce 3 graphics 
card.  Myst is a semi-immersive 2.5-dimensional game 
in which a user moves around a complex world, 
containing both indoor and outdoor scenes.  The user 
views the world through a (moderate) fish-eye viewport, 
which s/he can rotate 360 degrees, as well as tilt to see 
above and below. In Myst III, the user’s task is 
(partially) to travel around an island, rotating a series of 
beacons so that they shine on one another in a certain 

sequence, etc.  Thus, the game involves navigation, 
manipulation of objects (doors, a knife switch, beacons, 
push-buttons, etc.) and search.    
 
The subjects wore a set of four 3D trackers attached to 
their head and dominant arm. They were told that they 
could interact with the game as they wished, and that the 
system could understand their speech and gestures.    
 

2.1 Wizard of Oz study 
 
The classic method for studying recognition-based 
systems before the appropriate recognizers have been 
trained is to employ a Wizard of Oz paradigm [9].  In 
this kind of study, an unseen assistant plays the role of 
the computer, processing the user’s input and 
responding, as the system should.  Importantly, the 
response time should be rapid enough to support 
satisfactory interactive performance.   In the present 
study, subjects were told that they would be playing the 
Myst III computer game, to which they could speak and 
gesture freely.    The user chose where s/he wanted to 
stand.  
 
Subjects “played” the game standing in front of a 50” 
diagonal flat-panel plasma display in wide-view mode.  
They could and did speak and/or gesture without 
constraint.  Unbeknownst to the subject, a researcher 
observed the subjects’ inputs, and controlled the game 
on a local computer, whose audio and video output was 
sent to the subject.  This “wizard’s” response time 
averaged less than 0.5 seconds.  Since Myst III (and its 
predecessors) assumes the user is employing a mouse, it 

Figure 2:  Example of experimental setup, utterance, gesture, and humanoid reproducing the subject’s motions 
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is designed to minimize actual gesturing, allowing only 
mouse-selection.  Although occasionally the Wizard 
made errors, subjects received no explicitly marked 
recognition errors.   A research assistant was present in 
the room with the subject, and would upon request give 
the subject hints about how to play the game, though not 
about what to say or how to gesture.  

 

2.2  Equipment 
 
To acquire the gesture data, the six-degree-of-freedom 
Flock of Bird (FOB) magnetic tracking device from 
Ascension Technology Corporation [10] was used. We 
attached four sensors to the subject; one on the top head, 
one on the upper arm to register the position and 
orientation of the humerus, one on the lower arm for the 
wrist position and lower arm orientation, and finally one 
on the top of the hand. The last three sensors are aligned 
with each other anytime the subject stretched his or her 
arm to the side of the body, keeping the palm of the hand 
facing and parallel to the ground (see Figure 3). 

 

 

Figure 3: Arrangement of trackers on subject's body 

The data from the FOB are delivered via serial lines, one 
for each sensor. The four data streams can be processed 
in real time by a single SGI Octane machine employing 
the Virtual Reality Peripheral Network (VRPN) package 
[11], which provides time-stamps of the data and 
distributes it to customer processes. Because the FOB 
devices uses a magnetic field that is affected by metallic 
objects, and the laboratory is constructed of steel-
reinforced concrete, the data from the sensors is often 
distorted.  As a result, the data is processed with a 
median filter to partially eliminate noise.   A digital 
“humanoid” plays back the sensor data, providing both a 
check on accuracy and distortion.  

 

3. Data Analysis 
 
The subject’s body motions were captured by the FOB, 
while the video recorded the subject’s view, and vocal 

interaction (see Figure 2).    The speech and gesture on 
the video were transcribed, an example of which 
follows: 
 

TRANSCRIPT FROM GAME 
 
Bold = speech 
# =  location of gesture when not overlapping speech 
(…) =  hesitation/pause 
XXX =   undecipherable 
 [ ] = speech-gestural stroke overlapped event 
Indications such as “08-01-42-25/44-11” = VCR time-code 
 
08-01-42-25/44-11: # go across the bridge 
[hand held palm open to point toward the bridge then hand 
used as cursor along bridge] 
 
08-01-47-00: keep going 
no gesture 

08-01-50-03/57-27: [grab] this thing (…) just [grab it] and 
pull it down and see what happen # 
reach for rim of telescope with hand, [close fist and pull hand 
from up to down], [one more time], [one more time] 
 
08-01-59-29/07-04: # can I pull this thing ? (…) ah ahaa # 
reach for rim of telescope, [close fist, pull hand from left to 
right circularly], [one more time] 
 
08-02-10-00/15-16: ok [look at] look at this purple and see if 
there is anything to see 
[move hand toward the purple ball as to push at it] 
 
08-02-15-16/18-28: # no (...) [back] 
move hand toward lens of telescope, [close fist  to grab at rim 
of telescope and pull hand back toward the body], [move open 
hand again back toward the body] 
 
08-02-19-04/26-25: ok # [turn it] again # 
reach for rim of telescope, [close fist and pull hand from left to 
right circularly as to rotate rim of telescope], [one more time], 
[one more time] 
 
The transcript includes both speech to the system, as 
well as self-talk, but not requests for hints asked of the 
research assistant.  
 

3.1  Coding 
  
The following categories were coded:  For events that 
required explicit interaction with the system beyond 
causing the scene to rotate around, subjects were coded 
as using gesture-only, speech-only, or multimodal 
interaction.  Numerous subcategories were coded, but 
this paper only reports on the subset of gesture and 
multimodal interaction for which the user employed 
gesture “manipulatively,” when interacting with an 
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object.  Interrater reliability for second-scoring of 18% 
of the multimodal data was 98%.   
 
 

 
For ONLY GESTURE: 

− Consistent manipulative gesture: gesture used with 
the objective of changing the state of an object in 
the game --- e.g., turning a wheel or pressing a 
button.  Such gestures are consistent if the 
movement matches the way the object operates. 

− Manipulative gesture, NOT consistent: see above 
but the movement does not match the way the 
operate operates. 

  
For ONLY SPEECH: 

− Speech manipulative: involving any change of 
state of an object in the scene --- e.g., standing in 
front of the wheel and saying "turn the wheel", or 
"press the button" when in the elevator. 

 
For SPEECH AND GESTURE TOGETHER 

− Speech manipulative + consistent manipulative 
gesture: e.g. saying "turn the wheel" AND 
mimicking the gesture of turning a wheel. 

− Speech manipulative + gesture NOT manipulative: 
like above but the gesture does not match the way 
the object functions. 

 

4. Results 
 
Of the 3956 “interactive events,” we totaled the use of 
gesture-only, speech-only, or multimodal interaction 
(see Figure 4).  Subjects were classified as “habitual 
users” of a mode of communication if they employed 
that mode during at least 60% of the available times.  As 
can be seen, 90% of the subjects were habitual users of 
speech (including multimodal interaction), and 60% of 
the subjects were habitual users of multimodal 
interaction. 
 
Subjects were classified as “habitual users” of the 
consistent manipulation of objects strategy if they 
gesturally manipulated the object at least 10 times in a 
given communication mode (using gesture-only or 
multimodally) and 60% of those times, their body 
motion was consistent with the affordances of that object 
(i.e., the ways humans would normally employ it).  
Figure 5 provides Myst III images that show some of 
those objects, whose affordances the reader can readily 
determine.    
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We examined the two cases separately:  use of gesture-
only and use of gesture within a multimodal event.   Six 
subjects used gesture within their multimodal interaction 
manipulatively, rather than deictically, in order to 
change the state of an object.  Of those six, five gestured 
in a fashion consistent with the object’s affordances, 
indicating that subjects using multimodal interaction 
manipulated digital “artifacts” according to the actions 
afforded by their design  (Wilcoxon, p<0.03, Z= -1.89, 
one-tailed).   The one subject who did not do so used a 
speak-and-point strategy (“turn the wheel” <point>).    
 
As for gesture alone, four subjects changed the state of 
an object with manipulative gesture used in a fashion 
consistent with the object affordances, whereas no 
subjects using manipulative gestures inconsistent with 
the object’s affordances (Wilcoxon, p=0.023, Z= -2.000 
one-tailed).  

 
4.1 Results from Questionnaire 

 
The subjects filled out a post-test questionnaire (See 
Appendix) indicating, on scales of 1(very low) -10 (very 
high), their: 
 
1. Experience with adventure games  ( x = 2.3, σ = 1.8) 
2. Immersive experience       ( x = 4.2, σ =2.5) 
3. Involvement in the game     ( x = 4.1, σ =2.6) 
4. Ranking of the interface       ( x = 6.1, σ =1.7)  
5. System response latency      ( x = 5.3, σ =2.6) 
 
In other words, the game itself was not particularly 
exciting, and subjects were only moderately involved in 
it.  However, the speech/gesture interface received better 

than middling ratings, while the latency inherent in a 
Wizard-of-Oz did not make the interaction annoyingly 
slow. 

4.2 Comments from subjects 
 
Subjects were asked, “Do you think there was a 
‘preferred’ channel between speech or gesture for the 
interaction? Or did you feel both channels were equally 
effective? Please explain”. In response, we received the 
following comments, which often did not match the 
subjects’ performance:   
  
− “I feel that speech was easier for commands, since it is 

more economical in energy than gesture, and more 
precise.  I grew tired of trying to motion precisely 
with my arms, and the time it took to turn.  I would 
prefer to use speech over gesture, at least with the 
way gesture seemed to be implemented here.”  Used 
speech-only 49%, gesture-only 45% of the time. 

 
− "I am confident that anything I was doing, I could do 

with either channel. Speech seemed more natural for 
some situations, and gestures for others, though."  A 
habitual user of speech-only interaction, using 
gesture 20% of the time, speech-only 74%. 

 
− "Preferred (channel) seemed to be speech.  The 

movement felt like I was doing exercises."  A 
habitual user of speech  (100%). 

 
− "I found voice commands worked better for me than 

the hand gestures."  A habitual user of multimodal 
interaction (62%), with no gesture-only interaction.  

 
− "I think the preferred channel is a gesture, with speech 

used to make clarifications." A habitual user of 
multimodal interaction (83%). 

 
− "In the first few minutes, I realized that gesturing 

worked best for me. I always talk to my computer or 
my car while operating them, so that was more 
unconscious....I find it very involving to talk to the 
game...".  A habitual user of multimodal interaction 
(75%). 

 
− "I was under the distinct impression that gesture did 

nothing and the system was a speech-recognition 
one”. A habitual user of multimodal interaction 
(69%). 

 
− "I liked hands but used speech when confusing". A 

habitual user of multimodal interaction (63%). 
 

Figure 1:  Other objects that can be manipulated 
in Myst III 
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5. Discussion 
 
Results show that if given the opportunity, most subjects 
(60%) would use multimodal interaction more than 60% 
of the time for interacting with the game; an additional 
30% would use speech-only interaction 60% of the time 
or more, but only 10% would even use gesture half the 
time.  Overall, subjects were found to employ gesture 
alone 14% of the time, speech alone 41% of the time, 
and used speech and gesture for 45% of their 
interactions.  These latter results are somewhat skewed 
by subjects who employed only speech, since in order to 
navigate in the scene, they issued many more navigation 
commands (e.g., “go left”) than would be necessary if 
multimodal interaction were employed.    
 
Subjects’ opinions about which modalities were 
important were often belied by their actions. Some 
thought that gesture was the key modality, but used 
multimodal interaction habitually, while others thought 
speech was the essential modality, but also used 
multimodal interaction frequently.   It would appear that 
having both available would suit just about all the 
subjects.   
 
When given the opportunity to use whatever gestures 
they wanted, most subjects who attempted to manipulate 
an artifact generally did so according to the affordances 
of those objects – subjects turned wheels, pulled down 
knife switches, pushed in doorbells, etc.  Thus, a future 
virtual environment control program that detects that a 
manufactured object is in the scene should be able to 
predict how a person’s arm would be shaped and would 
move in order to manipulate that object properly.   The 
gesture recognizer could then adapt to the scene itself, 
giving such gestures higher weight. 
 
As novices to these kinds of games, the subjects found 
Myst III to be a modestly immersive experience with a 
moderate degree of involvement.   Unlike true 3D 
games, there is no avatar in the scene that represents the 
user, and thus one would expect a lesser degree of 
immersion than a full 3D virtual reality environment.   
Also, given that the subjects were not supplied with 
explicit objectives in playing the game, it is not 
surprising that their degree of involvement with the 
game was moderate.   A number of subjects very much 
liked the speech-gesture interface, while most gave it 
mixed reviews.  
 
Finally, two female subjects who stood close to the 
screen experienced some degree of nausea or instability.  
Virtual environment illness is usually associated with 3D 
head-mounted displays or wrap-around environments 

[12].  Various factors affect VE illness, but it is not 
known precisely which are the most important.  Factors 
that have been identified as possible contributors, and 
which may have been at work here include:  subject 
gender (females are more prone), angle of view, 
distortion, response latency, refresh rate, and phosphor 
lag [13]. 
 

6. Related work 
 
Most of the existing research on gestures has been 
performed by cognitive scientists who are interested in 
how people gesture, and the reasons why people gesture 
([14-17]).  Various taxonomies of gesture have been 
offered (e.g, McNeill’s description of iconic, deictic, 
emblematic, and beat gestures [14], which usefully 
inform scientists who build gesture-based systems and 
avatars [18, 19]. Specific claims can also be useful to 
technologists.   McNeill [14] argues that speech and 
gesture derive from an internal knowledge 
representation (termed a “catchment”) that encodes both 
semantic and visual information.  Our results tend to 
confirm this claim, in that the visual representation 
depicts the object’s affordances, which then determines 
the manipulative gesture. The present corpus could also 
be used to confirm Kendon’s [17] claim that the stroke 
phase of gestures tends to co-occur with phonologically 
prominent words.   
 
Quek et al. [20] have provided a case-study of cross-
modal cues for discourse segmentation during natural 
conversation by observing a subject describing her 
living space to an interlocutor.  A comparative analysis 
of both video and audio data was performed to extract 
the segmentation cues while expert transcribed the 
gestures.  Then both the gestural and spoken data was 
correlated for 32 seconds of video.  A strong correlation 
between handedness and high-level semantic content of 
the discourse was found, and baseline data on the kinds 
of gestures used was provided.  
 
Whereas this style of observational research is needed as 
a foundation, it needs to be combined with quantitative 
observational and experimental work in order to be 
useful to building computer systems.  Wilson et al. [19] 
employed the McNeill theory to motivate their research 
to distinguish bi-phasic gestures (e.g, beats) from more 
meaningful tri-phasic gestures that have preparatory, 
stroke, and retraction phases.  
 
 Early work by Hauptmann [21] employed a Wizard of 
Oz paradigm and investigated the use of multimodal 
interaction for simple 3D tasks.  It was found that people 
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prefer to use combined speech and gesture interaction 
over either modality alone, and given the opportunity to 
do so in a factorially designed experiment, chose to use 
both 70% of the time (vs. 13% gesture only, and 16% 
speech only).   Their factorial study has the advantage 
that all subjects were exposed to all ways of 
communicating, whereas our more ecologically realistic 
study allowed users to develop their own ways of 
interacting.  On the other hand, it also allowed users to 
become functionally fixed into their first successful way 
of operating.   
 
Perhaps the most relevant work to ours is that of Sowa 
and Wachsmuth [22] who employed a WOZ paradigm to 
collect subjects’ gestures as they attempt to describe a 
limited set of objects to a listener within a virtual 
construction domain.  It was found that subjects’ hand 
shapes corresponded to features of the objects 
themselves.  Based on this data, a prototype system was 
built that decomposes each gesture into spatial 
primitives and identifies their interrelationships. The 
object recognition engine then employs a graph-
matching technique to compare the structure of the 
objects and that of the gesture.    
 
This latter work differs from the results presented here in 
that the game we studied included  the task of 
manipulating the object rather than describing it.   Thus, 
we find people attempt to manipulate artifacts in the 
ways they were built to be manipulated, whereas Sowa 
and Wachsmuth found people used their hands in 
describing objects to indicate their shape.   Clearly, the 
subjects’ goals and intentions make a difference to the 
kinds of gestures they use, whether in a multimodal or 
unimodal context.   
 

7. Future work 
 
The next steps in this research are to analyze the syntax 
and semantics of the utterances in conjunction with the 
form and meaning of the gesture.  To date, we have 
employed unification as the primary information fusion 
operation for multimodal integration [5, 23].  We 
hypothesize that by using a feature-structured action 
representation that offers a “manner” attribute [24], 
whose value can itself be an action, and by representing 
the meanings of gestures as such actions, unification can 
again serve as the mechanism for  information fusion 
across modalities. The analyses of utterance and gesture 
will be used to test this hypothesis.  Given the 
identification of the same kind of gesture by the subjects 
to manipulate the same object, a gesture recognizer can 
then be trained [25] and used in a multimodal 
architecture.  We also will investigate to what extent 

mutual disambiguation of modalities [6] can be used to 
overcome recognition errors in a complete multimodal 
virtual environment system [26].  
    

8. Conclusions 
 
This paper has provided initial empirical results based 
on a Wizard of Oz paradigm that indicate people will 
prefer to use multimodal interaction in virtual 
environments than speech or gesture alone.  
Furthermore, when they attempt to manipulate virtual 
representations of artifacts, they do so according to the 
objects’ affordances – the ways the objects were 
designed to be manipulated.   We therefore conclude 
that virtual environment systems should be capable of 
multimodal interaction that would employ subjects’ 
natural gestures, and that such systems should in fact 
employ information about the objects currently in the 
user’s view to predict the kinds of gestures that will 
ensue.   In the future, information about the users’ gaze 
could be employed to restrict still further the kinds of 
gestures that might be employed.  
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11.   Appendix:  Questionnaire MYST III - EXILE 
 
     
 
PRE-SESSION: 
 

1) Have you ever played MYST III: Exile - the sequel to the MYST and RIVEN series ? 
 
2) Have you ever played adventure or puzzle-like games? 

 
3) How would you rank your experience in playing the game on a scale from 1 to 10 (1 =  not experience at all   -   

10 = very experienced player) 
 

4) Would you say that your current state of fitness is:  as usual, you are sick, or both ? Please explain. 
 
POST-SESSION: 
 

5) Did you like the game ? Please explain. 
 
6) Would you like to play again ? Please explain. 

 
7) What did you find difficult when playing ? Please explain. 

 
8) How did you feel physically during the game ? If you did not feel well, please report your symptoms. 

 
9) If you did not feel well, would you say you had  
 

a. nausea,  
b. vomiting,  
c. eyestrain,  
d. disorientation,  
e. ataxia,  (a kind of inability to coordinate voluntary muscular movements) 
f. vertigo 
g. disturbed locomotion,change in postural control, 
h. perceptual-motor disturbances,  
i. past pointing,  
j. flashbacks,  
k. drowsiness,  
l. fatigue,  
m. lowered arousal or mood 
n. pallor 
o. cold sweating 
p. increased salivation 
q. headache 
r. flushing 
s. dizziness 
t. other (describe) 
 

10) How would you rank the immersive effect of the game on a scale from 1 to 10 (1 = not immersive at all – 10 = 
amazingly immersive) ? 
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11)  How would you rank your involvement in playing the game on a scale from 1 to 10 (1 = I played because I was 
requested to – 10 = I fully wanted to get to the end of the game) ? 

12)  How would you rank the interface on a scale from 1 to 10 (1 = extremely bad, it never did what I wanted to – 10 
= amazingly good) ? 

 
13)  How would you rank the latency response of the interface on a scale from 1 to 10 (1 = when I entered a 

command the interface reacted too slowly – 10 = I did not even realize there was a latency between my 
commands and the response of the interface) 

 
14) Would you have preferred to play using a mouse/joystick/trackball/keyboard instead the way you played ? Please 

explain. 
 

15) Did you consciously decide when to use speech or gesture for playing ? Please explain. 
 

16) Did you have some hints concerning if and how to use gesture or speech or did you just do what it come naturally 
to you ? Please explain. 

 
17) Do you think there was a “preferred” channel between speech or gesture for the interaction ? Or did you feel both 

channels were equally effective ? Please explain. 
 

18) Were the sensors attached to your body cumbersome ? Did you feel restricted in your movements? Please 
explain. 

 
19) Do you have any suggestions/criticism concerning the experiment ?  
20)  
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Abstract

Multimodal approaches are proposed for
segmenting multiple speakers using geo-
metric or statistical techniques. When
multiple microphones and cameras are
available, 3-D audiovisual tracking is
used for source segmentation and ar-
ray processing. With just a single cam-
era and microphone, an information the-
oretic criteria separates speakers in a
video sequence and associates relevant
portions of the audio signal. Results are
shown for each approach, and their inte-
gration discussed as future work.

1 Introduction

Conversational dialog systems have become prac-
tically useful in many application domains, includ-
ing travel reservations, traffic information, and
database access. However most existing conver-
sational speech systems require tethered interac-
tion, and work primarily for a single user. Users
must wear an attached microphone or speak into a
telephone handset, and do so one at a time. This
limits the range of use of dialog systems, since
in many applications users might expect to freely
approach and interact with a device. Worse, they
may wish to arrive as a group, and talk among
themselves while interacting with the system. To
date it has been difficult for speech recognition
systems to handle such conditions, and correctly
recognize the utterances intended for the device.

Given only a single sensing modality, and per-
haps only a single sensor, disambiguating the au-
dio from multiple speakers can be a challenge. But
with multiple modalities, and possibly multiple
sets of sensors, segmentation can become feasible.
In this paper we present two methods for audio-
visual segmentation of multiple speakers, based
on geometric and statistical source separation ap-
proaches.

We have explored two configurations which are
of practical interest. The first is based on a “smart
environment” or “smart room” enabled with mul-
tiple stereo cameras and a ceiling mounted large-
aperture microphone array grid. In this configura-
tion users can move arbitrarily through the room
or environment while focused audiovisual streams
are generated from their appearance and utter-
ance. In the second configuration we presume a
single omnidirectional microphone and single cam-
era is available. This is akin to what one might
find on a PDA or cellphone, or low-cost PC video-
conferencing installation.

In a multi-sensor environment we use a geo-
metric approach, and use multi-view image corre-
spondence and tracking methods combined with
acoustic beamforming techniques. A multimodal
approach can track sources even in acoustically
reverberant environments with dynamic illumina-
tion, conditions that are tough for audio or video
processing alone.

When only a single multimodal sensor pair (au-
dio and video) is available we use a statistical ap-
proach, jointly modelling audio and video varia-
tion to identify cross-modal correspondences. We
show how this approach can detect which user is
speaking when several are facing a device. This
allows the segregation of users’ utterances from
each other’s speech, and from background noise
events.

We first review related work, and then present
our method for geometric source separation
and vision-guided microphone array processing.
We then describe our single camera/microphone
method for audiovisual correspondence using joint
statistical processing. We show results with each
of these techniques, and describe how the two ap-
proaches may be integrated in future work.

2 Related Work

Humans routinely perform tasks in which ambigu-
ous auditory and visual data are combined in or-
der to support accurate perception. In contrast,
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automated approaches for statistical processing of
multi-modal data sources lag far behind. This is
primarily due to the fact that few methods ade-
quately model the complexity of the audio/visual
relationship. Classical approaches to multi-modal
fusion at a signal processing level often either as-
sume a statistical relationship which is too simple
(e.g. jointly Gaussian) or defer fusion to the de-
cision level when many of the joint (and useful)
properties have been lost. While such pragmatic
choices may lead to simple statistical measures,
they do so at the cost of modelling capacity.

An information theoretic approach motivates
fusion at the measurement level without regard
to specific parametric densities. The idea of us-
ing information-theoretic principles in an adaptive
framework is not new (e.g. see [8] for an overview)
with many approaches suggested over the last 30
years. A critical distinction in most information
theoretic approaches lies in how densities are mod-
elled (either explicitly or implicitly), how entropy
(and by extension mutual information) is approx-
imated or estimated, and the types of mappings
which are used (e.g. linear vs. nonlinear). Ap-
proaches which use a Gaussian assumption include
Plumbley [19, 18] and Becker[1]. Additionally, [1]
applies the method to fusion of artificially gener-
ated random dot stereograms.

There has been substantial progress on feature-
level integration of speech and vision. For ex-
ample, Meier et al [17], Stork [25] and others
have built visual speech reading systems that can
improve speech recognition results dramatically.
Our system, described below, is designed to be
able to detect and disambiguate cases where au-
dio and video signals are coming from different
sources. Other audio/visual work which is closely
related to ours is that of Hershey and Movellan
[13] which examined the per-pixel correlation rela-
tive to an audio track, detecting which pixels have
related variation. Again, an inherent assumption
of this method was that the joint statistics were
Gaussian. Slaney and Covell [21] looked at op-
timizing temporal alignment between audio and
video tracks using canonical correlations (equiva-
lent to mutual information in the jointly Gaussian
case), but did not address the problem of detecting
whether two signals came from the same person.

Several authors have explored geometric ap-
proaches to audiovisual segmentation using array
processing techniques. Microphone arrays are a
special case of the more general problem of sen-
sor arrays, which have been studied extensively in
the context of applications such as radar and sonar
[22]. The Huge Microphone Array project[20] is

investigating the use of very large arrays contain-
ing hundreds of microphones. Their work concen-
trates on audio-only solutions to array processing.
Another related project is Wang and Brandstein’s
audio-guided active camera[24], which uses audio
localization to steer a camera on a pan/tilt base.
A number of projects [2, 3, 4] have used vision

to steer a microphone array, but because they use
a single camera to steer a far-field array, they can-
not obtain or make use of full 3-D position infor-
mation; they can only select sound coming from a
certain direction.
We are exploring both a geometric and statisti-

cal approach to audiovisual segmentation. In the
next section we describe our geometric approach,
based on microphone and camera arrays. Follow-
ing that we present our statistical approach, using
an information theoretic measure to relate single
channel audio and video signals.

3 Multi-modal multi-sensor

domain

The association between sound and location
makes a microphone array a powerful tool for au-
diovisual segmentation. In combination with ad-
ditional sensors and contextual information from
the environment, a microphone array can effec-
tively amplify and separate sounds of interest from
complex background noise.
To focus a microphone array, the location of the

speaker(s) of interest must be known. A number
of techniques exist for localizing sound sources us-
ing only acoustic cues [23], but the performance of
these localization techniques tends to degrade sig-
nificantly in the presence of reverberation and/or
multiple sound sources. Unfortunately, most com-
mon office and meeting room environments are
highly reverberant, with reflective wall and ta-
ble surfaces, and will normally contain multiple
speakers.
However, in a multimodal setting we can take

advantage of other sensors in the environment to
perform localization of multiple speakers despite
reverberation. We use a set of cameras to track
the position of speakers in the environment, and
report the relative geometry of speakers, cameras,
and microphones.
The vision modality is not effected by acous-

tic reverberation, but its accuracy will depend on
the the calibration and segmentation procedures.
In practice we use video information to restrict
the range of possible acoustic source locations to
a region small enough to allow for acoustic local-
ization techniques to operate without severe prob-
lems with reverberation and multiple speakers.
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Figure 1: Array power response as a function of po-
sition (two speakers). This plot shows the array out-
put power as the array’s focus is scanned through a
plane centered on one speaker while another speaker
is nearby. The central speaker is easily discernible in
the plot, but the peak corresponding to the weaker
speaker is difficult to distinguish among the sidelobe
peaks. Using vision-based person tracking cues can
disambiguate this case.

3.1 Microphone array processing

overview

Many problems can be addressed through array
processing. The two array processing problems
that are relevant to our system are beamforming
and source localization.

Beamforming is a type of spatial filtering in
which the signals from individual array elements
are filtered and added together to produce an out-
put that amplifies signals coming from selected re-
gions of space and attenuates sounds from other
regions of space. In the simplest form of beam-
forming, delay-and-sum beamforming, each chan-
nel’s filter is a pure delay. The delay for each
channel is chosen such that signals from a chosen
“target location” are aligned in the array output.
Signals from other locations will tend to be com-
bined incoherently.

Source localization is a complementary problem
to beamforming whose goal is to estimate the lo-
cation of a signal source. One way to do this is to
beamform to all candidate locations and to pick
the location that yields the strongest response.
This method works well, but the amount of com-
putation required to do a full search of a room
is prohibitively large. Another method for source
localization consists of estimating relative delays
among channels and using these delays to calcu-
late the location of the source. Delay-estimation
techniques are computationally efficient but tend
to perform poorly in the presence of multiple
sources and/or reverberation.

For microphone arrays that are small in size

compared to the distance to the sources of inter-
est, incoming wavefronts are approximately pla-
nar. Because of this, only source direction can be
determined; source distance remains ambiguous.
When the array is large compared to the source
distance, the sphericity of the incoming wavefronts
is detectable, and both direction and distance can
be determined. These effects of array size ap-
ply both to localization and to beamforming, so if
sources at different distances in the same direction
must be separated, a large array must be used. As
a result, with large arrays the signal-to-noise ra-
tio (for a given source) at different sensors will
vary with source location. Because of this, sig-
nals with better signal-to-noise ratios should be
weighted more heavily in the output of the ar-
ray. Our formulation of the steering algorithm
presented below takes this into account.

3.2 Person tracking overview

Tracking people in known environments has re-
cently become an active area of research in com-
puter vision. Several person-tracking systems
have been developed to detect the number of
people present as well as their 3D position over
time. These systems use a combination of fore-
ground/background classification, clustering of
novel points, and trajectory estimation over time
in one or more camera views [7, 15].
Color-based approaches to background mod-

elling have difficulty with illumination variation
due to changing lighting and/or video projection.
To overcome this problem, several researchers
have supported the use of background models
based on stereo range data [7, 14]. Unfortunately,
most of these systems are based on computation-
ally intense, exhaustive stereo disparity search.
We have developed a system that can perform

dense, fast range-based tracking with modest com-
putational complexity. We apply ordered dispar-
ity search techniques to prune most of the dis-
parity search computation during foreground de-
tection and disparity estimation, yielding a fast,
illumination-insensitive 3D tracking system. De-
tails of our system are presented in [6]. Our sys-
tem reports the 3-D position of people moving
about an environment equipped with an array of
stereo cameras.

3.3 Vision-guided acoustic volume

selection

We perform both audio localization and beam-
forming with a large, ceiling-mounted microphone
array. Localization uses information from both
audio and video, while beamforming uses only the
audio data and the results of the localization pro-
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Figure 2: The test environment. On the left is a schematic view of the environment with stereo cameras
represented by black triangles and microphones represented by empty circles. On the right is a photograph of
the environment with microphones and camera locations highlighted.

cessing. A large array gives the ability to select
a volume of 3-D space, rather than simply form a
2-D beam of enhanced response as anticipated by
the standard array localization algorithms. How-
ever, the usual assumption that of constant target
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) across the array does
not hold when the array geometry is large (array
width on same scale as target distance.)
Our system uses the location estimate from the

vision tracker as the initial guess from which to
begin a gradient ascent search for a local maxi-
mum in beam output power. Beam power is de-
fined as the integral over a half-second window of
the square of the output amplitude. The vision
tracker is accurate to within less than one meter.
Gradient ascent to the nearest local maximum can
therefore be expected to converge to the location
of the speaker of interest when no other speakers
are very close by.
For small microphone arrays, the relative SNRs

of the individual channels do not vary significantly
as a function of source location. This is, however,
not true for larger microphone arrays. For our
array, which is roughly 4 meters across, we must
take into account the fact that some elements will
have better signals than others. Specifically, if we
assume that we have signals x1 and x2 which are
versions of the unit-variance desired signal, s, that
have been contaminated by unit-variance uncorre-
lated noise, we can analyze the problem as follows:

x1 = a1s+ n1

x2 = a2s+ n2

In this model, the signal to noise ratios of x1 and
x2 will be a2

1 and a2
2, respectively. Their optimal

linear combination will be of the form y = bx1+x2.
Because of the uncorrelated noise assumption, the
SNR of this combination will be

SNR(y) =
(ba1 + a2)

2

b2 + 1

By taking the derivative of this expression with
respect to b and setting the result equal to zero,
one finds that the optimal value of b is:

b =
a1

a2

=
SNR(x1)

SNR(x2)

Because of the symmetry of the signals, this re-
sult implies that, in general, individual elements’
signals should be scaled by a constant propor-
tional to the square root of their SNRs.
Ideally, we would like to have complete knowl-

edge of the strengths and statistical relationships
among the noise signals at the individual sensors.
This information is not easy to obtain, but be-
cause of our large array and multiple stereo cam-
eras, it is easy for us to use our location estimate
to weight individual channels assuming a 1/r at-
tenuation due to the spherical spreading of the
source. Assuming 1/r attenuation from a source
to each microphone, we have an = 1/rn in the
above equations, so the optimal weighting factor
for channel n is 1/rn. This is intuitively appeal-
ing since it means that microphones far from the
source contribute relatively little to the array out-
put.

4 Results

Our test environment, depicted in Figure 2, is a
conference room equipped with 32 omnidirectional
microphones spread across the ceiling and 2 stereo
cameras on adjacent walls.
The audio and video subsystems were calibrated

independently, and for our experiments, we per-
formed a joint calibration by finding the least-
squares best-fit alignment between the two coor-
dinate systems.
Figure 1 is an example of what happens when

multiple speakers are present in the room. Audio-
only gradient ascent could easily find one of the
undesirable local maxima. Because our vision-
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SNR (dB)

Distant microphone −6.6
Video only −4.4
Audio only (dominant speaker) 2.0
Audio-Video 2.3

Table 1: Audio-video localization performance.

Interferer: None -24 dB -12 dB 0 dB

Lapel mic. 98 100 98 83
Mic. array 95 94 90 24
Distant mic. 78 73 38 1

Table 2: Sentence Recognition Rates (percent cor-
rect). Each recognition rate was calculated from 36
queries evenly divided between two male speakers.
The close-talking microphone was clipped to the lapel
of the speaker. The microphone array is as described
above. The distant microphone is one array element
from near the center of the room.

based tracker is accurate to within one meter, we
can safely assume that we will find the correct lo-
cal maximum even in the presence of interferers.

To validate our localization and source separa-
tion techniques, we ran an experiment in which
two speakers spoke simultaneously while one of
them moved through the room. We tracked the
moving speaker with the stereo tracker and pro-
cessed the corresponding audio stream using three
different localization techniques. For each, we
used a reference signal collected with a close-
talking microphone to calculate a time-averaged
SNR (Table 1). For performance comparison we
use the signal from a single distant microphone
near the center of the room. This provides no
spatial selectivity, but for our scenario it tends to
receive the desired speech more strongly than the
interfering speech. The SNR for the single micro-
phone case is negative because of a combination
of the interfering speaker and diffuse noise from
the room’s ventilation system.

To evaluate the microphone array’s effects on
recognition rates for automated speech recogni-
tion (ASR), we connected our system to the
MIT Spoken Language Systems (SLS) Group’s
JUPITER weather information system [26]. We
had two male speakers issue each of nine weather-
related queries from two different locations in the
room. As collected, the data contains quiet but
audible noise from the ventilation system in the
room. To evaluate the results under noisier condi-
tions, additional noise was added to these signals.
The results are shown in Table 2.

The beamformed signal from the microphone
array was in all cases superior to the single dis-
tant microphone. The distant microphone, which

was approximately 1.5m from the speaker, yielded
recognition rates that were too low to be useful in
our current environment.
Our rough estimates of the signal power to noise

power ratios for both the close-talking microphone
and the distant microphone are about 10 dB. This
suggests that in our scenario with no interferer,
the primary benefit of the microphone array is
that it reduces the proportion of reverberant en-
ergy in the signal.
The 0 and -12 dB interferer significantly de-

graded the performance of the array. We are
currently working on adaptive null-steering algo-
rithms that should improve performance in the
presence of stronger interferers such as this.
These experiments demonstrate that audio-

video localization is superior to video alone in our
environment. We believe our approach improves
upon audio-only localization in cases where there
are multiple simultaneous speakers and the rever-
berant energy is nearly equal or greater than the
direct path energy. The initial position estimate
provided by video localization reduces the amount
of computation required compared to an uncon-
strained audio-only search.

5 Single multi-modal sensor

domain

In the single (multimodal) sensor domain geom-
etry is less useful, and array processing impos-
sible; in this case we instead exploit audiovisual
joint statistics to localize speakers. We adopt the
paradigm of looking at a single camera view, and
seeing what information from a single microphone
can tell us about that view (and vice-versa.)
We propose an independent cause model to cap-

ture the relationship between generated signals in
each individual modality. Using principles from
information theory and nonparametric statistics
we show how an approach for learning maximally
informative joint subspaces can find cross-modal
correspondences. We analyze the graphical model
of multi-modal generation and show under what
conditions related subcomponents of each signal
have high mutual information.
Non-parametric statistical density models can

be used to measure the degree of mutual informa-
tion in complex phenomena [12] which we apply
to audio/visual data. This technique simultane-
ously learns projections of images in the video
sequence and projections of sequences of peri-
odograms taken from the audio sequence. The
projections are computed adaptively such that the
video and audio projections have maximum mu-
tual information (MI).
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We first review the basic method for audio-
visual fusion and information theoretic adaptive
methods, see [9] for full details. We present our
probabilistic model for cross-modal signal genera-
tion, and show how audio-visual correspondences
can be found by identifying components with max-
imal mutual information. In an experiment com-
paring the audio and video of every combination
of a group of eight users, our technique was able
to perfectly match the corresponding audio and
video for each user.
Finally, we show a new result on a monocular

speaker segmentation task where we segment the
audio between several speakers seen by the cam-
era. These results are based purely on the instan-
taneous cross-modal mutual information between
the projections of the two signals, and do not rely
on any prior experience or model of user’s speech
or appearance.

5.1 Probabilistic models of audio-visual

fusion

We consider multimodal scenes which can be
modelled probabilistically with one joint audio-
visual source and distinct background interference
sources for each modality. Each observation is a
combination of information from the joint source,
and information from the background interferer
for that channel. In contrast to the array pro-
cessing case, we explicitly model visual appear-
ance variation, not just 3-D geometry. We use a
graphical model (Figure 3) to represent this rela-
tionship. In the diagrams, B represents the joint
source, while A and C represent single modality
background interference. Our purpose here is to
analyze under which conditions our methodology
should uncover the underlying cause of our obser-
vations.
Figure 3a shows an independent cause model

for our typical case, where {A,B,C} are unob-
served random variables representing the causes
of our (high-dimensional) observations in each
modality {Xa, Xv}. In general there may be
more causes and more measurements, but this
simple case can be used to illustrate our algo-
rithm. An important aspect is that the mea-
surements have dependence on only one common
cause. The joint statistical model consistent with
the graph of figure 3a is P (A,B,C,Xa, Xv) =
P (A)P (B)P (C)P (Xa|A,B)P (Xv|B,C).
Given the independent cause model a simple

application of Bayes’ rule (or the equivalent
graphical manipulation) yields the graph of figure
3b which is consistent with P (A,B,C,Xa, Xv) =
P (Xa)P (C)P (A,B|Xa)P (Xv|B,C), which
shows that information about Xa contained
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Figure 3: Graphs illustrating the various statistical
models exploited by the algorithm: (a) the indepen-
dent cause model - Xa and Xv are independent of
each other conditioned on {A, B, C}, (b) information
about Xa contained in Xv is conveyed through joint
statistics of A and B, (c) the graph implied by the
existence of a separating function, and (d) two equiv-
alent Markov chains which can be extracted from the
graphs if the separating functions can be found.

in Xv is conveyed through the joint statistics
of A and B. The consequence being that, in
general, we cannot disambiguate the influences
that A and B have on the measurements. A
similar graph is obtained by conditioning on
Xv. Suppose decompositions of the measurement
Xa and Xv exist such that the following joint
densities can be written: P (A,B,C,Xa, Xv) =
P (A)P (B)P (C)P (Xa

A
|A)P (Xa

B
|B)P (Xv

B
|B)P (Xv

C
|C)

where Xa = [Xa
A
, Xa

B
] and Xv = [Xv

B
, Xv

C
]. An

example for our specific application would be
segmenting the video image (or filtering the audio
signal). In this case we get the graph of Figure 3c
and from that graph we can extract the Markov
chain which contains elements related only to
B. Figure 3d shows equivalent graphs of the
extracted Markov chain. As a consequence, there
is no influence due to A or C.

Of course, we are still left with the formidable
task of finding a decomposition, but given the de-
composition it can be shown, using the data pro-
cessing inequality [5], that the following inequality
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holds:

I(Xa

B , Xv

B) ≤ I(Xa

B , B) (1)

I(Xa

B , Xv

B) ≤ I(Xv

B , B) (2)

More importantly, these inequalities hold for func-
tions of Xa

B
and Xv

B
(e.q. Y a = f (Xa;ha) and

Y v = f (Xv;hv)). Consequently, by maximiz-
ing the mutual information between I(Y a;Y v) we
must necessarily increase the mutual information
between Y a and B and Y v and B. The impli-
cation is that fusion in such a manner discovers
the underlying cause of the observations, that is,
the joint density of p(Y a, Y v) is strongly related
to B. Furthermore, with an approximation, we
can optimize this criterion without estimating the
separating function directly. In the event that a
perfect decomposition does not exist, it can be
shown that the method will approach a “good”
solution in the Kullback-Leibler sense.
From the perspective of information theory, es-

timating separate projections of the audio video
measurements which have high mutual informa-
tion makes intuitive sense as such features will be
predictive of each other. The advantage is that
the form of those statistics are not subject to the
strong parametric assumptions (e.g. joint Gaus-
sianity) which we wish to avoid.
We can find these projections using a tech-

nique that maximizes the mutual information be-
tween the projections of the two spaces. Following
[10], we use a nonparametric model of joint den-
sity for which an analytic gradient of the mutual
information with respect to projection parame-
ters is available. In principle the method may
be applied to any function of the measurements,
Y = f (X;h), which is differentiable in the pa-
rameters h (e.g. as shown in [10]). We consider a
linear fusion model which results in a significant
computational savings at a minimal cost to the
representational power (largely due the nonpara-
metric density modelling of the output):
[
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]
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[
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] [
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a
N

]

(3)

where xv

i ∈ <
Nv and xa

i ∈ <
Na are lexicographic

samples of images and periodograms, respectively,
from an A/V sequence. The linear projection de-
fined by hT

v ∈ <Mv×Nv and hT
a ∈ <Ma×Na maps

A/V samples to low dimensional features yv

i ∈

<Mv and ya

i ∈ <
Ma . Treating xi’s and yi’s as sam-

ples from a random variable our goal is to choose
hv and ha to maximize the mutual information,
I (Y a;Y v)), of the derived measurements.
Mutual information indicates the amount of in-

formation that one random variable conveys on

(a) (b))

(c) (d)

Figure 4: Video sequence contains one speaker and
monitor which is flickering: (a) one image from the
sequence, (b) pixel-wise image of standard deviations
taken over the entire sequence, (c) image of the learned
projection, hv, (d) image of hv for incorrect audio

average about another. The usual difficulty of MI
as a criterion for adaptation is that it is an in-
tegral function of probability densities. Further-
more, in general we are not given the densities
themselves, but samples from which they must be
inferred. We use a second-order entropy approx-
imation with a nonparametric density estimator
such that the gradient terms with respect to the
projection coefficients can be computed exactly by
evaluating a finite number of functions at a finite
number of sample locations in the output space as
shown in [11, 12].

This method requires that the projection be dif-
ferentiable, which it is in our case. Additionally
some form of capacity control is necessary as the
method results in a system of underdetermined
equations. To address this problem we impose an
L2 penalty on the projection coefficients of ha and
hv [9]. Furthermore, we impose the criterion that
if we consider the projection hv as a filter, it has
low output energy when convolved with images in
the sequence (on average). This constraint is the
same as that proposed by Mahalanobis et al [16]
for designing optimized correlators the difference
being that in their case the projection output was
designed explicitly while in our case it is derived
from the MI optimization in the output space. For
the full details of this method see [10, 9].

5.2 Single microphone and camera

experiments

Our motivating scenario for this application is
a group of users interacting with an anonymous
handheld device or kiosk using spoken commands.
Given a received audio signal, we would like to ver-
ify whether the person speaking the command is
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in the field of view of the camera on the device,
and if so to localize which person is speaking.

Simple techniques which check only for the pres-
ence of a face (or moving face) would fail when
two people were looking at their individual devices
and one spoke a command. Since interaction may
be anonymous, we presume no prior model of the
voice or appearance of users are available to per-
form the verification and localization.

We collected audio-video data from eight sub-
jects. In all cases the video data was collected at
29.97 frames per second at a resolution of 360x240.
The audio signal was collected at 48000 KHz, but
only 10Khz of frequency content was used. All
subjects were asked to utter the phrase “How’s
the weather in Taipei?”. This typically yielded 2-
2.5 seconds of data. Video frames were processed
as is, while the audio signal was transformed to a
series of periodograms. The window length of the
periodogram was 2/29.97 seconds (i.e. spanning
the width of two video frames). Upon estimating
projections the mutual information between the
projected audio and video data samples is used as
the measure of consistency. All values for mutual
information are in terms of the maximum possible
value, which is the value obtained (in the limit) if
the two variables are uniformly distributed and
perfectly predict one another. In all cases we as-
sume that there is not significant head movement
on the part of the speaker during the utterance
of the sentence. While this assumption might be
violated in practice one might account for head
movement using a tracking algorithm, in which
case the algorithm as described would process the
images after tracking.

Figure 4a shows a single video frame from one
sequence of data. In the figure there is a sin-
gle speaker and a video monitor. Throughout
the sequence the video monitor exhibits significant
flicker. Figure 4b shows an image of the pixel-wise
standard deviations of the image sequence. As
can be seen, the energy associated with changes
due to monitor flicker is greater than that due to
the speaker. Figure 6a shows the associated pe-
riodogram sequence where the horizontal axis is
time and the vertical axis is frequency (0-10 Khz).
Figure 4c shows the coefficients of the learned pro-
jection when fused with the audio signal. As can
be seen the projection highlights the region about
the speaker’s lips. Figure 5a shows results from
another sequence in which there are two people.
The person on the left was asked to utter the test
phrase, while the person on the right moved their
lips, but did not speak. This sequence is inter-
esting in that a simple face detector would not

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5: Video sequence containing one speaker
(person on left) and one person who is randomly mov-
ing their mouth/head (but not speaking): (a) one im-
age from the sequence, (b) pixel-wise image of stan-
dard deviations taken over the entire sequence, (c)
image of the learned projection, hv, (d) image of hv

for incorrect audio.

be sufficient to disambiguate the audio and video
stream. Figure 5b shows the pixel variance as be-
fore. There are significant changes about both
subjects lips. Figure 5c shows the coefficients of
the learned projection when the video is fused
with the audio and again the region about the
correct speaker’s lips is highlighted.
In addition to localizing the audio source in the

image sequence we can also check for consistency
between the audio and video. Such a test is useful
in the case that the person to which a system is
visually attending is not the person who actually
spoke. Having learned a projection which opti-
mizes MI in the output feature space, we can then
estimate the resulting MI and use that estimate to
quantify the audio/video consistency.
Using the sequences of figure 4 and 5 we com-

pared the fusion result when using a separately
recorded audio sequence from another speaker.
The periodogram of the alternate audio sequence
is shown in figure 6b. Figures 4d and 5d show the
resulting hv when the alternate audio sequence is
used. In the case that the alternate audio was
used we see that coefficients related to the video
monitor increase significantly in 6d while energy
is distributed throughout the image of 5d. For fig-
ure 4 the estimate of mutual information was 0.68
relative to the maximum possible value for the
correct audio sequence. In contrast when com-
pared to the periodogram of 6b, the value drops
to 0.08 of maximum. For the sequence of figure 5,
the estimate of mutual information for the correct
sequence was 0.61 relative to maximum, while it
drops to 0.27 when the alternate audio is used.
Data was collected from six additional subjects
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Gray scale magnitude of audio perioda-
grams. Frequency increases from bottom to top, while
time is from left to right. (a) audio signal for image se-
quence of figure 4. (b) alternate audio signal recorded
from different subject.

a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8

v1 0.68 0.19 0.12 0.05 0.19 0.11 0.12 0.05

v2 0.20 0.61 0.10 0.11 0.05 0.05 0.18 0.32

v3 0.05 0.27 0.55 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05

v4 0.12 0.24 0.32 0.55 0.22 0.05 0.05 0.10

v5 0.17 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.55 0.05 0.20 0.09

v6 0.20 0.05 0.05 0.13 0.14 0.58 0.05 0.07

v7 0.18 0.15 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.64 0.26

v8 0.13 0.05 0.10 0.05 0.31 0.16 0.12 0.69

Table 3: Summary of results over eight video se-
quences. The columns indicate which audio sequence
was used while the rows indicate which video sequence
was used. In all cases the correct audio/video pair
have the highest relative MI score.

for this experiment, and each video sequence was
compared to each audio sequence. (No attempt
was made to temporally align the mismatched
audio sequences at a fine scale, but they were
coarsely aligned). Table 3 summarizes the results.
The previous sequences correspond to subjects 1
and 2 in the table. In every case the matching au-
dio/video pairs exhibited the highest mutual in-
formation after estimating the projections.
Finally, we present a new experiment demon-

strating how this method can segregate speech of
users in front of a kiosk. In concert with a face de-
tection module, it is possible to detect which user
is speaking and whether they are facing the cam-
era. The audiovisual mutual information method
is able to match the visual speech motion with
the acoustic signal, and ignore confounding mo-
tions of the other user’s head or other motions in
the scene. Figure 7 shows the result tracking two
users speaking in turns in front of a single cam-
era and microphone, and detecting which is most
likely to be speaking based on the measured au-
diovisual consistency.

6 Future Work

We have shown separately how geometric and
statistical approaches can be used to solve au-
diovisual segmentation tasks and enable unteth-
ered conversational interaction. The geometric
approach used 3-D tracking and array processing,

and ignored appearance variation. The statistical
approach used a mutual information analysis of
appearance and spectral variation, and ignored 3-
D geometry. While each approach is already valu-
able in the intended domain, it is clear that they
are orthogonal and would benefit from combina-
tion. We are currently exploring an integrated
approach that combines geometric and statistical
insights in a common source separation algorithm.
In addition, we are implementing a 3-D track-
ing algorithm which uses a symmetric approach
to audio and video cues, rather than always using
the video to initialize the audio search as reported
above. We expect these results to be available for
discussion at the June CLASS workshop meeting.
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Abstract  

Our objective in developing natural human-
computer interfaces is to allow for an 
adaptive dialogue based on learning new  
linguistic knowledge. This paper presents a 
dialogue system capable of adapting its 
language by learning new words, phrases, 
sentences, and their semantics from users. 
The acquisition of the new linguistic 
knowledge at syntactic and semantic levels 
is done using multiple modalities, including 
speaking, typing, pointing, touching or 
showing. The language knowledge is 
permanently stored in a rule grammar and a 
semantic database. Both can be updated 
periodically with newly acquired language. 

Keywords: dialogue systems, adaptive dialogue, 
language acquisition, language understanding, 
multimodal interaction. 

Introduction 

A goal of current computer interfaces is to allow 
for a more natural, intelligent and easy human-
computer interaction. One way of achieving this 
objective is by incorporating spoken dialogue 
into the interfaces. Increasingly, computers have 
integrated audio hardware for recording and 
playing sounds. This facilitates implementation 
of speech interfaces.   
 The speech modality complements and 
supplements the standard input-output methods 
based on keyboard, mouse and display. Other 
input devices, such as pen tablet and CCD 
camera, enhance further the interaction between 
users and system.  
 A spoken dialogue system requires the 
implementation of speech technologies that 

include automatic speech recognition (ASR), 
text-to-speech (TTS), speech understanding and 
dialogue management. Dialogue systems based 
on unconstrained vocabulary of course offer the 
most natural interaction, but they are more 
difficult to implement than those based on 
constrained vocabulary stored in a rule grammar.  
 A disadvantage of using dialogue systems 
based on rule grammars is that the developer 
cannot pre-program the rule grammar to account 
for all language preferences of users. Users find 
dialogue systems easier and more natural if they 
can change or adapt the allowed vocabulary and 
grammar according to their preferences.  
 To acquire language, computers need to learn 
linguistic knowledge at two levels: the surface 
level, represented by the syntax of these units; 
and the deep level, represented by the meaning 
of new linguistic units. In a series of studies of 
language acquisition based on connectionist 
methods, presented by Gorin (1995), new words 
or phrases are acquired at the surface level and 
their corresponding meanings are determined by 
probabilistic associations with pre-programmed 
semantic actions. 
 A study focusing on the acquisition of 
linguistic units and their primitive semantics 
from raw sensory data was published by Roy 
(1999). In that study the system learned new 
language by making associations between 
speech sounds representing words and their 
semantic representation acquired from a video 
camera.  
 Another study, published by Oates (2001), 
focused on discovering useful linguistic-
semantic structures from raw sensory data. The 
goal was to enable a robot to discover 
associations between words and different 
semantic representations obtained from a video 
camera. 
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 A method of acquiring new linguistic units and 
their semantics using multiple input modalities 
was introduced by Dusan and Flanagan (2001). 
 In this paper we present a computer dialogue 
system capable of adapting its vocabulary and 
grammar by learning new words, phrases, 
sentences and their semantic representation. The 
learning is accomplished from user input over a 
multimodal interface. The dialogue system is 
suitable for command and control applications in 
which the vocabulary of the dialogue can be 
expanded and personalised by users according to 
their preferences.  

1 Adaptive Dialogue System 

For a spoken dialogue interface, the adaptation 
means primarily being able to understand new 
words and sentences and this can be 
accomplished by learning new linguistic 
knowledge. The adaptation of the computer 
dialogue system presented in this paper is based 
on supervised language learning. We adopted a 
constrained-grammar dialogue method because 
this is suitable for command-and-control 
applications on a computer.  
 Our adaptive dialogue system is supported by a 
computer with a multimodal interface based on a 
microphone and speakers for speech, a keyboard 
for typing, a mouse for pointing, a pen tablet for 
drawing and touching, a CCD camera for image 
capturing and a display for graphics and text.
 The adaptive dialogue system interprets users’ 
utterances according to allowed sentence 
structures stored in the rule grammar, and 
executes different actions according to 
information stored in the semantic database. The 
adaptive dialogue system contains a speech 
recognition engine and a text-to-speech engine. 
The rule grammar and the semantic database are 
stored in two different files on a hard disk from 
which they are loaded into computer memory. 
When the adaptive system detects unknown 
words and the user provides the corresponding 
semantic representation, the system dynamically 
updates the rule grammar and the semantic 
database with the new linguistic knowledge. At 
the end of the application, the user has the 
option to save permanently the updated rule 
grammar and semantic database in 
corresponding files on the hard disk. 
 Adaptation of the dialogue to include new 
vocabulary and grammar takes place in real time 

during user-computer interaction. The learning 
method is that of supervised learning in which 
the user teaches the computer the semantic 
representation of new linguistic units. In 
addition to adapting the dialogue by learning 
new linguistic units and their semantics, the user 
can adapt the system’s vocabulary by using 
synonyms or different names for already known 
terms. 

2 Language Knowledge Representation 

As mentioned, systems acquire language 
knowledge at two different levels: surface level 
and deep level. At the surface level, language is 
represented by knowledge of the vocabulary, 
syntax and grammar. We store this knowledge in 
a rule grammar. At the deep level, language is 
represented by knowledge of the meanings of 
linguistic units. We store this knowledge in a 
semantic database.   

2.1 Rule Grammar 

Grammar represents a specification of the 
allowed sentence structures in a language. A rule 
grammar defines the allowed sentence structures 
by a set of production rules. A context-free 
grammar (CFG) consists of a single start symbol 
and a set of rules.  
 We specify allowed sentence structures in a 
rule grammar, organised as a context-free 
grammar in a form of a semantic grammar, De 
Mori (1999). In this form the nonterminal 
symbols represent semantic classes of concepts, 
such as colors, fruits and geometric shapes, and 
the terminal symbols represent concept words 
such as yellow, apple and rectangle. 
 The rule grammar can be dynamically updated 
by adding new words or phrases in semantic 
classes or by adding new production rules. A 
linguistic unit integrated into a semantic class 
has a corresponding semantic object stored in 
the semantic database.  

2.2 Semantic Database 

Interpretation of utterances for performing 
necessary actions is based on semantic 
knowledge stored in the semantic database. This 
database contains a set of semantic objects that 
describe the meaning (or a semantic 
representation) for each concept stored in each 
class in the rule grammar. This semantic 
database can be dynamically updated with new 
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objects consisting of semantic representations of 
new linguistic units. 
 The semantic objects are created using the 
concept of object-oriented programming and 
they are instances of classes. The semantic 
representation stored in such an object defines 
the computer knowledge and interpretation of 
the corresponding linguistic unit. For example, 
the semantic object corresponding to the word 
blue included in the semantic class colors, has 
semantic representation defined by the RGB 
attributes (0, 0, 255). These attributes represent 
all computer knowledge regarding the meaning 
of this color. Another example is the semantic 
object for the word square. In this case the 
object contains a pointer to a regular polygon 
and an attribute equal to 4 representing the 
number of sides. All characteristics of a regular 
polygon are thus inherited by the square 
semantic object. 
 The semantic representation necessary to build 
these objects is either pre-programmed or 
acquired from the user through multiple input 
modalities. 

3 Multimodal Language Acquisition 

In our system acquisition of language consists of 
acquiring new vocabulary and corresponding 
semantics using multiple input modalities. A 
detailed block diagram of the system is given in 
Fig. 1. 
 The user communicates with the system by 
voice and the utterances are converted to text 
strings by an automatic speech recognition 
(ASR) engine and then analysed by a Language 
Understanding module, containing a Parser, a 
Command Processor, a Rule Grammar and a 
Semantic Database. Initially the ASR uses a 
language model derived from the Rule 
Grammar. The allowed utterances are converted 
to text at ASR output 1. Then they are parsed 
and executed by the Command Processor or 
forwarded to the Dialog Processor to provide 
appropriate answers through synthetic voice. 
The Command Processor also displays the 
results on the screen. The Dialogue Processor 
module includes a Text-To-Speech synthesizer 
and a Dialogue History necessary to solve 
ambiguities from the context of the dialogue.   
When the user’s utterances contain unknown 
words or phrases, the ASR engine does not 
provide any text at its output 1. In this case the  
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Figure 1: Multimodal Language Acquisition 

 
ASR switches the language model to one 
derived from the Dictation Grammar. Then these 
utterances are converted to text strings at ASR 
output 2 and are applied to the New Words 
Detector. This module contains a Dictation 
Grammar and a Parser. The Dictation Grammar 
contains a very large vocabulary of words and 
allows the ASR to recognise more unconstrained 
utterances. The Parser analyses these utterances 
according to all allowed words stored in the 
Rule Grammar and detects in these utterances 
unknown words or phrases. Upon the detection 
of new linguistic units, this module issues a 
signal to the Dialogue Processor that asks the 
user by synthetic voice to provide a semantic 
representation of the new words or phrases. 
 The user can provide a semantic representation 
using multiple modalities. For each new 
linguistic unit the semantic representation is 
captured by the Multimodal Semantic 
Acquisition module that creates a new semantic 
object. After the user has provided semantics for 
the new words or phrases, the new linguistic 
units are stored in the rule grammar and the 
corresponding semantic objects are stored in the 
semantic database. 
 Another means to acquire language is by 
teaching the computer by typing a whole new 
sentence and the corresponding computer action. 
The new sentence is stored in the rule grammar 
and the computer action must be based on a 
combination of known actions. For example, one 
can type in the new sentence ‘Double the radius’ 
and the corresponding computer action ‘{radius} 
{multiplication} {2}’, where the word ‘double’ 
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is unknown, but the words ‘the’, ‘radius’, 
‘multiplication’ and ‘2’ are known. 

4 Experiments 

To demonstrate and evaluate the method of 
adaptive dialogue based on multimodal language 
acquisition we developed a simple application 
on a personal computer system with multimodal 
input-output devices consisting of microphone 
and speakers, keyboard, mouse, pen tablet and 
stylus, a CCD camera and a graphic display. The 
whole application was written in JAVA. The 
rule grammar was specified using Java Speech 
Grammar Format (JSGF). We used the 
automatic speech recognition and speech 
synthesis engines from the IBM ViaVoice 
commercial package. 
 The system permits a dialogue between user 
and computer to create, move, rotate and delete 
graphic objects on the screen. The initial 
allowed dialogue was stored in a rule grammar 
in a set of 25 production rules and 23 
nonterminal symbols representing classes of 
concepts such as, colors, actions, names, display 
variables, etc.  
 The system can easily learn synonyms, new 
user names, new colors by pointing the mouse 
on a color palette or new graphic objects by 
drawing with a stylus on a pen tablet. The new 
language knowledge can be built upon already 
known knowledge. Fig. 2 shows a graphic 
screen for a session in which the user taught the 
computer the graphic representations for the 
terms: hair, face, left eye, right eye, nose, left 
ear, right ear, mouth and head. Each new word 
or phrase was spoken and the computer asked 
for semantic representations which were 
provided by the user by drawing the 
corresponding graphics. After all primitive terms 
were taught, the user created a composition of 
these graphical elements representing a head and 
then taught the computer the word head. The 
second head in the picture was then created by 
the user by just saying ‘Create a head’ and 
simultaneously pointing the cursor with the 
mouse to the desired location. The nine concepts 
were taught in about 8 minutes, but most of this 
time was spent in drawing.   

Conclusion 

We present a computer dialogue system capable 
of adaptation and personalization by teaching  

 
 
Figure 2: Language acquisition example screen 

 
the computer new linguistic units and their 
semantics using multiple input modalities. The 
system can expand its vocabulary by adding new 
words or phrases in the rule grammar and by 
creating and storing into a semantic database 
new objects containing the corresponding 
semantic representation. An alternative method 
of dialogue adaptation is by typing new 
sentences and their executable actions. The 
dialogue system can also be personalised by 
users by providing synonyms or different proper 
names to already-known terms. 
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Abstract  

This paper describes activities at CTT using 
the potential of animated talking agents to 
increase the efficiency of communication. 
Our motivation for moving into audiovisual 
output is to investigate the advantages of 
multimodality in human-system 
communication. While the mainstream 
character animation area has focussed on the 
naturalness and realism of the animated 
agents, our primary concern has been the 
possible increase of intelligibility and 
efficiency of interaction, resulting from the 
addition of a talking face.  

Introduction 

Spoken dialogue systems, which strive to take 
advantage of the effective communication 
potential of human conversation, need in some 
way to embody the conversational partner. A 
talking animated agent provides the user with an 
interactive partner whose goal is to take the role 
of the optimal human agent.  This is the agent 
who is ready and eager to supply the user with a 
wealth of information, can smoothly navigate 
through varying and complex sources of data 
and can ultimately assist the user in a decision 
making process through the give and take of 
conversation. One way to achieve believability 
is through the use of a talking head which 
transforms information through text into speech, 
articulator movements, speech related gestures 
and conversational gestures. 
 The talking head developed at KTH is based 
on text-to-speech synthesis. Audio speech 
synthesis is generated from a text representation 
in synchrony with visual articulator movements 
of the lips, tongue and jaw. Linguistic 
information in the text is used to generate visual 
cues for relevant prosodic categories such as 

prominence, phrasing and emphasis. These cues 
generally take the form of eyebrow and head 
movements which we have termed “visual 
prosody”. These types of visual cues with the 
addition of a smiling or frowning face are also 
used as conversational gestures to signal such 
things as positive or negative feedback, 
turntaking regulation, and the system’s internal 
state. In addition, the head can visually signal 
attitudes and emotions. 
In the context of this paper, the talking head is 
primarily discussed in terms of applications in 
spoken dialogue systems which enable the user 
to access information and reach a decision 
through a conversational interface. Other useful 
applications include aids for the hearing 
impaired, educational software, stimuli for 
audiovisual human perception experiments, 
entertainment, and high-quality audio-visual 
text-to-speech synthesis for applications such as 
news reading. In this paper we will focus on two 
aspects of effective interaction: presentation of 
information and the flow of interactive dialogue.  
 Effectiveness in the presentation of 
information is crucial to the success of an 
interactive system. Information must be 
presented rapidly, succinctly and with high 
intelligibility. The use of the talking head aims 
at improving the intelligibility of speech 
synthesis through visual articulation and by 
providing the system with a visible location of 
the speech source to maintain the attention of the 
user. Important information is highlighted by 
prosodic enhancement and by the use of the 
agent’s gaze and visual prosody to create and 
maintain a common focus of attention. 
 The second issue of effective interaction 
focusses on facilitating the interactive nature of 
dialogue. In this area, the use of the talking head 
aims at increasing effectiveness by building on 
the user’s social skills to improve the flow of the 
dialogue and engage the user interactively. 
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Visual cues to feedback, turntaking and 
signalling the system’s internal state (the 
thinking metaphor) are key aspects of effective 
interaction. 
 This paper presents a brief overview and 
technical description of the KTH talking head 
explaining what the head can do and how. 
Examples of experimental applications in which 
the head is used are then described, and finally, 
the two issues of intelligibility and 
communication interaction are discussed and 
exemplified by results from applications and 
perceptual evaluation experiments. 

1 Technical description of the talking head 

Animated synthetic talking faces and characters 
have been developed using a number of different 
techniques and for a variety of purposes during 
the past two decades. Our approach is based on 
parameterised, deformable 3D facial models, 
controlled by rules within a text-to-speech 
framework (Carlson & Granström, 1997) The 
rules generate the parameter tracks for the face 
from a representation of the text, taking 
coarticulation into account (Beskow, 1995). We 
employ a generalised parameterisation technique 
to adapt a static 3D-wireframe of a face for 
visual speech animation (Beskow, 1997). Based 
on concepts first introduced by Parke (1982), we 
define a set of parameters that will deform the 
wireframe by applying weighted transformations 
to its vertices. One critical difference from 
Parke's system, however, is that we have de-
coupled the model definitions from the 
animation engine, thereby greatly increasing 
flexibility. 
 The models are made up of polygon surfaces 
that are rendered in 3D using standard computer 
graphics techniques. The surfaces can be 
articulated and deformed under the control of a 
number of parameters. The parameters are 
designed to allow for intuitive interactive or 
rule-based control. For the purposes of 
animation, parameters can be roughly divided 
into two (overlapping) categories: those 
controlling speech articulation and those used 
for non-articulatory cues and emotions. The 
articulatory parameters include jaw rotation, lip 
rounding, bilabial occlusion, labiodental 
occlusion and tongue tip elevation. The non-
articulatory category includes eyebrow raising, 
eyebrow shape, smile, gaze direction and head 

orientation. Furthermore, some of the 
articulatory parameters such as jaw rotation can 
be useful in signalling non-verbal elements such 
as certain emotions. The display can be chosen 
to show only the surfaces or the polygons for the 
different components of the face. The surfaces 
can be made (semi)transparent to display the 
internal parts of the model. The model presently 
contains a relatively crude tongue model 
primarily intended to provide realism as seen 
from the outside, through the mouth opening. A 
full 3D model of the internal speech organs is 
presently being developed for integration in the 
talking head (Engwall, 2001). This capability of 
the model is especially useful in explaining non-
visible articulations in the language learning 
situation (Cole et al., 1999) In Figure 1 some of 
the display options are illustrated. 
 

 
 
Figure 1. Different display possibilities for the 
talking head model. Different parts of the model 
can be displayed as polygons or smooth 
(semi)transparent surfaces to emphasise 
different parts of the model. 
 
For stimuli preparation and explorative 
investigations, we have developed a control 
interface that allows fine-grained control over 
the trajectories for acoustic as well as visual 
parameters. The interface is implemented as an 
extension to the WaveSurfer application 
(www.speech.kth.se/wavesurfer + Sjölander & 
Beskow, 2000) which is a tool for recording, 
playing, editing, viewing, printing, and labelling 
audio data.  
 The interface makes it possible to start with an 
utterance synthesised from text, with the 
articulatory parameters generated by rule, and 
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then interactively edit the parameter tracks for 
F0, visual (non-articulatory) parameters as well 
as the durations of individual segments in the 
utterance to produce specific cues. An example 
of the user interface is shown in Figure 2. In the 
top box a text can be entered in Swedish or 
English. This creates a phonetic transcription 
that can then be edited. On pushing 
“Synthesize”, rule generated parameters will be 
created and displayed in different panes below. 
The selection of parameters is user controlled. 
The lower section contains segmentation and the 
acoustic waveform. A talking face is displayed 
in a separate window. The acoustic synthesis can 
be exchanged for a natural utterance and 
synchronised to the face synthesis. This is useful 
for different experiments on multimodal 
integration and has been used in the 
Synface/Teleface project (see below). In 
language learning applications it could be used 
to add to the naturalness of the tutor’s voice in 
cases when the acoustic synthesis is judged to be 
inappropriate. 
 

 
 
Figure 2. The Speech Surfer user interface for 
parametric manipulation of the multimodal 
synthesis. 
 
The parametric manipulation tool is used to 
experiment with and define different gestures. A 
gesture library is under construction, containing 

procedures with general emotion settings and 
non-speech specific gestures as well as some 
procedures with linguistic cues. We are at 
present developing an XML-based 
representation of visual cues that facilitates 
description of the visual cues at a higher level.  

2 Experimental applications 

During the past decade a number of 
experimental applications using the talking head 
have been developed at KTH. Four examples 
which will be discussed here are the Waxholm 
demonstator system designed to provide tourist 
information on the Stockholm archipelago, the 
Synface project which is a visual hearing aid, the 
August project which was a dialogue system in 
public use, and the Adapt multimodal real-estate 
agent. 

2.1 The waxholm demonstator 

The first KTH demonstrator application, which 
we named WAXHOLM, gives information on 
boat traffic in the Stockholm archipelago. It 
references timetables for a fleet of some twenty 
boats from the Waxholm company connecting 
about two hundred ports (Bertenstam et al., 
1995) 
 Besides the dialogue management and the 
speech recognition and synthesis components, 
the system contains modules that handle graphic 
information such as pictures, maps, charts, and 
timetables. This information can be presented as 
a result of the user-initiated dialogue. 
The Waxholm system can be viewed as a micro-
world, consisting of harbours with different 
facilities and with boats that you can take 
between them. The user gets graphic feedback in 
the form of tables complemented by speech 
synthesis. In the initial experiments, users were 
given a scenario with different numbers of 
subtasks to solve. A problem with this approach 
is that the users tend to use the same vocabulary 
as the text in the given scenario. We also 
observed that the user often did not get enough 
feedback to be able to decide if the system had 
the same interpretation of the dialogue as the 
user. 
 To deal with these problems a graphical 
representation that visualises the Waxholm 
micro-world was implemented. An example is 
shown in Figure 3. One purpose of this was to 
give the subject an idea of what can be done 
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with the system, without expressing it in words. 
The interface continuously feeds back the 
information that the system has obtained from 
the parsing of the subject’s utterance, such as 
time, departure port and so on. The interface is 
also meant to give a graphical view of the 
knowledge the subject has secured thus far, in 
the form of listings of hotels and so on.  
 

 
 
Figure 3. The graphical model of the 
WAXHOLM micro-world. 
 
The visual animated talking agent is an integral 
part of the system. This is expected to raise the 
intelligibility of the system’s responses and 
questions. Furthermore, the addition of the face 
into the dialogue system has many other exciting 
implications. Facial non-verbal signals can be 
used to support turntaking in the dialogue, and to 
direct the user’s attention in certain ways, e.g. by 
letting the head turn towards time tables, charts, 
etc. that appear on the screen during the 
dialogue. The dialogue system also provides an 
ideal framework for experiments with non-
verbal communication and facial actions at the 
prosodic level, as discussed above, since the 
system has a much better knowledge of the 
discourse context than is the case in plain text-
to-speech synthesis. 
 To make the face more alive, one does not 
necessarily have to synthesise meaningful non-
verbal facial actions. By introducing semi-
random eyeblinks and very faint eye and head 
movements, the face looks much more active, 
and becomes more pleasant to watch. This is 
especially important when the face is not 
talking. 

2.2 The Synface/Teleface project 

The speech intelligibility of talking animated 
agents, as the ones described above, has been 
tested within the Teleface project at KTH 
(Beskow et al., 1997; Agelfors et al., 1998). The 
project has recently been continued/expanded in 
a European project, Synface (Granström, 
Karlsson & Spens, 2002). The project focuses on 
the usage of multi-modal speech technology for 
hearing-impaired persons. The aim of the first 
phase of the project was to evaluate the 
increased intelligibility hearing-impaired 
persons experience from an auditory signal 
when it is complemented by a synthesised face. 
In this case, techniques for combining natural 
speech with lip-synchronised face synthesis have 
been developed. A demonstrator of a system for 
telephony with a synthetic face that articulates in 
synchrony with a natural voice is currently being 
implemented (see Figure 4). 
 

 
 
Figure 4. Telephone interface for SYNFACE. 

2.3 The August system 

The Swedish author, August Strindberg, 
provided inspiration to create the animated 
talking agent used in a dialogue system that was 
on display during 1998 as part of the activities 
celebrating Stockholm as the Cultural Capital of 
Europe (Gustafson et al., 1999). This dialogue 
system made it possible to combine several 
domains, thanks to the modular functionality of 
the architecture. Each domain has its own 
dialogue manager, and an example based topic 
spotter is used to relay the user utterances to the 
appropriate dialog manager. In this system, the 
animated agent “August” presents different tasks 
such as taking the visitors on a trip through the 
Department of Speech, Music and Hearing, and 
giving street directions and also presenting short 
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excerpts from the works of August Strindberg, 
when waiting for someone to talk to.  
 August was placed, unattended in a public area 
of Kulturhuset in the centre of Stockholm. One 
challenge is this very open situation with no 
explicit instructions being given to the visitor. A 
simple visual “visitor detector” makes August 
start talking about one of his knowledge 
domains. 

2.4 The Adapt multimodal realestate agent 

The practical goal of the AdApt project is to 
build a system in which a user can collaborate 
with an animated agent to solve complicated 
tasks (Gustafson et al., 2000). We have chosen a 
domain in which multimodal interaction is 
highly useful, and which is known to engage a 
wide variety of people in our surroundings, 
namely, finding available apartments in 
Stockholm. In the AdApt project, the agent has 
been given the role of asking questions and 
providing guidance by retrieving detailed 
authentic information about apartments. The 
user interface can be seen in Figure 5 

 

Figure 5 . The agent Urban in the AdApt 
apartment domain. 
 
Because of the conversational nature of the 
AdApt domain, the demand is great for 
appropriate interactive signals (both verbal and 
visual) for encouragement, affirmation, 
confirmation and turntaking (Cassell et al., 
2000; Pelachaud, Badler & Steedman, 1996). As 
generation of prosodically grammatical 
utterances (e.g. correct focus assignment with 
regard to the information structure and dialogue 
state) is also one of the goals of the system it is 
important to maintain modality consistency by 

simultaneous use of both visual and verbal 
prosodic and conversational cues (Nass & Gong, 
1999). As described in Section 1, we are at 
present developing an XML-based 
representation of such cues that facilitates 
description of both verbal and visual cues at the 
level of speech generation. These cues can be of 
varying range covering attitudinal settings 
appropriate for an entire sentence or 
conversational turn or be of a shorter nature like 
a qualifying comment to something just said. 
Cues relating to turntaking or feedback need not 
be associated with speech acts but can occur 
during breaks in the conversation. Also in this 
case, it is important that there is a one-to-many 
relation between the symbols and the actual 
gesture implementation to avoid stereotypic 
agent behaviour. Currently a weighted random 
selection between different realizations is used. 

3 Effectiveness in  intelligibility and 
information presentation 

One of the more striking examples of 
improvement and effectiveness in speech 
intelligibility is taken from the Synface project 
which aims at improving telephone 
communication for the hearing impaired 
(Agelfors et al., 1998). The results of a series of 
tests using VCV words and hearing impaired 
subjects showed a significant gain in 
intelligibility when the talking head was added 
to a natural voice. With the synthetic face, 
consonant identification improved from 29% to 
54% correct responses. This compares to the 
57% correct response result obtained by using 
the natural face. In certain cases, notably the 
consonants consisting of lip movement (i.e. the 
bilabial and labiodental consonants), the 
response results were in fact better for the 
synthetic face than for the natural face. This 
points to the possibility of using overarticulation 
strategies for the talking face in these kinds of 
applications. Recent results indicate that a 
certain degree of overarticulation can be 
advantageous in improving intelligibility 
(Beskow, Granström & Spens, 2002)  
 Similar intelligibility tests have been run using 
normal hearing subjects where the audio signal 
was degraded by adding white noise (Agelfors et 
al., 1998). Similar results were obtained. For 
example, for a synthetic male voice, consonant 
identification improved from 31% without the 
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face to 45% with the face. While the visual 
articulation is most probably the key factor 
contributing to this increase, we can speculate 
that the presence of visual information of the 
speech source can also contribute to increased 
intelligibility by sharpening the focus of 
attention of the subjects. Although this 
hypothesis has not been formally tested, it could 
be useful to test it generally in many different 
applications. 
 Another quite different example of the 
contribution of the talking head to information 
presentation is taken from the results of 
perception studies in which the percept of 
emphasis and syllable prominence is enhanced 
by eyebrow and head movements. In an early 
study restricted to eyebrows and prominence 
(Granström et al., 1999) it was shown that 
raising the eyebrows alone during a particular 
syllable resulted in an increase in prominence 
judgments for the word in question by nearly 
30%. In a later study, it was shown that 
eyebrows and head movement can serve as 
independent visual cues for prominence, and that 
synchronization of the visual movement with the 
audio speech syllable is an important factor 
(House et al., 2001). Head  movement was 
shown to be somewhat more salient for 
signalling prominence as eyebrow movement 
could be potentially misinterpreted as supplying 
non-linguistic information such as irony. 
A third example of information enhancement by 
the visual modality is to be found in the 
Waxholm demonstrator and the Adapt system. 
In both these systems, the agent uses gaze to 
point to areas and objects on the screen, thereby 
strengthening the common focus of attention 
between the agent and the user. Although this 
type of information enhancement has not yet 
been formally evaluated in the context of these 
systems, it must be seen as an important 
potential for improving the effectiveness of 
interaction. 
 Finally, an important example of the addition 
of information through the visual modality is to 
be found in the August system. This involved 
adding mood, emotion and attitude to the agent. 
To enable display of the agent’s different 
moods, six basic emotions similar to the six 
universal emotions defined by Ekman (1979) 
were implemented (Figure 6), in a way similar to 
that described by Pelachaud, Badler & Steedman 

(1996). Appropriate emotional cues were 
assigned to a number of utterances in the system, 
often paired with other gestures. 

4 Effectiveness in interaction 

The use of a believable talking head can trigger 
the user’s social skills such as using greetings, 
addressing the agent by name, and generally 
socially chatting with the agent. This was clearly 
shown by the results of the public use of the 
August system during a period of six months 
(Bell & Gustafson, 1999)). These promising 
results have led to more specific studies on 
visual cues for feedback (Granström et al., 2002) 
in which smile, for example, was found to be the 
strongest cue for affirmative feedback. Further 
detailed work on turntaking regulation, feedback 
seeking and giving and the signalling of the 
system’s internal state will enable us to improve 
the gesture library available for the animated 
talking head and continue to improve the 
effectiveness of multimodal dialogue systems.  
 

  
 
Figure 6. August showing different emotions 
(from top left to bottom right): Happiness, 
Anger, Fear, Surprise, Disgust and Sadness  
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Abstract

Few techniques are available for
analysing the effectiveness of multi-
modal interaction. Psycholinguis-
tic models have the potential to
fill this gap however existing ap-
proaches have some methodological
and practical limitations. This pa-
per proposes a technique based on
the conversation analytic model of
breakdown and repair. The ratio-
nale for the approach is presented
and a protocol for coding repair is
introduced. The potential applica-
tion of this approach to the analy-
sis of mutli-modal interaction is de-
scribed.

Keywords: Computer-Mediated Commu-
nication, Evaluation, Conversation Analysis.

1 Introduction

Communication has a central role in many
human activities, even for tasks and tech-
nologies that are ostensibly individual (Such-
man, 1987; Heath, 2000; Nardi and Miller,
1991; Nickerson and Adams, 1995). Com-
munication is central to the implicit and ex-
plicit co-ordination of routine activities and
to peoples’ responses to unexpected contin-
gencies. Significant commerical effort is di-
rected toward the development of applica-
tions that are explicitly designed to support
communication. For example, desktop ’mes-
senger’ and chat applications and more com-
plex integrated conferencing tools. It is also
recognised that even for applications not di-

rectly designed to support interaction the ex-
tent to which they impede or facilitate com-
munication is often critical to their success
(Heath and Luff, 1992; Hughes, Randall and
Shapiro, 1992; Bowers, Button and Sharrock,
1995). Conceptual and empirical analysis of
human communication should have much to
contribute to the design and use of these tech-
nologies. However, there are few techniques
either for identifying the communication re-
lated requirements of a given activity or for
evaluating the impact different technologies
have on the effectiveness of communication.

Ethnomethodological studies of workplace
interaction have provided detailed descrip-
tions of some of the practices by which indi-
viduals adjust their patterns of communica-
tion to sustain collaborative activity (Heath
and Luff, 1992; Hughes, Randall and Shapiro,
1992; Bowers, Button and Sharrock, 1995).
For example, one recurrent observation is the
use of ’outlouds’, a class of utterances that
have a broadcast character which helps to ma-
nipulate the visibility of activities to mem-
bers of a team without being addressed to
any specific individual or requiring any spe-
cific acknowledgment. Despite the elegance
of the empirical observations, workplace stud-
ies have a problematic relationship to design
(Hughes, Randall and Shapiro, 1992; Button
and Dourish, 1996). The analyses they pro-
vide are retrospective in character and do not
support systematic comparisons across differ-
ent technologies or situations.

The models and techniques developed in
the psycholinguistic tradition explicitly aim
to quantify communicative phenomena and
develop explanations that support predictive
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generalisations. The simplest application of
this approach has been to use structural mea-
sures of interaction such as turn-taking, inter-
ruptions, backchannels, and gaze (O’Conaill,
Whittaker and Wilbur, 1993; OMalley, Lang-
ton, Anderson, Doherty-Sneddon, and Bruce,
1996). Although these measures support di-
rect comparison between some aspects of,
for example, video-mediated interaction and
face-to-face exchanges, the coding categories
are coarse and do not take account of commu-
nicative function. For example, the category
of ‘interruptions’ is formulated as the occur-
rence of overlapping speech where there has
been no signal that a speaker is relinquishing
the floor. This conflates accidental overlap,
disruptive or competitive interventions and
cooperative interventions such as collabora-
tive completions. As a result the distribution
of e.g., numbers of turns, lengths of turn, and
interruptions are consistent with a number
of possible interpretations (Anderson et al,
1997). Observations such as the finding that
video-mediated communication leads partici-
pants to use more turns and words than they
would when face-to-face are thus difficult to
interpret. It might indicate either that video
adds something to the interaction or that par-
ticipants are working to compensate for its
limitations. Two psycholinguistic approaches
that have improved on structural analyses are
Dialogue Games analysis and the Collabora-
tive Model of Dialogue.

1.1 Dialogue Games Analysis

Problems with the interpretation of simple
structural analyses have been addressed to
some extent by techniques which analyse com-
municative function directly. For example,
Anderson et al (1997) compare the perfor-
mance of subjects carrying out a map drawing
task under different media conditions. This
task has a reliable dialogue coding system de-
veloped for it which characterises the func-
tional structure of the dialogues, analysing
each utterance as a move (e.g., instruct,
explain, check, clarify, query-w, align) and
structured sequences of moves as dialogue
games (Kowtko, Isard and Doherty, 1991).

(Anderson et al, 1997) have shown how this
approach improves on structural analyses by
analysing the profile of moves used to carry
out the task either face-to-face, using audio
only or using video-mediated communication.
Unlike the structural analyses this provides
a means of isolating the communicative func-
tions that are preserved or impeded under dif-
ferent conditions of mediated interaction.

Although it supports systematic compar-
isons between media, this kind of functional
analysis also has limitations. The coding sys-
tem was designed to exhaustively classify ut-
terance function in a particular collaborative
task, the map task. As a result the move
types are tailored to the transactional char-
acter of the task and although it does ap-
pear to generalise well to some other infor-
mation exchange tasks it is unclear whether
the coding scheme is adequate for qualita-
tively different kinds of exchange such as com-
petitive negotiation. A practical limitation
is that because the coding system is exhaus-
tive, every utterance is analysed and coded.
This is labour intensive and has the conse-
quence that the sensitivity of the coding sys-
tem is traded-off against its coverage (Car-
letta, Isard, Isard, Kowtko, Doherty-Sneddon
and Anderson, 1996). An additional concern
is that the functional analysis doesn’t discrim-
inate between incidental exchanges and those
necessary for the activity at hand. The cod-
ing system includes all exchanges regardless
of whether they are related to the task, the
weather, or incidental gossip and anecdotes.

1.2 The Collaborative Model of
Dialogue

A more readily generalised approach to mod-
eling communication that also improves on
simple structural analyses is the collabora-
tive model of dialogue (CM) developed by
Clark and co-workers (Clark, 1996; Clark
and Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986; Clark, 1989). This
model is based on an account of the process
through which people build up their common
ground during interaction. The basic princi-
ple is that the parties to an interaction only
consider an utterance, or other communica-
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tive act, to be successful where some pos-
itive evidence of its acceptance or ‘ground-
ing’ has been obtained. The grounding prin-
ciple is modified according to the types of ev-
idence necessary to secure understanding in a
given case and the degree of effort required to
achieve it. Two of the most important qualifi-
cations are that; a) interlocutors always seek
to reduce the joint, as opposed to individual,
effort necessary to successfully ground a com-
municative act and b) interlocutors will at-
tempt to ground a contribution only up to a
criterion level (the grounding criterion) which
is adjusted according to circumstances.

This apparatus has been applied to char-
acterising the properties of different media.
Clark and Brennan (1991) identify a set of 8
constraints on grounding that derive from the
signal characteristics of different communica-
tive media (Copresence, Visibility, Audibil-
ity, Cotemporality, Simultaneity, Sequential-
ity, Reviewability and Revisability). These
constraints alter the ease with which particu-
lar types of feedback can be provided and,
consequently, the ease with which ground-
ing can be achieved. The constraints are
linked to the process of grounding by ref-
erence to the costs they exact on ground-
ing techniques (Formulation costs, Produc-
tion costs, Reception costs, Understanding
Costs, Start-up costs, Delay costs, Asyn-
chrony costs, Speaker Change costs, Fault
costs, Repair costs). During interaction, in-
dividuals must make a trade-off between the
different types of action they can undertake in
order to ground a particular contribution and
their relative costs in a particular medium.
For example, where turn taking costs are high
individuals may invest more in the construc-
tion of each utterance and less in attempts at
concurrent feedback.

The CM has also been applied to the analy-
sis of system feedback. The CM distinguishes
a number of levels at which an action is con-
sidered complete. For example, an utterance
may be perceived but not understood, or it
may be understood but the action it proposes
is not undertaken. These action levels are
ordered according to the principle that feed-

back which indicates completion at a higher
level presupposes completion at a lower level:
if I comply with your request then this is
evidence that I have also heard and under-
stood it. Consequently, the current state of
the common ground with respect to commu-
nicative action can vary depending on the de-
gree of grounding that has been secured. The
maintenance of context in interaction with
a system can be supported by giving feed-
back which signals the level of grounding that
a particular action has achieved (Brennan,
1988) . The level of feedback given can be
modulated by the risks associated with possi-
ble misunderstandings.

There are some important limitations to
these applications of the CM model. One
problem is that it provides only a limited
analysis of situations in which contributions
fail to secure acceptance. Where this occurs
there is a general expectation that some re-
pair will ensue, for example through reformu-
lation of the contribution in a way that is ac-
ceptable to the addressee(s). In this situa-
tion a number of possible types of reformula-
tion e.g., alternative descriptions, installment
descriptions and trial references, are distin-
guished but the pattern of choice amongst
these types, and their relationship to the suc-
cess of repairs, is not addressed in the CM.
Although it is explicitly acknowledged that
processes of conversational repair play a criti-
cal role in sustaining the mutual-intelligibility
of interactions (Brennan, 1988; Clark, 1996),
no specific mechanism is provided for dealing
with it.

A more practical limitation on the applica-
tion of the CM to the analysis of interaction is
its relative underspecification. As Clark and
Brennan (1991) note the media constraints
and costs invoked to explain particular pat-
terns of communication in different media are
essentially heuristic. The list of costs and con-
straints are neither exhaustive nor exclusive
and there is no means of quantifying the fac-
tors necessary to provide more precise analy-
ses of the possible trade-offs involved. In or-
der to make a systematic comparison of the
costs and benefits imposed by different me-
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dia some quantification of the communicative
effort invested in an interaction would be re-
quired. Without some means of comparing
the grounding criteria being employed in dif-
ferent cases i.e., of estimating the grounding
criterion, the rationale behind particular pat-
terns of communicative response cannot be
determined. A pattern of small, installment,
contributions is consequently consistent both
with a situation in which, say, turn costs are
low or a situation in which the grounding cri-
terion is high.

2 Breakdown and Repair

The position developed in this paper is that
the problems with functional and CM anal-
yses of communication identified above can
be addressed by focusing on the analysis
of breakdown and repair in communication.
Conceptually, the distinguishing feature of
this approach is that it is concerned only with
those parts of an interaction in which com-
municative trouble arises. A detailed frame-
work for characterising these situations has
been developed in the conversation analytic
(CA) tradition (Sacks, Schegloff and Jeffer-
son, 1974; Schegloff, 1987, 1992). Before
describing the potential application of this
framework to the analysis of mediated inter-
actions, it is important to set out the basic CA
repair framework and then clarify the concept
of communicative problem it invokes.

Two basic aspects to the CA model are
of particular relevance to the present paper.
The structural or procedural elements and the
analysis of specificity. Structurally, the CA
repair framework distinguishes between three
things; who initiates a repair, where in the
turn taking structure it occurs, and the sub-
sequent trajectory of the repair to comple-
tion. For example, self-initiated repair oc-
curs where the speaker identifies a problem
with one of their own turns in a conversation.
Other-initiated repair occurs in situations in
which someone signals a problem with an-
other participant’s turn. The point at which
the problem is addressed, the ‘repair’, is also
classified in terms of ‘self’ and ‘other’. Self
repair occurs where the person who produced

the problematic utterance also addresses the
problem, regardless of whether they signaled
that it was problematic. Other repair occurs
where someone addresses a putative problem
in someone else’s turn. Four positions are dis-
tinguished in which a problem can be signaled
or addressed. First position repair occurs in
the turn in which a problem occurs, second
position repair takes place in the next turn
that occurs as a response to the problem turn.
Third position repair-initiation occurs in the
next turn that occurs as a response to the
second position and so on (Schegloff, 1992,
1987).

Repair initiations are also distinguished ac-
cording to the specificity with which they lo-
calise a problem. Sacks, Schegloff and Jef-
ferson (1974) proposed a non-exhaustive or-
dering of other-initiation types according to
their power. The most general kind of initia-
tion is a “huh?” or “what?” which signals that
the utterer has a problem but gives almost
no clues about its precise character. This is
followed, in order of increasing specificity, by
a ‘wh’ question, such as “who?” or “what”.
In this case the nature of the signaled prob-
lem is clearer and could potentially be asso-
ciated with a particular sub-part of the prob-
lematic turn. More specific still are a par-
tial repeat plus a ’wh’ question or just a par-
tial repeat. This type of reprise clarification
provides information about the specific point
in the original turn that caused the prob-
lem. The strongest form of repair initiation
in Sacks et. al.’s ordering is a full paraphrase
or reformulation prefaced by “you mean ”. In
this situation the recipient of the turn has suc-
cessfully recognised and parsed what was said
but wishes to test a possible interpretation of
it with the original speaker. Sacks, Schegloff
and Jefferson (1974) note that there is a pref-
erence for using the strongest or most specific
type of initiation available in any given case.
This is supported by the observed tendency
to interrupt weaker initiations with stronger
initiations and, where several initiations oc-
cur in sequence, for an increase in strength of
initiator as they progress.
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2.1 A Repair-based Analysis

The CA repair framework can be adapted
to the comparative analysis of technologically
mediated communication. In contrast to the
approaches discussed above this framework
focuses only on those junctures where some-
thing goes wrong in an interaction. The CA
approach to breakdown and repair does not
involve appeal to a model of what is ‘actu-
ally’ being communicated or a theory of error.
This theoretical orientation is inherited from
the Ethnomethodological and Phenomenolog-
ical roots of CA (see Taylor (1992) for further
discussion). For example, Schegloff (1992)
states that:

“adequacy of understanding and
intersubjectivity is assessed not
against some general criterion of
meaning or efficacy (such as con-
vergent paraphrase) and not by ’ex-
ternal’ analysts, but by the par-
ties themselves vis--vis the exigen-
cies of the circumstances in which
they find themselves.” (Schegloff
1992, p.1338)

The question of whether a breakdown in
communication occurs because of some gen-
uine or objectively verifiable misunderstand-
ing is explicitly suspended (Garfinkel, 1967).
The focus instead is on analysing the situa-
tions which the interlocutors treat as prob-
lematic, independently of accounts of what is
really being transacted in a given exchange
or of whether a problem is really resolved by
a repair. Consequently, the analysis is not
concerned with whether a turn was in some
sense correctly formulated or contains accu-
rate information, but only with whether it
was treated as intelligible by the participants
themselves. For example, a request for clar-
ification that does not signal a problem with
the intelligibility of a preceding utterance is
not a repair in the present sense. Moreover,
a complaint about, say, audibility when using
voice over IP does not count as a communica-
tion problem unless there is evidence that the
recipient of the complaint had trouble under-
standing it.

This orientation has two potential practical
benefits. Firstly, the analysis of communica-
tive coordination is separated from analysis of
the task domain. It is not necessary for the
analyst to have a theory of what task peo-
ple are engaged with or how it is carried out.
The patterns of repair type and trajectory
can be analysed independently of the transac-
tion involved. In contrast to some functional
schemes of analysis such as dialogue games,
the analysis should thus be applicable to a
variety of different kinds of communicative in-
teraction.

The second potential benefit is that it
promises to improve the sensitivity of the
analysis by concentrating attention on those
exchanges in which communicative problems
occur. This claim trades on the assump-
tion that, relative to other kinds of exchange,
the frequency with which problems are sig-
naled and addressed is moderated by their
perceived importance to the coherence of the
interaction. This assumption is based on the
observation in the CA literature that turns
which initiate repair are avoided if possible,
especially those that signal problems with an-
other participants contribution (Sacks, Sche-
gloff and Jefferson, 1974). A focus on repair
should thus help to filter out those exchanges
which are incidental to the participants’ pur-
poses from those which are essential.

2.2 The Repair Protocol

In order to exploit the CA model in the com-
parative analysis of interaction it is neces-
sary to develop a coding protocol that op-
erationalises and specifies criteria for iden-
tifying the instances of repair of each type.
This involves putting the CA framework to
an unintended use. The CA repair model is
based on the detailed analysis of spoken con-
versations and was developed in a tradition
in which statistical generalisations are specif-
ically eschewed (Schegloff, 1992), although see
Frohlich, Drew and Monk (1994). The inten-
tion here is to exploit the procedures for sig-
naling and addressing communicative prob-
lems described by CA. Inevitably some of the
subtlety of the original observations is lost by
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doing this. For example, the protocol does
not capture 4th position repairs because they
are too rare to be of service in making sys-
tematic comparisons.

The complete repair protocol is shown in
Figure 3 in the appendix. It is constructed so
that an analyst takes each turn in an exchange
and tests it against the criteria specified in
each box. These follow a binary decision for-
mat and are formulated to be as simple as
possible. Because a given turn may contain
more than one repair related event the pro-
tocol is applied recursively to a turn until no
further repairs are detected.

Although built on empirical studies of ver-
bal interactions, the protocol is designed to
be modality neutral. It aims to capture re-
pair phenomena across a variety of modal-
ities including, for example, graphical and
gestural interaction. As a result it refers to
initiators rather than speakers and, follow-
ing Clark (1989), contributions, and modifi-
cations to contributions, rather than turns.
It has also been designed to avoid reliance on
clearly identifiable sequences of turns. This
is important for situations such as text and
whiteboard based interaction where turn se-
quence is less reliably maintained than in ver-
bal interaction. The protocol does require,
however, that analysts can identify what, if
any, preceding parts of the interaction a con-
tribution may be addressed to.

The protocol has been designed to be used
by people who have no specific knowledge
of the body of conversation analytic research
that it draws on. However, one potentially
count-intuitive aspect of this heritage is that
the protocol is not concerned with whether
a turn was in some sense correct but only
with whether it was treated as intelligible by
the participants. For example, a question
for clarification that does not signal a prob-
lem with the intelligibility of a preceding ut-
terance is not a repair in the present sense.
This approach is incorporated into the pro-
tocol through the use of retrospective criteria
for determining the type, for example, of a po-
sition two (P2) or position three (P3) repair
by assessing whether they occurs in response

to a prior turn. Additionally, if a partici-
pant makes a statement that is an error from
the analyst’s point of view this will not be
coded as a communication problem unless it
is treated as such by the participants.

2.3 Measuring Communicative
Co-ordination

Repair per se is not necessarily an indicator
of lower communicative coherence. It could,
for example, reflect greater efforts to under-
stand exactly what is being said or reflect a
more complex exchange. Instead of making
overall comparisons of the frequency of repair,
the proposal is to use the structure and dis-
tribution of specific types of breakdown and
repair to provide indices of communicative co-
ordination. The protocol has yet to be sys-
tematically tested and this is the subject of
ongoing work. This section illustrates the
potential of this approach to analyse multi-
modal communication by suggesting some of
the potential measures of communicative co-
ordination it could provide.

The simplest index that this approach can
provide is a measure of the difficulty of pro-
ducing a contribution in a particular medium.
In conversation a significant proportion of
communicative problems relate to problems
with articulating an utterance. Analogous
problems arise in text chat where typos are
frequently a problem, and in drawing where
problems with the execution of shapes and
letters are common. In the protocol prob-
lems of this kind are classified as Articula-
tion problems and their frequency of occur-
rence provides a basic index of the difficulty
of externalising a contribution in a particular
medium. Because the protocol captures only
those ‘typos’ or ‘disfluencies’ that the initia-
tor of a contribution chooses to correct, it re-
flects the participants estimate of the impact
of the articulation problem on the effective-
ness of the interaction. It can also be used to
index the grounding criteria (see above) that
an individual employs. For example, if we
hold task and media constant the frequency
of Articulation repairs should be proportional
to the effort being invested in making them-
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selves understood.
A second index that the protocol can pro-

vide is a measure of the effect of a medium on
the difficulty of formulating a contribution. In
the protocol this is captured by the position
1, self-initiated, self-repairs (P1,SI,SR). These
are repairs in which the initiator makes mod-
ifications that, that unlike typos, alter the
possible meaning of their contribution during
production. For example a referring expres-
sion may be rephrased by replacing “he” with
“she”, or part of a drawing may be erased
and redrawn before being presented as com-
plete. It might be expected that media which
produce a persistent representation of a con-
tribution, e.g., text chat or email, should, all
things being equal, lead to more Formulation
repairs than those that produce a transient
representations, for example speech. Alterna-
tively, if we hold the medium constant then
the frequency of Formulation repairs should
vary as a function of the cognitive load the
task places on participants.

Perhaps the most interesting potential
measures are those which promise to directly
index the communicative load imposed by dif-
ferent media and tasks. One way in which
this could be addressed is by assessing the fre-
quency of, for example, position two and po-
sition three repair initiations under different
task and media conditions. All things being
equal, if a particular medium alters the intel-
ligibility of interaction in some situation then
this should be reflected in the frequency of re-
pair initiations. More subtle distinctions can
also be made. Arguably, self-initiated, self-
repair in position three is indicative of high
communicative co-ordination since it depends
on sensitivity to a recipient’s interpretation
of one of the initiator’s preceding utterances.
Measures like this could provide for character-
isation of the relative communicative ‘trans-
parency’ of different media.

One further interactional measure can be
derived from the analysis of the specificity of
the problems encountered. The ability of in-
terlocutors to efficiently localise and deal with
a problem provides an index of their commu-
nicative coherence. One possibility provided

directly by the CA framework is to exploit the
ranking of initiation types according to their
power to locate a ‘repairable’ as discussed
above. However, the notions of paraphrase
and ‘wh question do not generalise to non-
verbal interaction. If it is assumed that, all
things being equal, more severe problems will
require more extensive repairs then analysis
can focus on the amount of the preceding ma-
terial that is replaced. For verbal exchanges
this could be indexed by the proportion of
words altered or amended in the repair. For
graphical exchanges it can be indexed by the
proportion of a drawing or sketch that is re-
vised.

3 Discussion

The present proposal is that a repair-based
analysis can provide useful operationalisa-
tions of several aspects of communicative co-
ordination. The discussion of specific mea-
sures is however speculative. It is also an open
question whether the categories proposed by
conversation analysts, and abstracted in the
protocol, can be reliably identified by inde-
pendent judges. Although there is a large
body of research which has applied the CA
analyses to a variety of examples, interjudge
agreement between different individuals has
not, to our knowledge, been assessed. This
is a prerequisite for the applications proposed
here and must be evaluated in future work.

The present claim is that a repair-based ap-
proach can provide a more effective analysis of
communicative coordination than existing ap-
plications of psycholinguistic techniques. One
important gap in the current protocol is that
it doesn’t currently capture problems with the
handover of turns. Anecdotal observations
of remote mutli-modal communication sug-
gest that this is an important class of com-
muniction problem, particularly where there
are more than two participants.

An interesting corollary of the present anal-
ysis is that communicative coherence should
be enhanced by situations or technologies that
make visible as much of the structure of each
individual’s contribution as possible. This fol-
lows from the observation that repairs are ini-
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tiated and effected by manipulating the struc-
ture of preceding contributions. To give a
concrete example, in current implementations
of text chat it is difficult to signal a problem
with preceding turns. It is difficult both to
identify the preceding turn itself and to iden-
tify what elements of the turn were problem-
atic. Users usually have to repeat the prob-
lematic material together with some identifier
in order to effect a repair initiation. Shared
whiteboards, by contrast, support much sim-
pler devices. For example, users can circle or
underline problematic contributions directly.
The original contribution is thus more eas-
ily operated on on a whiteboard than in text
chat. Media or environments that allow users
to manipulate the structure of each others
contributions should, on this view, provide
more effective support for co-ordinating un-
derstanding.
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Appendix: Repair Protocol

Does the initiator alter, or amend their contribution
before another participant responds to it?

YES           NO

Does the modification change or clarify the
meaning or interpretation of the contribution?

Is this contribution introduced to change or clarify an
interpretation of a previous contribution by the initiator?

NO          YES

Did another participant request
an amendment or clarification
in an intervening contribution ?

Repair is
P3, OI, SR

YES           NO

Intervening
turn is

P2 RI Accepted

Repair is
P3, SI, SR

Is this contribution introduced to change or
clarify an interpretation of a previous
contribution by another participant?

P2 OI, OR

YES           NO

P2, RI,
Incomplete

YES           NO

P1, SI, SR,
Articulation

Problem

Does the modification occur
before a possible completion
of the contribution?

YES           NO

P1, SI, SR,
Formulation

Problem

P1, SI, SR
Transition

Space

Does this other participant
subsequently accept the
change or clarification?

Repeat until no more repairs are detected

End

Does the other participant
subsequently contest the
change or clarification?

YES           NO

P2, RI,
Contested

Is this contribution introduced to confirm an interpretation
of a previous contribution by the initiator?

End

YES           NO

YES           NO

Does  the initiator
complete the change to
their contribution?

YES           NO

P1, SI,
Formulation

Problem

Figure 1: Repair Analysis Protocol
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Abstract

We have carried out a pilot experiment to
investigate the effects of different eye gaze
behaviors of a cartoon-like talking face on the
quality of human-agent dialogues1. We
compared a version of the talking face that
roughly implements some patterns of human-
like behavior with two other versions. We
called this the optimal version. In one of the
other versions the shifts in gaze were kept
minimal and in the other version the shifts
would occur randomly. The talking face has a
number of restrictions. There is no speech
recognition, so questions and replies have to
be typed in by the users of the systems.
Despite this restriction we found that
participants  that conversed with the optimal
agent appreciated the agent more than
participants that conversed with the other
agents. Conversations with the optimal version
proceeded more efficiently. Participants
needed less time to complete their task.

Introduction

Research on embodied conversational agents is
carried out in order to improve models and
implementations simulating aspects of human-
like conversational behavior as best as possible.
Ultimately, one would like the synthetic
characters that one is building to  be believable,
trustworthy, likeable, human- and life-like. This
involves, amongst other things, having the
character display the appropriate signs of a
changing mood, a recognisable personality and a
rich emotional life. The actions that have to be
carried out by agents in dialogue situations

                                                  
1 Short 2 page papers related to this experiment were
submitted  to the CHI 2002 conference (Minneapolis)
and AVI (Trento) and accepted for presentation. We
have benefitted greatly from comments made by
anonymous reviewers to these versions.

include the obvious language understanding and
generation tasks, knowing how to carry out a
conversation and all the types of conversational
acts this involves (openings, greetings, closings,
repairs, asking a question, acknowledging, back-
channeling, etc.) and also using all the different
modalities, including body-language (posture,
gesture, and facial expressions).
Although embodied conversational agents are
still far from perfect, some agents have already
been developed that can perform quite a few of
the functions that were listed above to a
reasonable extent and that can be useful in
practical applications like tutoring (Cassell,
2001).
In our research laboratory we started to develop
spoken dialogue systems some years ago. We
focused on an interface to a database containing
information on performances in the local
theatres. Through natural language dialogue,
people could obtain information about
performances and order tickets. A second step
involved reconstructing one of the theatres in 3D
using VRML and design a virtual human, Karin,
that embodies this dialogue systems. We first
focused the attention on several aspects of the
multi-modal presentation of information (Nijholt
and Hulstijn, 2000). We combined presentation
of the information through the dialogue system
with traditional desktop ways of presentation
through tables, pop-up menus and we combined
natural language interaction with keyboard and
mouse input. We wanted our basic version to be
web-accessible which, for reasons of efficiency,
forced us at that time to leave out the speech
recognition interface from this version. We have
moved on to implement other types of embodied
conversational agents that are designed to carry
out other tasks like navigating the user through
the virtual environment or agents that act as
tutors. Besides the work we did on building
other types of agents we have also tried to
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explore in more depth different cognitive and
affective models of agents, including symbolic
BDI models as well as neural network models.
We have also worked on extending their
communicative skil ls. Current work, as
summarised in Heylen et al. (2001), is concerned
with several aspects of non-verbal behavior
including facial expressions, posture and
gesture, and gaze (which is the topic of this
paper).
In the next section of this paper we will discuss
some aspects of the function of gaze in face-to-
face conversations between humans and in
mediated forms. Next we describe our
experiment and discuss the outcome.

1. Functions of (mutual) gaze

The function of gaze in human-human, face-to-
face dialogues has been studied quite
extensively (see Argyle and Cook (1976) and
many other publications mentioned in the
references). The way speakers and hearers seek
or avoid mutual eye contact, the function of
looking to or away from the interlocutor, the
timing of this behavior in relation to aspects of
discourse and information structure have all
been investigated in great detail and certain
typical patterns have been found to occur. In
these investigations a lot of parameters like age,
gender, personality traits, and aspects of
interpersonal relationships li ke friendship or
dominance have been considered.
Gaze has been shown to serve a number of
functions in human-human interaction (Kendon,
1990). It helps to regulate the flow of
conversation and plays an important role in
ensuring smooth turn-taking behavior. Speakers,
for instance, have the tendency to gaze away
from listeners at potential turn-taking positions
when they want to keep on talking. Listeners
show continued attention when gazing at the
speaker. Duration and types of gaze
communicate the nature of the relationship
between the interlocutors.
In trying to build life-li ke and human-like
software agents that act as talking heads which
humans can interact with as if they were talking
face-to-face with another human, one is forced
to consider the way the agents look away and
towards the human interlocutor. This has been
the concern of  several researchers on embodied
conversational agents and on other forms of

mediated communication as in teleconferencing
systems that make use of avatars, for instance.
Previous research was mostly concerned with
trying to describe an accurate computational
model of gaze behavior. Evaluations of the
effects of gaze on the quality of interactions in
mediated conversation (mostly avatars instead of
autonomous agents) have been carried out by
Vertegaal (1999), Garau et al. (2001), Colburn et
al. (2000) and Thórisson and Cassell (1996),
amongst others. These papers have shown that
improving gaze behavior of agents or avatars in
human-agent or human-avatar communication
has noticeable effects on the way
communication proceeds. This made us curious
about our own situation with the agent Karin.
We wondered whether implementing some kind
of human-like rules for gaze behavior would
have any effects given her somewhat limited
dialogue functionality, her cartoon-like face, the
somewhat unnatural way of input that lets users
type in their questions only instead of using
speech and the fact that the face is only one
modali ty amongst others that is used to present
information. We therefore set up our experiment
which is further described in Section 3.

1.1 Human to Human

The amount of eye contact in a human-human
encounter varies widely. Some of the sources of
this variation as well as some typical patterns
that occur have been identified. Women, for
instance, are found to engage in eye contact
more than men. Cultural differences account for
part of the variation as well.
When people in a conversation like each other or
are cooperating there is more eye contact. When
personal or cognitively demanding topics are
discussed eye contact is avoided. Stressing the
fact that the following figures are only averages
and that wide variation is found, Argyle (1993)
provides the following statistics on the
percentage of time people look at one another in
dyadic (two-person) conversations.

Individual gaze 60 %
While listening 75 %
While talking 40 %

Eye-contact 30 %

Among the common subjective interpretations of
eye contact have been found friendship, sexual
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attraction, hate and a struggle for dominance.
Gaze levels are also higher in those who are
extroverted, dominant or assertive, and socially
skill ed. People who look more tend to be
perceived more favourably, other things being
equal, and in particular as competent, friendly,
credible, assertive and socially skill ed (Kleinke,
1987). Besides these more psychological or
emotional signal functions of gaze, looking to
the conversational partner also plays an
important part in regulating the interaction. The
patterns in turn taking behavior and the relation
to (mutual) gaze have been the subject of several
investigations. In our experiment we wanted to
focus the attention on the way appropriate rules
of gazing of the agent would improve the quali ty
of the conversation. However, we also wanted to
see whether the different patterns that we had
chosen would affect the way our agent was liked
or disliked.

Studying the patterns in gaze and turn-taking
behavior, Kendon (1990) was one of the first to
look with some detail at how gaze behaviour
operates in dyadic conversations. He distin-
guishes between two important functions of an
individual's perceptual activity in social
interaction. By looking or not looking, a person
can control the degree of monitoring his
interlocutor and this choice can also have
regulatory/expressive functions.
Argyle and Dean (1972) report that in all
investigations where this has been studied it has
been found that there is more eye contact when
the subject is listening than when he is speaking
(cf. the table above). Furthermore people look
up at the end of their turn and/or at the end of
phrases and look away at the start of (long)
utterances, not necessarily resulting in mutual
gaze or eye contact. The patterns in gaze
behaviour are explained by a combination of
principles. Speakers that start longer utterances
tend to look away to concentrate on what they
are saying, avoiding distraction, and to signal
that they are taking the floor and do not want to
be interrupted. At the end of a turn, speakers
tend to look up to monitor the hearer's reaction
and to offer the floor.
In Cassell et al. (1999), the relation between
gaze, turn-taking, and information structure is
investigated in more detail . The empirical
analysis shows the general pattern of looking

away and looking towards the hearer at turn-
switching positions. The main finding reported
in this paper, is that if the beginning of a turn
starts with the thematic part (the part that links
the utterance with previously uttered or
contextualised information), then the speaker
will always look away and when the end of the
turn coincides with a rhematic part (that
provides new information), than the speaker will
always look towards the hearer at the beginning
of the rhematic part. In general, beginnings of
themes and beginnings of rhemes are important
places where looking away and looking towards
movements occur.

1.2 Mediated Conversation

Several researchers have investigated the effects
of implementing gaze behavior in conversational
agents or in other forms of mediated
conversation. In videoconfering for instance,
avatars  may be used to represent the users.
Vertegaal (1999) describes the GAZE group-
ware system in which participants are represen-
ted by simple avatars. Eye-tracking of the
participants informs the direction in which the
avatars appear to look at each other on the
screen (see also Vertegaal et al., 2001).
Garau et al. (2001) describe an experiment with
dyadic conversation between humans in 4
mediated conditions: video, audio-only, random-
gaze avatars and informed gaze avatars (gaze
was related to conversational flow). The
experiment showed that the random-gaze avatar
did not improve on audio-only communication,
whereas the informed gaze-avatar significantly
outperformed audio-only on a number of
response measures.
Colburn et al. (2000) also describe some
experiments in conversations between humans
and avatars in a video-conferencing context. One
of the questions they asked was whether users
that interact with an avatar will act in ways that
resemble human-human interaction or whether
the knowledge that they are talking to an
artificial agent counteracts natural reactions. In
one experiment they changed the gaze behavior
of avatars during a conversation. It appears from
this and similar experiments that participants
while not consciously aware of the differences in
the avatar’s gaze behavior will stil l react
differently (subliminally).
In the context of embodied conversational
agents, rules for gaze behavior of agents have
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been studied by Cassell et al. (1994, 1999).
Algorithms and architectures for controll ing the
non-verbal behavior, including gaze, of agents
are also presented in Chopra et al. (2001) and
Novick et al. (1996). These have focussed
mainly on getting the appropriate computational
models instead of on evaluation. Previous work
on evaluation in this respect is reported in
Thórisson and Cassell (1996). They found that
conversations with a gaze informed agent
increased ease/believabili ty and efficiency
compared to a content-only agent and an agent
that produced content and emotional emblems.
In our pilot experiment described in the next
section, we were not so much interested in the
precise rules or the architecture of the system
implementing the rules, but rather in the effects
on dialogue quality that a simple implementation
of the patterns might have. Some of the factors
that we wanted to look into are the efficiency of
interactions, the way people judge the character
of the agents and how they rate the quality of the
conversation in general.
Although the work on evaluation of gaze
behavior has not been concerned to any great
extent with autonomous embodied
conversational agents, the evaluation work on
human-controlled avatars and mediated
conversation seemed to provide a promise for
reasonable effects in mediated conversations
with agents in general and even with our agent
Karin whom users have to interact with by
typing in their utterances and who presents
information also in the form of tables.

2 Our experiment

In our experiment we compared three versions
of Karin that differed with respect to gaze
behavior. We had 48 participants each carry out
two ticket reservation tasks with one version of
Karin. After they had finished, they fill ed out a
questionnaire. Together with some other
measures (such as the time it took them to
complete the tasks) this data was used to
evaluate the implementations on a number of
factors.

2.1 Participants, task and procedure

The 48 participants in our experiment were all
graduate students of the University of Twente,
aged between 18 and 25, two thirds were male
and one third female. These participants were

randomly assigned to one of the three
conditions, taking care that the male/female ratio
was roughly the same for each.
The participants were given the task to make
reservations for two concerts. During the
execution of the task they were left alone in a
room monitored by two cameras. After they
finished the task they fill ed out a questionnaire.
The questionnaire together with the notes taken
when observing the particpants through the
camera and the time it took for the participants
to complete the task were used to evaluate the
differences between the three versions of the
agent.

2.2 Versions

In the following table a part of a typical
conversation is given with indications of how
Karin turns her eyes away and towards the
human participant. We show the optimal and
suboptimal version. In the “direct” behavior,
Karin turns her eyes downwards, towards a table
that contains information about the
performances.

Optimal Sub
K Hello, I’m Karin. Avert Gaze

What can I help you
with?

Gaze Gaze

S Hi. When is the next
concert of X?

K Just a moment, while
I look it up. There
are 27 concerts.

Avert Gaze

Take a look at the
table

Direct Direct

For the dates. Gaze Gaze
S I want to book tickets

for the concert on
November 7.

K You want to make a
reservation for the
Lunch series.

Avert Gaze

I have the following
information for this
series:

Gaze Gaze

20 guilders normal
rate.

Avert Gaze

How many tickets do
you want?

Gaze Gaze
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In the optimal version Karen wil l avert her eyes
at the beginning of a turn for a short period and
then start gazing again. In general Karin’s
replies are quite short. But some consist of some
longer sequences, for instance, when she repeats
the information she has so far and also adds a
question to initiate the next step in the
reservation. This is il lustrated by the last reply.
In that case, Karin wil l avert her eyes from the
speaker to indicate that she is not ready yet and
does not want the user to take the turn. We have
tried to time eye-movements and information-
structure in accordance with the rules described
by Cassell et al. (1999).

We introduced a second version, in which Karin
will only stop looking at the user when she
directs the users with her eyes to the table with
the performances. Eye-movements are therefore
limited severely in this version. In the third
version a random eye-movement action was
chosen at each position at which a specific eye-
movement change could occur in the optimal
version.

2.3 Measures

In general, we wanted to find out whether
participants talking to the optimal version of
Karin were more satisfied with the conversation
than the other participants. We distinguished
between several factors that could be judged:
ease of use, satisfaction, involvement, effiency,
personality/character, naturalness (of eye and
head movements) and mental load. Most of the
measures were judgements on a five point Likert
scale (<agree>/<disagree>). A selection of the
questions asked is presented below. Some
factors were evaluated by taking other measures
into account. The time it took to complete the
tasks was used, for instance, to measure
efficiency. We asked participants some
questions about the things said in the dialogue to
judge differences in attention (mental load).

Satisfaction
I <li ked> / <didn’ t like> talking to Karin
It takes Karin too long to respond
The conversation had a clear structure
I like ordering tickets this ways

Ease of Use
It is easy to get the right information
It was clear what I had to ask/say
It took a lot of trouble to order tickets

Involvement
I think I looked at Karin about as often as I look
to interlocutors in normal conversations

Karin keeps her distance
It was always clear when Karin finished speaking

Personality
I trust Karin
Karin is a friendly person
Karin is quite bad tempered

We were not sure whether participants would be
influenced a lot by the differences in the gaze
behavior. However, if there were any effects, we
assumed that the optimal version would be most
efficient, in that it signals turn-taking mimicking
human patterns.

2.4 Results

Efficiency was analyzed using a one-way
ANOVA test. A significant difference was found
between the three groups (F(2,45)=3.80, p<.05).
For means and corresponding standard
deviations see the table below. To find out
which version was most efficient, the groups
were compared two by two using t-tests (instead
of post-hoc analysis). The optimal version was
found to be significantly more efficient than the
subobtimal version (t(30)=-2.31, p<.05, 1-tailed)
and the random version (t(30)=-2.64, p<.01). No
significant difference (at 5% level) was found
between the suboptimal and the random version.

The main effect of the experimental conditions
on the other factors was analyzed using the
Kruskal-Wallis test. Answers to questions were
recoded such that for all factors the best possible
score was 1 and the worse score was 5. The
results are summarized in the table. The table
shows significant differences between the
versions for ease of use, satisfaction and
naturalness of head movement and a marginally
significant difference for personality.
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The main effects of experimental condition: means and
standard deviations (in parentheses) of the factor scores

and the results of the Kruskal-Wallis test

Factors Opti Sub Ran
� 2

Ease of use
2.55

(1.31)
3.05

(1.30)
2.66

(1.17) 12.09**

Satisfaction
2.33

(1.20)
2.74

(1.29)
2.79

(1.20)
9.63**

Involvement
3.08

(1.35)
3.47

(1.28)
3.47

(1.17)
3.53

Personalit y
2.46

(1.21)
2.79

(1.27)
2.79

(1.14)
5.62†

Natural head
movement

1.31
(.62)

1.31
(.55)

1.63
(.61)

11.66**

Natural eye
movement

1.13
(.39)

1.13
(.49)

1.29
(.58)

3.34

Mental load
2.54

(1.27)
3.02

(1.31)
2.63

(1.20)
3.93

Eff iciency
6.88

(2.00)
8.88

(2.83)
9.56

(3.56)
-

† p<.10                         * p<.05                      **  p<.01

Two by two comparisons using Mann-Whitney
tests pointed out that on the factor ease of use
the optimal version was significantly better than
the suboptimal version (U=6345, p<.001). Users
of the optimal version were more satisfied than
users of the suboptimal and the random version
(resp. U=5140, p<.05 and U=4913.5, p<.01). On
the factor personality the optimal version was
better than the random version (U=5261.5,
p<.05) and marginally better than the suboptimal
version (U=5356.5, p<.10). Both the optimal and
the suboptimal agent moved their head more
naturally than the random agent (resp. U=805.5,
p<.01 and U=823.5, p<.01). The eye movements
were found to be marginally better in the
optimal version than in the random version
(U=1006, p<.10). On the factor mental load the
difference between the optimal version and the
suboptimal version was marginally significant
(U=910, p<.10). The other comparisons yielded
no significant differences.

3 Discussion

The table clearly shows that the optimal version
performs best overall . We can thus conclude that
even a crude implementation of gaze patterns in
turn-taking situations has significant effects. Not
only do participants li ke the optimal version
best, they also perform the tasks much faster and
tend to be more involved in the conversation.
The more natural version is preferred above a

version in which the eyes are fixed almost
constantly and a version in which the eyes may
move as much as in the optimal situation but do
not follow the conventional patterns of gaze.

To measure satisfaction participants were asked
to rate how well they li ked Karin and how they
felt the conversation went in general besides
some other questions that relate directly or
indirectly to what can be called satisfaction. The
participants of the optimal version were not only
more satisfied with their version, but they also
related more to Karin than the participants of the
other versions did as they found her to be more
friendly, helpful, trustworthy, and less distant.
The differences between the optimal and the
suboptimal version seem to correspond to
patterns observed in human-human interaction.
In the suboptimal version, Karin looks at the
visitor almost constantly. Although in general it
is the case that people who look more tend to be
perceived more favourably, as mentioned above
(Kleinke, 1987), in this case the suboptimal
version in which Karin looks at the participants
the most of all the versions is not the preferred
one. This, however, is in line with a conclusion
of Argyle et al. (1974) who point out that
continuous gaze can result in negative
evaluation of a conversation partner. This is
probably the major explanation behind the
negative effect on how Karin is perceived as a
person in this version. Note that Karin still looks
at participants quite a lot in the optimal version
as she only looks away at beginning of turns and
at potential turn-taking positions when she wants
to keep the turn, otherwise she wil l look at the
listener while speaking. She also looks towards
the interlocutor while listening. She therefore
seems to have found an adequate equilibrum in
gazing a lot to be liked but not too much.

When participants have to evaluate how natural
the faces behave it appears that the random
version scored lower than the other versions but
no differences could be noted between the
optimal and suboptimal version. Making “ the
right” head and eye movements or almost no
movements are both conceived of as being
equally natural, whereas random movements are
judged less natural. What is interesting,
however, is that these explicit judgements on the
life-li keness of the behavior of the agents do not
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reflect directly judgments on other factors. The
random version may be rated as less natural than
the others but in general it does not perform
worse than the suboptimal version. For the
factor ease of use it is judged even significantly
better than the suboptimal version. Does this
mean that having regular movements of the eyes
instead of almost fixed eyes is the important cue
here? On the other hand, the difference in this
rating (which is gotten from judgments on
questions li ke “does it take Karin long to
respond”, “was it easy to order tickets” ) is not in
line with the real amount of time people actually
spent on the task. Though the random version is
judged easy to use, it takes the participants using
it the most time to complete the tasks.

The optimal version is clearly the most efficient
in actual use. This gain in efficiency might be a
result of the transparancy of turn-taking signals;
i.e. the flow of conversation may have improved
as one would assume when regulators like gaze
work appropriately. But the gain might also have
been a result, indirectly, of the increased
involvement in the conversation of the
participants that used the optimal version.
Whatever is cause or effect is difficult to say.
We have an indication that the different gaze
patterns had some impact not just on overall
efficiency but also on the awareness of
participants about when Karin was finishing her
turn. We have some rough figures on the number
of times participants started their turn before
Karin was finished with hers. In almost all of
these cases this slowed down the task, because
participants would have to redo change their
utterance midway.

Opt Sub Ran
Often/Regularly 5 4
Sometimes 4 2 3
Never 12 9 9

These figures are not conclusive, but give an
indication that at least in the optimal version,
participants paid more attention to Karin than in
the other versions.

4 Conclusion

In face-to-face conversations between human
interlocutors, gaze is an important factor in
signalli ng interpersonal attitudes and personali-

ty. Gaze and mutual gaze also function as
indicators that help in guiding turn-switching. In
the experiment that we have conducted, we were
interested in the effects of implementing a
simple strategy to control eye-movements of an
artificial agent at turn-taking boundaries.

The crude rules that we have used are suff icient
to effect significant improvements in communi-
cation between humans and embodied conversa-
tional agents. So, therefore, the effort to
investigate and implement human-like behavior
in artificial agents seems to be well worth the
investment.
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Abstract 
 
Given the value of visible speech, our 
persistent goal has been to develop, 
evaluate, and apply animated agents to 
produce accurate visible speech. The goal of 
our recent research has been to increase the 
number of agents and to improve the 
accuracy of visible speech. Perceptual tests 
indicted positive results of this work. Given 
this technology and the framework of the 
fuzzy logical model of perception (FLMP), 
we have developed computer-assisted 
speech and language tutors for deaf, hard of 
hearing, and autistic children. Baldi, as the 
conversational agent, guides students 
through a variety of exercises designed to 
teach vocabulary and grammar, to improve 
speech articulation, and to develop linguistic 
and phonological awareness. The results 
indicate that the psychology and technology 
of Baldi holds great promise in language 
learning and speech therapy. 
 
Introduction 
 
The face presents visual information during 
speech that is critically important for 
effective communication. While the auditory 
signal alone is adequate for communication, 
visual information from movements of the 
lips, tongue and jaws enhance intelligibility 
of the acoustic stimulus (particularly in 
noisy environments). Moreover, speech is 
enriched by the facial expressions, emotions 
and gestures produced by a speaker 

(Massaro, 1998). The visual components of 
speech offer a lifeline to those with severe or 
profound hearing loss. Even for individuals 
who hear well, these visible aspects of 
speech are especially important in noisy 
environments. For individuals with severe or 
profound hearing loss, understanding visible 
speech can make the difference in 
effectively communicating orally with 
others or a life of relative isolation from oral 
society (Trychin, 1997).  

Our persistent goal has been to 
develop, evaluate, and apply animated 
agents to produce accurate visible speech. 
These agents have a tremendous potential to 
benefit virtually all individuals, but 
especially those with hearing problems (> 
28,000,000 in the USA), including the 
millions of people who acquire age-related 
hearing loss every year 
(http://www.nidcd.nih.gov/health/hb.htm), 
and for whom visible speech takes on 
increasing importance. One of many 
applications of animated characters allows 
the training of individuals with hearing loss 
to "read" visible speech, and thus facilitate 
face-to-face oral communication in all 
situations (educational, social, work-related, 
etc). These enhanced characters can also 
function effectively as language tutors, 
reading tutors, or personal agents in human 
machine interaction.  

For the past ten years, my 
colleagues and I have been improving the 
accuracy of visible speech produced by an 
animated talking face - Baldi (Massaro, 
1998, chapters 12-14). Baldi has been used 
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effectively to teach vocabulary to 
profoundly deaf children at Tucker-Maxon 
Oral School in a project funded by an NSF 
Challenge Grant (Barker, 2002; Massaro et 
al., 2000). The same pedagogy and 
technology has been employed for language 
learning with autistic children (Massaro & 
Bosseler, 2002). While Baldi's visible 
speech and tongue model probably represent 
the best of the state of the art in real-time 
visible speech synthesis by a talking face, 
experiments have shown that Baldi's visible 
speech is not as effective as human faces. 
Preliminary observations strongly suggest 
that the specific segmental and prosodic 
characteristics are not defined optimally. 
One of our goals, therefore, is to 
significantly improve the communicative 
effectiveness of synthetic visual speech.  

 
1 Facial Animation and Visible Speech 
Synthesis 
 
Visible speech synthesis is a sub-field of the 
general areas of speech synthesis and 
computer facial animation (Chapter 12, 
Massaro, 1998, organizes the representative 
work that has been done in this area). The 
goal of the visible speech synthesis in the 
Perceptual Science Laboratory (PSL) has 
been to develop a polygon (wireframe) 
model with realistic motions (but not to 
duplicate the musculature of the face to 
control this mask). We call this technique 
terminal analogue synthesis because its goal 
is to simply use the final speech product to 
control the facial articulation of speech 
(rather than illustrate the physiological 
mechanisms that produce it). This method of 
rendering visible speech synthesis has also 
proven most successful with audible speech 
synthesis. One advantage of the terminal 
analogue synthesis is that calculations of the 
changing surface shapes in the polygon 
models can be carried out much faster than 
those for muscle and tissue simulations. For 
example, our software can generate a talking 
face in real time on a commodity PC, 
whereas muscle and tissue simulations are 
usually too computationally intensive to 
perform in real time (Massaro, 1998). More 

recently, image synthesis, which joins 
together images of a real speaker, has been 
gaining in popularity because of the realism 
that it provides. These systems also are not 
capable of real-time synthesis because of 
their computational intensity. 

Our own current software (Cohen & 
Massaro, 1993; Cohen et al., 1996; Cohen et 
al., 1998; Massaro, 1998) is a descendant of 
Parke's software and his particular 3-D 
talking head (Parke, 1975). Our 
modifications over the last 6 years have 
included increased resolution of the model, 
additional and modified control parameters, 
three generations of a tongue (which was 
lacking in Parke's model), a new visual 
speech synthesis coarticulatory control 
strategy, controls for paralinguistic 
information and affect in the face, alignment 
with natural speech, text-to-speech 
synthesis, and bimodal (auditory/visual) 
synthesis. Most of our current parameters 
move vertices (and the polygons formed 
from these vertices) on the face by 
geometric functions such as rotation (e.g. 
jaw rotation) or translation of the vertices in 
one or more dimensions (e.g., lower and 
upper lip height, mouth widening). Other 
parameters work by scaling and 
interpolating between two different face 
subareas. Many of the face shape 
parameters--such as cheek, neck, or 
forehead shape, and also some affect 
parameters such as smiling--use 
interpolation. Our animated talking face, 
Baldi, can be seen at: 
http://mambo.ucsc.edu.  

We have used phonemes as the 
basic unit of speech synthesis. In this 
scheme, any utterance can be represented as 
a string of successive phonemes, and each 
phoneme is represented as a set of target 
values for the control parameters such as 
jaw rotation, mouth width, etc. Because 
speech production is a continuous process 
involving movements of different 
articulators (e.g., tongue, lips, jaw) having 
mass and inertia, phoneme utterances are 
influenced by the context in which they 
occur by a process called coarticulation. In 
our visual speech synthesis algorithm 
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(Cohen & Massaro, 1993; Massaro, 1998, 
chapter 12), coarticulation is based on a 
model of speech production using rules that 
describe the relative dominance of the 
characteristics of the speech segments. In 
our model, each segment is specified by a 
target value for each facial control 
parameter. For each control parameter of a 
speech segment, there are also temporal 
dominance functions dictating the influence 
of that segment over the control parameter. 
These dominance functions determine 
independently for each control parameter 
how much weight its target value carries 
against those of neighboring segments, 
which will in turn determine the final 
control values.  

Baldi’s synthetic tongue is 
constructed of a polygon surface defined by 
sagittal and coronal b-spline curves. The 
control points of these b-spline curves are 
controlled singly and in pairs by speech 
articulation control parameters. There are 
now 9 sagittal and 3 *  7 coronal parameters 
that are modified to mimic natural tongue 
movements. The tongue, teeth, and palate 
interactions during speaking require an 
algorithm to prevent the tongue from going 
into rather than colliding with the teeth and 
palate. To ensure this, we have developed a 
fast collision detection method to instantiate 
the appropriate interactions. Two sets of 
observations of real talkers have been used 
to inform the appropriate movements of the 
tongue. These include 1) three dimensional 
ultrasound measurements of upper tongue 
surfaces and 2) EPG data collected from a 
natural talker using a plastic palate insert 
that incorporates a grid of about a hundred 
electrodes that detect contact between the 
tongue and palate at a fast rate (e.g. a full set 
of measurements 100 times per second). 
These measurements were made in 
collaboration with Maureen Stone at John 
Hopkins University. Minimization and 
optimization routines are used to create 
animated tongue movements that mimic the 
observed tongue movements (Cohen et al., 
1998). 

 

2 Recent Progress in Visible Speech 
Synthesis 
 
Important goals for the application of talking 
heads are to have a large gallery of possible 
agents and to have highly intelligible and 
realistic synthetic visible speech. Our 
development of visible speech synthesis is 
based on facial animation of a single 
canonical face, called Baldi (see Figure 1; 
Massaro, 1998).  
 
 

Figure 1. Picture of Baldi, our computed 
animated talking head. 
 
Although the synthesis, parameter control, 
coarticulation scheme, and rendering engine 
are specific to Baldi, we have developed 
software to reshape our canonical face to 
match various target facial models. To 
achieve realistic and accurate synthesis, we 
use measurements of facial, lip, and tongue 
movements during speech production to 
optimize both the static and dynamic 
accuracy of the visible speech. This 
optimization process is called minimization 
because we seek to minimize the error 
between the empirical observations of real 
human speech and the speech produced by 
our synthetic talker (Cohen, Beskow, & 
Massaro, 1998; Cohen, Clark, & Massaro, 
2001; Cohen, Clark, & Massaro, 2002).  
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2.1 Improving the Static Model 
 
A Cyberware 3D laser scanning system is 
used to enroll new citizens in our gallery of 
talking heads. A laser scan of a new target 
head produces a very high polygon count 
representation. Rather than trying to animate 
this high-resolution head (which is 
impossible to do in real-time with current 
hardware), our software uses these data to 
reshape our canonical head to take on the 
shape of the new target head. In this 
approach, facial landmarks on both the laser 
scan head and the generic Baldi head are 
marked by a human operator. Our canonical 
head is then warped until it assumes as 
closely as possible the shape of the target 
head, with the additional constraint that the 
landmarks of the canonical face move to 
positions corresponding to those on the 
target face.   
 
2.1.1 Improving the Dynamic Model 
 
To improve the intelligibility of our talking 
heads, we have developed software for using 
dynamic 3D optical measurements 
(Optotrak) of points on a real face while 
talking. In one study, we recorded a large 
speech database with 19 markers affixed to 
the face of DWM at important locations (see 
Figure 2).  
 

 
Figure 2. Frame from video used in the 
recording of the data base and in the evaluation. 
 

Fitting of these dynamic data occurred in 
several stages. To begin, we assigned points 
on the surface of the synthetic model that 
best correspond to the Optotrak 
measurement points. In the training, the 
Optotrak data were adjusted in rotation, 
translation, and scale to best match the 
corresponding points marked on the 
synthetic face. 

The data collected for the training 
consisted of 100 CID sentences recorded by 
DWM speaking in a fairly natural manner. 
In the first stage fit, for each time frame (30 
fps) we automatically and iteratively 
adjusted 11 facial control parameters of the 
face to get the best fit (the least sum of 
squared distances) between the Optotrak 
measurements and the corresponding point 
locations on the synthetic face. In the second 
stage fit, the goal was to tune the segment 
definitions (parameter targets, dominance 
function strengths, attack and decay rates, 
and peak strength time offsets) used in our 
coarticulation algorithm (Cohen & Massaro, 
1993) to get the best fit with the parameter 
tracks obtained in the first stage fit. We first 
used Viterbi alignment on the acoustic 
speech data of each sentence to obtain the 
phoneme durations used to synthesize each 
sentence. Given the phonemes and 
durations, we used our standard parametric 
phoneme synthesis and coarticulation 
algorithm to synthesize the parameter tracks 
for all 100 CID sentences. These were 
compared with the parameter tracks 
obtained from the first stage fit, the error 
computed, and the parameters adjusted until 
the best fit was achieved.  

 
3 Perceptual Evaluation 
 

We carried out a perceptual 
recognition experiment with human subjects 
to evaluate how well this improved synthetic 
talker conveyed speech information relative 
to the real talker. To do this we presented 
the 100 CID sentences in three conditions: 
auditory alone, auditory + synthetic talker, 
and auditory + real talker. In all cases there 
was white (speech band) noise added to the 
audio channel. Each of the 100 CID 
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sentences was presented in each of the three 
modalities for a total of 300 trials. Each trial 
began with the presentation of the sentence, 
and subjects then typed in as many words as 
the could recognize.  Students in an 
introductory psychology course served as 
subjects.  

Figure 3 shows the proportion of 
correct words reported as a function of the 
initial consonant under the three 
presentation conditions. There was a 
significant advantage of having the visible 
speech, and the advantage of the synthetic 
head was equivalent to the original video. 
Overall, the proportion of correctly reported 
words for the three conditions was 0.22 
auditory, 0.43 synthetic face, and 0.42 with 
the real face.  

 
Figure 3. Proportion words correct as a function 
of initial consonant of all words in the test 
sentences for auditory alone, synthetic and real 
face conditions. 
 

The results of the current evaluation 
study, using the stage 1 best fitting 
parameters is encouraging. In studies to 
follow, we’ ll be comparing performance 
with visual TTS synthesis based on the 
segment definitions from the stage 2 fits, 
both for single segments, context sensitive 
segments, and also using concatenation of 
diphone sized chunks from the stage 1 fits. 
In addition, we will be using a higher 
resolution canonical head with many 
additional polygons and an improved texture 
map. 

 

4 Ear ly History of Speech Science 
 

Speech science evolved as the study 
of a unimodal phenomenon. Speech was 
viewed as a solely auditory event, as 
captured by the seminal speech-chain 
illustration of Denes and Pinson (1963). 
This view is no longer viable as witnessed 
by a burgeoning record of research findings. 
Speech as a multimodal phenomenon is 
supported by experiments indicating that our 
perception and understanding are influenced 
by a speaker's face and accompanying 
gestures, as well as the actual sound of the 
speech. Many communication environments 
involve a noisy auditory channel, which 
degrades speech perception and recognition. 
Visible speech from the talker’s face (or 
from a reasonably accurate synthetic talking 
head) improves intelligibility in these 
situations. Visible speech also is an 
important communication channel for 
individuals with hearing loss and others with 
specific deficits in processing auditory 
information. 

We have seen that the number of 
words understood from a degraded auditory 
message can often be doubled by pairing the 
message with visible speech from the 
talker’s face. The combination of auditory 
and visual speech has been called super-
additive because their combination can lead 
to accuracy that is much greater than 
accuracy on either modality alone. Our 
participants, for example, would have 
performed very poorly given just the visual 
speech alone. Furthermore, the strong 
influence of visible speech is not limited to 
situations with degraded auditory input. A 
perceiver's recognition of an auditory-visual 
syllable reflects the contribution of both 
sound and sight. For example, if the 
ambiguous auditory sentence, My bab pop 
me poo brive, is paired with the visible 
sentence, My gag kok me koo grive, the 
perceiver is likely to hear, My dad taught me 
to drive.  Two ambiguous sources of 
information are combined to create a 
meaningful interpretation (Massaro, 1998).   

There are several reasons why the 
use of auditory and visual information 
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together is so successful. These include a) 
robustness of visual speech, b) 
complementarity of auditory and visual 
speech, and c) optimal integration of these 
two sources of information. Speechreading, 
or the ability to obtain speech information 
from the face, is robust in that perceivers are 
fairly good at speech reading even when 
they are not looking directly at the talker's 
lips.  Furthermore, accuracy is not 
dramatically reduced when the facial image 
is blurred (because of poor vision, for 
example), when the face is viewed from 
above, below, or in profile, or when there is 
a large distance between the talker and the 
viewer (Massaro, 1998, Chapter 14). 

Complementarity of auditory and 
visual information simply means that one of 
the sources is strong when the other is weak. 
A distinction between two segments 
robustly conveyed in one modality is 
relatively ambiguous in the other modality. 
For example, the place difference between 
/ba/ and /da/ is easy to see but relatively 
difficult to hear. On the other hand, the 
voicing difference between /ba/ and /pa/ is 
relatively easy to hear but very difficult to 
discriminate visually. Two complementary 
sources of information make their combined 
use much more informative than would be 
the case if the two sources were non-
complementary, or redundant (Massaro, 
1998, pp. 424-427). 

The final reason is that perceivers 
combine or integrate the auditory and visual 
sources of information in an optimally 
efficient manner. There are many possible 
ways to treat two sources of information: 
use only the most informative source, 
average the two sources together, or 
integrate them in such a fashion in which 
both sources are used but that the least 
ambiguous source has the most influence. 
Perceivers in fact integrate the information 
available from each modality to perform as 
efficiently as possible. Many different 
empirical results have been accurately 
predicted by a model that describes an 
optimally efficient process of combination 
(Massaro, 1998). We now describe this 
model. 

5 Fuzzy Logical Model of Perception 
 

The fuzzy logical model of 
perception (FLMP), shown in Figure 4, 
assumes necessarily successive but 
overlapping stages of processing. The 
perceiver of speech is viewed as having 
multiple sources of information supporting 
the identification and interpretation of the 
language input. The model assumes that 1) 
each source of information is evaluated to 
give the continuous degree to which that 
source supports various alternatives, 2) the 
sources of information are evaluated 
independently of one another, 3) the sources 
are integrated to provide an overall degree 
of support for each alternative, and 4) 
perceptual identification and interpretation 
follows the relative degree of support among 
the alternatives (Massaro et al., 2001, in 
press, a, b).  

 
Figure 4. Schematic representation of the three 
processes involved in perceptual recognition. 
The three processes are shown to proceed left to 
right in time to illustrate their necessarily 
successive but overlapping processing. These 
processes make use of prototypes stored in long-
term memory. The sources of information are 
represented by uppercase letters. Auditory 
information is represented by A i and visual 
information by V j. The evaluation process 
transforms these sources of information into 
psychological values (indicated by lowercase 
letters ai and vj) These sources are then 
integrated to give an overall degree of support, 
sk, for each speech alternative k. The decision 
operation maps the outputs of integration into 
some response alternative, Rk. The response can 
take the form of a discrete decision or a rating of 
the degree to which the alternative is likely.  
 

Evaluation
Ai

Vj

Integration

ai vj

Decision

sk
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The paradigm that we have 
developed permits us to determine how 
visible speech is processed and integrated 
with other sources of information. The 
results also inform us about which of the 
many potentially functional cues are actually 
used by human observers (Massaro, 1987, 
Chapter 1). The systematic variation of 
properties of the speech signal combined 
with the quantitative test of models of 
speech perception enables the investigator to 
test the psychological validity of different 
cues. This paradigm has already proven to 
be effective in the study of audible, visible, 
and bimodal speech perception (Massaro, 
1987, 1998). Thus, our research strategy not 
only addresses how different sources of 
information are evaluated and integrated, but 
can uncover what sources of information are 
actually used. We believe that the research 
paradigm confronts both the important 
psychophysical question of the nature of 
information and the process question of how 
the information is transformed and mapped 
into behavior. Many independent tests point 
to the viability of the FLMP as a general 
description of pattern recognition. The 
FLMP is centered around a universal law of 
how people integrate multiple sources of 
information. This law and its relationship to 
other laws is developed in detail in Massaro 
(1998). The FLMP is also valuable because 
it motivates our approach to language 
learning. 

Baldi can display a midsagital view, 
or the skin on the face can be made 
transparent to reveal the internal articulators. 
The orientation of the face can be changed 
to display different viewpoints while 
speaking, such as a side view, or a view 
from the back of the head (Massaro 1999, 
2000).  The auditory and visual speech can 
also be independently controlled and 
manipulated, permitting customized 
enhancements of the informative 
characteristics of speech. These features 
offer novel approaches in language training, 
permitting one to pedagogically illustrate 
appropriate articulations that are usually 
hidden by the face. This technology has the 
potential to help individuals with language 

delays and deficits, and we have been 
utilizing Baldi to carry out language tutoring 
with deaf children and children with autism. 

 
6 Language Learning 
 

As with most issues in social 
science, there is no consensus on the best 
way to teach or to learn language. There are 
important areas of agreement, however. One 
is the central importance of vocabulary 
knowledge for understanding the world and 
for language competence in both spoken 
language and in reading. There is empirical 
evidence that very young children more 
easily form conceptual categories when 
category labels are available than when they 
are not (Waxman & Kosowski, 1990). There 
is also evidence that there is a sudden 
increase in the rate at which new words are 
learned once the child knows about 150 
words. Grammatical skill also emerges at 
this time (Marchman & Bates, 1994). Even 
children experiencing language delays 
because of specific language impairment 
benefit once this level of word knowledge is 
obtained. It follows that increasing the 
pervasiveness and effectiveness of 
vocabulary learning offers a huge 
opportunity for improving conceptual 
knowledge and language competence for all 
individuals, whether or not they are 
disadvantaged because of sensory 
limitations, learning disabilities, or social 
condition. Finally, it is well-known that 
vocabulary knowledge is positively 
correlated with both listening and reading 
comprehension (Anderson & Freebody, 
1981). 

Another area of agreement is the 
importance of time on task; learning and 
retention are positively correlated with the 
time spent learning. Our technology offers a 
platform for unlimited instruction, which 
can be initiated when and wherever the child 
and/or supervisor chooses. Baldi and the 
accompanying lessons are perpetual. Take, 
for example, children with autism, who have 
irregular sleep patterns. A child could 
conceivably wake in the middle of the night 
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and participate in language learning with 
Baldi as his or her friendly guide. 

Several advantages of utilizing a 
computer-animated agent as a language tutor 
are clear, including the popularity of 
computers and embodied conversational 
agents with children with autism. A second 
advantage is the availability of the program. 
Instruction is always available to the child, 
24 hours a day 365 days a year. 
Furthermore, instruction occurs in a one-on-
one learning environment for the students. 
We have found that the students enjoy 
working with Baldi because he offers 
extreme patience, he doesn’ t become angry, 
tired, or bored, and he is in effect a perpetual 
teaching machine.  

Our Language Tutor, Baldi, 
encompasses and instantiates the 
developments in the pedagogy of how 
language is learned, remembered and used. 
Education research has shown that children 
can be taught new word meanings by using 
drill and practice methods (e.g., McKeown 
et al., 1986; Stahl, 1983). It has also been 
convincing demonstrated that direct teaching 
of vocabulary by computer software is 
possible, and that an interactive multimedia 
environment is ideally suited for this 
learning (Wood, 2001). As cogently 
observed by Wood (2001), “Products that 
emphasize multimodal learning, often by 
combining many of the features discussed 
above, perhaps make the greatest 
contribution to dynamic vocabulary 
learning. Mulitimodal features not only help 
keep children actively engaged in their own 
learning, but also accommodate a range of 
learning styles by offering several entry 
points: When children can see new words in 
context, hear them pronounced, type them 
into a journal, and cut and paste an 
accompanying illustration (or create their 
own), the potential for learning can be 
dramatically increased.”  Following this 
logic, many aspects of our lessons enhance 
and reinforce learning. For example, the 
existing program and planned modifications 
make it possible for the student to 1)  
Observe the words being spoken by a 
realistic talking interlocutor (Baldi), 2)  See 

the word as written as well as spoken, 3)  
See visual images of referents of the words 
or view an animation of a meaningful scene, 
4)  Click on or point to the referent, 5)  Hear 
himself or herself say the word, 6)  Spell the 
word by typing, observe the word used in 
context, and 7)  Incorporate the word into 
his or her own speech act. 

Other benefits of our program 
include the ability to seamlessly meld 
spoken and written language, provide a 
semblance of a game-playing experience 
while actually learning, and to lead the child 
along a growth path that always bridges his 
or her current “zone of proximal 
development.”   

 
6.1 Descr iption of Vocabulary Wizard 
and Player  
 

The Vocabulary Wizard is a set of 
formatted programs permitting authoring 
abilities to create vocabulary training in a 
language tutorial program.  The wizard 
interface incorporates Baldi, synthesized 
speech, and images of the vocabulary items.  
The visual images were imported to create 
the vocabulary-training and program in 
which parts of the visual image were 
associated with spoken words or phrases.  
Figure 5 shows a view of the screen in a 
prototypical application.   

In this application, the students learn 
to identify prepositions such as inside, next 
to, in front of, etc.  Baldi asks the student to 
“click on the bear inside of the box” .  An 
outlined region in orange designates the 
selected region.  The faces in the left-hand 
corner of the figure are the “stickers” , which 
show a happy or a sad face as feedback for 
correct and incorrect responses.  Processing 
information presented via the visual 
modality reinforces learning (Courchesne, et 
al. 1994) and is consistent with the 
TEEACH (Schopler et al., 1995) suggestion 
for visually presented material for educating 
children with autism.   
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Figure 5. A prototypical Vocabulary Wizard 
illustrating the format of the tutors. Each 
application contains Baldi, the vocabulary items 
and written text and captioning (optional), and 
“stickers” . In this application the students learn 
to identify prepositions. For example, Baldi says 
"show me the bear inside of the box". The 
student clicks on the appropriate region and 
visual feedback in the form of stickers (the 
happy and sad faces) are given for each response 
 

All of the exercises required the 
children to respond to spoken directives 
such as “click on the little chair” , or “ find 
the red fox” .  These images were associated 
with the corresponding spoken vocabulary 
words (see appendix for vocabulary 
examples).  The items became highlighted 
whenever the mouse passed over that region.  
The student selected his or her response by 
clicking the mouse on one of the designated 
areas.   

The Vocabulary Wizard consists of 
5 application modules.  These modules are 
pretest, presentation, perception practice, 
production, and post-test.  The Wizard is 
equipped with easily changeable default 
settings that determine what Baldi says and 
how he says it, the feedback given for 
responses, the number of attempts permitted 
for the student per section, and the number 
of times each item is presented.  The 
program automatically creates and writes all 
student performance information to a log file 
stored in the student’s directory. 

 
6.1.1 Research on the educational impact 
of animated tutors: 
 

Research has shown that this 
pedagogical and technological program is 
highly effective for both children with 
hearing loss and children with autism.  
These children tend to have major 
difficulties in acquiring language, and they 
serve as particularly challenging tests for the 
effectiveness of our pedagogy. There are 
recent research reports on the positive 
results of employing our animated tutor to 
teach both children with hearing loss 
(Barker, 2002) and children with autism 
(Bosseler & Massaro, 2002).   
 
Improving the vocabulary of hard of hearing 
children  

It is well-known that hard of hearing 
children have significant deficits in 
vocabulary knowledge. In many cases, the 
children do not have names for specific 
things and concepts. These children often 
communicate with phrases such as “ the 
window in the front of the car,”  “ the big 
shelf where the sink is,”  or “ the step by the 
street”  rather than “windshield,”  “counter,”  
or “curb”   (Barker, 2002, citing Pat Stone). 
The vocabulary player has been in use at the 
Tucker Maxon Oral School in Portland, 
Oregon, and Barker (in press) evaluated its 
effectiveness. Students were given cameras 
to photograph objects at home and 
surroundings. The pictures of these objects 
were then incorporated as items in the 
lessons. A given lesson had between 10 and 
15 items. Students worked on the items 
about 10 minutes a day until they reached 
100% on the posttest. They then moved on 
to another lesson. About one month after 
each successful (100%) posttest, they were 
retested on the same items. Ten girls and 
nine boys the “upper school”  and the “ lower 
school”  participated in the applications.  
There were six deaf children and one 
hearing child between 8 and 10 years of age 
in the lower school. Ten deaf and two 
hearing children, between 11 and 14 years of 
age, participated from the upper school.   

Figure 6 gives the results of these 
lessons for the children. The results are 
given for three stages of the study: Pretest, 
Posttest, and Retention after 30 days. The 
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items were classified as known, not known, 
and learned. Known items are those that the 
children already knew on the initial pretest 
before the first lesson. Not known items are 
those that the children did not know, as 
evidenced by their inability to identify these 
items in the initial pretest. Learned items are 
those that the children identified correctly in 
the posttest. Similar results were found for 
the younger age group. Students knew about 
one-half of the items without any learning, 
they successfully learned the other half of 
the items, and retained about one-half of the 
newly learned items when retested 30 days 
later. These results demonstrate the 
effectiveness of the language player for 
learning and retaining new vocabulary. 
 

Figure 6. Results of word learning at the Tucker-
Maxon Oral School using the vocabulary 
Wizard/Tutor. The results give the average 
number of words that were already known, the 
average number learned using the program, and 
the average number retained after 30 days.  This 
outcome indicates significant vocabulary 
learning, with about 55% retention of new words 
after 30 days. Results from Barker (2002). 
 
6.1.1.1 Improving the vocabulary of 
children with autism 
 

Autism is a spectrum disorder 
characterized by a variety of characteristics, 
which usually include perceptual, cognitive, 
and social differences. Among the defining 
characteristics of autism, the limited ability 
to produce and comprehend spoken 
language is the most common factor leading 
to diagnosis (American Psychiatric 
Association, 1994). The language and 
communicative deficits extend across a 
broad range of expression (Tager-Flusberg, 

1999). Individual variations occur in the 
degree to which these children develop the 
fundamental lexical, semantic, syntactic, 
phonological, and pragmatic components of 
language including those who fail to develop 
one or more of these elements of language 
comprehension and production.  

Approximately one-half of the 
autistic population fails to develop any form 
of functional language (Tager-Flusberg, 
2000).  Within the population that does 
develop language, the onset and rate at 
which the children pass through linguistic 
milestones are often delayed compared to 
non-autistic children (e.g. no single words 
by age 2 years, no communicative phrases 
by age 3) (American Psychiatric 
Association, 1994). The ability to label 
objects is often severely delayed in this 
population as well as the deviant use and 
knowledge of verbs and adjectives. Van 
Lancker et. al. (1991) investigated the 
abilities of autistic and schizophrenic 
children to identify concrete nouns, non-
emotional adjectives, and emotional 
adjectives. The results showed that the 
performance of children with autism was 
below controls in all three areas.  

Despite the prevalence of language 
delays in autistic individuals, formalized 
research has been limited, partly due to the 
social challenges inherent in this population 
(Tager-Flusberg, 2000). Intervention 
programs for children with autism typically 
emphasize developing speech and 
communication skills (e.g. TEEACH, 
Applied Behavioral Analysis). These 
programs most often focus on the 
fundamental lexical, semantic, syntactic, 
phonological, and pragmatic components of 
language. The behavioral difficulties speech 
therapists and instructors encounter, such as 
lack of cooperation, aggression, and lack of 
motivation to communicate, create difficult 
situations that are not optimal for learning. 
Thus, creating motivational environments 
necessary to develop these language skills 
introduces many inherent obstacles (Tager-
Flusberg, 2000).  

In this study (Bosseler & Massaro, 
2002), the Tutors were constructed and run 
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on a 600 MHz PC with 128 MB RAM hard 
drive running Microsoft Windows NT 4 
with a Gforce 256 AGP-V6800 DDR 
graphics board.  The tutorials were 
presented on a Graphic Series view Sonic 
20”  monitor. All students wore a Plantronics 
PC Headset model SR1. Students completed 
2 sessions a week, a minimum of 2 lessons 
per session, and an average of 3, and 
sometimes as many as 8. The sessions lasted 
between 10 and 40 minutes.  A total of 559 
different vocabulary items were selected 
from the curriculum of both schools for a 
total of over 84 unique vocabulary lessons.   
A series of observations by the experimenter 
(AB) during the course of each lesson led to 
many changes in the program, including the 
use of headsets, isolating the student from 
the rest of the class and removal of negative 
verbal feedback from Baldi (such as, “No, 
(user) that’s not right” . The students 
appeared to enjoy working with Baldi.  We 
documented the children saying such things 
as “Hi Baldi”  and “ I love you Baldi” .   The 
stickers generated for correct (happy face) 
and incorrect (sad face) responses proved to 
be an effective way to provide feedback for 
the children, although some students 
displayed frustration when he or she 
received more than one sad face. The 
children responded to the happy faces by 
saying such things like “Look, I got them all 
right” , or laughing when a happy face 
appeared.  We also observed the students 
providing verbal praise to themselves such 
as “Good job” , or prompting the 
experimenter to say “Good job”  after every 
response.   For the autistic children, several 
hundred vocabulary tutors were constructed, 
consisting of various vocabulary items 
selected from the curriculum of two schools.  
The children were administered the tutorial 
lessons until 100% accuracy was attained on 
the posttest module. Once 100% accuracy 
was attained on the final posttest module, 
the child did not see these lessons again until 
reassessment approximately 30 days later.  

Figure 7 shows that the children 
learned many new words, grammatical 
constructions, and concepts, proving that the 

language tutors are a valuable learning 
environment for these children.   

 

 
Figure 7. The mean observed proportion of 
correct identifications for the initial assessment, 
final posttest and reassessment for each of the 
seven students. Student 8 was omitted form this 
analysis because he left the program before we 
began reassessment. The results reveal these 
seven students were able to accurately identify 
significantly more words during the 
reassessment than the initial assessment. 
 
In order to assess how well the children 
would retain the vocabulary items that were 
learned during the tutorial lesson, we 
administered the assessment test to the 
student at least 30 days following the final 
posttest. As can be seen in Figure 8, the 
students were able to recall 85% of the 
newly-learned vocabulary items at least 30 
days following training. 

Although all of the children 
demonstrated learning from initial 
assessment to final reassessment, the 
children might have been learning the words 
outside of our program, for example, from 
speech therapists, at home, or in their school 
curriculum.  Furthermore, we questioned 
whether the vocabulary knowledge would 
generalize to new pictorial instances of the 
words.  To address these issues we 
conducted a second experiment.  
Corroborating with the children’s instructors 
and speech therapists, we gathered an 
assortment of vocabulary words that the 
children supposedly did not know.  We used 
these words in the Horner and Baer (1978) 
single subject multiple probe design.  We 
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randomly separated the words to be trained 
into three sets, established individual pre-
training performance for each set of 
vocabulary items, and trained on the first set 
of words while probing performance for 
both the trained and untrained sets of words.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8. Proportion correct during the 
Pretraining, Posttraining, and Generalization for 
one of the six students. The vertical lines 
separate the Pretraining and Postraining 
conditions. Generalization results are given by 
the open squares. See text for additional details. 
 

Once the student was able to attain 
100% identification accuracy during a 
training session, a generalization probe to 
new instances of the vocabulary images was 
initiated. If the child did not meet the 
criterion, he or she was trained on these new 
images. Generalization training continued 
until the criterion was met, at which time 
training began on the next set of words. 
Probe tests continued on the original learned 
set of words and images until the end of the 
study. We continued this procedure until the 
student completed training on all three sets 
of words.  Our goal was to observe a 
significant increase in identification 
accuracy during the post-training sessions 
relative to the pre-training sessions.   

Figure 9 displays the proportion of 
correct responses for a typical student during 
the probe sessions conducted at pre-training 
and post-training for each of the three word 
sets. The vertical lines in each of the three 
panels indicates the last pre-training session 
before the onset of training. Some of the 
words were clearly known prior to training, 
and were even learned to some degree 
without training. As can be seen in the 
figure, however, training was necessary for 
substantial learning to occur. In addition, the 
children were able to generalize accurate 
identification to four instances of untrained 
images. 

The goal of these investigations was 
to evaluate the potential of using a 
computer-animated talking tutor for children 
with language delays.  The results showed a 
significant gain in vocabulary. We also 
found that the students were able to recall 
much of the new vocabulary when 
reassessed 30 days after learning.  Followup 
research showed that the learning is indeed 
occurring from the computer program and 
vocabulary knowledge can transfer to novel 
images.  

We believe that the children in our 
investigation profited from having the face 
and that seeing and hearing spoken language 
can better guide language learning than 
either modality alone. A direct test of this 
hypothesis would involve comparing 
learning with and without the face. Baldi can 
actually provide more information than a 
natural face. He can be programmed to 
display a midsagital view, or the skin on the 
face can be made transparent to reveal the 
internal articulators. The orientation of the 
face can be changed to display different 
viewpoints while speaking, such as a side 
view, or a view from the back of the head 
(Massaro, 1999).  The auditory and visual 
speech can also be independently controlled 
and manipulated, permitting customized 
enhancements of the informative 
characteristics of speech. These features 
offer novel approaches in language training, 
permitting one to pedagogically illustrate 
appropriate articulations that are usually 
hidden by the face. More generally, 
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additional research should investigate 
whether the influence of several modalities 
on language processing provide a productive 
approach to language learning. 
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Task-based multimodal dialogs 
Dave Raggett, W3C/Openwave 

Abstract 

A model is presented for representing web-based multimodal dialogs as sets of prioritized tasks. This 
is motivated by an analysis of VoiceXML and requirements for richer natural language interaction. 
The model facilitates mixed initiative across a set of narrow application focussed domains. 

Introduction 

Setting the scene - my role in the web - the restricted nature of current voice-based human-machine 
dialogs - examples of a richer interaction style - the need for humility in the face of human 
intelligence - the opportunity for a modest extension in dialog capabilities. 

I have been involved in the Web for many years, helping to drive the development of 
standards for HTML, HTTP and more recently work on voice browsing and multimodal 
interaction. HTML has enabled people to access content and services right across the world 
at the click of a button. HTML has been used to create a rich visual experience, but is not 
well suited for aural interaction. Work on aural style sheets has made it possible to style 
HTML when rendered to speech in combination with keyboard input, but the prevalence of 
table-based visual markup has made it difficult for people with visual impairments to easily 
browse visual web content. A better solution would help all of us when there is a need for 
hands and eyes free operation, or when we don't have access to a computer. At the time of 
writing there are well over a billion phones world-wide, could these be adapted to provide an 
effective means to access Web services? An affirmative answer would have a dramatic 
impact on the Web. 

Speech Interaction 

Speaker dependent speech recognition has been used for several years in dictation products, 
e.g. Scansoft's Dragon Dictate and IBM's ViaVoice. These products require the user to train 
the system to their voice to attain an adequate level of accuracy. More recently, speaker 
independent continuous speech recognition software has become available. This is made 
possible by using context free grammars to dramatically constrain the recognition task. The 
user is conditioned to respond within the scope of the grammar via carefully chosen prompts. 
This can be combined with word or phrase spotting techniques. 

The need to write speech applications as complex programs is a powerful inhibitor for would 
be developers. As a result, a number of companies began to explore the use of markup as a 
means to reduce the effort needed from application developers. Some examples include, 
PML from AT&T and Lucent, SpeechML from IBM, VoxML from Motorola, and my own 
work at HP Labs on TalkML. These have focussed on menuing and form filling as metaphors 
for user interaction. AT&T, Avaya, Lucent and Motorola subsequently pooled their efforts to 
merge their experience into a joint design for a new language called VoiceXML, This work 
was later picked up by W3C's Voice Browser working group and supplemented by additional 
work on markup specifications for speech grammars and speech synthesis, drawing upon 
work by Sun Microsystems. 
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Learning from VoiceXML 

The successful features, e.g. navigation links (main menu), form filling metaphor, tapered prompts, 
barge-in, traffic-lights model for confirmations. Flexibility through a judiscious mix of declarative 
and procedural elements. Mixed initiative in VoiceXML. 

VoiceXML is being successfully deployed by wireless and wireline telephone network 
operators, and by companies for various kinds of call centers. A tutorial on VoiceXML is 
available on the W3C site. Users dial up to connect to a voice browser running a VoiceXML 
interpreter. This in turn contacts a web server to request the corresponding VoiceXML 
document. An application may extend across several VoiceXML documents. Developers are 
comfortable with markup and exploit their skills at dynamically generating markup on the 
fly, and providing for a division of labor between web servers and backend application 
servers. 

 

VoiceXML supports global navigation links and form filling via the <link/> and 
<form>...</form> elements. VoiceXML supports the use of grammars for both speech 
recognition and DTMF (touch tone) input. For forms you can set form-level and field-level 
grammars. The results of speech recognition are treated either as activating a link or as 
setting the values of one or more named variables. There is no explicit model of dialog 
history. VoiceXML offers a judiscious mix of declarative and procedural features, with the 
ability to use ECMAScript for dynamically computed attribute values, and the ability to 
define event handlers in various scopes. 

Different styles of interaction 

VoiceXML applications are generally based upon a system directed dialog where the 
application does most of the talking and the user responds with short simple utterances. As an 
example, here is a fictious application for ordering pizza: [play it] 

 
Computer: Welcome to Joe's Pizza ordering service 
Computer: Select pizza size from large, medium or small? 
User:  large 
Computer: what number of these pizzas do you want? 
User: two 
Computer: Select first topping from mozzarella, pepperoni and anchovies? 
User: mozzarella 
Computer: Do you want another topping, yes or no? 
User: yes 
Computer: Select second topping from mozzarella, pepperoni and anchovies? 
User: pepperoni 
Computer: Do you want any other pizzas, yes or no? 
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...    

The prompts are designed to elicit very simple responses, thereby avoiding the difficulties of 
dealing with all the possible variations in responses such as "yeah sure, I er would like large 
pizzas". If the user doesn't answer in a reasonable time, the application repeats the prompt, 
perhaps rewording it. If the answer doesn't match the grammar, the application provides 
guidance, for example: 

 
Computer: what number of these pizzas do you want? 
User: I reckon two would do the job 
Computer: please say the number on its own 
User: two 
Computer: Select first topping from mozarella, pepperoni and anchovies? 
...    

The dialog gets the job done, but is very rigid. With larger grammars, a more natural 
interaction style becomes possible, for example: [play it] 

 
Computer: Welcome to Joe's Pizza 
Computer: What would you like? 
User: I would like two large pizzas with mozzarella and one small pizza 
with tomatoes and anchovies 
Computer: would you like any drinks with that? 
User: Sure, 3 large diet cokes, oh and add pepperoni to the large pizzas 
Computer: Is that all? 
User: yes 
Computer: Okay, that will be ready for you in 5 minutes 
User: thanks 

In this example, the application starts with an open ended prompt. The context should be 
sufficient to guide the user to respond within the domain defined by the application. If the 
user's response can't be understood, the application provides guidance. Word spotting can be 
used as part of this process, where the presence of particular words triggers particular 
behaviors. 

The example involves a structured data model going beyond the limits of flat lists of 
name/value pairs. The user's second response modifies information provided in the first 
response, necessitating some kind of query against the current state of the application data. 
This is something that would be hard to do with VoiceXML. 

Multimodal dialogs 

Visual interfaces based upon HTML are event driven and controlled by the user. This is very 
different from the system directed dialogs prevalent with VoiceXML. Microsoft's SALT 
proposal extends HTML to trigger speech prompts and activate speech grammars via HTML 
events, such as onload, onfocus, onmouseover and onclick etc. The results of speech 
recognition are handled in two steps. The first is for the recognizer to apply the speech 
grammar to the spoken utterance to create an annotated XML representation of the parse tree. 
The second step is to use an XPath expression to extract data from this tree and to insert it 
into a named variable. 
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SALT doesn't provide much in the way of declarative support for dialogs. As a result SALT 
applications tend to involve plenty of scripting. By contrast, VoiceXML is reasonably good 
for representing dialogs, but poor when it comes to event driven behavior. What is needed is 
a dialog model that supports the best of both approaches. 

W3C's work on multimodal interaction aims to support synchronization across multiple 
modalities and devices with a wide range of capabilities. The vision of a multimodal 
interface to the Web in every pocket calls for an architecture suitable for low end devices. 
This necessitates a distributed approach with network based servers taking on tasks which are 
intensive in either computation, memory or bandwidth. Examples include speech recognition, 
pre-recorded prompts, speech grammars, concatenative speech synthesis, rich dialogs and 
natural language understanding. 

W3C's vision of multimodal also includes the use of electronic ink as produced by a stylus, 
brush or other tool. IBM, Intel and Motorola have proposed an XML format for transferring 
ink across the network. This would enable the use of ink for text input, for gestures used as a 
means of control, for specialized notations such as mathematics, music and chemistry, and 
for diagrams and artwork. Ink is not restricted to flat two dimensional surfces, and in 
principle can be applied to curved surfaces or three dimensional spaces. It is thus a goal for 
multimodal dialog frameworks to address the use of ink. 

Mixed domains: Personal Assistants 

Commercial offerings like General Magic's "Portico" and Orange's "Wildfire" provide users 
with personal assistants that allow you to browse mail boxes, listen to messages, compose 
and send messages, dial by name from your contact list, request and review appointments, 
listen to selected news channels and so forth. 

This notion of a personal assistant can be considered as a group of intersecting application 
subdomains. In current systems, users are required to remember a set of navigation 
commands that move you from one subdomain to another. In some systems you have to say 
"main menu" to return to the top-level before issuing the command to move to the next 
subdomain of interest. A richer dialog model should allow you to move naturally between 
different subdomains without such restrictions. 

VoiceXML supports the dialog model where you have permanently active navigation 
commands, together with task specific form filling dialogs, only one of which is active at any 
given time. It seems natural to consider a more flexible model whereby many tasks can be 
active at the same time, and waiting for the user to say something relevant to that task. 
Perhaps we can define a task based architecture as an evolutionary step beyond VoiceXML? 

A task based architecture for multimodal dialogs 

Navigation links and form fields in VoiceXML can be seen as examples of a more general notion of 
tasks, and suggests an approach involving a dialog interpreter that supports sets of active and 
pending tasks, where each task has a name and a priority ... 

The previous sections have established the motivation for studying a more elaborate model 
for multimodal dialogs. Such a model doesn't spring fully formed out of the blue, so what 
follows should be considered as a preliminary sketch. Let's start with some ideas about tasks: 
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• tasks triggered by voice commands where the corresponding grammar is active for long 
periods 

• tasks triggered by graphical user interface events, such as moving the pointer over some 
field, clicks on links, key presses, or recognized gestures based upon stylus movements 

• tasks triggered by a timer, based upon specified offsets from other events, using the 
model established in W3C's SMIL specification 

• tasks related to the current dialog focus, for instance, collecting information needed to fill 
out a form, this generally involves a turn-taking model, as in VoiceXML's fields 

• tasks that ask the user to confirm or repeat something that wasn't heard reliably — you 
would normally ask the user to say it differently to increase the chances of success 

• tasks that follow links, change the dialog focus, change the application state, or other 
actions, for instance handling a request for a prompt to be repeated, or a request for help 

• tasks that create new tasks, terminate current tasks, or which change the priority of other 
tasks 

• hierarchically structured tasks, where one task delegates work to subsidiary tasks, it 
creates for that purpose 

• re-usable tasks involving a well defined interface and information hiding (VoiceXML 
subdialogs) 

To make it easier for application developers, tasks should be represented declaratively. In the 
context of the Web this suggests markup. For instance, you could specify a task that is 
triggered by a mouse click, but which is only active between specified start and stop 
conditions. The corresponding markup could be derived from W3C's SMIL and XML Events 
specifications. The means to express actions will be discussed below following a 
consideration of how to approach natural language understanding. 

To allow for richer voice interaction, a reasonable premise is for multiple grammars to be 
active at any time, and corresponding to different tasks. When the user says something that 
matches an active grammar, the utterance is handled by the task associated with that 
grammar. What if the utterance matches several grammars? This could happen because more 
than one task has activated the same grammar, or more likely, because the recognizer isn't 
quite sure what the user said. The solution is to prioritize tasks. The priorities can then be 
taken into account as part of the recognition process and combined with the recognition 
uncertainties to determine the most likely interpretation. 

Natural language understanding 

This is perhaps the most tricky area to deal with due to our very incomplete understanding of 
how the human brain operates. Language carries information at multiple levels and assumes a 
huge amount of knowledge about the world. Common sense is easy for people but intractable 
for machines, at least at the current state of technology. To get anywhere, it is critical to 
dramatically constrain natural language understanding to a narrow area that is amenable to a 
mechanical treatment, and within the scope of application developers. 

The output from recognizers 

Speech grammars define the set of expected utterances and are used to guide the recognizer. 
The output from the recognizer can be defined as an annotated natural language parse tree 
represented in XML. By defining the ouput of the recognizer as the most likely parse tree, 
there is a considerable loss of information compared with that available to the recognizer 
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itself. This is a trade-off. A simplified representation makes it easier to apply subsequent 
stages of natural language processing, as compared with a richer representation giving the 
estimated likelihoods of a plurality of interpretations (for instance, a lattice of possible 
phoneme sequences). 

Speech technology vendors have worked long and hard to improve the robustness of speech 
recognition for things like numbers, currency values, dates, times, phone numbers and credit 
card details. It therefore makes sense to incorporate the results of such processing into the 
output from the recognizer. The output is the most likely natural language parse tree, 
annotated with recognition confidence scores and the results of semantic preprocessing by 
recognizers. W3C has been working on an XML representation for this, called NLSML or 
natural language semantics markup language. This work is still at an early stage and may 
well change name by the time it is done. 

Natural language understanding rules 

The next step is to apply natural language understanding rules to interpret the utterance in the 
context of the current task and application state. The result is a sequence of actions to be 
performed. The actions cover such things as changing the application state, starting and 
stopping other tasks, following links, changing the dialog focus and so on. See the earlier 
section on tasks for other ideas. How should these natural language understanding rules be 
represented and what do they need to be capable of? 

One posibility is support a sequence of if-then rules where the "if" part (the antecedent) 
operates on the output of the recognizer, the current application state, task specific data, and 
the dialog history. The "then" part (the consequent) specifies actions, but also can access 
information passed to it from the antecedent, and from the same sources as are available to 
the antecedent. These rules could be directly associated with grammar rules or could be 
bound to grammars at the task level. The rules could in turn invoke additional rule sets 
(modules). 

The detailed representation of these rules is likely to be a contentious issue. XML experts 
will probably place a premium on consistency with existing XML specifications, for instance 
XPath and XSLT. Others who place a premium on simplicity for end-users may prefer a 
more consise and easier to learn syntax that is closer to conventional programming 
languages. For added flexibility it would be advisable to allow for breaking out to a general 
purpose scripting language such as ECMAScript, or a rule oriented language such as Prolog. 

Task specific data 

Tasks may provide locally scoped data. This corresponds to locally scoped variables in 
subroutines in common programming languages. This information is hidden from other tasks, 
unless exposed through defined methods. This assumes that tasks can be treated as objects 
with methods. An object-oriented approach blends declarative and procedural styles, and 
makes it straightforward for tasks to provide appropriate behaviors in response to a variety of 
events. 
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Application state 

For many applications there will be a need for richly structured application information, 
whether this is for ordering pizza or for a personal assistant with access to mail boxes, 
contact lists and appointment calendars. Application developers will need a consistent 
interface to this data, and it is not unreasonable to do so via XML. This doesn't mean that 
data is expressed internally as XML files, but rather that the interface to the data can be 
handled via operations on XML structures. 

In some cases, this may involve a time consuming transaction with a back-end system, e.g. a 
database on another server. Application developers need to be aware of such delays when 
designing the interaction with the end-user. For delays of about two seconds or longer, it is 
necessary to let the user know that some time consuming task is underway. A tick-tock sound 
effect is sometimes used as the aural equivalent of an hour glass. For longer delays, it is 
worth considering how to involve the user in some other activity until the task has been 
completed. 

Dialog history 

Sometimes the user might refer back to something mentionned earlier in the dialog. It may be 
possible to handle this in terms of a reference to the current application state, otherwise, it is 
necessary to maintain a representation of the sequence of prompts and responses. 
Observations of human short term memory suggest that only a small number turns need to be 
available. The dialog history can be represented at several levels, for instance: 

• the text of the utterances as spoken by the user and by the application 
• the parse trees as output by the recognizer 
• semantically meaningful information placed in the dialog history by the natural language 

understanding rules or directly by active tasks (e.g. handlers for mouse clicks) 

The dialog history is accessible by the antecedents and consequents of the natural language 
understanding (NLU) rules. Linguistic phenomena such as anaphora, deixis, and ellipsis can 
be treated in terms of operations by the NLU rules on the current or preceding utterances. 
Anaphoric references include pronouns and definite noun phrases that refer to something that 
was mentioned in the preceding linguistic context, by contrast, deictic references refer to 
something that is present in the non-linguistic context. Ellipsis is where some words have 
been left out when the context makes it "obvious" what is missing. If the NLU rules aren't 
able to make sense of the utterance then application developers should provide some fall 
back behavior. 

Application developers may want to allow the user to make responses that combine multiple 
modalities. One example is where the user is shown a street map centered around his/her 
current position. The user might ask how long it would take to walk to "here" while clicking 
on the map with a stylus. The NLU rules in this case would have to search the dialog history 
for positional information as recorded by the handler for the click event. 
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A distributed model of events and actions 

The need to support a mass market of low-end devices makes it imperative to provide a 
distributed architecture. The Web already has a model of events, as introduced into HTML, 
the next step will be to extend this across the network. 

The events are divided into actions and notifications. Actions are events that cause a change 
of state, while notifications are events that are thrown as a result of such changes. Here are 
some examples: 

Changing the input focus in an XHTML page 
A notification event is thrown by a field when it acquires or loses the focus. The 
corresponding message includes the name of the event and an identifier for the field 
involved. The corresponding action event targets the field that will as a result acquire 
the focus. 

Changing the value of an XHTML field 
An event to change the value can be sent as a result of user action via one or more 
modes of input, for instance, the keypad, stylus or speech. The action event includes the 
new value and targets the field to be updated. As a consequence of the update, a 
notification event is thrown to all observers interested in learning about changes to that 
field. 

Changing to a new XHTML page 
The action event to change to a new page can be triggered in several ways, for instance, 
by tapping on a link, selecting a link with the keypad or saying the appropriate 
command. The corresponding notification events signal the unloading of the current 
page, and the loading of the new page. 

Changing the page structure and content 
The results of a spoken utterance could lead to changes to the visual page's structure 
and content. In a conventional, web page, this would be achieved through scripting and 
calls that manipulate the document object modal. 

Events can effect user interface specific features or modality independent abtractions. For 
example, when the user says a command to follow a link, this could be targeted at a button in 
the visual interface, resulting in this button appearing to depress momentarily. If the action is 
targeted at the page, the button won't be effected. 

The XML Events specification describes markup for use in binding handlers to events 
following the model defined in the W3C DOM2 Recommendation. The framework needs to 
be extended to support the notion of action events, and to describe the representation of 
events as XML messages. This can be kept separate from the underlying transport protocols. 
In 2.5G and 3G mobile networks, the IETF SIP events specification looks like a natural fit. 

In an asynchronous system, care needs to be taken to avoid inconsistencies arising. In one 
example, the user says something to select a choice from a menu, but then uses the stylus to 
tap on different choice on the same menu. In the time taken to recognize the speech and send 
the corresponding action, the visual interface will have already changed the value, based 
upon the stylus tap. 

The simplest policy is to apply actions in the order they are received. An alternative would be 
to include a time stamp and to ignore an action that occurred before the latest action that was 
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applied. If a more sophistocated approach is needed, it may be feasible to define script 
handlers that intercept the actions before they are applied. 

Dialog models involving explicit turn taking provide a further basis for synchronization. The 
events are tagged with the turn, and this can be used to identify events that arrive out of turn. 
Further work is needed to understand how turn taking relates to the user interface model in 
XHTML. 

One idea is to use an identifier corresponding to the web page. If an event is delivered after 
the page has changed, the event can be easily discarded or directed to an appropriate handler. 
For applications that last over multiple web pages, a session context seems appropriate, and 
fits with existing ideas for WML and VoiceXML. 

When it comes to actions that change the structure and content of a document, then it would 
be interesting to compare and contrast approaches based upon transferring small scripts 
(scriplets) and more declarative approaches based upon markup. In both cases, it may be 
necessary to consider security mechanisms to avoid problems with hostile third parties 
intervening in the dialog between devices and servers. 

Next Steps 

This paper has presented an analysis of the requirements for multimodal dialogs and 
proposed a sketch of a task-based architecture using events for synchronization across 
modalities and devices. It is to be hoped that this paper will help to stimulate further 
discussion bridging the academic and commercial communities. Experience has shown that it 
takes several years to create Web standards. Now is the time to ensure that the next 
generation of Web user interfaces are grounded on solid review by both communities. 
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Abstract  

Haptic interactions add new challenges to 
multi-modal systems. With the MIAMM1 
project we develop new concepts and 
techniques to allow natural access to 
multimedia databases. In this paper we give 
an overview of our approach, and discuss 
the architecture and the MMIL interface 
language. A short example provides a 
general feeling of the possible interactions.  
 
Keywords: Architectures, interface 
languages, haptics 

1 Introduction 

The main objective of the MIAMM project 
(www.miamm.org) is to develop new concepts 
and techniques in the field of multi-modal 
interaction to allow fast and natural access to 
multimedia databases. This will imply both the 
integration of available technologies in the 
domain of speech interaction (German, French, 
and English) and multimedia information access, 
and the design of novel technology for haptic 
designation and manipulation coupled with an 
adequate graphical presentation.  
A design study for the envisioned handheld 
appliance is show in figure 1. The user interacts 
with the device using speech and/or the haptic 
buttons to search, select, and play tunes from an 
underlying database. In the example, the user 
has loaded her list of favourites. She can change 
the speed of rotation pressing the buttons. 

                                                      
1 Multidimensional Information Access using 
Multiple Modalities, EU/IST project n°2000-29487 

 
 

Figure 1: Design study of the MIAMM device   
 
Haptic feedback can also provide e.g. the rhythm 
of the tune currently in focus through tactile 
feedback on the button. If the user wants to have 
the list rotate upward, she presses the topmost 
button on the left and has to apply a stronger 
force to accelerate the tape more quickly. 
The experimental prototype will use multiple 
PHANToM devices (www.sensable.com), see 
figure 3 (Michelitsch et.al. 2002), simulating the 
haptic buttons. The graphic-haptic interface  is 
based on the GHOST software development kit 
provided by the manufacturer. The other 
modules of the system will be contributed by the 
project partners. 
In the remainder of the article we will shortly 
present the software architecture of MIAMM, 
the basic principles for the design of a unified 
interface language within the architecture, and 
finally a short example dialog that is the basis 
for the ongoing implementation.  
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Figure 3: The simulation of the buttons using 
PHANToM devices  

2 The Architecture 

The participants of the Schloss Dagstuhl 
workshop “Coordination and Fusion in 
Multimodal Interaction” (see 
http://www.dfki.de/~wahlster/Dagstuhl_Multi_
Modality/ for the presentations) discussed in one 
working group architectures for multi-modal 
systems (WG 3). The final architecture proposal 
follows in major parts the “standard” 
architecture of interactive systems, with the 
consecutive steps mode analysis, mode 
coordination, interaction management, 
presentation planning, and mode/media design  
For MIAMM we discussed this reference 
architecture and checked its feasibility for a 
multi-modal interaction system using haptics. 
We came to the conclusion that a more or less 
pipelined architecture does not suit the haptic 
modality. For modalities like speech no 
immediate feedback is necessary: you can use 

deep reasoning and react in the time span of 1 
second or more.  
Consider however the physiology of the senso-
motoric system: the receptors for pressure and 
vibration of the hand have a stimulus threshold 
of 1µm, and an update frequency of  100 to 300 
Hz (Beyer&Weiss 2001). Therefore, the 
feedback at the buttons must not be delayed by 
any time-consuming reasoning processes to 
provide a realistic interaction: if the reaction of 
the system after depressing one button is delayed 
beyond the physiologically acceptable limits, it 
will be an unnatural interaction experience.   
As a consequence, our architecture (see figure 2) 
considers the modality specific processes as 
agents which may have an internal life of their 
own: only important events must be sent to the 
other agents, and other agents can ask about the 
internal state of agents.  
The system consists of two agents for natural 
language processing, one for the analysis side, 
and one for the generation and synthesis. The 
visual-haptic agent is responsible for the 
visualization, the assignment of haptic features 
to the force-feedback buttons, and for the 
interpretation of the force imposed by the user. 
The dialog manager consists of two main blocks, 
namely the multi-modal fusion which is 
responsible for the resolution of multi-modal 
references and of the action planner. A simple 
dialog history and user model provide contextual 
information. The action planner is connected via 
a domain model to the multi-media database. All 
accesses to the database are facilitated by the 
domain-model inference engine. 
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Figure 2: Miamm general architecture 
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In the case of the language modules, where 
reaction time is important, but not vital for the 
true experience of the interaction, every result, 
e.g. an analysis from the speech interpretation, is 
forwarded directly to the consuming agent. The 
visual-haptic agent with its real-time 
requirements is different. The dialog manager 
passes the information to be presented to the 
agent, which determines the visualization. It also 
assigns the haptic features to the buttons. The 
user can then use the buttons to operate on the 
presented objects. As long as no dialog intention 
is assigned to a haptic gesture, all processing 
will take place in the visual-haptic agent, with 
no data being passed back to the dialog manager. 
Only if one of this actions is e.g. a selection, it 
passes back the information to the dialog 
manager autonomously. If the multi-modal 
fusion needs information about objects currently 
in the visual focus, it can ask the visual-haptic 
agent.  
 

4 The interface language MMIL 

The implementation of the MIAMM 
demonstrator should be based upon the 
definition of a unified representation format that 
will act as a lingua franca between the various 
modules identified in the architecture of the 
system. This representation format (called 
MMIL, Multi-Modal Interface Language) must 
be able to accumulate the various results yielded 
by each of these modules in a coherent way so 
that on one hand, any other module can base its 
own activity upon the information which it 
precisely requires and, on the other hand, it is 
possible to log the activity within the MIAMM 
demonstrator on the sole basis of the information 
which is transited within the components of the 
system. This last functionality is particularly 
important in the context of the experimentation 
of innovative interaction scenarios combining 
spoken, graphical and haptic modalities, for 
which we will have to evaluate the exact 
contribution of each single mode to the general 
understanding and generation process. 
One of the underlying objectives behind the 
definition of the MMIL language is to account 
for the incremental integration of multi-modal 
data to achieve, on one hand, a full 
understanding of the user’s multi-modal act 
(possibly made of a spoken utterance and a 

gestural activity), and, on the other hand, 
provide all the necessary information to generate 
multi-modal feedback (spoken output combined 
with a graphical representation and/or haptic 
feedback) to the user. The integration (fusion) or 
design (fission) of multi-modal information 
should obviously be based on the same 
representation framework, as these two activities 
could be seen as two dual activities in any 
communication scenario. In this context, one of 
the complexities of the design of the MMIL 
language will be to ensure that such a multi-
modal coordination can both occur at a low level 
of the architecture (e.g. synchronous 
combination of graphics and haptics), up to 
high-level dialog processes (e.g. multi-modal 
interpretation of a deictic NP in combination 
with a haptic event). One question that can be 
raised here is the decoupling of real time 
synchronization processes (haptic-graphics) 
from understanding processes, which occur at a 
lower temporal rate2. 
One other important issue is to make sure that 
MMIL is kept independent from any specific 
theoretical framework, so that it can cope for 
instance with the various parsing technologies 
adopted for the different languages in MIAMM 
(template based vs. TAG based parsing). This in 
turn may provide to MMIL some degree of 
genericity, which could make it reusable in other 
contexts. 
Given this, we can identify the following three 
basic requirements for the MMIL language: 
 The MMIL language should be flexible 
enough to take into account the various types 
of information identified in the preceding 
section and be extensible, so that further 
developments in the MIAMM project can be 
incorporated; 
 Whenever it is possible, it should be 
compatible with existing standardization 
initiatives (see below), or designed in such a 
way (in particular from the point of view of 
documentation) that it can be the source of 
future standardizing activities in the field; 
 It should obviously be based on the XML 
recommendation, but should adopt a schema 

                                                      
2 Even if we consider it useful to deal with haptic 
synchronization at the dialog manager level, the 
performance of such a dialog manager might not be 
sufficient to keep up with the update rate required by 
haptic devices. 
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definition language that is powerful enough to 
account for the definition of both generic 
structures and level specific constraints. 

One major challenge for MIAMM appears to be 
the creation of a new ISO committee 
(TC37/SC4) on language resources which 
should comprise, among other things some 
specific activities on multi-modal content 
representation (see Bunt & Romary 2002). Such 
a format is likely to be close to what is needed 
within MIAMM and our goal is to keep as close 
as possible to this international initiative. 

5 A short example interaction 

To our knowledge, the envisioned interaction 
techniques have not been investigated yet. 
Therefore, task and human factors analysis plays 
an important part (see also Michelitsch et al. 
2002). From the task analysis, we have first 
sample dialogs, which we use as starting point 
for implementation.  
With the interactions below we demonstrate, 
how the internal processing will proceed in the 
realised prototype. We assume that the user has 
listened in the morning to some songs and stored 
the list in the memory of MIAMM. First the user 
says 
 
“show me the songs I listened to this morning” 

 
The utterance is analysed, resulting in an 
intention based MMIL representation. The 
multi-modal fusion resolves the time and 
retrieves the list of tunes from the persistent 
dialog history. The action planner selects as the 
next system goal to display the list and passes 
the goal, together with the list to the visual-
haptic agent. A possible presentation can be like 
the one shown in figure 1. The user now 
manipulates the tape, uses force to accelerate the 
tape, or revert the presentation direction. A 
marker highlights the interpret’s name that is 
currently in focus. All this activities are 
encapsulated in the visual-haptic agent. 
The user next selects one singer by uttering 
  

“select this one” 
 
while pressing the selection button on the right. 
Both agents, speech analysis and visual-haptic 
processing, send time-stamped MMIL 
representations to the dialog manager. The 
visual-haptic agent does not send graphical 

information, but rather the identifier of the 
selected object and the intention, e.g. marked. 
The multi-modal fusion gets both structures, 
checks time and type constraints, and fills the 
selection intention with the proper object. The 
action planner then asks the database via the 
domain model to retrieve all information for this 
singer and again dispatches a display order to 
the visual-haptic agent. 

4 Conclusion 

We presented the main objectives and first 
specifications of the MIAMM project. The first 
experiments as well as precise specification of 
both the basic user scenarios and the architecture 
show that incorporating a haptic device does not 
necessarily make the design of a multi-modal 
dialog system more complex but forces the 
designer to be aware of the requirements of the 
modalities to provide a coherent view of their 
various roles in the interaction. The first 
prototype will be operational at the end of 2002. 
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Abstract 
 
To participate in conversations with people, robots must not only see and talk with people but make use of the conven-
tions of conversation and of how to be connected to their human counterparts.  This paper reports on research on en-
gagement in human-human interaction and applications to (non-autonomous) robots interacting with humans in hosting 
activities. 

Keywords: Human-robot interaction, hosting activities, engagement, conversation, collaborative interface agents, embod-
ied agents.  

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

As a result of ongoing research on collaborative interface agents, including 3D robotic ones, I have begun exploring the 
problem of engagement in human interaction.  Engagement is the process by which two (or more) participants establish, 
maintain and end their perceived connection.  This process includes: initial contact, negotiating a collaboration, checking 
that other is still taking part in interaction, evaluating staying involved, and deciding when to end connection. 

To understand the engagement process I am studying human to human engagement interaction.  Study of human to human 
engagement provides essential capabilities for human - robot interaction, which I view as a valid means to test theories 
about engagement as well as to produce useful technology results.  My group has been experimenting with programming a 
(non-autonomous) robot with engagement abilities. 

2. HOSTING ACTIVITIES 
 

My study of engagement centers on the activity of hosting.  Hosting activities are a class of collaborative activity in which 
an agent provides guidance in the form of information, entertainment, education or other services in the user's environ-
ment (which may be an artificial or the natural world) and may also request that the human user undertake actions to sup-
port the fulfillment of those services.  Hosting activities are situated or embedded activities, because they depend on the 
surrounding environment as well as the participants involved.  They are social activities because, when undertaken by 
humans, they depend upon the social roles of humans to determine next actions, timing of actions, and negotiation among 
the choice of actions.  Agents, 2D animated or physical robots, who serve as guides, are the hosts of the environment. 
This work hypothesizes that by creating computer agents that can function more like human hosts, the human participants 
will focus on the hosting activity and be less distracted by the agent interface.  Tutoring applications require hosting ac-
tivities; I have experimented with a robot host in tutoring, which is discussed in the next section. 

Another hosting activity, which I am currently exploring, is hosting a user in a room with a collection of artifacts.  In such 
an environment, the ability of the host to interact with the physical world becomes essential, and justifies the creation of 
physical agents.  Other activities include hosting as part of their mission: sales activities of all sorts include hosting in 
order to make customers aware of types of products and features, locations, personnel, and the like.   In these activities, 
hosting may be intermingled with selling or instructional tasks. Activities such as tour guiding or serving as a museum 
docent are primarily hosting activities (see [1] for a robot that can perform tour guide hosting).   

Hosting activities are collaborative because neither party determines completely the goals to be undertaken.  While the 
user's interests in the room are paramount in determining shared goals, the host's (private) knowledge of the environment 
also constrains the goals that can be achieved.  Typically the goals undertaken will need to be negotiated between user 
and host. Tutoring offers a counterpart to room exploration because the host has a rather detailed private tutoring agenda 
that includes the user attaining skills.  Hence the host must not only negotiate based on the user's interest but also based 
on its own (private) educational goals. Accordingly the host's assessment of the interaction is rather different in these two 
example activities. 
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3. WHAT'S ENGAGEMENT ABOUT? 
 

Engagement is fundamentally a collaborative process (see [2], [3]), although it also requires significant private planning 
on the part of each participant in the engagement.  Engagement, like other collaborations, consists of rounds of establish-
ing the collaborative goal (the goal to be connected), which is not always taken up by a potential collaborator, maintaining 
the connection by various means, and then ending the engagement or opting out of it.  The collaboration process may in-
clude negotiation of the goal or the means to achieve it [4], [5]. Described this way, engagement is similar to other collabo-
rative activities.   

Engagement is an activity that contributes centrally to collaboration on activities in the world and the conversations that 
support them.  In fact conversation is impossible without engagement.  This claim does not imply that engagement is just 
a part of conversation.  Rather engagement is a collaborative process that occurs in its own right, simply to establish con-
nection between people, a natural social phenomenon of human existence.  It is entirely possible to engage another with-
out a single word being said and to maintain the engagement process with no conversation.  That is not to say that en-
gagement is possible without any communication; it is not.  A person who engages another without language must rely 
effectively on gestural language to establish the engagement joint goal and to maintain the engagement.  Gesture is also a 
significant feature of face-to-face interaction where conversations are present [6]. 

It is also possible to use language and just a few words to create and maintain connection with another, with no other in-
tended goals.  An exchange of hellos, a brief exchange of eye contact and a set of good-byes can accomplish a collabora-
tion to be in connection to another, that is, to accomplish engagement.  These are conversations for which one can rea-
sonably claim that the only purpose is simply to be connected.  The current work focuses on interactions, ones including 
conversations, where the participants wish to accomplish action in the world rather than just the relational connection that 
engagement can provide. 

4. FIRST EXPERIMENT IN HOSTING: A POINTING ROBOT 
 

In order to explore hosting activities and the nature of engagement, the work began with a well-delimited problem: appro-
priate pointing and beat gestures for a (non-autonomous) robot, called Mel, while conducting a conversation.  Mel’s be-
havior is a direct product of extensive research on animated pedagogical agents [7].  It shares with those agents concerns 
about conversational signals and pointing as well.  Unlike these efforts, Mel has greater dialogue capability, and its con-
versational signaling, including deixis, comes from combining the CollagenTM and Rea architectures [8].  Furthermore, 
while 2D embodied agents [9] can point to things in a 2D environment, 2D agents do not effectively do 3D pointing.   

Building a robot host relied significantly on the Paco agent [10] built using CollagenTM [11,12] for tutoring a user on the 
operation of a gas turbine engine.  Thus Mel took on the task of speaking all the output of the Paco system, a 2D applica-
tion normally done with an on-screen agent, and pointing to the portions of the display, as done by the Paco agent.  The 
user's operation of the display through a combination of speech input and mouse clicks remains unchanged.  The speech 
understanding is accomplished with IBM ViaVoiceTM's speech recognizer, the IBM JSAPI (see the ViaVoice SDK, at 
www4.ibm.com/software/ speech/dev/sdk_java.html) to parse utterances, and the Collagen middleware to provide inter-
pretation of the conversation, to manage the tutoring goals and to provide a student model for tutoring.   

The Paco 2D screen for gas turbine engine tutoring is shown in figure 1.  Note that the agent is represented by a small 
window, where text, a cursor hand and a smiling face appear (the cursor hand, however, is pointing at a button at the bot-
tom of the screen in the figure).  The face changes to indicate six states: the agent is speaking, is listening to the user, is 
waiting for the user to reply, is thinking, is acting on the interface, and has failed due to a system crash. 

Our robotic agent is a homegrown non-mobile robot created at Mitsubishi Electric Research Labs [Paul Dietz, personal 
communication], consisting of 5 servomotors to control the movement of the robot's head, mouth and two appendages.  
The robot takes the appearance of a penguin (called Mel).  Mel can open and close his beak, move his head in up-down, 
and left-right combinations, and flap his "wings" up and down.  He also has a laser light on his beak, and a speaker pro-
vides audio output for him.  See Figure 2 for Mel pointing to a button on the gas turbine control panel. 

While Mel's motor operations are extremely limited, they offer enough movement to undertake beat gestures, which indi-
cate new and old information in utterances [13], and a means to point deictically at objects with its beak.  For gas turbine 
tutoring, Mel sits in front of a large (2 foot x 3 foot) horizontal flat-screen display on which the gas turbine display panel 
is projected.  All speech activities normally done by the on-screen agent, as well as pointing to screen objects, are instead 
performed by Mel.  With his wings, Mel can convey beat gestures, which the on-screen agent does not.  Mel does not 
however change his face as the onscreen agent does.  Mel points with his beak and turns his head towards the user to con-
duct the conversation when he is not pointing. 
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Figure 1:The Paco agent for gas turbine engine tutoring 
 

 

 
 

 Figure 2: Mel pointing to the gas turbine control panel 

 

The architecture of a Collagen agent and an application using Mel is shown in figure 3. Specifics of Collagen internal 
organization and the way it is generally connected to the applications are beyond the scope of this paper; see [11] for 
more information. Basically, he application is connected to the Collagen system through the application adapter. The 
adapter translates between the semantic events Collagen understands and the events/function calls understood by the ap-
plication. The agent controls the application by sending events to perform to the application, and the adapter sends per-
formed events to Collagen when a user performs actions on the application.  Collagen is notified of the propositions ut-
tered by the agent via uttered events. They also go to the AgentHome window, which is a graphical component responsi-
ble in Collagen for showing the agent's words on screen as well as generating speech in a speech-enabled system. The 
shaded area highlights the components and events that were added to the basic Collagen middleware. With these additions, utterance 
events go through the Mel annotator and BEAT system [13] in order to generate gestures as well as the utterances that Collagen al-
ready produces.  More details on the architecture and Mel's function with it can be found in [14]. 
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Figure 3: Architecture of Mel 

 

5. MAKING PROGRESS ON HOSTING BEHAVIORS 
 

Mel is quite effective at pointing in a display and producing a gesture that can be readily followed by humans.  Mel's beak 
is a large enough pointer to operate in the way that a finger does.  Pointing within a very small margin of error (which is 
assured by careful calibration before Mel begins working) locates the appropriate buttons and dials on the screen.  How-
ever, the means by which one begins a conversation with Mel and ends it are unsatisfactory.  Furthermore, Mel has only 
two weak means of checking on engagement during the conversation:  to ask "okay?" and await a response from the user 
after every explanation it offers, and to await (including indefinitely) a user response (utterance or action) after each time 
it instructs the user to act. 

To expand these capabilities I am studying human-human scenarios to determine what types of engagement strategies 
humans use effectively in hosting situations.  

Figure 4 provides a constructed engagement scenario that illustrates a number of features of the engagement process for 
room hosting. These include: failed negotiations of engagement goals, successful rounds of collaboration, conversational 
capabilities such as turn taking, change of initiative and negotiation of differences in engagement goals, individual assess-
ing and planning, and execution of end-of-engagement activities.  There are also collaborative behaviors that support the 
action in the world activities (called the domain task) of the participants, in this case touring a room.  In a more detailed 
discussion of this example below, these different collaborations will be distinguished.  Significant to the interaction are 
the use of intentionally communicative gestures such as pointing and movement, as well as use of eye gaze and recogni-
tion of eye gaze to convey engagement or disengagement in the interaction. 

In this scenario in part 1 the visitor in the room hosting activity does not immediately engage with the host, who uses a 
greeting and an offer to provide a tour as means of (1) engaging the visitor and (2) proposing a joint activity in the world.  
Both the engagement and the joint activity are not accepted by the visitor. The visitor accomplishes this non-acceptance 
by ignoring the uptake of the engagement activity, which also quashes the tour offer. 

However, the visitor at the next turn finally chooses to engage the host in several rounds of questioning, a simple form of 
collaboration for touring.  Questioning also maintains the engagement by its very nature, but also because the visitor per-
forms such activities as going where the host requests in part 2.  While the scenario does not stipulate gaze and tracking, 
in real interactions, much of parts 2 through 6 would include various uses of hands, head turns and eye gaze to maintain 
engagement as well as to indicate that each participant understood what the other said. 

In part 4, the host takes over the initiative in the conversation and offers to demonstrate a device in the room;  this is an-
other offer to collaborate.  The visitor's response is not linguistically complex, but its intent is more challenging to inter-
pret because it conveys that the visitor has not accepted the host's offer and is beginning to negotiate a different outcome.  
The host, a sophisticated negotiator, provides a solution to the visitor's objection, and the demonstration is undertaken.  
Here, negotiation of collaboration on the domain task keeps the engagement happening.   

However, in part 6, the host's next offer is not accepted, not by conversational means, but by lack of response, an indica-
tion of disengagement.  The host, who could have chosen to re-state his offer (with some persuasive comments), instead 
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takes a simpler negotiation tack and asks what the visitor would like to see.  This aspect of the interaction illustrates the 
private assessment and planning which individual participants undertake in engagement. Essentially, it addresses the pri-
vate question: what will keep us engaged?  With the question directed to the visitor, the host also intends to re-engage the 
visitor in the interaction, which is minimally successful.  The visitor responds but uses the response to indicate that the 
interaction is drawing to a close.  The closing ritual [14], a disengagement event, is, in fact, odd given the overall interac-
tion that has preceded it because the visitor does not follow the American cultural convention of expressing appreciation 
or at least offering a simple thanks for the activities performed by the host. 
__________________________________________________ 

Part 0 

<Visitor enters and is looking around the room when host notices visitor.> 
Host:  Hello, I'm the room host. Would you like me to show you around?   
Part 1 
Visitor: <Visitor ignores host and continues to look  around>  
What is this? <Visitor looks at and points to an object> 
Host: That's a camera that allows a computer to see as well as a person to track people as they move around a 
room. 
Part 2 
Visitor: <looks at host>  What does it see? 
Host: Come over here <Host moves to the direction of the object of interest> and look at this monitor <points>. It 
will show you what the camera is seeing and what it identifies at each moment. 
Part 3 
Visitor: <follows host and then looks at monitor> Uh-huh.  What are the boxes around the heads? 
Host: The program identifies the most interesting things in the room--faces.  That shows it is finding a face. 
Visitor:  oh, I see.  Well, what else is there? 
Part 4 
Host: I can show you how to record a photo of yourself as the machine sees you. 
Visitor: well, I don't know.  Photos usually look bad. 
Host:  You can try it and throw away the results. 
Part 5 
Visitor: ok.   What do I do? 
Host:  Stand before the camera. 
Visitor: ok. 
Host:  When you are ready, say "photo now." 
Visitor: ok.  Photo now. 
Host: Your picture has been taken.  It will print on the printer outside this room. 
Visitor: ok. 
Part 6 
Host: Let's take a look at the multi-level screen over there <points><then moves toward the screen>. 
Visitor: <the visitor does not follow pointing and instead looks in a different direction for an extended period of 
time> 
Host: <host notices and decides to see what the visitor is looking at.> Is there something else you want to see? 
Visitor:  No I think I’ve seen enough.  Bye. 
Host: ok.   Bye. 
 

FIGURE 4:  Scenario for Room Hosting 

While informal constructed scenarios can provide us with some features of engagement, a more solid basis of study of 
human hosting is needed.  To that end I am currently collecting several videotaped interactions between human hosts and 
visitors in a natural hosting situation.  In each session, the host is a lab researcher, while the visitor is a guest invited by 
the author to come and see the work going on in the lab.  The host demonstrates new technology in a research lab to the 
visitor for between 28 and 50 minutes, with variation determined by the host and the equipment available. 
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6. ENGAGEMENT AMONG HUMAN HOSTS AND VISITORS 
 

This section discusses engagement among people in hosting settings and draws on videotaped interactions collected at 
MERL. 

Engagement is a collaboration that largely happens together with collaboration on a domain task.  In effect, at every mo-
ment in the hosting interactions, there are two collaborations happening, one to tour a lab and the other to stay engaged 
with each other.  While the first collaboration provides evidence for ongoing process of the second, it is not enough.  En-
gagement appears to depend on many gestural actions as well as conversational comments.   Furthermore, the initiation of 
engagement generally takes place before the domain task is explored, and engagement happens when there are not domain 
tasks being undertaken.  Filling out this story is one of my ongoing research tasks. 

In the hosting situations I have observed, engagement begins with two groups of actions.  The first is the approach of the 
two participants accompanied by gaze at the other.  Each notices the other.  Then, the second group of actions takes place, 
namely those for opening ritual greetings [15], name introductions and hand shakes.  Introductions and hand shakes are 
customary American rituals that follow greetings between strangers.  For people, who are familiar with one another, en-
gagement can begin with an approach, gaze at the potential partner and optionally a mere "hi."  These brief descriptions 
of approach and opening rituals only begin to describe some of the variety in these activities.  The salient point approach 
is that it is a collaboration because the two participants must achieve mutual notice.  The critical point about openings is 
that an opening ritual is necessary to establish connection and hence is part of the engagement process. 

All collaboration initiations can be thwarted, and the same is true of the collaboration for engagement, as is illustrated in 
the constructed scenario in Figure 4 in parts 0 and 1. However, in the videotaped sessions, no such failures occur, in large 
part, I surmise, due to the circumstances of the pre-agreement to the videotaped encounter. 

Once connected, collaborators must find ways to stay connected.  In relational only encounters, eye gaze, smiles and other 
gestures may suffice.  However, for domain tasks, the collaborators begin the collaboration on the domain task.  
Collaborations always have a beginning phase where the goal is established, and proposing the domain task goal is a 
typical way to begin a domain collaboration.  In the videotaped hosting activities, the participants have been set up in 
advance (as part of the arrangement to videotape them) to participate in hosting, so they do not need to establish this goal.  
They instead check that the hosting is still their goal and then proceed.  The host performs his part by showing several 
demos of prototype systems.   In three of the videotaped sessions, the host (who is the same person in all the sessions) 
utters some variant of  “Let's go see some demos.”  This check on starting hosting is accompanied by looking at the 
visitor, smiles and  in some cases, a sweep of the hand and arm, which appears to indicate either conveying a direction to 
go in or offering a presentation.    

How do participants in a domain collaboration know that the engagement process is succeeding, that the participants are 
continuing to engage each other?  When participants follow the shared recipes for a domain collaboration, they have evi-
dence that the engagement is ongoing by virtue of the domain collaboration.  However, many additional behaviors pro-
vide signals between the participants that they are still engaged.  These signals are not necessary, but without them, the 
collaboration is a slow and inefficient enterprise and likely to breakdown because their actions can be interpreted as not 
continuing to be engaged or to participating in the domain task.  Some of these signals are also essential to conversation 
for the same reason.  The signals include: 

• talking about the task, 

• turn taking, 

• timing of uptake of a turn, 

• use of gaze at the speaker, gaze away for taking turns[17], 

• use of gaze at speaker to track speaker gestures with objects, 

• use of gaze by speaker or non-speaker to check on attention of other, 

• hand gestures for pointing, iconic description, beat gestures, (see [19], [7]), and in the hosting setting, gestures asso-
ciated with domain objects, 

• head gestures (nods, shakes, sideways turns) 

• body stance (facing at other, turning away, standing up when previously sitting and sitting down),  

• facial gestures (not explored in this work but see [20]), 

• non-linguistic auditory responses (snorts, laughs), 

• social relational activities (telling jokes, role playing, supportive rejoinders). 

Several of these signals have been investigated by other researchers, and hence only a few are noteworthy here.  The tim-
ing of uptake of a turn concerns the delay between the end of one speaker's utterances and the next speaker's start at 
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speaking.  It appears that participants have expectations about next speech occurring at an expected interval.  They take 
variations to mean something.  In particular, delays in uptake can be signals of disengagement or at least of conversational 
difficulties.  Uptake delay may only be a signal of disengagement when other cues also indicate disengagement:  looking 
away, walking away, or body stance away from the other participant. 

In hosting situations, among many other circumstances, domain activities can require the use of hands (and other parts of 
the body) to operate equipment or display objects.  In the videotaped sessions, the host often turns to a piece of equipment 
to operate it so that he can proceed with a demo.   The visitors interpret these extended turns of attention to something as 
part of the domain collaboration, and hence do not take their existence as evidence that the performer is distracted from 
the task and the engagement.  The important point here is that gestures related to operating equipment and object display 
when relevant to the domain task indicate that the collaboration is happening and no disengagement is occurring. When 
they are not relevant to the domain task, they could be indicators that the performer is no longer engaged, but further 
study is needed to gauge this circumstance. 

Hosting activities seem to bring out what will be called social relational activities, that is, activities that are not essential 
for the domain task, but seem social in nature, and yet occur during it with some thread of relevance to the task.  The 
hosts and visitors in the videotaped sessions tell humorous stories, offer rejoinders or replies that go beyond conveying 
that the information just offered was understood, and even take on role playing with the host and the objects being exhib-
ited.  Figure 5 contains a transcript of one hosting session in which the visitor and the host spontaneously play the part of 
two children using the special restaurant table that the host was demonstrating.  The reader should note that their play is 
highly coordinated and interactive and is not discussed before it occurs.  Role playing begins at 00 in the figure and ends 
at 17. [The host P has shown the visitor C how restaurant customers order food in an imaginary restaurant using an actual 
electronic table, and is just finishing an explanation of how wait staff might use the new electronic table to assist custom-
ers.]  Note that utterances by P and C are labeled with their letter and a colon, while other material describes their body 
actions. 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

52:  P left hand under table, right hand working table, head and eyes to table, bent over 

      C watching P. 

      P: so that way they can have special privileges to make different things happen 

      C nods at "privileges" and at "happen" 

54: P turns head/eyes to C, raises hands up 

      C's had down, eyes on table 

55: P moves away from C and table, raises hands and shakes them; moves totally away full upright  

56: P:  Uh and show you how the system all works 

      C: looks at P and nods 

58: P sits down 

      P: ah 

00:  P: ah another aspect that we're  

       P rotates each hand in coordination 

       C looks at P 

01: P: worried about 

      P shakes hands 

02:  P: you know 

       C nods 

04:  P: sort of a you know this would fit very nicely in a sort of theme restaurant 

        P looks at C; looks down  

05: C:  MM-hm 

      C looks at P, Nods at "MM-hm" 

      P: where you have lots of     

06: P draws hands back to chest while looking at C 

      C: MM-hm 

      P: kids 
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      C nods, looking at P 

07: P: I have kids. If you brought them to a  

      P has hands out and open, looks down then at C 

      C still nods, looking at P 

09: P: restaurant like this 

      P brings hands back to chest 

      C smiles and looks at P 

10: P looks down;  at "oh oh" lunges out with arm and (together points to table and looks at table) 

      P: they would go oh oh 

11: C: one of these, one of these, one of these 

      C point at each phrase and looks at table  

      P laughs; does 3 pointings while looking at table 

13: P: I want ice cream <point>, I want cake <point> 

     C: yes yes <simultaneous with "cake">  

     C points at “cake” looks at P, then brushes hair back 

      P looking at table 

15: P: pizza <points> 

       P looking at table 

      C: Yes yes French fries <point> 

      C: looks at table as starts to point 

 16: P: one of everything 

      P pulls hands back and looks at C 

      C: yes 

      C:  looks at P 

17: P:  and if the system just ordered {stuff} right then and there 

      P looks at C, hands out and {shakes}, shakes again after "there" 

      C looking at P; brushes hair 

      C: Right right (said after “there”) 

20: P: you'd be in big trouble || <laughs> 

       P looking at C and shakes hands again in same way as before 

      C looking at P, nods at || 

23: C: But your kids would be ecstatic 

      C looking at P 

      P looking at C and puts hands in lap 
Figure 5 Playtime example 

One might argue that social relational activities occur to support other relational goals between participants in the en-
gagement and domain task.  In particular, in addition to achieving some task domain goals, many researchers claim that 
participants are managing their social encounters, their "social face," or their trust [21,22] in each other.  Social relational 
activities may occur in support these concerns.   This claim seems quite likely to this author.  However, one need not take 
a stand the details of the social model for face management, or other interpersonal issues such as trust, in order to note 
that either indirectly as part of social management, or directly for engagement, the activities observed in the videotaped 
sessions contribute to maintaining the connection between the participants.  Social relational activities such as the role 
playing one in Figure 5 allow participants to demonstrate they are socially connected to one another in a strong way.  
They are more than just paying attention to one another, especially to accomplish their domain goals.  They actively seek 
ways to indicate to the other that they have some relation to each other.  Telling jokes to amuse and entertain, conveying 
empathy in rejoinders or replies to stories, and playing roles are all means to indicate relational connection.   

The challenge for participants in collaborations on domain tasks is to weave the relational connection into the domain 
collaboration.  Alternatively participants can mark a break in the collaboration to tell stories or jokes.  In the hosting 
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events I am studying, my subjects seem very facile at accomplishing the integration of relational connection and the do-
main collaboration.  

All collaborations have an end condition either because the participants give up on the goal (c.f. [23]), or because the 
collaboration succeeds in achieving the desired goals.  When collaboration on a domain task ends, participants can elect 
to negotiate an additional collaboration or refrain from doing so.  When they so refrain, they then undertake to close the 
engagement.  Their means to do so is presumably as varied as the rituals to begin engagement, but I observe the common 
patterns of pre-closing, expressing appreciation, saying goodbye, with an optional handshake, and then moving away from 
one another.  Preclosings [24] convey that the end is coming.  Expressing appreciation is part of a socially determined 
custom in the US (and many other cultures) when someone has performed a service for an individual.  In my data, the 
visitor expresses appreciation, with acknowledgement of the host.  Where the host has had some role in persuading the 
visitor to participate, the host may express appreciation as part of the preclosing.  Moving away is a strong cue that the 
disengagement has taken place.   

Collaboration on engagement transpires before, during and after collaboration on a domain task.  One might want to argue 
that if that is the case, then more complex machinery is needed than that so far suggested in conversational models of col-
laboration (cf. [2],[3],[25]).  I believe this is not the case because much of the collaboration on engagement is non-verbal 
behavior that simply conveys that collaboration is happening.  For much of the collaboration to be engaged, no complex 
recipes are needed.  The portions of engagement that require complex recipes are those of beginning and ending the en-
gagement.  Once some domain collaboration begins, engagement is maintained by the engagement signals discussed 
above, and while these signals must be planned for by the individual participants and recognized by each counterpart, they 
do not require much computational mechanism to keep going.  In particular, no separate stack is needed to compute the 
effects of engagement because the engagement itself is not discussed as such once a domain task collaboration begins.   

How does one account for the social relational behaviors discussed above in this way?  While social relational behaviors 
also tell participants that their counterparts are engaged, they are enacted in the context of the domain task collaboration, 
and hence can function with the mechanisms for that purpose.  Intermixing relational connection and domain collabora-
tion are feasible in collaboration theory models.  In particular, the goal of making a relational connection can be accom-
plished via actions that contribute to the goal of the domain collaboration.  However, each collaborator must ascertain 
through presumably complex reasoning that the actions (and associated recipes) will serve their social goals as well as 
contribute to the domain goals.   Hence they must choose actions that contribute to the ongoing engagement collaboration 
as well as the domain collaboration. Furthermore, they must undertake these goals jointly.  The remarkable aspect of the 
playtime example is that the participants do not explicitly agree to demonstrate how kids will act in the restaurant.  Rather 
the host, who has previously demonstrated other aspects of eating in the electronic restaurant, relates the problem of chil-
dren in a restaurant and begins to demonstrate the matter when the visitor jumps in and participants jointly.  The host ac-
cepts this participation by simply continuing his part in it.  It appears on the surface that they are just jointly participating 
in the hosting goal, but at the same time they are also participating jointly in a social interaction.  Working out the details 
of how hosting agents and visitors accomplish this second collaboration remains to be done. 

Presumably not all social behaviors cannot be interpreted in the context of the domain task.  Sometimes participants inter-
rupt their collaboration to tell a story that is either not pertinent to the collaboration or while pertinent, somehow out of 
order.  These stories are interruptions of the current collaboration and are understood as having some other conversational 
purpose.  As interruptions, they also signal that engagement is happening as expected as long as the conversational details 
of the interruption operate to signal engagement.  It is not interruptions in general that signal disengagement or a desire to 
move to disengage;  it is failure of uptake of the interruption that signals disengagement possibilities.  Thus, failure to 
uptake the interruption is clearly one means to signal a start towards disengagement. 

Open Questions 
 

The discussion above raises a number of questions that must be addressed in my ongoing work.  First, in my data, the host 
and visitor often look away from each other at non-turn taking times, especially when they are displaying or using demo 
objects.  They also look up or towards the other’s face in the midst of demo activities.  The SharedPlans collaboration 
model does not account for the kind  of fine detail required to explain gaze changes, and nothing in the standard models 
of turn taking does either.  How are we to account for these gaze changes as part of engagement?  What drives collabora-
tors to gaze away and back when undertaking actions with objects so that they and their collaborators remain engaged?   

Second, in my data, participants do not always acknowledge or accept what another participant has said via linguistic ex-
pressions.  Sometimes they use laughs or expressions of surprise (such as “wow”) to indicate that they have heard and 
understood and even confirm what another has said.  These verbal expressions are appropriate because they express ap-
preciation of a joke, a humorous story or outcome of a demo.  I am interested in the range and character of these phenom-
ena as well as how they are generated and interpreted. 
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Third, this paper argues that much of engagement can be modeled as part of domain collaboration.  However, a fuller 
computational picture is needed to explain how participants decide to signal engagement as continuing and how to recog-
nize these signals.   
 

7. A NEXT GENERATION MEL  
 

While I pursue theory of human-human engagement, I am also interested in building new capabilities for Mel that are 
founded on human communication.  To accomplish that, I will be combining hosting conversations with other research at 
MERL on face tracking and face recognition.  These will make it possible to greet visitors in ways similar to human ex-
perience and may also allow us to make use of nodding and gaze change (though not what a human gazes at), which are 
important indicators of conversation for turn taking as well as expressions of disinterest.  Building a robot that can detect 
faces and track them and notice when the face disengages for a brief or extended period of time provides a piece of the 
interactive behavior.   

Another challenge for a robot host is to experiment with techniques for dealing with unexpected speech input.  People, it 
is said, say that darndest things.  Over time I plan to be able to collect data for what people say to a robot host and use it 
to train speech recognition engines.  However, at the beginning, and every time the robot’s abilities improve dramatically, 
I do not have reliable data for conversational purposes.  To operate in these conditions, I will make some rough predic-
tions of what people say and then need to use techniques for behaving when the interpretation of the user's utterances falls 
below a threshold of reliability.  Techniques I have used in spoken-language systems in onscreen application [16] are not 
appropriate for 3D agents because they cannot be effectively presented to the human visitor.  Instead I expect to use tech-
niques that (1) border on Eliza-like behavior, and (2) use the conversational models in Collagen [12] to recover when the 
agent is not sure what has been said.  

8. SUMMARY 
 

Hosting activities are a natural and common interaction among humans and one that can be accommodated by human-
robot interaction.  Making the human-machine experience natural requires attention to engagement activities in conversa-
tion.  Engagement is a collaborative activity that is accomplished in part through gestural means.  Previous experiments 
with a non-autonomous robot that can converse and point provide a first level example of an engaged conversationalist.  
Through study of human-human hosting activities, new models of engagement for human-robot hosting interaction will 
provide us with a more detailed means of interacting between humans and robots. 
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Abstract  

Cultural heritage appreciation is a privileged 
area of application for innovative, natural–
language centred applications. In this paper 
we discuss some of the opportunities and 
challenges with a specific view of intelligent 
information presentation, that takes into 
account the user characteristics and 
behaviour and the context of the interaction. 
We make reference to the new PEACH 
project, aimed at exploring various 
technologies for enhancing the visitors' 
experience during their actual visit to a 
museum.  
 

Introduction 

Since the second half of the Eighties, we have 
considered cultural heritage appreciation a 
privileged area of application for innovative, 
natural–language centred applications. From the 
application point of view, we believe this is an 
area of high interest, as a) the “users” of cultural 
heritage increase in number at a fast pace; b) 
there is a natural request for a quality shift: from 
presentation of cultural heritage as a standard 
mass product, similar to supermarket goods,  to 
a way to provide the single person with the 
possibility of acquiring information and 
understanding on things that interests him most, 
and to assist his cultural development; c) the 
way in which the cultural experience is carried 
on has not changed much for centuries; and 
especia lly the young seem to require novel 
modes of being exposed to the cultural material, 
so that they would engage and entertain them; d) 
for Italy and Mediterranean countries cultural 

heritage can be a natural resource that fuels 
economy (Minghetti et al, 2002);  e) human-
computer interface technology can have a 
decisive role in providing solutions for the 
individual.  
From the research point of view in the first 
phase we have considered this as an opportunity 
for exploring ideas related to multimodal 
interfaces. The AlFresco System was a system 
that integrated language, pointing in input and 
language and images in output (Stock et al, 
1997). But the main aspect is that it integrated in 
a coherent way different interaction attitudes: 
the goal-oriented language based modality and 
the navigation-oriented hypermedia modality. 
Well before the web era the AlFresco 
generalized communication act management 
approach was perhaps anticipating some of the 
present challenges of web interaction. 
Subsequently we have begun working on 
information presentation in the physical 
environment. This brought in a number of new 
issues and some constraints (see Stock, 2001). 
Ideas were experimented in two projects, 
Hyperaudio (Not et al, 1998) and the European 
project HIPS (Benelli et al, 1999). 
We shall present here some new lines of 
research that we are now carrying on. 

 

1. The PEACH Project 

The PEACH (Personal Experience with Active 
Cultural Heritage) project objective is that of 
studying and experimenting with various 
advanced technologies that can enhance cultural 
heritage appreciation.  The project, sponsored by 
the Trento Autonomous Province, is mainly 
based on IRST research, with important 
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contributions by the other two partners: DFKI 
and Giunti Multimedia. 
The research activity focuses on two technology 
mainstreams, natural interactivity 
(encompassing natural language processing, 
perception, image understanding, intelligent 
systems etc.) and micro-sensory systems. 
Throughout the project, synergy and integration 
of different research sectors will be emphasized. 
Two general areas of research are highlighted: 
• The study of techniques for individual-

oriented information  presentation: (i) use 
of formalisms and technologies derived 
from the field of natural language 
generation in order to build contextual 
presentations; (ii) use of speech and 
gestures as input and audio and animated 
characters as output; (iii) use of multi-agent 
architectures to provide suggestions and 
propose new topics. 

• The study of techniques for multi-
sensorial analysis and modeling of physical 
spaces—that is, the use of visual sensors 
such as video cameras, laser telemetry, 
infrared sensors, and audio sensors such as 
an array of microphones and ultrasonic 
signals for monitoring a dynamic 
environment, and collecting information 
about objects and about the environment 
for accurate virtual reconstruction. 

The scope of the project is to significantly 
increase the quality of cultural heritage 
appreciation, in such a way as to transform 
passive objects into active ones that can be 
manipulated by the observer, and thus aiding to 
bridge the gap between our past, which they 
represent, and our future, of which they are the 
seeds. Extended Appreciation and (Inter)active 
Objects are facets of an underlying unifying 
vision called Active Cultural Heritage. 

1.1 Extended Appreciation 

The traditional modes of cultural heritage 
appreciation impose numerous limitations that 
are not always obvious. For instance, in 
observing a large statue, notwithstanding 
physical proximity, the observer most likely will 
be unable to capture details from every angle, as 
these may be too far from his/her viewpoint. In 
these cases, direct observation creates 
limitations that can be overcome with 
augmented reality, such as by using a palm 

computer to observe the details of the statue, 
taken from cameras or reconstructed in a virtual 
environment. Moreover, access to some objects 
can be difficult or even impossible for some 
visitors, such as disabled or elderly people. 
Creating an accurate virtual representation of the 
objects would extend fruition of the exhibit to 
these visitors as well.  
In general, remote appreciation opens interesting 
possibilities, also for the study of an artefact that 
due to its fragile nature must be kept under 
restricted conditions and is thus not accessible to 
everyone. The possibility of interacting with an 
accurate virtual representation, allows the non-
invasive access to a work of art in the manner, 
time, and place most appropriate for the visitor. 
Objects can be manipulated in an innovative, 
didactic, and fun way such as by modifying a 
work of art, partially or in its entirety.  

1.2 (Inter)Active Objects 

It is particularly important for the individual to 
be able to “navigate” an independent 
information course based on individually and 
dynamically created presentations. One of the 
scopes of the project is transcending a museum’s 
restrictive environment by transforming a 
passive object observed by the visitor into an 
active subject capable of providing new 
information in a context-sensitive manner, a 
kind of hyperlink for accessing additional 
situation-specific information to be presented 
coherently. 
Much of the technology for accessing 
information in the Internet today (for example,  
adaptive user profiling, information promotion, 
database browsing, query by example) has a 
natural place of application in this environment. 

 

2.  The Museum as a Smart Environment  

A system that generates presentations of 
artworks in a museum must mould to the 
behaviour of a person visiting the museum. On 
the one hand, the system must facilitate 
movements within the space by (i) aiding the 
orientation of the user using appropriate 
linguistic support such as “to your right you will 
see…”; (ii) proposing suggestions about the best 
route for continuing the visit, such as with 
“…along the same lines, the next room contains 
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an interesting…”. On the other hand, the system 
must be able to interpret the implicit intentions 
of the person’s movements. For example, the 
prolonged observation of one object may be 
interpreted as a sign of interest. 
 
A system of this type will be able to take into 
consideration the constrains posed by the 
environment in accessing information (e.g.  
objects in an adjacent room may be far if the two 
rooms are not connected) emphasising the 
emotional impact of seeing the “real” work of 
art. Such a system will also be able to affect the 
visitor’s perception within the environment by 
attracting his/her attention to a particular work 
or detail; for instance, taking advantage of new 
technology such as the ability to superimpose 
computer-generated images to the real scene (via 
special transparent visors) or by generating 
verbal presentations based on rhetorical and 
persuasion-oriented strategies. 
In this way, the museum visit is a full-fledged 
interaction between the visitor and the museum 
itself. In order to render possible this interaction, 
it is necessary that the museum - in fact the 
underlying information system - (i) knows the 
physical position of the visitor (and, as much as 
possible, his focus of visual attention); (ii) 
communicates individual information on the 
objects under exhibition—for instance through a 
portable device, 3D audio, or using a special 
wearable device that automatically superimposes 
generated images to the real scene; and (iii) 
receives requests from the visitor—verbally  
and/or through gestures.  
A museum of this type will not be simply 
reactive, limiting itself to satisfy the questions of 
the visitors, but will also be proactive, explicitly 
providing unasked information; for instance, 
suggesting the visit to particularly interesting or 
famous objects, or allowing access to a 
“window” (e.g. a flat screen on the wall) that can 
deepen the study of the object under 
observation. Such suggestions can be made 
based on the observations of the person’s 
behaviour, for example, the route chosen by a 
visitor or how much time is spent in front of a 
work, information noted about the user, such as 
age and culture, or considerations relative to the 
environment like rooms that are too crowded or 
that are temporarily closed.  The system should 
be able to overhear the visitor’s interaction 

(Busetta et al, 2001) and provide further 
suggestions on the basis of an internal model of 
priorities (for example, satisfying visitor’s 
interests, fulfilling educational goals, or, 
perhaps, increasing museum bookshop’s sales). 
Another important dimension is that of attracting 
the young and keep them hooked to the cultural 
experience. With children the playful attitude is 
essential. We are conceiving new technology-
based environments, with spoken interaction 
(see also the NICE project with a similar 
theme1), where as a side effect children will be 
motivated to look with attention and learn about 
the cultural heritage. One of the central aspect is 
the communication attitude. A humorous 
interaction is a key resource with children. The 
role of humor to keep attention, memorizing 
names and help creative thinking is well known. 
We are now beginning to see some concrete 
results in modeling some processes of humour 
production. To this end our initial work in 
computational humor will find a useful terrain of 
experimentation here (see Stock and 
Strapparava, 2002). 

 

3. The Role of Information Presentation 

According to (Bordegoni et al, 1997), a medium 
is a physical space in which perceptible entities 
are realized. Indeed, in a museum (as well as in 
a cultural city, an archaeological site, etc.) the 
most prominent medium is the environment 
itself. The main requirement for the presentation 
of information task is that of integrating the 
‘physical’ experience, without competing with 
the original exhibit items for the visitor’s 
attention.  
From a multimedia point of view, this means 
that additional uses of the visual channel have to 
be carefully weighed. In this context, audio 
channel should play the major role in particular 
for language-based presentations, although the 
role of non-speech audio (e.g., music or ambient 
sounds) should also be investigated. Yet when a  
visual display is available (for example a PDA 
or a wall-size flat screen) images on the can be 
used support the visitor in the orientation task 
(3D or 2D images can used to support linguistic 
reference to physical objects). In this latter case, 
the visual channel is shared between the display 
                                                 
1  http://www.niceproject.com 
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and the environment but the goal is still to 
provide support to environment-related tasks. 
From a multimodal point of view, different 
modalities can be employed to focus the 
visitor’s attention on specific objects or to 
stimulate interest in other exhibits. For example, 
the linguistic part of the presentation (through 
speech audio) can make large use of deictic and 
cross-modal expressions both with respect to 
space (such as “here”, “in front of you”, “on 
the other side of the wall”, etc.) and to time (“as 
you have seen before”, etc.) (Not and 
Zancanaro, 2000). 
 
The peculiarity of the environment as a medium 
is its staticity: the system cannot directly 
intervene on this medium (i.e. the system cannot 
move or hide exhibits nor change the 
architecture of a room, as in virtual settings, at 
least without considering technology-based 
futuristic extensions.) Therefore, it may appear 
that a main limitation of the presentation system 
is the need to adapt the other media in service of 
the environment. Yet a multimodal approach can 
get round the staticity constraint in two ways at 
least:  
a) Dynamically changing the user's perception of 
the environment: by exploiting augmented 
reality techniques (for example as described in 
Feiner, 1997) it is possible to overlay labels or 
other images on what the visitor is actually 
seeing. In this way, for example, the system can 
plan to highlight some relevant exhibits in the 
environment or shadow other less relevant ones. 
3D audio effects or the selection of characteristic 
voices or sounds for audio messages can 
stimulate user's curiosity and attention (Marti et 
al., 2001). Yet a similar effect can be obtained 
by exploiting the power of language, as we did: 
language-based presentations can be carefully 
planned to attract the visitor's attention to more 
important exhibits and shadow less relevant 
ones. The simplest example: when in a visitor 
enters a room for the first time, she usually 
receives a general room presentation followed 
by  one that directs the visitor’s attention to the 
exhibit the system hypothesizes most interesting 
for her. 
b) Changing the user's physical position: the 
system can induce the user to change her 
physical position either by a direct suggestion 
(e.g. ”go to the other side of the room, the big 

fresco you'll see on the wall is La Maestà”) or 
indirectly, for instance by introducing a new 
topic (e.g., ”La Maestà, one of the absolute 
masterpieces of European Gothic painting, is 
located on the wall behind you”).  
 
Ultimately, the goal of such system is to support 
visitors in making their visiting experience meet 
their own interests; but in some cases a visitor 
should be encouraged not to miss some 
particular exhibits (for example, you cannot visit 
the Louvre for the first time and miss the Mona 
Lisa). Sometimes this task can be accomplished 
by direction giving, but there are other ways to 
promote exhibits: for example, by providing at 
the beginning of the visit a list of hotspots, or by 
planning a presentation that, in a coherent way, 
links the exhibit in sight to other ones through 
reference to the visitor’s interest. More 
generally, further research is needed towards 
implementing pedagogically-motivated systems 
with meta-goals to pursue, educational strategies 
to follow and intentions to satisfy. In this 
respect, the interaction between the visitor and 
the system must evolve from simple interaction 
to full-fledged collaboration (for a discussion on 
this topic applied to cultural tourism see Stock, 
2001). 

 

4. Seven Challenges  

The theme discussed here constitute a terrain 
where several areas of research can yield 
important contributions. We shall briefly review 
some challenges, relevant for language-oriented 
presentations. 
 
Visitor Tracking. In our own experience after 
various investigations we have ended sticking  to 
our initial choice - infrared emitters at fixed 
positions, sensors on mobile devices. This 
choice was also combined with a compass, but 
we are sure shortly there will be more interesting 
solutions available (e.g. ultrasounds). For the 
outdoor scenario, we need a combination of GPS 
and finer localization devices. Other techniques 
can be envisioned and should be further 
investigated, for example, beyond the physical 
position, it would be useful to know the 
direction of sight of the visitor. For the moment 
it requires head-mounted displays and complex 
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vision recognition hardware, but one can foresee 
a future where gaze detection may be possible 
with less obtrusive hardware, at least in 
structured and internally represented domains. 
Representations and reasoning on what is at 
sight need obviously to develop substantially.  
 
Novel devices.  Acoustic output has been shown 
to be here preferable over written language 
which can be usefully exploited for highlights 
and follow-ups. Yet improvements on high 
quality graphics on a small device would be 
highly appreciated since pictures have been 
shown to be very helpful in signalling references 
to objects in the physical space.  
Wearable devices and head-mounted displays 
can play a role in specific settings. In particular, 
head-mounted displays can be very useful if 
coupled with a technology that can overlay 
computer generated graphics to real scenes (see 
Feiner et al, 1997).  This technique is 
particularly interesting for archaeological sites 
where the visitor would be able to “see” the 
buildings as they were originally. 
But often the best device for these kind of 
applications is no device at all. Speech 
recognition in the environment coupled with 
"spatialized" audio would allow the visitors to 
experience multisensory and unobtrusive 
interaction with the environment. The 
“narration” must develop with individual-
oriented characteristics and at personal times, so 
it cannot just be produced once for all by 
physically dislocated sound sources.  
 
Expressing Space and time reference. We 
need our systems to be able to reason about 
where things are, what kind of spatial entity they 
are, how they look like from a given position, 
how best the visitor can reach them (Baus et al, 
2002), when they will appear. For example, the 
system should be able to instruct the visitor to 
“reach the room at the end of this corridor” 
rather than “go forward 10 meters and then turn 
left”. There is a substantial tradition in AI 
dealing with qualitative temporal reasoning and 
a somehow less extended one dealing with 
spatial reasoning (Stock, 1997). Representations 
must provide us with material at the right level 
of detail so that we can properly express it in 
words. Of course we need also that the language 
we produce is sophisticated in the proper use of 

word characteristics, for time taking into account 
concepts like word aspect and tense, or, for 
space, for example, being able to choose specific 
spatial prepositions. A newer important element 
in research is qualitative modelling of movement 
(see Galton, 1997), particularly relevant here, as 
we have seen that movement is the most relevant 
input modality, strictly coupled with our 
suggested medium - the environment.  
 
Beyond descriptive texts. Perhaps the biggest 
challenge is concerned with keeping the 
attention of the user high and granting a long 
term memory effect.  We need to be able to 
device techniques of material presentation that 
hook the visitor, that continuously build the 
necessary anticipation and release tension. The 
"story" (we mean the multimodal story that 
includes language, graphics and the visible 
physical environment) must be entertaining, and 
it should include mechanisms of surprise. The 
expectation sometimes must be contradicted and 
this contrast will help in keeping the attention 
and memorizing the situation. A typical 
mechanism of this kind is at the basis of various 
forms of computational humor (see Stock, 
1996). Especially with children  humor (and 
play) can be a powerful means for keeping them 
interested. Another aspect where much more 
research is needed is concerned with 
mechanisms of persuasion: i.e. how we can build 
rhetorical mechanisms aimed at the goal that the 
hearer/experiencer adopts desired beliefs and 
goals. It is not only a matter of rational 
argumentation, a field a bit more developed, but 
an integration of various aspects, including some 
modelling of affect. At the end our philosophy is 
that the user is responsible for what she does and 
hence for the material that is presented to her, 
but yet through the presentation some specific 
goals of the museum curator can be submitted 
for adoption. 
 
New visit modalities. The advent of technology 
opens the way to new modalities of visit, 
particularly important with children. A treasure 
hunt is an obvious example, where the external 
goals cause the innocent visitor to look for 
details and come across many different exhibits 
with "artificially" induced attention.  
An easier development is that at the end of a 
visit, a report of the visit is produced 
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electronically, available for successive 
elaboration. For instance it will allow the user to 
re-follow on a virtual environment what she has 
seen and to explore related material at a deeper 
level through added hyperlinks. 
 
Support for group visits. A relevant percentage 
of visitors come to the museum together with 
other people. For natural science museums, the 
typical case is a parent with children, for art 
museums it is the group of friends. The group 
dimension is largely unexplored: how best can a 
family (or other group) be exposed in 
individually different manners to the material in 
the environment so that they discuss what they 
have seen and have a conversation that adds to 
their individual experience, bringing in new 
interests and curiosity?  
Only limited research is devoted to group 
visit (see for example, Woodruff et al, 2001) 
and most issues are still open. Of course, we 
can envisage a big difference in the parent-
child case with respect to the friends 
scenario. Another interesting issue can be 
the study of dynamic grouping, for example 
when grouping extends over time (see for 
example, Rahlff, 1999) or is dynamically 
created during the visit. 
 
Experimental evaluation. The most 
enthusiastic comments of users of these kind of 
systems (Marti and Lanzi, 2001) regard the 
possibility to move freely during the visit while 
being assisted by the dynamic guide. The 
visitors felt comfortable in listening at 
descriptions without interacting too much with 
the PDA interface, mainly used in case of poor 
performance by the system (delay in loading a 
presentation, lack of information etc.). A feature 
that was especially appreciated was how 
information came tailored to the context. The 
visitors recognized the capability of the tourist 
guide to follow their movements offering 
appropriate and overall coherent information at 
the right moment.  
However, our community has not become 
sophisticated enough in evaluating mobile 
systems for a cultural task. What we really need 
are techniques as powerful as the Wizard of Oz 
(simulation by hidden humans of systems that at 
least in part do not exist yet, and observation of 

user behaviour with the new means) so that the 
results will really help decide on the specific 
design choice. Equally important, as in any 
educational environment, is to evaluate retention 
of concepts and vividness of memory after time 
(hours, weeks, years). 
 
The PEACH project, started recently, will 
deliver its results in a three year period with 
experimentation at the Castello del 
Buonconsiglio in Trento, with focus on the 
famous frescoes of Torre Aquila. DFKI in 
particular will also experiment at the 
Voelklinger Huette, a world cultural heritage site 
dedicated to iron and steel industry  near 
Saarbruecken. 
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